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 Instability is a persistent theme in literary depictions of Lima, Peru, from throughout the 
long eighteenth century. The city’s geographical instability, marked by earthquakes that took 
place in 1687 and 1746, also affected social and economic structures of a viceregal society in 
flux. By focusing on three distinct forms of the theme of instability (seismic, caste hierarchy, and 
economic), I was able to bring together a literary corpus that spanned from 1687 to 1797 and 
included both works of poetry and prose, canonical and less-studied texts. This includes poetry 
by Juan del Valle y Caviedes (1649-1698), Pedro de Peralta Barnuevo (1663-1743), Friar 
Francisco del Castillo (1716-1770), and Esteban de Terralla y Landa (1750?-1805?); travel 
chronicles co-authored by Antonio de Ulloa (1716-1795) and Jorge Juan (1713-1773); the prose 
work El lazarillo de ciegos caminantes (1775), by Alonso Carrió de la Vandera (1716-1783); as 
well as epistolary correspondence penned by Spanish and Creole noblemen. While some of these 
works individually have received a fair amount of critical attention, the dissertation brings them 
together in a unique way that allows us to view how they portray the paradigm of instability 
(volatility, change, mobility) and compare them within their specific historical and literary 
context. 
 In the three main chapters of the dissertation, I examine different forms of instability by 





(Chapter 2), and commerce (Chapter 3). These texts shed light on specific historical events, and 
also illustrate how repeated fluctuations in different areas of limeño society contributed to a 
general atmosphere of instability evident to authors throughout the eighteenth century. By 
examining several types of instability over the course of more than a century, I conclude that 
focusing on this theme provides a framework for analysis that brings to bear a wide range of 
topics relevant to eighteenth-century Spanish America: scientific inquiry and religious discourse 
at the dawn of the Enlightenment, discrimination against and forms of societal participation of 
men and women of African ancestry, urban development, social stagnation and mobility, as well 
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Twice during the long eighteenth century, Lima, capital of the Spanish viceroyalty of 
Peru, was almost entirely destroyed by earthquakes. In the aftermath of these events, the Spanish 
government grew increasingly suspicious of the city’s large African population as Lima’s 
economic power shrank. In spite of such upheaval, this has been dubbed the “period of colonial 
stabilization.”1 Throughout the time period under consideration, Lima occupied a privileged 
position as the Spanish Empire’s most important city in the southern hemisphere, but both local 
and visiting writers noted ways in which the city’s seemingly-sturdy institutions existed in 
perpetually precarious states. Mariselle Meléndez observes: “El ambiente que rodeó la vida en el 
Virreinato del Perú en el siglo XVIII puede considerarse como uno de crisis, incertidumbre, 
ansiedad y miedo” (Raza, género 21). Even though instability was a widespread cultural 
phenomenon in eighteenth-century Lima, its presence in literature has typically only been 
studied in individual authors.  
This dissertation endeavors to fill that gap by bringing together literary representations of 
instability in Lima from across the long eighteenth century, and examining the ways in which 
those fluctuations appear in texts written about the City of Kings. I employ the term “instability” 
both literally and figuratively because eighteenth-century Lima could be considered, in both its 
social practices and its physical foundations, as “not stable: not firm or fixed: not constant” 
                                                          
1Carlos García-Bedoya Maguiña, who coined this term, does not say it pejoratively but, 





(Merriam-Webster). Each chapter of the dissertation examines a different manifestation of the 
theme of instability, from unavoidable earthquakes to shifting social roles and evolving 
commercial practices, whose impact was felt in various ways throughout the city. Critical to this 
work is the examination of Lima as an urban space, with physical and figurative dimensions, 
rather than as static background. Rather than one, Lima is the sum of many spaces, and the 
authors in my corpus describe Lima’s constitution, in the sense that it is an ideological, as well as 
physical, construction. As Ángel Rama observed, the form of a city, “[t]ras su aparencial registro 
neutro de lo real, inserta el marco ideológico que valora y organiza esa realidad y autoriza toda 
suerte de operaciones intelectuales a partir de sus proposiciones, propias del modelo reducido” 
(9). By bringing together different texts and literary representations of instability from across 
Lima’s long eighteenth century, I hope to provide a more nuanced panorama of responses to 
disruptions of the city’s social and physical foundations. 
This reigning expression of instability can be found in poetic and prose works from 
throughout the eighteenth century, some canonical, others less so. I draw from multiple genres 
and styles in order to illustrate the varied ways in which instability manifested in eighteenth-
century writing about Lima. The works I have chosen are concerned with describing Lima’s 
physical and social environment. Often, accounts of important events, the themes of poetic 
contests,2 and representations of Lima in epic poetry3 idealized the city. The texts I will examine, 
however, discuss the city in more realistic terms by appealing to pressing issues in the capital 
city and providing concrete details (for example, street names, dates, the names of contemporary 
                                                          
2Jerry Williams describes the role that poetic contests, in which student participation was often 
obligatory, played in the colonial University of San Marcos (Censorship and Art 56-66). 
 
3José Antonio Mazzotti says that, in encomiastic epic poetry, “no importa tanto la fidelidad a los 





figures) that often show the city’s seamier side. I have chosen to begin with texts from what is 
often described as the “long eighteenth century” in order to include the 1680s, when effects from 
the earthquake that shook Peru in 1687 begin to resonate. Additionally, the baroque style that 
dominated seventeenth-century Hispanic writing remained prevalent well into the eighteenth (as 
evidenced by the compositions of writers such as Pedro de Peralta Barnuevo [1663-1743]).  
The body of works that I will examine is bookended historically by poetry, beginning 
with what Juan del Valle y Caviedes (1649-1698) wrote about the 1687 earthquake and ending 
with the publication of Esteban de Terralla y Landa’s (1750?-1805?) Lima por dentro y fuera in 
1797. The works from the intervening decades that I examine include costumbrista poetry by 
Mercedarian Friar Francisco del Castillo (1716-1770), commonly known as “El Ciego de la 
Merced,” and Peralta’s epic Lima fundada (1732); the genre-bending prose work El lazarillo de 
ciegos caminantes (1775), by Alonso Carrió de la Vandera (1716-1783); travel chronicles co-
authored by Spanish scientists Antonio de Ulloa (1716-1795) and Jorge Juan (1713-1773); 
epistolary correspondence penned by José Eusebio Llano y Zapata (1724-1778) and Don 
Francisco José de Ovando y Solís, the Marquis of Ovando (1693-1755), as well as an anonymous 
witness of the 1746 earthquake in Lima.  
 The primary texts that I examine in each chapter are supplemented with additional 
historical research from contemporaneous non-fiction sources. A comparison of Peruvian 
responses to the 1687 and 1746 temblors and European reactions to the 1755 earthquake in 
Lisbon illustrates how well-acquainted some limeños were with early modern seismological 
theory.4 Essays that trace theories of seismology from antiquity to the early modern period (such 
                                                          
4Conjectures concerning the Cause, and Observations upon the Phaenomena of Earthquakes 





as Horario Capel’s “Organismo, fuego interior y terremotos” and Rienk Vermij’s “Subterranean 
Fire”) further aided my understanding of seismic instability in the eighteenth century. 
Additionally, Felipe Colmenares Fernández de Córdova’s 1771 account of the early history of 
the painting widely known as El Señor de los Milagros sheds light on how this icon came to be 
associated with protection from earthquakes. Caste paintings are an essential resource for my 
discussion of Lima’s social hierarchy, which were in vogue throughout the viceroyalties in the 
latter half of the eighteenth century but often left unsigned. In addition to their visual 
characteristics, these portraits allow us to emulate the tracing of lineage that was so important to 
viceregal social status.5 Finally, natural science texts such as Llano y Zapata’s Memorias 
histórico, físicas, crítico, apologéticas de la América Meridional (c. 1758) shed light on 
eighteenth-century perspectives regarding Peru’s abundant mineral resources, and articulate 
period concerns about mining practices.  
None of the authors I study in this project are counter-hegemonic, in the sense that all 
their livelihoods were tied to the Spanish colonial establishment—Andalusian transplants 
Caviedes and Terralla were aspiring businessmen looking to profit from policies that favored 
Spaniards; Carrió de la Vandera, Ulloa, Juan, and Ovando were all Spanish officials; Peralta and 
Llano y Zapata were born in Peru and attempted to forge career paths in Spanish-run institutions. 
Although the Peruvian-born Castillo was a clergyman, as well as blind, his lifestyle and close 
connections to Lima’s upper class were possible because he was the son of a Spain-born 
politician who bequeathed him a profitable printing press (Vargas Ugarte, “Introducción” VII, 
                                                          
modern seismology. In addition to his innovative theories, however, Michell still locates the 
origin of earthquakes in subterranean fires, much like Peralta describes in Lima fundada. 
5Studies by Magali Carrera, Nicolás León, and Mariselle Meléndez, among others, have 





IX-X). Javier de Navascués’s observation about Castillo could easily be applied to all the authors 
in my corpus: the critique of conditions in Lima “no implica necesariamente una diatriba en 
profundidad contra la estructura social y la ideología que la sustenta. En realidad, Castillo no es 
un escritor de ‘discursos alternativos’, sino un firme convencido de la verdad de los discursos 
oficiales” (313). These writers point out Lima’s difficulties while seeking to succeed within the 
colonial paradigm, looking for ways to improve their lot within the colonial system and to 
denounce what is in disrepair, and so the city will be presented by them as requiring renovation 
and a return to stability. Studying these authors provides an overview of what the “discursos 
oficiales” claimed about Lima throughout the long eighteenth century. In their work, however, 
we can also identify the presence of other voices, which indicate that Lima was not a monolithic 
city inhabited exclusively by Spanish men. 
A brief summary of difficulties that Lima faced throughout the eighteenth century will 
situate the dissertation in its historical context. During this period, Lima was faced with 
unprecedented seismic and political fluctuations. In October of 1687, Lima—which had enjoyed 
almost uninterrupted prosperity since its founding in 1535—was almost completely destroyed by 
a series of earthquakes. The city was still recovering when Spain’s Carlos II died childless and 
set off the War of Spanish Succession (1701-1714), which ended with the Bourbon dynasty’s 
establishment in Madrid. Bourbon economic reforms in the viceroyalties that were implemented 
(with varying degrees of success) throughout the eighteenth century disrupted practices that had 
enriched generations of limeño aristocrats. This included income lost when parts of Peru were 





Viceroyalty of the Río de la Plata (1776).6 Lima’s redevelopment was also disrupted by another 
devastating earthquake, in 1746. This earthquake was so significant that, when Ulloa and Juan 
wrote about Lima in Viaje a la América meridional (1748), they prefaced their comments by 
saying that to give an account of Lima would be “más que pintar grandezas … llenar esta historia 
de infaustas y lastimosas tragedias” (40). Concurrent with these monumental seismic and cultural 
shifts, uprisings against Spanish rule were instigated by different parts of Peru’s non-European 
population. The most famous uprisings were carried out by Indigenous Peruvians near Cuzco 
(such as the movements organized by Juan Santos Atahualpa [1742-1752] and Túpac Amaru II 
[1780-1781]). However, a palenque, or community of escaped slaves, did survive near Lima for 
a time (c. 1711-1713), and there were several slave uprisings in the latter half of the century. 
These events stoked fears of coordinated Black uprisings that never occurred.7 The threat of 
rebellion fanned Spanish and Creole distrust of Lima’s sizable Black population, which was 
forced to endure prejudicial legal and social practices.8  
                                                          
6According to Patricia Marks, “[i]n the last three decades of the [eighteenth] century, the Lima 
treasury was deprived [by the viceroyalty of Río de la Plata] of some 42 million pesos in 
revenues, an enormous sum that, had these revenues continued to flow to Lima, could have gone 
far to prevent the deficits that later made viceregal government dependent on loans from the 
consulado” (64). 
 
7Wilfredo Kapsoli has studied the causes, actions, and aftermath of Peruvian slave uprisings in 
1768, 1779, and 1786. These actions ranged from rioting to coordinated attacks, but Kapsoli 
notes that none attempted to attract outside support: “A pesar de esa evolución ideológica, la 
lucha de los esclavos no rebasó el marco local … ni tampoco vislumbró alianzas con otros 
sectores oprimidos de la sociedad, particularmente con los Indios” (9). 
 
8As Jouve Martín states, “[e]n el caso de negros, mulatos y zambos, este dominio se produjo en 
gran medida a través de una legislación que situaba a los individuos así clasificados en los 
lugares inferiores de la pirámide social y unas normas que, particularmente en el caso de los 
esclavos, daban a las autoridades un inmenso poder discrecional y represivo para castigar las 





Historians have shed light on the Peruvian eighteenth century, and their work enables a 
deeper understanding of the texts that I will examine. Recent scholarship by Pablo Pérez-
Mallaína and Charles Walker has illuminated the 1687 and 1746 earthquakes, both their 
immediate impacts and long-term political and social effects. Studies by John Fisher and Alberto 
Flores Galindo have found that there was gradual economic growth for the Viceroyalty of Peru 
in the eighteenth century. According to Fisher, that was preceded by both decline and immediate 
losses in the name of long-term gains: “the viceroyalty as a whole, far from experiencing 
economic decline … experienced economic growth after 1750, albeit of a steady rather than 
explosive nature,” which appears to have been based on the mining industry (Bourbon Peru 6, 
66). Juan Bromley’s historical account of Lima’s streets, alleys, and plazas facilitates a deeper 
understanding of the geographical references found in many works. Anthologies edited by 
Scarlett O’Phelan Godoy and co-edited by Karl Kohut and Sonia Rose discuss Lima alongside 
other areas in the Peruvian viceroyalty.  
Additionally, just as the 1687 earthquake resonated into the eighteenth century, studies of 
late-Hapsburg Peru provide context for the Bourbon period. Frederick Bower’s classic study The 
African Slave in Peru discusses social and professional positions that Black people occupied in 
early Spanish Peru, while José Ramón Jouve Martín’s Esclavos de la ciudad letrada picks up 
these topics in 1650, when Bowser’s study ends. Elvira Vilches has evaluated the effects that 
precious metals exported from the viceroyalties, including Peruvian silver, had on sixteenth- and 
seventeenth-century European economies. Others, such as Nicholas Robins and Allison Bigelow, 
have studied the evolution of the Peruvian mining industry. In my dissertation I have benefitted 





 Monographs by Karen Stolley, Mariselle Meléndez, and Ruth Hill are invaluable sources 
of information about literature’s relationship to the eighteenth-century Peruvian world, though 
each mainly centers on a single prose work, El lazarillo de ciegos caminantes. Recent 
scholarship has “reclaimed” some Peruvian poetry from this period, and Hill has played a 
notable role in this process. In addition to studying eighteenth-century prose by Carrió de la 
Vandera and Pedro de Peralta Barnuevo in monographs (Hierarchy, Commerce, and Fraud and 
Sceptres and Sciences, respectively), Hill has written several essays about poetry by Castillo and 
Caviedes, focusing on the theme of caste.9 In these publications, Hill has traced the history of the 
term “casta” (and its connection to early modern science) in the early modern Hispanic world 
and clarified its meaning. These studies also analyze poetic portrayals of Black limeños and how 
caste discourses helped maintain Spanish dominance over Peru’s Black and Indigenous 
populations. Hill’s work has largely focused on analyzing the ways in which Black characters are 
described as “Black,” which requires explaining the historical and scientific roots of caste 
terminology. My project, however, analyzes the relationships between Black characters and the 
geographical and social spaces that they occupy throughout Lima. Hill has explored the 
philosophical underpinnings of caste society, while my work examines how Black characters 
physically and socially navigated that culture. 
Peralta Barnuevo’s Lima fundada has been republished by Jerry Williams and David 
Slade, and other authors have also contributed to the poem’s reevaluation. For example, José 
Antonio Mazzotti has studied how the poem asserted the value of Peru and its Creole population, 
                                                          
9Hill’s “Caste Theater and Poetry” discusses several poems by Castillo, while “Casta as Culture” 
focuses on a single one, “Conversación de dos mulas y un caballo.” The theme of caste, as 
represented in several poems by Caviedes, is the focus of “Between Black and White” and 





while Renee Gutiérrez has examined the poem’s portrayals of contemporaneous science.10 
Terralla y Landa’s Lima por dentro y fuera has also been reissued in a scholarly edition by Hugo 
García, and it was the subject of several essays in the volume Estudios de sátira 
hispanoamericana colonial & Estudos da sátira do Brasil Colônia. Castillo’s costumbrista 
poems about Lima await an updated critical edition, but articles by Hill and Félix Vásquez have 
evaluated their satirical representations of Black and female characters. Meléndez co-edited the 
first anthology to highlight the study of space in viceregal literature, and has studied caste and 
female identities in visual and print media from Bourbon Peru. Work by these scholars, among 
others, has informed my investigation of literature from the limeño eighteenth century. 
Given that eighteenth-century Lima was such a turbulent place, it’s unsurprising that 
instability is a prominent theme in literary descriptions of the city from that time. Comparing 
literary accounts of the 1687 and 1746 earthquakes reveals how religious and scientific 
discourses in Lima competed to explain seismic events—some authors attributed the tremors to 
divine ire and others to naturally-occurring causes. Numerous depictions of Black11 characters 
connect their social climbing and physical mobility to disruptive activities that allegedly threaten 
Lima’s future. At times these literary journeys or spatial itineraries overlap with concerns about 
limeño commerce, and Black characters are also used to illustrate the city’s commercial 
                                                          
 
10Hill also evaluates how Peralta incorporates scientific topics into his writing, although her 
analysis focuses mainly on Peralta’s prose works (Sceptres and Sciences 147-90). 
 
11As a white man discussing Africans and people of African descent in Peru, I must recognize the 
position of privilege from which I discuss these topics. With this in mind, I refer to people living 
in Lima who were described through reference to their African ancestry as “Black,” “Afro-
Peruvian,” and “Afro-limeño,” emulating terminology used by Ruth Hill and Juan Carlos 
González Espitia in recent analyses of works by Castillo and Caviedes. When I use the term 
“Black castes,” it is in reference to members of castes whose African heritage was visually 





difficulties. Some authors do, however, discuss the economic impact of other factors, such as 
environmental disasters and aristocratic irresponsibility. The importance of the theme of 
instability in eighteenth-century literature about Lima is illustrated by its persistent presence 
across a range of subjects. 
In “Chapter One: Earthquakes and Instability in Viceregal Lima (1687 and 1746),” I 
explore two ways in which devastating seismic events were explained. Writing over the course 
of roughly six decades, these writers essentially fell into two camps when describing 
earthquakes. While both groups considered the universe to have been created by the Christian 
God, their ideas about how God interacted with creation differed significantly. According to 
Pérez-Mallaína, early modern Peruvians overwhelmingly considered earthquakes to be the result 
of God’s anger with mankind (Retrato 390). There were, however, also some who speculated 
about geological factors that could cause earthquakes. I examine texts that attribute the temblors 
to divine anger and others that propose earthly causes. In this chapter, instability is represented 
topographically—I examine how earthquakes inform both religious and scientific discourses at 
the dawn of the Enlightenment.  
Two poets who survived the 1687 earthquake in Lima wrote about the event from a 
perspective that focused more on the physical causes and effects than the moral dimension of the 
catastrophe. Caviedes discussed this temblor in the romance “Al terremoto de Lima el día 20 de 
octubre de 1687,” and the sonnet “Al terremoto que asoló esta ciudad.” He also discussed 
earthquakes more generally in several other poems, at times comparing their danger to the 
hazards of being treated by Lima’s physicians. Peralta included an account of the 1687 
earthquake in the sixth canto of Lima fundada, as part of an oracle’s prophesy to Francisco de 





and speculate about the geological causes of the temblors. A familiarity with early modern earth 
science is necessary to understand the seismological explanations presented in Caviedes and 
Peralta’s texts. In 1687, the prevailing scientific theories of seismology remained almost entirely 
based on ideas proposed in works from antiquity, such as De Meteorologica [c. 350 BCE], by 
Aristotle, and Naturales quaestiones [c. 65 CE] by Seneca. Speakers in both Caviedes and 
Peralta’s poetry present explanations given by those classical authors. They attribute the 
earthquake in 1687 to subterranean winds, which were stirred up by the sun’s intense heat and 
the subsequent evaporation of underground water. In Lima fundada, the oracle describes the 
process in the following terms: “El cuerpo de la tierra remecido / El vaporoso síntoma padece, / 
Y del ardiente agudo humor herido, / Pulsa mortal, frequente se estremece” (can. 6, st. 79, vv. 1-
4). The texts by both Caviedes and Peralta take care to note God’s presence in the world—
neither of them present a strictly rationalistic perspective—but they do not consider the tremors 
to have been punishments divinely inflicted on Lima. 
I examine a wider range of texts written in response to the 1746 earthquake, wherein 
some theorize about physical causes and others that consider earthquakes to be God’s 
punishment for Lima’s licentious behavior. Llano y Zapata (1748) and the Marquis of Ovando 
(1747) wrote letters that described their experiences during the 1746 quake and its immediate 
aftermath. These two men offer scientific explanations for the tremors, and their speculations 
elaborate on the classical paradigm that informed Caviedes and Peralta. Ultimately, they attribute 





A different perspective is presented by two similarly-named texts: an anonymous 
epistolary account of the earthquake entitled Individual, y verdadera relación (1747)12 and 
Castillo’s romance “Verdadera relación en que se refiere la historia del Temblor del año de 
1746.” These both attribute seismic shifts to social causes. They proclaim Lima’s terrestrial 
instability is due to the city’s spiritual vacillations: calamity has befallen Lima’s residents 
because of their sinful habits and may be avoided in the future if their immoral behavior ceases. 
Castillo’s poem and the anonymous letter do describe the physical suffering in Lima, but 
strongly emphasize that the seismic instability is a moral punishment intended to return 
Peruvians to godly living. Their viewpoint coincides with the religious fervor that fueled the 
worship of the icon known as El Señor de los Milagros. This image of the crucified Christ, 
painted by an anonymous artist (c. 1650), survived multiple earthquakes unscathed and, in the 
course of the eighteenth century, came to be considered a source of supernatural protection from 
temblors. In this chapter, instability appears as both a physical force and an intellectual 
uncertainty as empirical observations of earthquakes called supernatural explanations into 
question. 
“Chapter 2: Caste and Instability” focuses on social, rather than seismic, instability. In 
particular, I examine portrayals of Black characters’ geographic and social movements 
throughout Lima, which I refer to as itineraries. These texts offer perspectives on how Lima’s 
Black residents interacted with, and were perceived by, white and Indigenous limeños during the 
eighteenth-century. Lima’s larger-than-average population of people with African heritage, both 
                                                          
12Authorship of this text has often been incorrectly attributed to the Jesuit missionary Pedro 
Lozano (1697-1752), who did write about the earthquake but was not an eyewitness. The 
author’s true identity remains unknown even though the Individual, y verdadera relación was 
reprinted between eight and ten times, in four languages, in the five years after its initial 





enslaved and free, could be found throughout the entire city, in many different roles. First, I 
study the journeys of Afro-limeñas working as prostitutes in Castillo’s romances “Conversación 
de unas negras en la calle de los Borricos,” “Conversación y Disputa de Tío Juancho, gran 
cochero con Dominguillo, el Enano,” and “Conversación de dos mulas y un caballo en la Plaza 
Mayor de Lima,” as well as Terralla y Landa’s Lima por dentro y fuera. The topographic 
itineraries in these poems explain routes taken by Black characters when they travel throughout 
the city. In “Conversación de unas negras,” a group of Black women discuss how their work 
requires travel throughout Lima and frequently brings them into close proximity with brothels 
and prostitutes. They describe the conditions of these areas and condemn their immorality. In 
“Conversación y Disputa,” two drivers sitting outside Lima’s bullring complain about the 
prostitutes who frequently hire them for transportation all over the city. These women are 
lucrative clients, but they are also Black, and the drivers pour caste-based insults on them. 
Juancho and Dominguillo proclaim that these prostitutes’ deception and deceit create problems 
throughout the City of Kings. In “Conversación de dos mulas,” a mule explains how her master, 
a Black physician called Doctor Morcilla, travels through the city’s outskirts to treat patients and 
visit brothels. Her description of Doctor Morcilla’s harmful medical practices and unsavory 
company further links Black characters to destructive behaviors. The spatial itineraries in 
Castillo’s poems attempt to marginalize them by associating them with Lima’s outskirts and 
unsavory behaviors. At the same time, however, these itineraries—which are sometimes 
described through the voices of Black characters—indicate the vitality and importance of Lima’s 
Black population by depicting Black people with detailed knowledge of Lima and whose work 
affects the entire city. Such discourses are also present in Lima por dentro y fuera. My analysis 





caminantes, as well as the correspondences that Henri Lefebvre identifies between social and 
spatial significance and Michel de Certeau’s discourse about what he calls “the long poem of 
walking” (101).  
I later examine poems that describe the social ascension of Black characters who gain 
prestige. Known as “caste society,” the social hierarchies of the Spanish viceroyalties was 
distinct from the modern biological concept of “race,” which came to prominence in the 
nineteenth century.13 Although legal and social systems heavily favored European heritage and 
devalued African ancestry—most egregiously through the institution of slavery—it remained 
possible for Black limeños to improve their position and status. The numerous mutable factors 
that contributed to caste made it possible for a person to shift castes, ostensibly to one that more 
heavily emphasized European heritage and minimized stains on family honor although it was 
also possible to lose caste privileges. Over the course of generations, it was possible for families 
to change their caste more significantly by “whitening” their family tree, avoiding dishonorable 
professions, and experiencing economic success.  
I discuss three portrayals of social itineraries—slavery, the transition from enslaved to 
free, and being born free—which, as a whole, provide us with an idea of the societal 
opportunities that existed for Black limeños. These narratives, which repeatedly speak of Black 
characters’ social status in terms of movement (upward, in these cases), are found in other 
romances by Castillo (“Declamación de un Filósofo contra la esclavitud” and “Conversación de 
un Negro, mayordomo de chacra, con un Indio”), as well as Terralla’s Lima por dentro y fuera. 
                                                          
13According to Hill, “[casta] was a cluster of somatic, economic, linguistic, geographical, and 
other circumstances that varied from parish to parish, from town to town, and from person to 





Additionally, four poems by Caviedes about the mulato surgeon Pedro de Utrilla, the younger, 
illustrate how an Afro-limeño could parlay professional success into social esteem. The son of a 
freed slave who worked as a surgeon, Utrilla was able to convert his own successful surgical 
career into marriage to a wealthy woman from a “whiter” caste. This arc is traced across several 
poems. In Caviedes’s poetic universe, Utrilla’s caste itinerary culminates with the birth of a son, 
who will presumably benefit from the improved finances and “whitened” caste that his father 
arranged for him. My examination of eighteenth-century Lima’s social hierarchy draws upon 
Ruth Hill and Ann Twinam’s studies of the connections between lineage, profession, and social 
standing throughout the viceroyalties. 
In “Chapter 3: Economy and Instability,” I explore themes of economic fluctuation in 
eighteenth-century Lima. I employ critical works such as Fisher’s Bourbon Peru: 1750-1824 
(which examines the viceroyalty’s economic state throughout the entire century) to help explain 
why commercial growth was so inconsistent during this time period. According to Fisher, Peru 
did experience overall economic growth in the eighteenth century. Such development, however, 
centered on silver mining and the businesses that supported that industry. Outside of that bubble, 
Marks says, the feeling was less optimistic: “By the end of the eighteenth century, limeños were 
convinced that the Bourbon reforms had been all too successful … Their economy and their 
personal fortunes had been … usurped by metropolitan merchants, many of them transients, with 
little or no interest in the economic welfare of Lima’s permanent residents” (99). Economic 
history sheds light on the reason for the overwhelmingly negative literary representations of 
commerce in Lima from this time period. 
Bourbon Lima’s shaky financial future is foreshadowed by a steep decline of wheat 





fundada, published four decades later, and blamed on fallout from the 1687 earthquake. As 
Pérez-Mallaína says, “la posibilidad de que un terremoto pudiese envenenar las tierras era un 
hecho perfectamente admisible por la ciencia de la época … un terremoto … provocaba 
numerosos escapes gaseosos. Si estos revertían a la tierra mezclados con las gotas de lluvia, los 
campos podían quedar infectados y estériles” (“La fabricación de un mito” 79-80). Although 
modern science has disproved it, the myth of Lima’s “sterilized valleys” remained widespread 
for decades and it was still believed to be true when Llano y Zapata as well as Ulloa and Juan 
were writing in the 1740s. Llano y Zapata worries that the 1746 earthquake will curse Peru with 
further sterility, although that does not come to pass. 
Other authors discuss Lima’s economic fluctuations, but focus on the behavior of certain 
parts of the population. The protagonists of two romances written by Castillo, “A referir voy un 
caso” and “Conversación y Disputa,” observe that wealthy merchants and aristocrats have been 
negatively affected by changes in limeño commerce. Castillo’s characters blame these 
developments on Afro-limeños. With his guide, the anonymous and blind protagonist of “A 
referir voy un caso,” walks through Lima’s commercial center. Without warning, a traffic jam 
brings all activity to a halt. When the protagonist learns that the backup has been caused by a 
conversation between Black limeños, he wants to beat them. His guide warns that a flogging will 
not resolve this issue, because Black people are causing traffic jams throughout the entire city. 
The poem ends with the protagonist proclaiming, “para ver de tal canalla / dominada a la 
nobleza, / mejor es no tener ojos” (vv. 229-31). I then return my attention to “Conversación y 
Disputa,” in order to examine the two drivers’ discussion of the impact that the new bullring in 
the Plaza Firme de Acho has had on their clientele. They complain that, instead of aristocrats, 





passengers, even though their pockets are filled by the prostitutes’ frequent transportation needs. 
The speakers in both of these poems attribute an outsized responsibility to Black people for 
Lima’s economic fluctuations. 
The economy is also a prominent theme in Terralla’s Lima por dentro y fuera—the 
poem’s subtitle asserts that it is filled with “consejos económicos.”14 The narrator highlights how 
widespread dishonesty and poor management of commercial practices have led to the City of 
King’s decline. Terralla’s narrator mocks the vagrant and the noble alike, and eventually turns 
his scornful gaze from Lima to Peru’s silver mines. He proclaims that the profits from mining 
enterprises are woefully mismanaged, and bemoans how silver ends up in the hands of foppish 
financiers instead of the miners who extract it. Ulloa and Juan, as well as Llano y Zapata, also 
praise Peru’s abundance of precious metals. They, like the narrator of Lima por dentro y fuera, 
worry that these resources may remain untapped because of either ignorance or poor working 
conditions. From the perspectives that I examine in Chapter 3, Peruvians’ prosperity diminishes 
during the eighteenth century and no lasting solutions are proposed. 
Broadly speaking, this dissertation examines how Lima’s residents wrote about changes 
that the city underwent throughout the eighteenth century. Many of the ways in which Lima can 
be considered “unstable” are not unique to the eighteenth century, which makes this theme 
particularly relevant for studying literature from the entire viceregal period. Through the lens of 
instability in Lima, I assess perceptions of seismic disasters at the onset of the Enlightenment 
(through examining scientific and religious discourses), evolving social hierarchies (by analyzing 
depictions of physically and socially mobile Black characters), and changes to the economy 
                                                          
14The complete subtitle is “En consejos económicos, saludables, políticos y morales que da un 





(through considering how shifts in commercial practices affected limeño society). By examining 
several forms of eighteenth-century instability, this project exposes a significant and persistent 
topic in the literary production of viceregal Lima along with its concurrent discussions about 
scientific inquiry, prejudice, public health, commodity importation and exportation, 
socioeconomic status, and city planning. Furthermore, because the theme of instability reveals 
cracks in Spain’s viceregal hegemony, as Ruth Hill has noted,15 it provides a valuable 
perspective on the social changes that occurred in Lima throughout the eighteenth century. 
  
                                                          
15In “Critical Race Theory,” Hill states that “there is a somatic exuberance in caste poetry that is 
very much a piece of the frothiness of the Mediterranean baroque and communicates the 








CHAPTER 1: EARTHQUAKES AND INSTABILITY 
This chapter focuses on Lima’s literal, topographic instability. Earthquakes almost 
destroyed the city entirely on two occasions during the viceregal period, in 1687 and 1746. Two 
widespread opinions about earthquakes at the time were that earthquakes were an unavoidable 
part of Earth’s natural function and that they were God’s punishment for Lima’s sin. The widely-
held belief that earthquakes were manifestations of God’s ire against Lima also led to the 
appearance of religious symbols whose importance was tied to the protection from tremors that 
they allegedly offered. Here I’m interested in the poetic portrayals of Lima’s topographical 
instability and the concomitant representations of space that serve as metaphors for social 
volatility. As we will see in the pages that follow, images of destruction and ruin convey the 
literal instability of Lima and, by extension, a limeño society in flux. 
I. Earthquakes and the Space of Viceregal Lima 
Lima, more than any other capital city in South America, has been repeatedly battered by 
seismic events. The city, along with Peru’s entire coastline, sits upon the collisional boundary 
between the Nazca and South American tectonic plates. The contact between those two shifting 
plates generates earth-moving force, and eighteenth-century limeño historian José Eusebio de 
Llano y Zapata counted fifteen notable earthquakes between Lima’s founding in 1535 and its 
worst seismic catastrophe in 1746.16 Pablo Pérez-Mallaína describes how these natural disasters 
                                                          
16Llano Zapata records that Lima suffered through noteworthy earthquakes in the following 
years: 1582, 1586, 1609, 1630, 1655, 1678, 1687, 1690, 1699, 1716, 1725, 1732, 1734, 1743, 





shaped Lima physically, but also in the popular imagination: “Los terremotos quedaban 
clasificados en la memoria colectiva de los habitantes de Lima a través de un elemento 
inmaterial, pero que es claro signo del sentimiento de horror que produjeron” (Retrato 57-58). 
Luis Xammar summarizes how authors wrote about Lima’s colonial earthquakes in both prose 
and verse. In most cases, these descriptions formed part of larger works. However, the poet 
Pedro de Oña, Chilean by birth but a resident of Lima, was so strongly affected by the 1609 
quake that he devoted an entire work to the event, Temblor de Lima, published within a year of 
the event. Oña attributed the earth’s unusual movement to Lima’s unrepentant sin, a perspective 
that Sarissa Carneiro Araujo summarizes: “Temblor de Lima … censura del vulgo, hombres y 
mujeres anónimos, limeños cuyos pecados habrían motivado el temblor como manifestación de 
la ira divina y cuya devoción oportunista y olvidadiza podría dar lugar a nuevos desastres, 
contenidos apenas por la infinita misericordia de Dios” (89). This theme would appear again 
when limeño earthquakes received notable literary treatment in 1687 and 1746. 
The earthquakes of 1687 and 1746 stand out because they are estimated to have been the 
strongest seismic events that shook Lima during the viceregal period. Both devastated Lima and 
led to extensive rebuilding projects. In addition to the physical damage they caused, over time 
these seismic tragedies came to form part of the city’s identity. During his time with the Paris 
Academy’s commission to measure the Earth’s circumference (1736-1743), the Spanish 
chronicler Antonio de Ulloa visited Lima in 1740 and wrote a detailed description of the City of 
Kings. In Ulloa’s eyes, the greatness of the capital goes hand in hand with its tragedy:  
No es mi animo en este capitulo dar idea de lo que es Lima pues el hacerlo, más que 
pintar grandezas, sería llenar esta historia de infaustas y lastimosas tragedias, 
representando en lamentables ruinas sus palacios y en desmoronados vestigios lo 
magestuoso de sus templos, sus corpulentas torres y todo aquello de que el arte hacía 





cuyo conjunto componia el vasto cuerpo y harmoniosa simetría de aquella ciudad, la qual 
es yá monumento de sí misma destruida á esfuerzo de las concussiones con que todo su 
suelo se estremeció el dia 28 de octubre del año pasado de 1746. (Viaje 40) 
Here, the chronicler speaks reverently about what the Spanish have constructed in Lima. In his 
mind, however, Lima’s tragedies have been awful enough that they must be mentioned in the 
same breath as its achievements. He speaks in very flattering terms about the buildings that the 
Spanish have erected in Lima, and praises the harmonious symmetry of the city’s form, but his 
assessment is a catalogue of sadness—the city’s greatness has been reduced to “lamentables 
ruinas” and “desmoronados vestigios” by the earthquake of 1746. Later in his account the 
chronicler explains how, in the wake of this temblor, Lima’s structures have been rebuilt to 
better withstand seismic shifts (Viaje 45). Earthquakes have physically been incorporated into 
Lima’s architecture, a fact that illustrates the impact that Lima’s topographical instability has had 
on its population. 
Literary critics have tended to attribute secondary importance to texts about earthquakes. 
Xammar provides an overview of the place that earthquakes have occupied in Peruvian literature, 
but his analysis does not extend far beyond summary. Although he does mention the poems that 
Juan del Valle y Caviedes and Pedro de Peralta y Barnuevo wrote about the 1687 earthquake, his 
catalog of authors does not include Francisco del Castillo’s poem about the 1746 seismic 
catastrophe. Caviedes’s poems about the 1687 earthquake have received similar comments from 
Giuseppe Bellini, Daniel Reedy, and Francisco Villena—all three focus on the poet’s refusal to 
regard earthquakes as a message of divine displeasure and place him in the philosophical camp 
of, in Villena’s words, “la posición racionalista respecto a las creencias generalizadas” (n.p.). 
Eduardo Hopkins Rodríguez recognizes the presence of religious and scientific beliefs in 





religiosas, procura basarse en lo racional y, al parecer, en la tradición de la ciencia copernicana” 
(419). Peralta’s extensive bibliography has been vindicated in recent decades, after centuries of 
disrepute.17 Although both Ruth Hill and Renee Gutiérrez have highlighted the limeño 
polymath’s familiarity with contemporary European scientists like Newton, Peralta’s writings 
about earthquakes remain mostly unstudied. Paul Firbas has analyzed how Peralta wrote about 
the 1730 earthquake in Concepción, but the 1687 earthquake in Lima only warrants a brief 
mention in David Slade and Jerry Williams’s introduction to Lima fundada (1732).18 
Surprisingly, Peralta’s literary relationship with the most significant seismic movement that he 
personally experienced remains essentially unexamined. 
There is a paucity of scholarly comments on the romance that Castillo wrote about the 
1746 temblor, “Verdadera relación en que se refiere la historia del Temblor de año de 1746.” 
Concepción Reverte Bernal briefly comments on it in two articles, as does Daniel Reedy (“El 
Ciego” 52). Félix Vásquez dedicates several pages to it in his unpublished dissertation, saying, 
“Deja abundante información genuina sobre el momento en que se produjo el movimiento 
telúrico y el estado en que quedó la ciudad una vez que terminó éste” (Reflejo 177). This 
statement is accurate, but he discusses the poem’s historical details without analyzing the poem’s 
form or content. This is similar to the treatment epistolary accounts of the 1746 earthquake have 
                                                          
17Slade and Williams’s introduction to their 2016 edition of Lima fundada includes a history of 
Peralta’s critical reception, which details how Eurocentristic and anti-baroque biases informed 
negative opinions about Peralta’s writing from his death until well into the twentieth century (21-
28). 
 
18Slade and Williams choose to highlight the narrative role that earthquakes play in Lima 
fundada, rather than delving into his knowledge of seismology: “As a subnarrative, Peralta 
intersperses episodes of the various earthquakes, tsunamis, and volcanic eruptions in the region, 
rhetorically framed as a testament to the enduring conquest, made possible by God’s providence, 





received. Personal accounts by Llano y Zapata (1748) and Don Francisco José de Ovando y 
Solís, the Marquis of Ovando (c. 1747), as well as the anonymous Individual, y verdadera 
relación (1747), have been utilized by historians to contextualize Lima’s experience of, and 
response to, this earthquake, but the letters have not been placed in dialogue with other literary 
forms such as Castillo’s. In my study I address this gap by taking into consideration poetry about 
the 1687 earthquake—five poems that Juan del Valle y Caviedes wrote about the 1687 
earthquaker (a romance, two décimas, and two sonnets), as well as an episode in Pedro de 
Peralta y Barnuevo’s epic Lima fundada. When Lima was again devastated by tremors in 1746, 
Francisco del Castillo wrote a poetic account, the romance “Verdadera relación en que se refiere 
la historia del Temblor de año de 1746.” Several epistolary accounts of the 1746 quake also 
survive, penned by noblemen (Llano y Zapata and the Marquis of Ovando) and anonymous 
witnesses (Individual, y verdadera relación). My analysis focuses on the ways in which Hispanic 
authors describe a city affected by earthquakes and the symbolic meaning they ascribe to the 
events.19 The ways in which these authors represent Lima during earthquakes help us understand 
what they valued in limeño space, as well as how they viewed the world.  
Although earthquakes appear to be so intimately connected to Lima’s history, some of the 
most important literature written about the city does not mention earthquakes at all. Neither El 
lazarillo de ciegos caminantes (1775) nor Lima por dentro y fuera (1797), for all their acute 
observations about the capital city, refers to earthquakes. In Terralla’s case, this may be due to 
chronological distance: he had not been born when the 1746 earthquake hit Lima, and he did not 
                                                          
19To use Henri Lefebvre’s term, I focus on “representations of space,” which he defines as: “the 
relations of production and to the ‘order’ which those relations impose, and hence to knowledge, 
to signs, to codes, and to ‘frontal’ relations” (33). The texts I analyze produce particular limeño 





arrive in the city until 1787. It is less clear, however, why Carrió de la Vandera chose to avoid 
discussing the seismic movements in El lazarillo. He moved to Lima in 1746, and although it is 
unclear whether he arrived before or after the earthquake its impact was unavoidable. Owing to 
the patronage of a rich merchant, Felipe Barba de Cabrera, it seems likely that his financial 
concerns would have been unaffected (Diccionario Biográfico Español), but it is still curious 
that earthquakes are absent in his assessment of Lima’s character. Xammar also noticed the 
absence of earthquakes in these two works: “Verdaderamente admira que ni Terralla en su Lima 
por dentro y por fuera, ni Concolorcorvo en El lazarillo de ciegos caminantes se hubieran 
interesado por el permanente problema limeño de los terremotos” (113). He adds, however, a 
baffling remark: “Misteriosos designios sobrenaturales lo impidieron, y hay que rendir tributo a 
este paréntesis de discreción” (113). 
Paul Firbas points out that, during the first centuries of the viceregal period, poetic 
narratives about Peru tended to describe the viceroyalty in epic terms: “Por casi doscientos años 
en el extenso virreinato del Perú, la poesía épica acompañó al Imperio y produjo, para la colonia, 
los mitos fundadores de las futuras sociedades criollas: el espacio heroico araucano y la plenitud 
de la ciudad de Lima” (16). According to Firbas, Peralta’s Lima fundada is one of the final 
products of this foundational epic period: “la misma disposición del texto impreso [of Lima 
fundada], saturado de anotaciones, parece indicar que ya en el siglo XVIII la forma épica 
renacentista … resultaba claramente insuficiente” (16). On one hand, Lima fundada portrays 
earthquakes as obstacles that the Spanish empire overcomes in its inevitable march towards 
greatness. On the other, the Lima that Caviedes, Castillo, Llano y Zapata, Ovando, and the 
author of Individual, y verdadera relación describe is a suffering city whose future is uncertain. 





experienced. As residents of the City of Kings, their lives and works were deeply marked by the 
devastation brought by seismic movements. 
As we will see, these authors provide literary perspectives on the ground-shaking events 
that devastated Lima during their respective lifetimes. They serve as examples of the two reasons 
held by popular opinion about disasters during the viceregal period. Authors who consider 
quakes to be a naturally-occurring part of the systems God has put in place on Earth frequently 
emphasize the environmental factors believed to have caused the earthquake. Alternately, others 
declare that seismic events are punishment from God for Lima’s licentiousness.20 All of these 
authors perceive earthquakes through the lens of religion, but they differ in their ideas about God 
and men’s respective roles. The dichotomy of material and spiritual causes was certainly not 
unique to Peru during the viceregal period, and debates over the nature and causes of disasters 
were conducted throughout Europe and its colonies.21 My analysis of these authors’ writings 
about earthquakes focuses on four aspects: the poetic speakers’ perspectives of the event, 
portrayals of Lima’s physical instability, the attributed causes of the catastrophe, and how the 
                                                          
20 Ruth Hill summarizes the indecent behavior of Lima’s elites during the eighteenth century: 
“Lima’s claim to fame … would truly have been a claim to shame had the majority of its elites 
possessed any. Instead, they manifested an impeccable duplicity, presenting to the Crown in 
Madrid an image of propriety and sobriety—of Bourbon modernity—while engaging in 
behaviors that had traditionally been associated with deviants, miscreants, and paupers” 
(Hierarchy 2-3). 
21 Perhaps the most famous example from the Spanish colonies is the polemic in New Spain 
about the nature of comets. In 1681, Carlos de Sigüenza y Góngora published Libra astronómica 
y filosófica, in which he asserted that comets were benign events, rather than divine omens 
heralding impending disaster. Charles Walker points out that, in Europe, natural disasters were 
central points in “Enlightenment debates about nature and power,” particularly after the 1755 





authors propose that limeños should respond to the tragedy. These texts shed light on the period’s 
understanding of catastrophe and its attendant results and causes. 
II. Caviedes, Peralta, and the Earthquake of 1687 
According to Ulloa and Juan, 1687 witnessed the most devastating earthquake that had 
yet shaken Lima. The chroniclers recount how two waves of temblors devastated the city: 
“empezó á las 4 de la mañana y con él la ruina de muchos edificios y casas, en que pereció 
crecido numero de gente, pero su estrago solo fue aviso de lo que havia de suceder … 
repitiéndose el estremecimiento de la tierra con remezones que aterrorizaban, á las 6 de la 
mañana se vencieron á su impulso las que havian resistido al esfuerzo de los primeros baybenes” 
(2: 97). Pérez-Mallaína registers the earthquake slightly lower on the Richter scale than the 1746 
event, but the difference seems superficial when one considers the destruction that both caused.22 
Caviedes penned several poems, of various themes and genres, about the 1687 earthquake.23 Two 
of them, “Al terremoto de Lima el día 20 de octubre de 1687,” a romance, and “Al terremoto que 
asoló esta ciudad,” a sonnet, describe his impressions of what occurred during the disaster. A 
second sonnet, “Que los temblores no son castigo de Dios,” is a distillation of the author’s beliefs 
about the causes of earthquakes. Caviedes also wrote poems using earthquakes as a metaphor. 
Striking are two décimas comparing earthquakes to Lima’s murderous physicians: “Al dicho 
Corcovado porque se puso espada luego sucedió el terremoto el 20 de octubre del año de 1687” 
                                                          
22Of the two, the 1746 quake is estimated to have registered slightly higher on the Richter scale, 
at 8.6, while the 1687 event is estimated to have reached 8.2 (Retrato 56). 
23Guillermo Lohmann Villena’s biographical essay dates these poems to 1687, basing this 
assertion on the fact that the poems describe notable historical events: “como buen número de las 
compisiciones se ciñe al hilo de hechos registrados en Lima por entonces, es posible datarlas con 
bastante exactitud … [los poemas que hablan del terremoto de 1687] han de corresponder sin 





and “¡Que teman a los temblores y no teman a los doctores!” The variety of ways in which 
Caviedes writes about earthquakes demonstrates how profoundly in his mind they were 
associated Lima’s identity. Across these works, Caviedes consistently maintains his stance that 
these quakes are not brought about by the sins of a certain group of people but rather they are 
part of life’s burdens that must be borne by mankind. In this way Caviedes echoes the Christian 
Stoic philosophy of his poetic forebear, Francisco de Quevedo.24 The Peruvian poet’s writing 
emphasizes God as creator, the architect of the world, and God’s created system produces events 
like earthquakes, which appear independently of mankind’s actions. He does, however, 
recognize that these disasters may inspire people to turn their eyes to God.  
Another poetic account of the 1687 earthquake consists of thirteen stanzas in Peralta’s 
Lima fundada. The event is prophesied by an oracle to Francisco Pizarro, and is part of a longer 
prediction of Peru’s greatness.25 The oracle goes into great detail about how the Peruvian capital 
will be devastated, and also explains the subterranean factors that precipitate the earthquake. 
Like Caviedes, Peralta portrays this catastrophe as a naturally-occurring event. The oracle notes 
the event’s spiritual significance to survivors but grounds its causes, and the city’s eventual 
recovery, in material causes, which Peralta explains further in footnotes. Jussi Hanska explains 
how the educated sought to reconcile their Christian beliefs with the material causes they 
perceived behind earthquakes: “According to [educated Christians] such phenomena could be 
                                                          
24Pedro Lasarte asserts that Caviedes’s poetry re-contextualizes Quevedo’s poetic ideas by 
implementing them in a viceregal context (“Juan del Valle y Caviedes como lector”). I hope to 
build on this assertion by identifying philosophical similarities between the two authors. 
 
25I will return to this prophecy, which, as José Antonio Mazzotti says, serves to inform Pizarro of 
“las grandezas y glorias del reino que habrá de fundar al asentar las primeras piedras de la 
capital, es decir, la Ciudad de los Reyes” (215). Mazzotti says that prophecy is a “estratagema 
retórica común en los poemas que siguen el modelo virgiliano” and notes Hispanic precedents in 





explained, at least partially, according to the laws of nature created by God in the beginning. 
Hence not all the disasters were the result of God’s direct intervention” (105). As a whole, 
Caviedes and Peralta’s poems about earthquakes incorporate the images of the disaster, the 
scientific explanations that justify them, the descriptions of social catastrophe, and provide 
insight into how limeños attempted to make sense of the tragedy that had befallen their city. 
a. Poetic Speakers Describe the 1687 Earthquake 
Caviedes and Peralta employed different poetic genres to describe the 1687 earthquake in 
verse, and their characters interact with this catastrophe in a variety of ways. Caviedes penned a 
décima, sonnets, and a romance about the earthquake, whereas Peralta embedded his account 
within a larger, epic poem. Due to the generic differences attendant with these poetic forms, the 
speakers articulate the ways in which Lima could be considered “unstable” differently.  
Caviedes’s longest work on this topic, “Al terremoto de Lima el día 20 de octubre de 
1687,” is a romance consisting of 168 lines. This popular poetic form’s loose rhythmic 
requirements and absence of thematic limitations permit the poetic speaker to walk readers 
through different aspects of the disaster. The poetic speaker is positioned as an observer relating 
the action of the poem after it has happened—the quake’s action is described using the past 
tense—but his explanations remain grounded within the physical world. The poem’s opening 
quartet summarizes the material that is to follow: 
Horrores copia la idea,  
temores pinta la pluma,  





a las edades futuras. (vv. 1-4)26  
Each of the first three lines emphasizes its separate terror by beginning with the affective 
condition (“horrores,” “temores,” “lástimas”). The hyperbaton places the direct objects in the 
subject position. At the same time, the three subjects of these lines—“la idea,” “la pluma,” and 
“el genio”—convey different modes of creation or faculties that the poetic speaker needs to 
adequately relate (“copia,” “pinta,” “dibuja”) what has happened in Lima. The fourth line ends 
the calamitous catalogue, and instead alludes to the poem’s didactic nature, for the catastrophic 
events of this poem provide a cautionary tale for future readers. 
The poetic speaker in “Al terremoto de Lima” locates the reader temporally, giving the 
year (“Era el año de seiscientos / y ochenta y siete”), date (“un lunes, veinte de octubre”), and 
time of day (“hora que el alba en celajes / las luces del día anuncia / encendido Febo”), before 
doing it spatially, in Lima (vv. 9-10, 13, 17-19). The poem begins outside of Lima, among “las 
cumbres [que] / con ronco estruendo se asustan,” before entering the city (vv. 25-26). The 
speaker moves throughout plazas and temples, noting how the city’s buildings all share the same 
fate: “fuerte arquitectura / pasó de barro a ser bronce, / unos con otros se juntan” (vv. 62-64). 
The account is linear and, after the initial calamity, the speaker also marks the catastrophe’s 
second round of woe:  
Tres horas pasado había  
cuando ¡oh infelice fortuna!  
otro mayor terremoto 
los corazones asusta. (vv. 41-44)  
                                                          
26All quotes from Caviedes’s poetry come from the 1990 edition of his Obra completa, edited by 





Marking the passage of time communicates to readers how quickly the proud city has been 
humbled by the undulating earth. The majority of the poem catalogues the devastation wrought 
by the second wave, and this is where the speaker observes and comments on Lima’s instability. 
The speaker also gives an account of Callao, which bears the brunt of the tidal reaction to 
the earthquake. The port’s protective wall typically keeps the ocean at bay—Pérez-Mallaína even 
calls the structure a “baluarte contra las fuerzas desatadas de la naturaleza”—but great waves still 
manage to reach the port’s buildings and inhabitants (Retrato 55). As Callao resists the Pacific, 
the barking of dogs (“Los ladridos de los perros / que con [el] rumor se aúnan”) contend with the 
thunder of crashing water (“Los bramidos de la mar / que en promontorios se encumbra”) (vv. 
97-98, 101-02). The similarities between these two sounds (“ladridos” and “bramidos”) 
embodies how domesticated nature (dogs) has broken free and joined with unpredictable nature 
(tidal waves). 
After the speaker of “Al terremoto de Lima” has documented the collapse of Lima’s 
physical foundations, he summarizes how the city’s social foundations have been unmade. 
Families, the building blocks of limeño society, are torn apart: “La esposa busca al marido, / el 
padre al hijo procura, / cuando ni aun a sí se hallan” (vv. 117-19). Class distinctions are also 
erased by this catastrophe, because no one is spared: “El plebeyo, el pobre, el noble, / sin 
excepción de ninguna / persona, se atropellaban” (vv. 125-27). The crowds of fleeing people 
mirror the tremors, crushing anyone in its way (“El plebeyo, el pobre, el noble … se 
atropellaban”). The speaker informs readers how extensive the damage to Lima has been through 
this catalog of details, and then concludes the poem with a reflection on human mortality. I will 
return to that conclusion at a later point, but now I will compare the poetic speaker’s behavior in 





In “Al terremoto de Lima” the speaker is mobile, but in Caviedes’s other earthquake 
poetry, the poetic speaker is a stationary commentator. Two of these poems, “Al dicho 
Corcovado porque se puso espada luego sucedió el terremoto el 20 de octubre del año de 1687” 
and “¡Que teman a los temblores y no teman a los doctores!,” contrast the obvious physical 
instability that earthquakes represent with the subtle ways that physicians threaten Lima’s social 
stability. “Al dicho Corcovado” is a décima, and the poem’s action occurs without changing 
location. The mountains move in place, while the speaker remains static: “Tembló la tierra 
pesada / y al punto que se movieron / los montes, luego parieron” (vv. 1-3). The mountains birth 
a person, “Corcovado,” and the poem’s other verbs describe him without changing location: “es 
un globo en embrión / … / así que se puso cola, / quedó físico ratón” (vv. 7, 9-10). The poetic 
speaker in “Que teman a los temblores” presents readers with a series of situations that illustrate 
how physicians are more dangerous than earthquakes, and then describes specific ways in which 
six doctors (Francisco Bermejo y Roldán, Luis Bernardo Pérez y Yáñez, Joseph de Rivilla, José 
de Avedaño, Melchor Vázquez, and Francisco Ramírez Pacheco) are deceptively deadly.27 The 
speaker exists outside of these scenes—he presents his argument about the dangers of Lima’s 
physicians, and then provides specific evidence. It is a discursive poem, rather than a narrative 
poem like “Al terremoto de Lima.” 
These two poems employ the earthquake metaphorically to illustrate how doctors 
undermine the image of strong limeño men. The speaker describes how, in the aftermath of 
Lima’s destruction, the hunchbacked physician Juan de Liseras put on airs of bravery: “y al 
punto que se movieron / los montes, luego parieron / a Liseras con espada” (vv. 2-4). The 
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speaker alludes here to the Horatian adage “parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus” (“The 
mountains will go into labor and give birth to a ridiculous mouse”) (v. 139). The doctor is a 
hunchback, and wearing a sword appears to give him a rat’s tail: “hecho quirúrgica bola, / así 
que se puso cola, / quedó físico ratón” (vv. 8-10). Difficult circumstances provide an opportunity 
to demonstrate strength, but here the speaker contrasts the temblor’s force with the doctor’s 
weakness. Lisera’s show of force demonstrates his ignorance about armed conflict, because he 
has no physical enemy to fight—he foolishly brandishes a sword against an earthquake.28 In 
“¡Que teman a los temblores y no teman a los doctores!” the speaker also focuses on doctors’ 
appearances, and the danger they present to Lima. The speaker contrasts the obvious threat of 
earthquakes with physicians who hide their bloodthirst: 
El temblor viene avisando 
que huyan de su rigor,  
lo que no hace el doctor, 
porque éste mata callando. (vv. 1-4) 
According to the speaker, doctors are worse than earthquakes because their intentions are not 
obvious and they aim to kill. The dangerous nature of an earthquake is plain, and so people can 
take steps to protect themselves, but harmful doctors can go unnoticed. The poem provides a 
series of examples of how dangerous physicians are, and the chorus “¡que teman a los temblores 
/ y no teman a los doctores!” reveals its ironic nature, frequently reminding readers of the 
opposite message. These two poems show readers that Lima is socially unstable, perpetually 
                                                          
28Mazzotti studies how Peruvian Creoles attempted to demonstrate their military skills, and 





under threat from physicians, as well as prone to seismic shifts. Caviedes’s other two earthquake 
poems, both sonnets, focus on the topographical instability from which Lima suffers. 
The speakers in Caviedes’s sonnets “Que los temblores no son castigo de Dios” and “Al 
terremoto que asoló esta ciudad” place earthquakes in the foreground. They relate situations, but 
describe the action at a greater remove than what we saw in the romance “Al terremoto de 
Lima.” These two poems discuss the physical causes of earthquakes, one describing the 
geological causes that brought about the 1687 quake (“Al terremoto que asoló”) and the other 
outlining why temblors do not represent divine displeasure (“Que los temblores no son castigo de 
Dios”). The speakers do not, however, move through Lima or give away their own locations 
through deictics. Instead, “Al terremoto que asoló” describes Lima’s instability in an objective 
fashion, and “Que los temblores no son castigo de Dios” explains from the title how Lima’s 
instability is seismic rather than punitive.  
In Peralta’s Lima fundada, the 1687 earthquake is spoken of by two voices, one within 
the text and one outside of it. In Lima fundada the 1687 earthquake is described in two ways, 
through the intra-diegetic words of an oracle and by the extra-diegetic information in Peralta’s 
footnotes. The oracle prophecizes to Pizarro about this earthquake in the sixth canto, from 
stanzas 78 through 90, and are accompanied by thirteen footnotes narrated by another, extra-
diegetic speaker. These two speakers enjoy broader perspectives than those of human characters 
with limited capabilities, and so their joint description of the 1687 earthquake brings in 
information outside of the historical present in Lima fundada. The oracle speaks to Pizarro about 





speaks about the 1687 earthquake using the future tense, describing the instability to come.29 The 
present indicative, which the oracle uses twenty-two times, sets the stage for what will happen. 
For example, in stanza 81, the present tense is sandwiched between future tense verbs: 
Dará el orbe mayor vaivén segundo, 
Y acabará cuanto dejó el primero: 
No fábricas, la fábrica del mundo 
Teme al impulso vacilar severo: 
No las ruinas, el seno si profundo 
De la tierra se amaga horror postrero; 
Pues rompiéndose en abras, podrá creerse, 
Que ya hasta el mismo suelo va a caerse. (can. 6, st. 81, vv. 1-8; emphasis mine)30 
The four future tense verbs (“dará,” “acabará,” “podrá,” and “va a caerse”) describe Lima’s 
future collapse, whereas the two verbs in the present indicative (“teme” and “se amaga”) 
describe how the poem’s historical present, in which the oracle speaks, fears this type of event. A 
footnote sits at the end of the stanza’s first line, which allows another voice to intervene. This 
speaker clarifies the details in which “[d]ará el orbe mayor vaivén segundo.” While the oracle is 
explaining the future, the footnote speaks from the aftermath of this event. Therefore the 
footnote’s speaker uses the past tense in his narration: “Sucedió el segundo terremoto a las 6 
horas de la misma mañana, el cual siendo mayor que el primero y cogiendo sacudido lo que éste 
había perdonado, acabó de arruinarlo todo, habiendo sido especial misericordia divina que el 
primero expeliese a los que el segundo sin este aviso hubiera destruido” (p. 314 no. 77; emphasis 
mine). This pair of speakers, one speaking from within the poem and the other outside it, 
                                                          
29During the thirteen stanzas that describe this earthquake, the oracle uses 33 verbs in future 
tenses, as well as seven subjunctive verbs that refer to possible future actions. 





presents Lima’s instability as it will be and how it has been. Neither of them is restricted to the 
poem’s present, so, just as stanza 81 and its footnote switch time periods, their accounts of the 
1687 earthquake reference events prior to and after Pizarro’s death in 1541.  
 Stanza 82 of this canto in Lima fundada searches for an adequate comparison for the 
devastation that Lima’s suffers in 1687. The oracle’s solution is to combine events from both the 
past and future that, together, equal what will occur on that fateful October 20: 
Sólo las doce en Asia trastornadas 
Ciudades, que el Abismo hubo rendido; 
El que de negras ondas vomitadas 
Castillo calabrés será sorbido: 
Las que verá Catania lamentadas 
Ruinas, que hubiera allí aun Plutón sentido, 
Igualarán un choque, que parezca, 
Que aun coge al sol, porque la luz perezca. (can. 6, st. 82, vv. 1-8) 
A footnote informs us that the first two lines of this stanza refer to twelve earthquakes that 
Tacitus recounts in his Annals (p. 315 no. 78). Then the notes for lines four and five explain what 
happened to the “Castillo calabrés” in 1638 (“testifica el P. Kirker … haberse hundido a su vista 
con otro temblor la ciudad Castillo de Santa Eufemia, en cuyo lugar sucedió un lago de agua 
negra”) as well as Catania (“Una de las veces que la ciudad de Catania en Sicilia ha sido 
arruinada fue la del año de 1693 en que perecieron 16 mil personas”) (p. 315 nos. 79 and 80). 
These tragedies combine, the oracle says, to equal “un choque” of the 1687 earthquake. The two 
speakers’ movement between past, present, and future emphasizes the strength of this 
earthquake—its force cannot be restrained within one time period. In Lima fundada the voices of 





force of epic poetry and historical account. Both Peralta and Caviedes consider instability to be 
the chief cause of Lima’s suffering, and both authors’ texts abound with examples of how Lima 
crumbled during this earthquake. 
b. Images of Instability and Destruction in Lima: 1687 
Shifting ground—literally, of course, as well as figuratively—is the focus of “Al 
terremoto de Lima el día 20,” as well as several stanzas of Lima fundada. The poetic speakers in 
these poems address the foundational instability of the city, and how it has altered the world’s 
natural characteristics and Lima’s geography. This volatility is so overwhelming that the 
speakers in both poems emphasize it by invoking the inexpressibility topos. 
i. Topoi of Instability: Inexpressibility and World Upside Down 
Having witnessed the destruction of their city, the speakers in Caviedes and Peralta’s 
poems recur to popular rhetorical techniques to describe these horrors. The speakers in Lima 
fundada and “Al terremoto de Lima” utilize the inexpressibility topos, because, as E.R. Curtius 
explains, they “can find no words” to adequately express this catastrophe (159). The oracle in 
Lima fundada speaks to Pizarro about the 1687 earthquake after describing Lima’s successful 
defense against a pirate attack. His description of the temblor is preceded by this rhetorical 
caveat: “Pero a vista de horror más indecible / Tanta desgracia apenas será amago” (can. 6, st. 
78, vv.1-2). The earthquake is contrasted with, arguably, Lima’s other great existential threat: 
pirates.31 The British buccaneers, the cause of “tanta desgracia” for Lima, are merely a pale 
                                                          
31Firbas places earthquakes and pirate attacks in a lethal trio with wars against Native Americans 
when he describes the greatest threats to Spanish colonial rule: “son los asaltos externos que 
amenazan el orden colonial, lo golpean y destruyen momentáneamente; pero al mismo tiempo 
dan lugar a que la penitencia católica, la caridad cristiana de los gobernantes y la piedad divina 





suggestion (“amago”) of the unspeakable seismic horror whose description is to come. The 
oracle prefaces his description by protesting that his words will be insufficient. The speaker in 
Caviedes’s romance, however, waits until the earthquake has begun to tell the reader that his 
words are insufficient. As Lima’s buildings are falling, the speaker paints the scene:  
Encarecer los lamentos,  
las lastimas, las angustias,  
de los mortales, no cabe,  
en mi retórica muda” (“Al terremoto de Lima” vv. 89-92)  
The speaker cannot find a singular word to convey the terrified sounds of Lima’s 
inhabitants—it spills over into “lamentos,” “lastimas,” and “angustias”—and he cannot conceive 
of words strong enough to exaggerate their distress. The sudden volatility of Lima’s ground 
causes this grief and both speakers rhetorically humble themselves before describing the tragedy 
of October 20, 1687. When the speaker of “Al terremoto de Lima” attempts to recount Lima’s 
destruction, what he sees is so terrible that the world appears to be out of order. 
During these terrifying events, everything in Lima seems to have been turned on its head. 
Nothing short of the world upside down topos will suffice to emphasize how disruptive these 
events are. “The world upside down” is a rhetorical topic in which, according to Jean Céard, 
“something turns into its opposite (e.g. wise men into fools)” (qtd. in Robert-Nicoud 3). The 
speaker in Caviedes’s romance moves outward to a more distant perspective in order to 
appreciate how much the earthquake has changed the city: 
Dio un vuelco el globo del mundo, 
y tan lejos sitio muda 
que hasta el mismo sol extraña 





This quatrain disrupts, in several ways, the “representative space” within which seventeenth-
century Spanish Lima resides. The movement of the world, which is consistent and natural, is 
contrasted with Lima’s sudden, unnatural motion. Lima’s confusing movement during the 
earthquake is described here as the opposite of normal. The sun is a strong image of constancy—
its path never alters as it manages the Earth’s most standard behavior, the movement from day to 
night. The star’s uncertainty speaks to the catastrophic nature of the earthquake. In the 
subsequent quatrain, the poetic speaker elaborates further on how this event has disrupted the 
world’s normal movement.  
Just as the sun is unsure of its path, the people of Lima are uncertain from one moment to 
another whether they are alive or dead: 
Pues, [el sol] vacilando en los rumbos 
no acertaba en la mensura, 
desde su oriente a su ocaso, 
lo que [es] sepulcro o es cuna. (“Al terremoto de Lima” vv. 49-52). 
In these lines, the passage of a day illustrates life’s progression: the sun falters in its traditional 
steps, and the people of Lima no longer have any idea of whether the ruins hold life or death. As 
Mikhail Bakhtin says of how the “world upside down” motif affects time, “Time, as it were, 
thickens, takes on flesh, becomes artistically visible” (84). During a catastrophe, as during 
carnival, time becomes just another confused victim. For example, the line “lo que [es] sepulcro 
o es cuna” demonstrates how the earthquake blurs the line between living and dying. In this 
“world upside down,” structures that were previously protective, a “cuna,” can suddenly 






ii. Structural Instability in Lima in 1687 
 Although it had been founded only 150 years before the 1687 temblor, viceregal Lima’s 
buildings already rivaled the architecture of the older European capitals. With this fame in mind, 
the prophesying oracle in Lima fundada describes the city’s buildings to illustrate the 
devastation. The oracle says that the earthquake’s force appears to disrupt the laws of physics—
gravity, in particular—which has a surprising effect on Lima’s buildings: 
No solo durará el cruel latido, 
Frenético accidente la [Lima] enloquece; 
Haciendo, porque más poder obtenga, 
Que lo que arruina un golpe, otro mantenga. (can. 6, st. 79, vv. 5-8) 
The pulse of the earthquake happens so quickly that what falls apart in one instant seems to jump 
back into place the next. This is explained further in a footnote: “Viose este efecto sin hipérbole, 
pues tal vez la pared y balcón, que parecían caer en una concusión, volvían con otra a 
mantenerse por la fuerza de la unión con la tierra, y de la dirección que volvían a tener al centro 
de gravedad” (Peralta p. 314 no. 76). Via the footnote, Peralta intervenes in the oracle’s 
prophecy to point out how this description of the earthquake is grounded in science. By referring 
to the “centro de gravedad” of walls and balconies, Peralta alludes to ideas published around the 
same time by Isaac Newton. Renee Gutiérrez, in “Pedro de Peralta and the Catholic 
Enlightenment,” demonstrates Peralta’s familiarity with Newton’s study of optics (266).32 
Newton’s first law of motion states that, “Every body perseveres in … uniform motion in a right 
line, unless it is compelled to change that state by forces impressed thereon” (14). The oracle in 
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eighteenth century (1704 in English and 1706 in Latin), but his laws of motion had been 





Lima fundada refers to this law when he describes how the 1687 earthquake “arruina [con] un 
golpe, [y con] otro mantenga.” The tremors alternately knock Lima down and put her back in 
place; in other words, the 1687 earthquake generates enough power (“forces impressed thereon”) 
to halt the fall of Lima’s structures (“uniform motion in a right line”) and replace them in their 
original order. By alluding to laws of physics such as Newton’s, the oracle declares scientifically 
that this event doubles the force of a typical earthquake, which can knock buildings down but not 
put them back in place. 
The oracle in Lima fundada says that the limeños have hardly begun to register the 
devastation of the first quake when the second arrives: “No bien, pues, un vaivén habrá cesado, / 
Cuando otro le suceda en los clamores” (can. 6, st. 85, vv. 1-2). The “clamores” that the speaker 
refers to include the actual collapse of Lima’s buildings, which is described in detail: 
Veranse deshacer torres noveles  
Desde la alta linterna al fundamento;  
Y a las basas unir los capiteles  
Las columnas en ímpetu violento:  
Las que sustentan arcos, y linteles  
Máquinas, al furioso movimiento  
La mole mudarán, pues el desmonte,  
Si edificio caerá se alzará monte. (can. 6, st. 80, vv. 1-8) 
The oracle’s eye moves up and down these towers, describing the failure of components that 
previously kept the structure upright. In the octave’s second line, the oracle summarily moves 
from the top (“alta linterna”) to the bottom (“fundamento”). The presence of these opposite parts 
in the same line echoes the towers’ fall into indistinct rubble. The oracle highlights particular 





opposite ends of columns—“basas” supporting the base and “capiteles” crowning the top—will 
be smashed together by the “ímpetu violento” of these tremors. Then, features responsible for 
holding up walls (“arcos” and “linteles”) will crumble. The entire structure, which previously 
appeared solid and immobile, will move and what once was a symbol of human achievement will 
become a monument to human destruction. It will devolve from a human construction into a wild 
natural feature (“Si edificio caerá se alzará monte”). Similar images repeatedly appear in 
Caviedes’s “Al terremoto de Lima.” 
While the oracle in Lima fundada speaks about the earthquake’s improbable effect on 
gravity, the poetic speaker in “Al terremoto de Lima” emphasizes the temblor’s strength by 
describing how it affects the ground on which Lima stands. Before entering Lima, he mentions 
how the natural structures—mountains—ringing the capital are demolished by the tremors: “los 
montes se descoyuntan, / abriendo bocas que horrendas / bramaban por espeluncas” (vv. 22-24). 
The verbs in these lines (“descoyuntarse,” “abrir,” and “bramar”) emphasize the tremendous 
force being exerted upon the mountains, which changes them from peaks into their opposite: 
caves.33 A few stanzas later, the speaker describes another unlikely transformation. He 
emphasizes Lima’s spatial instability by noting that the city’s firm ground has turned into water. 
The up and down movement of the tremor is so rapid that the speaker compares Lima’s buildings 
to a navy (“terrestre armada”): 
Parecía Lima errante, 
terrestre armada en quien sulcan, 
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“descoyuntarse” (“hacer movimientos extraños y violentos”) and “bramar” (“Metaphoricamente 
se dice de las cosas inanimadas, quando están alborotadas, y alteradas con violéncia”). In fact, 
one of the examples given to illustrate the latter term describes an earthquake: “Por este tiempo 





si de los templos, las naves, 
de las casas, las chalupas. (vv. 33-36) 
The poetic speaker transforms solid ground into its elemental opposite, water, to convey how the 
natural order has been upset. Lima is now “errante” and the ground under its buildings is so 
disturbed that the structures shift positions like ships, “naves” and “chalupas.” The naval 
metaphor is quite appropriate, considering Lima’s proximity to the Pacific Ocean and the 
constant presence of Spanish ships protecting the port from pirates. The earthquake has 
figuratively placed Lima’s ships on land, making them an “errante terrestre armada.” 
 Like Peralta’s oracle, the speaker in Caviedes’s romance comments on how Lima’s 
towers suddenly change from solid to unstable structures. The speaker uses both architectural 
and natural images to describe the uncommon movement of these buildings: 
Las más elevadas torres  
hechas arcos se columpian,  
como cuando al débil junco  
blandea del Noto la furia. (vv. 37-40) 
As he has done throughout “Al terremoto de Lima,” the poetic speaker describes how these 
towers transform into their opposite. The tremors bend rigid, upright towers into curved arches, 
and their force swings sturdy construction up and down. The speaker searches nature for a 
suitable comparison and reduces Lima’s proud towers to humble reeds (“juncos”), which bow 
down before a powerful wind (“el Noto”). The speaker also highlights the destruction of 





In spite of their reputation for beauty,34 not even Lima’s churches are spared during the 
earthquake. While the city shakes, the speaker tells us their fate: 
No quedó templo que al suelo 
no bajase, ni escultura 
sagrada de quien no fuesen 
los techos violentas urnas. (vv. 57-60). 
The imagery of this quatrain builds on the previous confusion between “cunas” and “sepulturas.” 
Normally, churches are safe places for the living—they provide physical and spiritual sanctuary 
from the outside world. The speaker alludes to Lima’s affluence by mentioning the statues 
housed inside the city’s churches. The earthquake, however, changes the churches’ roles. Instead 
of housing prostrate worshippers, the buildings themselves throw themselves down in the face of 
the earthquake’s power. Instead of holding coffins, these buildings transform into “violentas 
urnas” for the sculptures they house. Two lines later, the speaker shifts focus from Lima’s 
churches in order to comment on how all of Lima’s edifices crumble, apparently having suffered 
an unfortunate transformation: “cuya fuerte arquitectura / pasó de barro a ser bronce, / unos con 
otros se juntan” (vv. 62-64). Bronze becomes indistinguishable from mud as Lima’s buildings 
collapse into a mound only suitable for covering the city’s coffin churches. The theme of Lima’s 
architecture is revisited later in “Al terremoto de Lima,” when the poetic speaker catalogues 
what the tremors have knocked down. 
                                                          
34Ulloa and Juan say of Lima’s churches, “Los diamantes, perlas, y piedras preciosas son 
totalmente comunes, y, disfrazado el oro en brillantes con pulidas invenciones engastados, 
desvanecen la vista sus reflexos en las varias custodias y vasos sagrados que tienen todas las 





 Near the end of “Al terremoto de Lima,” the poetic speaker addresses Lima directly. He 
enumerates many types of structures that have fallen and forces the city to reckon what it has 
lost: 
¿Qué se hicieron, Lima ilustre,  
tan fuertes arquitecturas  
de templos, casas y torres,  
como la fama divulga? 
¿Dónde están los artesones  
cincelados de molduras,  
portadas, bóvedas, arcos,  
pilastras, jaspes, columnas? (vv. 137-44) 
In urban encomiums like Balbuena’s Grandeza mexicana, the features of buildings are listed in 
order to emphasize the city’s greatness. As Trinidad Barrera asserts,” “El lugar que ocupan los 
edificios en el panegírico de ciudades es comparable al que ocupaban las fiestas y privilegios 
administrativos como la base en que reposaba el orgullo cívico” (188). The speaker in 
Caviedes’s poem gives a lengthy catalog of architectural features from Lima’s great buildings, 
but the extensive list only emphasizes the tragedy of their destruction. Throughout this poem the 
speaker has used antithesis to illustrate Lima’s instability, but the rhetorical questions in these 
quatrains invoke the rhetorical topic of “ubi sunt” (“¿Dónde están?”) to highlight how Lima’s 
greatness (“Lima ilustre”), which appeared to be firmly established by fame, has disappeared. 
This tragedy is due, in part to earthquake tremors. However, after the earth finished shaking, the 







iii. Tidal Waves and the Destruction of Callao 
 In Lima fundada, the oracle describes how, after Lima was shaken by the 1687 
earthquake, the Pacific Ocean moved beyond its typical boundaries and assailed both the port of 
Callao and the main city. The oracle describes the event using scientific language, but still 
wonders at how unnatural the enormous wave appears to be: 
El mar, que ampolla el subterráneo viento,  
A otro globo se erige, el Cielo mide;   
Y a la tierra amagando más violento,  
Para tragarla, de ella se divide:  
Exhala el huracán de el hondo asiento;  
Al caer el golfo, nuevo espacio pide,  
Y a la costa en vaivenes que la inclinan  
Fragmentos de diluvio la arruinan. (can. 6, st. 83, vv. 1-8) 
The oracle blames this wave on subterranean wind, which was an accepted explanation during 
Peralta’s lifetime. The air currents animate the ocean, first pushing it high into the air (“A otro 
globo se erige” and “Exhala el huracán de el hondo asiento”) before moving the water forward to 
devour the city before it (“tragarla”). Aquatic devastation like this brings to mind the Old 
Testament flood, but this wave is only “fragmentos de diluvio” that drowns one city instead of 
the entire human race. In spite of the oracle’s dire description of this wave, Pérez-Mallaína 
asserts that Lima was at least partially protected: “En el … maremoto de 1687, el circuito 
defensivo que protegía a los habitantes del Callao de los piratas les sirvió también de baluarte 
contra las fuerzas desatadas de la naturaleza” (55). The viceroy, Melchor de Navarra y Rocafull, 
Duke of Palata, had commissioned the walls in 1684. Though the walls may have offered some 





forward while the sun sets on October 20 imitates water covering the city: “Pareciendo en 
oscuros horizontes / Arder las ondas, naufragar los montes” (canto 6, stanza 88, vv. 7-8). “Al 
terremoto de Lima” also describes how the ocean attempted to encompass Lima’s wreckage after 
the earthquake. 
 Earlier in Caviedes’s romance the speaker described how solid ground transformed into 
water during the earthquake. Facing a tidal wave, however, he declares that the opposite 
transformation has occurred: 
El agua y la tierra cambian  
las naturalezas suyas,  
si la tierra andaba en ondas  
y el mar en montes de lluvias. (vv. 65-68) 
This again recalls the “world upside down” topos while the speaker’s description remains firmly 
grounded in reality. The wall surrounding Lima ranged in height from just under three meters to 
eleven meters at the highest point (Sifuentes de la Cruz 104-05), and the wall protecting the port 
of Callao ranged from 14 to 22 feet (Sifuentes de la Cruz 93), so any water hoping to escape the 
ocean’s typical confines had to turn itself into “montes de lluvia.” Of course, this wave hit Callao 
before making its way to Lima, and the speaker in Caviedes’s romance moves from the central 
city to the port in order to assess the damage. 
 Understandably, Callao receives the brunt of the tidal wave’s force, and the water causes 
extensive damage. The powerful movement of the ocean leads to a simile where now it’s not 
“fragmentos de diluvio” but the biblical flood that is recalled: 
Rompió el mar por el precepto  





como cuando en el diluvio  
vengó de Dios las injurias. 
Sitió el puerto del Callao,  
y sus escuadras cerúleas, 
echando escalas de vidrio,  
trepan del muro la altura. (vv. 77-84) 
The first two lines of the quatrain highlight how unusual the tidal wave is. Its movement defies 
the limits (“precepto”) that typically restrain the tide’s reach, and the wave innundates the 
“campañas” when it crashes onto land. The second two lines of the quatrain point to a biblical 
precedent for this destructive water: the flood in Genesis 7-8, which purges the Earth of sinful 
men and through which “vengó de Dios las injurias.” This does not mean that the speaker 
considers the tidal wave to be divine punishment for Lima, but rather that the only appropriate 
comparison for this disaster is the biblical flood that engulfed the entire Earth in water. The 
second quatrain transforms Callao into a battleground between the ocean and dry land. The wave 
represents the invading aquatic forces, which besieges the port with its “escuadras cerúleas.” 
These intruders scale the protective walls with “escalas de vidrio” and move into the city. This 
metaphor also brings to mind the wall’s original purpose, which was to keep out British pirates.  
When the speakers in Caviedes and Peralta’s poems describe the earthquake and tidal 
wave that devastated Lima in October 1687, they push at the edges of what is possible. Even as 
they guide readers through the city’s apocalyptic collapse, however, neither poem claims that the 
earthquake was a divine punishment visited upon Lima. Instead, their explanations are grounded 
in material and scientific explanations that originated in antiquity and survived largely unaltered 






c. The Natural Causes of Earthquakes: Science in the Literature of Viceregal Lima 
Early in “Al terremoto de Lima,” when the poetic speaker is setting the stage for Lima’s 
devastation, he describes the earthquake’s cause using a naval metaphor: 
El cable quebró del viento, 
la tierra que en él fluctúa, 
por los polos, donde aferra 
la imaginaria coyunda. (vv. 29-32) 
Similar to when he calls Lima’s buildings a “terrestre armada,” the speaker portrays the 
fluctuating dry land of Lima as a moored ship that has broken free of its lines. Metaphorically, 
the earthquake is a strong wind that rips the limeño boat from its anchor. As a consequence, land 
that previously seemed solid begins to shift and move. This metaphor remains within the 
physical—as opposed to the supernatural—world. The poetic speaker has witnessed an 
incredible event, but he attributes it to material causes.35 Saying that the wind shakes Lima’s seas 
is not merely convenient for the nautical metaphor. It demonstrates Caviedes’s knowledge of 
then-current ideas about what caused tremors.36 When Caviedes wrote this poem, subterranean 
wind was widely believed to be the primary force behind seismic movements. This theory had 
been debated for many centuries, but its prevalence in the early modern West was due mainly to 
Aristotle.  
                                                          
35Coincidentally, in 1746 the Marquis of Ovando illustrates how badly the tidal wave damaged 
Callao by describing what happened to the ships anchored offshore: “así levantó la mar á tanta 
altura … suspendiendo los Navios, hasta que las anclas perdieron su presa y rompieron cables, y 
en cuyo modo pudieron pasar por encima de las murallas y edificios de la plaza” (60). 
 
36In “Organicismo, fuego interior y terremotos en la ciencia española del siglo XVIII,” Horacio 
Capel outlines the seismological ideas that prevailed throughout the seventeenth century, which 





The famous Greek philosopher Aristotle had popularized the theory of subterranean wind 
in De Meteorologica, saying, “The earth is essentially dry, but rain fills it with moisture. Then 
the sun and its own fire warm it and give rise to a quantity of wind both outside and inside it … 
We must suppose the action of the wind in the earth to be analogous to the tremors and 
throbbings caused in us by the force of the wind contained in our bodies” (bk. 2, pt. 8). Erhard 
Oeser states in “Historical Earthquake Theories from Aristotle to Kant” that Aristotle’s theory of 
earthquakes became so widely accepted throughout the entire Western world that scientific 
speculation on the subject was essentially limited to Aristotelian commentary through the entire 
early-modern period (17).37 The speculation about Earth’s subterranean composition in De 
Meteorologica, and the correspondences Aristotle proposed between Earth and the human body, 
became the basis for the so-called “organic” view of the planet that prevailed during Western 
early modernity.38 The oracle in Lima fundada describes the cause of the 1687 Lima earthquake 
using this Aristotelian metaphor: “El cuerpo de la tierra remecido / El vaporoso síntoma padece, / 
Y del ardiente agudo humor herido” (can. 6, st. 79, vv. 1-3). Like the Greek philosopher, the 
oracle says that the Earth is unsettled by the heated water under its surface (“El vaporoso síntoma 
padece”) in the same way that the human body suffers from excessive gas, or “wind.” Even 
Llano y Zapata, writing more than a half century after Caviedes and nearly twenty years after 
Lima fundada was published, cites Aristotle as an authority on the causes of earthquakes (1). 
                                                          
37 The Encyclopedia of World Environmental History explains how several secular alternatives to 
Aristotle were proposed throughout the Enlightenment, most notably the discovery that 
earthquakes are waves (359-60). The biggest steps toward modern seismology, however, were 
not taken until the nineteenth century. 
 
38 Capel defines the organic view of the Earth in this way: “esa interpretación global de la 
estructura terrestre que parte de la analogía entre el hombre y el mundo concebido como un 
«organismo». El origen de esta analogía se encuentra en las relaciones de semejanza entre 





Neither “Al terremoto de Lima” nor Lima fundada provide an in-depth explanation of the 
Aristotelian perspective, but the connection between wind and earthquakes is clearly articulated 
in another one of Caviedes’s earthquake poems, “Al terremoto que asoló esta ciudad.” 
 “Al terremoto que asoló” is another one of Caviedes’s poems about the 1687 earthquake, 
this time a sonnet that describes the catastrophe in a more erudite manner than his romance. The 
longer, narrative romance focuses on how the earthquake affects the citizens of Lima, whereas 
the sonnet details the event’s geological causes. The two poems’ titles are very similar, but their 
distinct linguistic and thematic registers may be understood as indicators of the generic stylistic 
differences. Caviedes is best known for his romances, the poetic form he favors in his anti-
physician satires, but “Al terremoto que asoló esta ciudad” is a fine demonstration of his 
familiarity with other forms and genres. Caviedes’s reputation as a baroque poet may be built on 
clever wordplay but this obscure poem is an erudite mediation on the disaster.  
 In “Al terremoto que asoló esta ciudad,” Caviedes respects the division of the sonnet into 
two quatrains and two tercets. The quatrains describe the sky at dawn before the earthquake 
begins to devastate the city. In these lines Caviedes articulates an explanation for the earthquake: 
Cuando el alba, que es prólogo del día, 
el blandón de los orbes atizaba 
en doradas cenizas, que alentaba 
del fénix de la luz que renacía, 
segoviana ostentaba argentería 
la luna que de plata se llenaba,  
a cuyo cetro el aire se alteraba,  





The numerous learned terms in these quatrains (“alba,” “ostentar,” “argentar,” and “alterar”) 
clearly echo Luis de Góngora.39 They also propose a physical cause for the earthquake. 
According to the poetic speaker, the heat of the morning sun, “fénix de la luz que renacía,” stirs 
up the air that is evaporating toward the moon. Eventually, the resulting clash between hot and 
cold stirs up the subterranean wind that causes the actual quake. Aristotle claimed that external 
winds, symptoms of trapped air that escaped from underground, were often at their calmest 
around midday and therefore noon was the most likely daytime hour for subterranean winds to 
burst forth as earthquakes (bk. 2, pt. 8). The 1687 temblor occurred around 11:30 in the morning 
on October 20, seeming to confirm this explanation. Just as his anti-physician poems 
demonstrate Caviedes’s medical knowledge, these eight lines display the poet’s familiarity with 
seismological theory. More specifically, they summarize Aristotle’s theory of earthquake causes, 
as expressed in De Meteorologica. Caviedes’s sonnet develops this idea further in subsequent 
lines. 
While the two quatrains of “Al terremoto que asoló esta ciudad” allude to what has 
caused this catastrophe, the poem’s second section details the disastrous effects that the temblor 
has on the surrounding area. While the poem’s title alludes to Lima, it does not name it and 
neither do the two tercets. It is clear, however, that these lines focus on the damage that the 
tremors cause to the area surrounding the city: 
Exhalación rompió con tal aliento 
los duros calabozos de los riscos, 
que a pesar de montañas y collados 
ligeras alas dio a la tierra el viento; 
                                                          
39The learned words from the poem’s two quatrains were also used by the Spanish master of 





pues volaron los montes y obeliscos, 
Ícaros a la mar precipitados. (vv. 9-14) 
Although the modern-day capital has grown well beyond its original parameters, seventeenth-
century Lima sat in a valley encompassed by mountains. As in “Al terremoto de Lima,” this 
sonnet’s poetic speaker demonstrates the instability of the ground on which Lima sits by 
describing how the mountains shift. The first tercet emphasizes the geography’s immovable 
qualities—“duros calabozos,” “riscos,” “montañas,” and “collados.” The final three lines upend 
that apparent strength, as does the earthquake, by giving wings to these geological formations. 
Subterranean winds lift up the earth and the mountains that once seemed immobile now fly 
through the air. The comparison of moving mountaintops to Icarus’s wings at the sonnet’s close 
underscores how unusual this particular earthquake is, even in a land beset by seismic instability. 
The son of Daedalus could fly because of his father’s particular genius. Unfortunately, Icarus 
went too far beyond what was possible for humans, flew too high, and drowned because of it 
(Ovid bk. 8, vv. 182-234). Flying mountaintops also seem impossible, but they move through the 
air because of the exceptional force of this earthquake. Like Icarus, these mountains have defied 
nature and, similarly, the suddenly mobile peaks are doomed to fall into the sea. “Al terremoto 
que asoló esta ciudad” articulates how natural processes cause the 1687 earthquake. Human 
conduct is not mentioned at all—only the expulsion of air from below the Earth’s surface causes 
these tremors, like “the tremors and throbbings caused in us by the force of the wind contained in 
our bodies” (Aristotle bk. 2, pt. 8). According to Capel, this classically-informed viewpoint was 
the dominant paradigm for theorizing about the planet until well into the eighteenth century. In 
the intervening centuries, however, Aristotle’s theories evolved in the hands of his intellectual 





about the causes of subterranean wind were tied to his larger schema for explaining terrestrial 
phenomena, but one of his intellectual descendants made a lasting impact on early European 
seismology by separating subterranean wind from Aristotelian causes. 
Several centuries after Aristotle, Seneca speculated on the causes of earthquakes in 
Quaestiones Naturales. The Roman Stoic summarizes several ideas about the causes of seismic 
movements before concluding that subterranean winds cause earthquakes.40 By discarding the 
Aristotelian hypothesis about the causes of subterranean wind, and focusing solely on his idea 
that such wind was to blame for seismic movements, Seneca simultaneously affirmed both 
Aristotle and “those who think that earthquakes are indeed caused by air, and by no other cause, 
but for a different reason from Aristotle’s theory” (169). Oeser was correct to label Seneca’s idea 
only a slight deviation from Aristotle’s proposition, but Seneca may be the source of earthquake 
knowledge in viceregal Lima. The Roman author’s works were widely distributed in early 
modern Spain, and, consequently, in the Spanish colonies. Capel calls Seneca’s Hispanic fame 
“casi una constante del pensamiento y del carácter nacional [de España]” (n.p.). In Seneca’s 
wake, different ideas about what caused subterranean wind propagated and many were known to 
the educated in late viceregal Lima.41 
                                                          
40 When he named air movement as the cause of earthquakes, Seneca explained, “Thus the great 
force of air cannot be checked, nor does any compact structure hold this wind. For it loosens any 
bond and carries every weight away with it and makes a space for itself, pouring through the 
smallest fissures. By the indomitable force of its nature air frees itself, and especially when 
agitated it asserts its rights for itself” (179, 181).  
 
41 In “Organicismo, fuego interior y terremotos,” Capel traces the various forms that Aristotelian 
ideas about earthquakes took in medieval and early modern Spain (some of which, we surmise, 





Peralta was famously well informed about scientific ideas and discoveries in Europe, in 
spite of never leaving his native Peru. He incorporates Aristotelian ideas and more recent notions 
in Lima fundada in order to explain the causes behind the tremors that racked the viceroyalty of 
Peru (particularly focusing on modern-day Chile and Peru). The oracle calls the 1647 earthquake 
in the modern-day Chilean capital, Santiago, “Subterráneos furores, que encendidos / Planteles 
son sulfúreos de volcanes” (can. 6, st. 22, vv. 1-2). The oracle attributes the event to underground 
pressure (“subterráneos furores”), but believes these explosions to come from underground fires. 
The idea of subterranean fires came from disciples of the Aristotelian school who could not 
explain how the sun’s rays reached, and warmed, rain that had soaked into the ground. Instead, 
they surmised, there must be fires below ground whose flames heated compressed subterranean 
air until it exploded. Rienk Vermij, in “Subterranean Fire. Changing Theories of the Earth during 
the Renaissance,” traces how medieval scholarship of a ninth-century Arabic treatise mistakenly 
attributed to Aristotle, De proprietatibus elementorum, led to sulfur widely being considered the 
fuel of these unground blazes. Bitumen and alum were also named as culprits by some later 
natural philosophers (Vermij 338). In a footnote to the oracle’s account of the 1647 earthquake, 
Peralta demonstrates that even in the eighteenth century inflamed sulfur was believed to be what 
caused earthquakes: “la causa de los temblores [es] la agitación de la materia sutil o ígnea en las 
sulfúreas o nitrosas … en las cavernas de la tierra, por una especie de fermentación, se 
encienden” (pp. 293, 294 no. 20). Peralta further demonstrates his familiarity with these concepts 
by citing experiments done by a French contemporary, Nicolas Lemery, who allegedly 
confirmed this explanation for seismic movement.42 
                                                          
42Peralta’s footnote summarizes Lemery’s experiment: “habiendo enterrado 50 libras de limalla 





The oracle in Lima fundada describes how the 1687 Lima earthquake released heated air 
from underground: “Partos del gran vaivén son procedidos / Los que la Tierra exhalará mortales / 
Hálitos de sus senos sacudidos” (can. 6, st. 89, vv. 2-4). These lines explain that seismic 
movements are a product of the natural function of the Earth’s “hálitos de sus senos sacudidos.”  
In a footnote to this stanza, Peralta explains that these “exhalations” are ignited by celestial 
phenomena: “Abiertos los poros o conductos de la tierra al ímpetu del movimiento, debieron 
arrojar copioso número de exhalaciones, compuestas de las partículas nitrosas, sulfúreas y 
oleaginosas, de que se forman los meteoros ígneos de truenos, rayos y otros fuegos celestes” (p. 
317 no. 85). The explanation given in Lima fundada is quite similar to what we find in Viaje a la 
América meridonal.  
Seismology remained essentially unchanged between 1687 and 1746. So, when Ulloa and 
Juan describe the causes of earthquakes more than fifty years after Caviedes, the classical 
influence remains evident. The chroniclers’ explanation does not differ much from what Peralta 
wrote in Lima fundada: “[el terremoto] proviene de el esfuerzo que causan los vientos con su 
mucha dilatacion, tanto en los contenidos en las materias sulfureas y otros minerales como los 
esparcidos en las porosidades de la misma tierra, cuando, comprimidos en ellas y no cabiendo yá 
en el reducido espacio de sus venas, procuran salir á mayor extension (Viaje 101). In short, 
echoing Peralta’s footnote, the chroniclers assert that the interaction between materials beneath 
the Earth’s surface leads to combustion and the expulsion of subterranean air.  
Llano Zapata also adheres to this explanation, citing Aristotle, Pliny, and Seneca, as well 
as medieval and Renaissance authors. In his letter, he defers to the expertise of men who appear 
                                                          
y, abriéndose, arrojó vapores sulfúreos y violentas llamas, haciéndose de esta suerte una Etna 





to have confirmed the classical explanation with recent scientific experiments: “De la causa 
Physica de estos [temblores] dexo de hablar (aun haviendo visto para ello los experimentos de 
[Robert] Boyle cerca del Viento, la Memoria de la Real Academia de París sobre la experiencia 
de Lemeri, lo que del fuego subterraneo en la vida de Piereskio refiere [Walter Charleton’s] 
Gassendo, y la Physica particular, y general de [German theologian] Eusebio Amort)” (Carta 
23). Llano y Zapata follows in Peralta’s footsteps here—he demonstrates the currency of his 
seismic knowledge through citing modern-day authorities. He mentions some men who 
published their findings during Peralta’s lifetime (Boyle and Charleton), including Lemery, 
whose experiments Peralta also cited in Lima fundada. However, Llano y Zapata also enlarges 
Lima’s seismological archive by including writings published after Peralta’s death (Amort). All 
of the scientific modern authorities that Peralta and Llano y Zapata use to accredit their 
explanation for earthquakes based their hypotheses on Aristotelian explanations. The Marquis of 
Ovando’s proposals about the 1746 tremors provide a specifically limeño example of early 
modern seismology’s dedication to Aristotle. 
The Marquis of Ovando is a rare example of a powerful man in Lima willing to declare 
that the 1746 earthquake was a naturally-occurring event, rather than divine punishment.43 In his 
letter, the marquis describes how he even voiced this opinion to an inquisitor, Pedro de Arenaza, 
                                                          
43Pérez-Mallaína paints a picture of the small group of limeño nobles who attributed the 1746 
temblor to natural causes, emphasizing their reluctance to voice this unpopular idea: “había un 
grupo reducidísimo de personas que … veían el fenómeno como una desgraciada circunstancia 
de carácter exclusivamente natural. De ellas, tan sólo dos o tres se atrevieron a defender esta 
postura ‘radical’ en público y, en cuanto recibieron alguna reprimenda por parte de las 
autoridades religiosas, estuvieron prontos a retractarse” (Retrato 390-91). Pérez-Mallaína 
sustains that the marquis was not alone in believing that the earthquake was due to natural 
causes, but can only specifically name two other men. Both, Pablo de Olavide and an unknown 
“Padre Chavez” are briefly referenced in the marquis’s letter. Olavide was erroneously believed 
to be the author of a novella about this earthquake, “Teresa, o el terremoto de Lima,” until María 





inviting the church official to correct him “cuando se opusiese á lo que cree y confiesa nuest[r]a 
Santa Madre Iglesia Católica Romana” (58). Ovando had cultivated his explanation slowly, over 
twenty years of observing Lima. He does differ, in certain details, from accepted positions on 
seismic movements, but his ideas ultimately demonstrate Aristotle’s continued influence in 
eighteenth-century earth science:  
Parecióme que veía las particulas minerales y terreas; que unas y otras movidas por el 
impulso de los elementos ú otros ajentes descendian con velocidad proporcionada á sus 
gravedades específicas; y que las mas sutiles iban penetrando y congregandose con 
distincion en su especie y gravedad en varios senos de la[s] entrañas de la tierra, como en 
grandes almacenes, y dilatados ramos, purificandose de partes extrañas cada una de estas 
especies hasta que por su incremento en esta disposicion, se encuentran los áccidos 
álcalis sulfúreos, betunosos y combustibles, inflamandose por sus ramos, y prendiendo en 
los almacenes, impelen la parte inmediata de la tierra. (59) 
Ovando positions erosion as the primary instigator of seismic events (“los elementos ú otros 
ajentes descendian … penetrando y congregandose … en varios senos de la[s] entrañas de la 
tierra”), which brings combustible elements into contact. However, ultimately, the nobleman 
reiterates the Aristotelian idea that “exhalations” from beneath the ground (“inflamandose por 
sus ramos, y prendiendo en los almacenes, impelen la parte inmediata de la tierra”) are to blame 
for earthquakes. He hypothesized that some areas, “almacenes” of explosive materials, were 
more hazardous than others, basing this idea on how buildings had fallen or remained standing in 
Lima. He concluded that the largest subterranean explosions must have originated from an area 
three or four leagues from Callao (60). The tidal disruptions that resulted from these 
underground detonations unintentionally anticipate the modern conception of earthquakes as 
waves. Although Ovando was not censured by the inquisitor, his proposals did not gain a wide 
audience in the aftermath of this earthquake. 
The descriptions and explanations given by these authors to explain the causes of 





lives, a space in which the terrestrial body and the human body are affected by similar factors 
and react in similar ways. This is not an example of Hispanic resistance to modern thinking 
because, as Vermij and Capel have demonstrated, Aristotelian ideas formed the base of Western 
seismology far into the eighteenth century. It is possible, however, that these authors’ ideas about 
earthquake causes may have come from other classical sources, such as Seneca. Regardless of 
the exact source of their influence, these authors uphold the system of representing space that 
was prevalent during their lifetimes. Although they are ultimately mistaken, these men are 
descendants of the classical tradition that searched for what as Pérez-Mallaína defined as “una 
teoría puramente racional que era resultado de cuidadosas observaciones sobre la localización de 
los temblores” (Retrato 412). The embodied, “organic” language with which they describe the 
subterranean world—these authors frequently use terms such as “entrañas,” “seno,” or “cuerpos 
terrestres”—is similar to the way that they write about limeño society. Lima’s population forms a 
body politic, and we will now examine how it reacts to earthquakes in Caviedes and Peralta’s 
poems. 
d. Lima’s Response to Catastrophe: 1687 
Neither Caviedes nor Peralta were clergymen. Vermij and Capel have traced how 
members of various religious orders contributed to scientific discussions about seismology 
throughout the medieval and early modern periods, but there are no scientifically-based accounts 
from the clergy regarding the 1746 earthquake in Lima.44 However, both Caviedes and Peralta 
incorporate God into their appraisals of the 1687 earthquake. 
                                                          
44To my knowledge, there are no in-depth examples of clergy in Lima explaining the earthquake 
in scientific terms, Pérez-Mallaína did uncover a legal statement which Antonio José Álvarez 
Ron, “procurador de los intereses eclesiásticos,” made in response to debtors who attempted to 





While Caviedes does provide details about what caused the 1687 earthquake, his “Al 
terremoto que asoló esta ciudad” is a sonnet and, therefore, its brevity limits his ability to explore 
the temblor’s social repercussions. Caviedes’s romance, however, as we mentioned, does. The 
poetic speaker of Caviedes’s “Al terremoto de Lima” anticipates that some of his readers may 
consider the earthquake to be an indication of divine displeasure:  
Mas responderás que todo 
lo han derribado las culpas, 
que en temblores disfrazados 
contra el hombre se conjuran. (vv. 145-48) 
This idea will be examined more closely in the section on responses to the 1746 temblor, but 
earthquakes have commonly been envisioned as divine punishment throughout history. Caviedes, 
however, as we saw, takes a different position. The city’s destruction, he tells us there, is not in 
response to a particular sin—it is simply a fact of life. As Hopkins Rodríguez observes, “Se 
puede apreciar en [este poema] los conceptos de una totalidad universal sistemática y del imperio 
de la ley natural, siempre bajo la presencia del espíritu divino como fundamento del sistema” 
(416). Instead of fire and brimstone, the poetic speaker is, like Quevedo, adopting a stance more 
in line with the Christian Stoic perspective. In Los remedios de qualquier fortuna (1638), 
Quevedo states that one must simply face what challenges reveal themselves: “La vida es 
representación, Dios el Autor, á él toca dar largo ó corto el papel, y repartir los personajes de 
Rey, de vassallo, de pobre, ó rico: A mi solo me toca hazer bien el que me repartiere, lo que me 
                                                          
cierto es que los terremotos proceden de causas naturales, como son el viento oprimido o la 
materia sulfúrea subterránea, que alterada por el calor estremece la tierra para buscar 
desahogo. Y en estos términos, ¿quién dirá que es efecto praeternatural, cuando proviene de 
causa tan puramente natural?’” (qtd. in Pérez-Mallaína, Retrato 424). The Peruvian historian 
comments that, “No cabe duda que, en tocando al bolsillo, hasta los profesionales de lo 





durare” (134). God presides over Caviedes’s poetic universe, but he allows natural causes to play 
out so that mankind will recognize the fleeting nature of life on earth.  
While Caviedes’s romance does not provide scientific details about the earthquake’s 
geological causes, the poem’s images of destruction emphasize the general lesson of life’s 
fragility. The shaking ground does not direct its force against a particular part of the population. 
Charles Walker’s comment on the 1746 earthquake is also pertinent to what happened in 1687: 
“In the sixteenth century, the Spanish had laid out the city in such a way as to reinforce its order 
and hierarchy. Yet after the earthquake, not only had many elite and lower-class [people] shared 
the same fate, destruction, but distinguishing between the classes became difficult” (7). 
Caviedes’s romance emphasizes how every single resident is suffering: “El plebeyo, el pobre, el 
noble, / sin excepción de ninguna / persona, se atropellaban” (vv. 125-27). Every single person 
must remain aware of how quickly life can end. The speaker details the devastation, and hopes it 
will inspire readers to live godly lives. He does not, however, point to God’s wrath as the source 
of the tremors. On the contrary, “Al terremoto de Lima” portrays that viewpoint in an 
unflattering light. 
Caviedes’s romance only mentions the clergy once, when they are preaching in Lima’s 
central areas during the earthquake. The poetic speaker mocks these ministers, calling them 
“ministros de Dios, con cuyas / horrendas voces de espanto / los cabellos se espeluzan” (vv. 110-
12). The evangelists’ voices transform Lima but, far from saving the people, their proclamations 
of divine castigation echo the earthquake: 
Estruendos, ruina, clamores,  
Formaba en quien los escucha 





Capilla infausta de angustias. (vv. 113-16) 
Voices of the clergy resound, but with “estruendos, ruina, [y] clamores.” Their condemnation 
recalls the cacophonous earthquake, “el estruendo con que asusta / los ánimos y el clamor de 
tanta triste voz junta” (“Al terremoto de Lima” vv. 94-96). Their words transform the church 
from a site of heavenly hope into a “fúnebre coro” and “capilla infausta”—the temblor’s infernal 
accomplice. These evangelical screams of condemnation contrast with the quietly delivered 
advice that closes “Al terremoto de Lima.” 
 This poem encourages the audience to take a moral lesson from the catastrophe, asserting 
that tremors are not what limeños should really be afraid of: 
Asústenos los pecados 
no la tierra que fluctúa 
en movimientos, si aquestos 
de los pecados redundan. 
Tanto como un edificio 
ofende una calentura, 
pues todo mata y no hay muerte 
para conciencias seguras. (vv. 153-60) 
Together with “Al terremoto que asoló esta ciudad,” we see how Caviedes’s worldview does not 
perceive a divide between religious and scientific belief, a common practice in the pre-
Enlightenment West.45 Numerous critics have made sweeping statements about Caviedes, such 
as when Villena asserts, in “Entre la verdad y la blasfemia,” that Caviedes took “la posición 
                                                          
45Hanska discusses how scientific and religious thinking often went hand-in-hand even during the 
European Middle Ages: “It was not impossible to believe that vapours breaking violently from 
underground caverns caused earthquakes, and still hold to the general opinion that God was 





racionalista respecto a las creencias generalizadas” (n.p.). It is clear, however, that Caviedes was 
also concerned with the world’s spiritual aspects. Hopkins Rodríguez equates this poem, with its 
closing moral lesson, to an auto sacramental. He recognizes the dual roles that this romance 
performs, saying that the mix of scientific and religious language “señala las motivaciones 
didácticas y edificantes del texto, al mismo tiempo que indica una forma particular de apreciar la 
realidad y de recomponerla partiendo de esquemas culturales consagrados” (413). In “Al 
terremoto que asoló esta ciudad,” Caviedes demonstrates his ability to articulate a scientific 
explanation for seismic movements but, at the same time, chooses to emphasize the spiritual 
significance of the earthquake.  
The poetic speaker of the romance encourages readers to live well, so that they will never 
have reason to fear death no matter when, or how, it arrives. “No está en morir el fracaso,” he 
proclaims, “porque sólo en morir mal / están nuestras desventuras” (vv. 161, 163-64). This 
reinforces the Christian Stoic perspective, calling Christian salvation more valuable than life 
itself. As Quevedo says in Los remedios de qualquier fortuna, “No me alborota hazer lo que 
todos han hecho, y lo que todos harán. Morirás” (132). Both Quevedo and Caviedes write about 
a world whose space has been created by God, but does not receive interference from the divine 
in response to particular sins. The belief that earthquakes were divine punishment was prevalent 
enough that Caviedes wrote a sonnet, “Que los temblores no son castigo de Dios,” in which he 
explicitly denounces that position.  
In this sonnet, Caviedes further articulates his views on why earthquakes occur 
independently of human morality. This sonnet, in Lefebvre’s terms, is a “representation of 
space”—it ascribes abstract attributes to physical space. As he explains it, “We may be sure that 





textures which are informed by effective knowledge and ideology” (Lefebvre 42). This sonnet 
expresses the religious and scientific belief that God does not utilize earthquakes to teach moral 
lessons. Although an abstract idea, it has consequences in the physical world (for example, the 
resigned life of the Stoic). Like “Al terremoto que asoló esta ciudad,” the sonnet “Que los 
temblores” is the distillation of an argument. It does not provide a series of examples as in 
Caviedes’s earthquake romance. Instead, it makes an argument for why earthquakes are not 
instruments of moral instruction. Creation, according to the poetic speaker, has attained its form 
under the guidance of a great force: 
Del poder la materia efecto ha sido 
de toda creación, si ésta es su esencia, 
después de la materia entra la [ciencia], 
dándole forma a todo en su sentido. (vv. 1-4) 
This quatrain says that the world is the result of a certain creative force—“ciencia,” or original 
causes, is within “toda creación,” and it gives form to the world. These lines imply a creator of 
the world, the Christian God. This is how Hopkins Rodríguez describes Caviedes’s poetic 
universe, saying that: “la naturaleza se halla estructurada providencialmente y que las leyes que 
la gobiernan poseen un trasfondo religioso” (418). Caviedes, in this and his other earthquake 
poems, maintains both religious belief and a sense of scientific rationality. This complicated 
balancing act has drawn the attention of critics, who have read poems like “Que los temblores no 
son castigo de Dios” as an example of Caviedes’s intellectual freedom. According to Daniel 
Reedy, in this poem “el poeta desbarata las ideas populares y supersticiones de su época que 
anunciaban las calamidades de la naturaleza” (“Introducción crítica” XXIX). Bellini calls the 
sonnet “una prueba eficaz … de la independencia intelectual del poeta, de la claridad con que él 





y en su época, califica altamente su valor” (158). These observations offer insight into our 
understanding of the poet, as long as one does not draw a strict line between religious belief and 
scientific knowledge. 
Within the sonnet’s two tercets, the poetic speaker summarizes his stance, as we see from 
the first: “Y si el mundo con ciencia está criado, / por lo cual los temblores le convienen, / 
naturales los miro, en tanto grado” (vv. 9-11). In these lines, the speaker explicitly says what has 
been implied in his other earthquake poems: earthquakes are naturally-occurring events in a 
universe that has been created by a supernatural force. Hopkins Rodríguez summarizes the 
ideological middle ground that this poem appears to search for: “en Caviedes se mantiene la 
expresión de un conflicto entre un sentido barroco medieval de la fe —y sus correspondientes 
medios para su propagación— con la moderna concepción racionalista del mundo” (419).46 “Que 
los temblores no son castigo de Dios” does certainly go against the idea that earthquakes occur in 
response to mankind’s sinful behavior, but it does not propose a God-free universe. In the final 
tercet of “Que los temblores no son castigo de Dios,” the poetic speaker utilizes Christian 
terminology: “que nada de castigo en si contienen; / pues si fueran los hombres sin pecado, / 
terremotos tuvieran como hoy tienen” (vv. 12-14). These lines most clearly state Caviedes’s 
belief that earthquakes come from terrestrial causes and not in response to the sins of specific 
people. Overall, the poet seeks after the material causes of earthquakes while at the same time 
asserting that the world is governed by a superior power.  
                                                          
46Hopkins Rodríguez does not precisely define “moderna concepción racionalista del mundo,” 
but it seems to reference Caviedes’s material explanation for the 1687 earthquake: “Frente a las 
actitudes que suelen manifestarse alrededor de los movimientos telúricos asumidos como medios 
de punición por el pecado de los hombres … el escritor [Caviedes] presenta una versión 
racionalista acerca de los sismos” (94). Hopkins Rodríguez highlights “Que los temblores no son 





 Lima fundada adopts a position similar to what we have seen in Caviedes’s poetry—the 
poem explains the geological factors that caused the earthquake through both stanzas and 
footnotes, but also acknowledges the disaster’s spiritual aspect. Unlike Caviedes, however, Lima 
fundada presents both the subterranean distress and divine punishment explanations as correct. I 
have shown above how the earthquake’s physical causes are described in Peralta’s poem. In the 
final part of this episode, however, the oracle speaks about Lima’s post-quake public penitence 
as if it does placate an angry deity: 
Pero entonces la firme penitencia 
El reparo será de tanta plaga; 
Pues tiene en el azote la alta ciencia 
De lograr, que el azote se deshaga: 
Buscará así el Rigor a la Clemencia, 
Que reina donde la ira más amaga; 
Si así de nuevo la piedad divina 
Las ciudades fabrica con la ruina. (can. 6, st. 87, vv. 1-8) 
The first two lines of the octave appear to confirm that Lima’s licentiousness was at the root of 
this disaster, because repentance (“firme penitencia”) will fix this awful situation (“El reparo será 
de tanta plaga”). The next couplet reinforces the idea that penitent flagellation will placate God’s 
future anger—survivors scourge their backs (“tiene en el azote la alta ciencia”) in order to 
prevent further earthquakes, or “whippings” (“De lograr que el azote se deshaga”). In the second 
half of this stanza, the oracle notes the possibility of human action, but also its ultimate 
subservience to God’s will. People may work to avoid punishment through god-pleasing 
behavior (“Buscará así el Rigor a la Clemencia”), but they are ultimately subject to God’s plans. 





la ruina”). In contrast to Caviedes, and his proclamation “Que los temblores no son castigo de 
Dios,” these lines appear to advise that the best way to avert future disasters is to placate God’s 
wrath. The oracle goes on to outline the new behavior that Lima should adopt in order to pacify 
any future earthquakes. 
 After the earthquake has finished demolishing Lima, the oracle tells Pizarro about the 
long-term effects this event has on limeño hearts. The oracle’s view of Lima’s future is positive, 
and he believes that the city will turn from the behavior that has caused it such damage: 
Continuo un terremoto en muchos días 
Conservará en los pechos los horrores: 
Memoria de tan duras agonías 
De anuos ruegos serán sacros fervores: 
Así habrán dado en oblaciones pías 
Culto a eternos divinos protectores; 
En que el recuerdo hará con acción clara 
Lo triste en el dolor, gozo en el ara. (can. 6, st. 90, vv. 1-8) 
According to the oracle, the tragic memory of this event will imprint itself on Lima’s heart 
(“Conserverará en los pechos los horrores”)—the people will take this lesson to heart and change 
their behavior. The fruit it bears is an annual religious celebration. Lima will protect itself from 
future tremors by paying homage (“oblaciones pías”), and the lives lost in 1687 will lead to 
protective worship (“Lo triste en el dolor, gozo en el ara”).47 Peralta’s footnote does not give 
                                                          
47Lima fundada mentions a precedent for divine intervention on behalf of Lima earlier in the 
sixth canto. On November 27, 1630, Lima was struck by an earthquake, but an image of the 
Virgin Mary in a Franciscan church interceded on the city’s behalf. Peralta provides details about 
the miracle in a footnote: “Al tiempo de los terribles vaivenes de la tierra se volvió el sagrado 
bulto de la Reinga de los Ángeles … en acción de mirar al sagrario o altar mayor del mismo 





many details about what form this celebration takes: “Establecióse por día de fiesta en la ciudad 
el referido de 20 de octubre, en que terminan las misiones que lo preceden, para aplacar a la 
Divina Majestad en memoria de aquel terremoto” (p. 317 no. 86). After 1687, the celebration, 
which grows to include several days throughout October, becomes a notable example of the 
long-term effects that earthquakes have on Lima’s social space. The day comes to mark the 
largest festival on Lima’s religious calendar, the procession of El Señor de los Milagros.  
 El Señor de los Milagros, also known as “El Cristo Moreno,” is a painting of the 
crucified Christ dating from the 1650s. According to Felipe Colmenares Fernández de Córdova, 
the image was painted on the wall of an Angolan guild building by the hand of an anonymous 
guild member.48 The image’s fame stemmed from its unlikely survival of an earthquake: “El año 
de 1655, padeció esta ciudad [Lima] uno de esos grandes terremotos, que en diferentes ocasiones 
la han afligido. Con él vinieron á tierra todas las paredes de la cofradía y de las casas vecinas, 
quedando solo en pié el pedazo que ocupaba la imagen del Señor” (Córdova 122). Other miracles 
and miraculous survival stories were attributed to the image and, as its cult grew, facilities were 
eventually built to ensure its safety and upkeep. The veneration of a religious figure or painting 
was a popular method of seismic protection in viceregal Lima, a fact that is discussed by Walker 
when he mentions several saints and images whose adoration in Lima began in an effort to 
protect the city from seismic movements (27).49 El Señor de los Milagros stands out among this 
                                                          
291 no. 10). This image came to be known as “La Señora del Milagro de Lima,” which may have 
inspired the later “Señor de los Milagros.” 
 
48Fernández de Córdova writes about the image’s origins in his history of El Señor de los 
Milagros, published in 1771. It was later attached as an appendix to Mother Josefa de la 
Provincia’s Vida de la v. sierva de Dios, Antonia Lucia del Espiritu Santo…, written in 1747 and 






group because his procession day marks the 1687 temblor and he was venerated during the 1746 
earthquake. 
 El Señor de los Milagros contributes to our understanding of how earthquakes affected 
social space in viceregal Lima. With its visible and invisible attributes, the painting illustrates 
Lefebvre’s assertion that space is a “concrete abstraction”: the painting is a physical item, like 
the objects that form Lima, but its (potential) impact on limeño space, the protection it offers, is 
abstract.50 The routes that the image traversed around the city during its October procession 
formed what Carolyn Connor calls “sacred topography,” or a map of important religious sites in 
the city. Through processions like this, the concrete space of Lima takes on an additional level of 
abstract significance: protection from seismic movements. The veneration of El Señor de los 
Milagros is a preventative measure. Those who worship this icon do not see God as separate 
from the world—they are trying to avoid the kind of fate described in the poems I have analyzed. 
The icon is a source of divine stability, but it does not guarantee the survival of its worshippers. 
After the city’s narrow survival in 1687, the cult of El Señor de los Milagros as a means of 
protecting Lima from earthquakes grew exponentially but, of course, did not spell the end of 
earthquakes in the City of Kings.  
 
                                                          
49María Rostworowski outlines the view that El Señor de los Milagros is the Christian 
manifestation of a pre-European deity, Pachacamac, who protected the faithful from earthquakes. 
Rostworowski traces the roots of El Señor de los Milagros back to contact between European 
settlers and natives of the Pachacamac region. 
 
50 Lefebvre explains how space contains these seemingly contradictory elements: “‘real’ in the 
sense in which concrete abstractions such as commodities and money are real. Is it then 





III. The Lima Earthquake of 1746 
 The 1687 earthquake in Lima was the worse than any seismic event that had preceded it, 
but it was tragically surpassed less than seven decades later. Surviving accounts of the 1746 
earthquake illustrate the cultural crossroads at which Lima found itself in the mid-eighteenth 
century. Poetry was no longer the favored medium for recounting significant events, and 
Xammar called this period a time in which “los prosistas tienen verdadero predominio” (115). As 
mentioned above, authors like Llano y Zapata and the Marquis of Ovando proposed scientific 
explanations in personal letters, while Ulloa wrote about the underground causes of this 
catastrophe in Viaje a la América meridional. All of these men were essentially repeating 
classically-based hypotheses that had also been used to explain the 1687 earthquake, but they 
sought after a physical explanation for the seismic catastrophe. This was far from the most 
prevalent viewpoint, however—accounts of Lima after the earthquake in 1746 emphasize that 
the prevailing view among survivors discounted science entirely. An anonymous letter, titled 
Individual, y verdadera relación,51 as well as Francisco del Castillo’s romance “Verdadera 
relación” express this perspective. Their accounts of the 1746 earthquake are a counterpoint to 
the scientific perspective, because these authors declare the temblor to be punishment from God 
for Lima’s sinful behavior. The different perspectives of their poetic speakers, as well as the 
                                                          
51The complete title is Individual, y verdadera relacion de la extrema ruyna que padeciò la 
Ciudad de los Reyes Lima, Capital del Reyno del Perù, con el horrible Temblor de tierra 
acaecido en ella la noche del dia 28. de Octubre de 1746. y de la total asolacion del Presidio, y 
Puerto del Callao, por la violenta irrupcion del Mar, que ocasionò en aquella Bahia. The letter 
gives no indication of the author’s identity, but it has traditionally been attributed to the Jesuit 
Pedro de Lozano. This has been disputed—José Toribio Medina points out that Lozano wrote a 
different letter about the 1746 earthquake, “Relación del terremoto que arruinó á Lima é inundó 
al Callao el 28 de octubre de 1746.” Toribio Medina also references Father José Eugenio de 





liberties permitted by the epistolary and romance genres, inform us about the various ways in 
which this devastating event was experienced and understood. 
a. Giving Voice to the 1746 Earthquake 
 The poetic speaker in Castillo’s “Verdadera relación” gives an account of Lima’s 
collapse, but his discourse is not restricted to narrating the event, since he also emphasizes the 
earthquake as a moral event. The first eighteen verses in “Verdadera relación” comment on the 
city’s corruption prior to the 1746 earthquake: the speaker begins by describing a prototypical 
sinner, who is said to live “entregado a los deleites y vicios” (vv. 1-2). Shortly thereafter, he 
attributes that type of behavior to Lima and its inhabitants, who were unaware of their danger 
until “cuando llora su estrago / se declara su peligro” (vv. 11-12). Now, they regret their 
transgressions, “de haber sido Lima sorda / á tantos del cielo gritos” (vv. 15-16). This 
preliminary commentary on Lima’s corruption sets the stage for the occurrence of the 
earthquake. Having provided evidence of Lima’s sinfulness, the speaker characterizes the 
temblor as a just punishment:  
Pero si el cielo de gracia 
quiere ayudarme propicio, 
yo cantaré de Justicia  
la que en esta tierra hizo. (vv. 25-28)52 
Here, the poetic speaker invokes heavenly support in the delivery of his message. The tone 
echoes that of the Old Testament prophets, who would invoke God’s name before speaking out 
against sinful behavior, as well as the classical invocation of the gods or muses. The speaker 
                                                          
52All quotes from Castillo’s poetry come from Rubén Vargas Ugarte’s edition, Obras de Fray 





phrases his invocation in a way that emphasizes both God’s goodness and the punishment to 
come. The subject “el cielo” is separated from its adjective, “propicio,” which means that the two 
lines referring to Heaven end with positive descriptors: “gracia” and “propicio.” This contrasts 
with the two subsequent endings, which indicate the actions to come: “Justicia” and “hizo.” 
These contrasting pairs may be understood as brief examples of the two sides of God that are 
present in this poem—this may be further emphasized by the rhyming pair “gracia” and 
“Justicia,” which both describe aspects of the deity. On one hand, He is gracious with his 
followers. On the other hand, however, He is not afraid to punish the disobedient. God’s justice 
is perhaps the poem’s central theme, and the poetic speaker repeatedly brings up this ethical 
imperative amidst his account of Lima’s collapse. 
 The speaker asserts the necessity of divine force, and he says that the tragedy of October 
28 does what could not be accomplished through more benign methods: “el rigor hiciere / lo que 
la piedad no hizo” (vv. 63-64). When the speaker describes the effects of the tremors, he frames 
them in terms of morality. The earthquake’s destruction is an unfortunate necessity because 
sinful citizens ignore the consequences of their depravity—the populace “vive sin ver que no 
vive” (v. 3). When the first tremor strikes at 10:30 in the evening, the speaker fears that citizens 
will not realize how precarious their situation is: “O cuántos en esta hora / vivirían con descuido” 
(vv. 85-86). Instead of saying that people died, the speaker says they were unprepared to meet 
their destiny: “en sus lechos recogidos, / cuando en ellos su sepulcro / les preparaba el destino” 
(vv. 90-92). The citizens who survive the earthquake are unsure of their safety: “aun ya en las 
seguridades / se imaginan precipicios” (vv. 123-24). These people’s locations, the spaces they 
inhabit, have been transformed by the earthquake—“lechos” become “sepulcros” and 





“imagined itself secure.” Now, however, Lima has been brought to its knees, on the edge of 
complete destruction. Even after the earthquake, as the poem closes, the speaker is unsure if the 
city has taken the lesson to heart: “tú Lima tan relajada? / quién de esto la causa ha sido?” (vv. 
223-24). It is unclear if the populace recognizes what led to this punishment, or if their morality 
will improve in the future. Castillo’s poetic speaker serves as a judge of Lima’s character, and he 
finds it lacking. 
 Another reason it is important to follow the poetic speaker’s movements through this 
poem is because the poet himself was blind and the non-visual senses are employed concretely to 
help convey scenes to the reader. The poetic speaker of “Verdadera relación,” often utilizes the 
senses metaphorically in order to illustrate Lima’s (im)morality. The first example of this that I 
will examine is the sense of hearing. 
The speaker in this romance frequently personifies Lima as a figure, the consolidation of 
all the citizens’ problems, and discusses her senses. For example, the poetic speaker mournfully 
recounts how the city ignored God: “en lamentos repetidos / de haber sido Lima sorda / á tantos 
del cielo gritos” (vv. 14-16). This is a metaphorical deafness, which illustrates how Lima refused 
to heed God’s commandments. The metaphor of blindness conveys how fiercely the city pursued 
destructive behavior: “A no estar Lima tan ciega / pudiera haver conocido” (vv. 53-54). When 
Lima does “come to its senses,” the hour is too late to save itself: “vió Lima (caso inaudito,) / tan 
horrible un terremoto”; “No he de temblar, dice [Lima], cuando / enojado el cielo miro” (vv. 98-
99, vv. 141-42). The morning light the day after the 1746 earthquake illuminates Lima’s vision, 
but the eyes can only relay terrible news:   
Vieron de Lima el estrago 





lenguas hicieron del llanto 
para poder referirlo. (vv. 189-92) 
Lima could not see to avoid this punishment, and it is too late to save itself (“Vieron de Lima el 
estrago / los ojos”). Now Lima’s eyes are not helpful because they perceive visually—they are 
useful because they produce tears that “speak” this sad story (“lenguas hicieron del llanto / para 
poder referirlo”). The poet’s blindness may well explain the poem’s emphasis on the non-visual 
senses, but the metaphor of blindness also conveys how Lima’s persistently bad behavior 
resulted in its destruction. Castillo’s poetic speaker pays more attention to the catastrophe’s 
moral dimension than to actually describing the destruction caused by the earthquake.53  
Like some of the epistolary narrators who shed light on details of this event, the 
anonymous speaker in Castillo’s poem observes action throughout Lima but avoids the first 
person when he speaks about the earthquake’s physical consequences. He almost always speaks 
about Lima’s residents in the third-person plural, distancing himself from the catastrophe, even 
though Castillo lived through this event.54 The speaker only connects himself to this event 
minimally, as in the following lines: “Ya amaneció, mas oh nunca / nos hubiéra amanecido, / que 
ha sido más triste noche / la que en el día tubimos” (vv. 185-88; emphasis mine). He distills the 
                                                          
53The poetic speaker in “Verdadera relación” spends more than half the poem (124 lines) 
reflecting on Lima’s morality, whereas only 104 lines describe the actual event and its aftermath. 
 
54This occurs numerous times throughout the poem: “O cuántos en esta hora / vivirían con 
descuido” (vv. 85-86); “muchos estaban / en sus lechos recogidos, / cuando en ellos su sepulcro / 
les preparaba el destino” (vv. 89-92); “ver de Lima a los vesinos” (v. 114); “Los que las vidas 
salvaban”; “a los que en ti vida hallaron / sepultar intentas vivos” (vv. 135-36); “crédito dan sus 
patricios / y por eso en ella todos / se manifiestan contritos” (vv. 150-52); “Sin pudor a Plaza 
sacan / los yerros que han cometido” (vv. 153-54); “la inquietud pausó en fin / pero no en los que 
afligidos” (vv. 161-62); “No sin razón era el miedo / de que estaban poseidos” (vv. 165-66); 
“pues por saber de los muertos / dejan sus casas los vivos” (vv. 171-72); “sólo explican lo que 





desperation of thousands of homeless limeños down into a handful of lines, calling them “los 
vesinos, / en donde el asilo buscan / encontrar con el peligro” and “Y así sus habitadores / que 
sus casas han perdido, / … / buscan en el campo asilo” (vv. 114-16, 197-98, 200). The speaker 
offers general observations about how Lima’s buildings collapse—“los más fuertes edificios / 
temiendo mayor estragon / chocan por quedar rendidos” and “No hay templo, torre ni casa / en 
este vasto distrito / que no confiese postrado”—but does not specifically name any area or 
building in the city (vv. 118-20, 193-95). If not for the personified Lima whom the speaker 
addresses, the earthquake could have occurred in any city, which could serve to make the 
speaker’s moral teaching more widely applicable. The narrators of several epistolary accounts of 
the 1746 earthquake, however, choose to shine more light on Lima’s physical collapse. 
 The speakers in letters by Llano y Zapata and the Marquis of Ovando, as well as the 
anonymous Individual, y verdadera relación, each narrate the event in a linear fashion, from its 
onset at 10:30 through the aftermath and rebuilding effort. One of the characteristics that 
separates these letters is how the speakers position themselves in relation to the events they 
narrate. The speakers in Llano y Zapata letter and the Individual, y verdadera relación do not 
speak of their own experiences during the tremors.55 The speaker in Llano y Zapata’s letter does 
occasionally speak in the first person, but this has an exclusively rhetorical function—for 
example, the speaker opens his letter with an expression of affected modesty: “No sé, si el 
espíritu fatigado podrá expresar un suceso” (1; emphasis mine). Later, the speaker mentions 
himself in order to assure the reader that he knows which details should be emphasized and what 
can be ignored, referencing “lo que he expressado; pero no abrazó, lo que he callado” as well as 
                                                          
55The lack of references to the author’s personal experience during this earthquake has impeded 





his personal witness of “quatrocientos y treynta Temblores, que he observado con la mayor 
atencion de mi cuydado” (11; emphasis mine). We are not told any details about how the speaker 
survived the earthquake, but he does assure the reader of his familiarity with other documents 
written in the aftermath: “La Relacion de menor cuerpo, y que salió primera en esta Corte quatro 
dias despues del Terremoto, es Obra del celebre ingenio de Don Victorino Montero del Aguila 
… de quien he leído otras Obras assi manuscriptas, como impressas” (31; emphasis mine). Llano 
y Zapata’s account ends on February 24, and the speaker excuses himself with a farewell to his 
addressee, Don Ignacio Chirivoga y Daza. The speaker does not explicitly state any reason for 
his remarks, other than to inform Chirivoga y Daza, a priest in Quito. In contrast to these two 
letters, whose speakers stand at a distance from the events of October 28, the letter written by the 
Marquis of Ovando is an account of his personal experience of the earthquake and its aftermath. 
 The Marquis of Ovando provides us with insight into how Lima’s government handled 
the catastrophe. The marquis was a naval commander, and his description of the earthquake 
centers on his own experience. The marquis’s letter accounts for his behavior during Lima’s 
chaotic fall—when the quake hits, we know that the marquis was about to begin his evening 
meal (“sentado á la mesa en punto de principiar la cena”)—but he also comments on the city’s 
general condition (47). Although obviously taken by surprise, the marquis assesses the situation 
and damage with a forward-thinking perspective: “Los clamores de toda la ciudad, entre las 
nubes del polvo, y lo que habia observado en mi propia casa, me hicieron ver la desgracia 
universal como en un mapa, hasta las futuras consecuencias con la falta de mantenimientos á el 
siguiente dia” (48). After the initial tremor passes, the marquis leaves his home to assess the 





 The marquis’s movement throughout the devastated city paints a picture of the 
destruction, and also what the nobleman’s priorities were. Upon leaving his home, he moves to 
the viceroy’s palace. After Secretary Diego de Esteles assures him of the viceroy’s safety, the 
marquis assesses the condition of several other noblemen: archdeacon and advisor Andrés de 
Munive, the house of the Count of Torres, naval lieutenant Juan Bautista Bonét, Audience 
chairman Alvaro Bolaños, the Count of Villanueva del Soto, and Pablo de Havíde (50-51). The 
narrator uses the battered condition of these men, their families, and their estates as examples of 
Lima’s general condition. Due to the extensive damage, his paths are circuitous: “venciendo las 
dificultades de salir por las ruinas, y lo inaccesible de las calles, embarazadas de techos, puertas, 
balcones y muebles” (Ovando 49-50). Even though he spends many hours moving through Lima, 
and mentions specific details of the nobles whom he contacts, the marquis does not mention the 
state of the common people. Only after his interactions with the nobles mentioned above, and a 
failed second attempt to obtain an audience with the viceroy, does the marquis offer a summary 
of Lima’s general population: “Los clamores á la divina Misericordia, y lamentables llantos 
alternaban con la repeticion de temblores, confundiendo las quejas de los heridos, para que fuese 
mayor su desgracia, sin poder distinguir los que jemian sepultados ó presos como en cavernas, 
pidiendo socorro en los últimos alientos, y así perecieron muchos” (51).  
As the city regroups, the marquis illustrates Lima’s general disorder and social instability 
by speaking about noble houses: “Este dia [October 31] se observaron muchos robos por la plebe 
de hombres mas soeces, y aunque nuestro Virey hizo castigar algunos no consiguió el 
escarmiento, abandonadas las casas mas poderosas, y confundidos sus dueños” (55). In the 
aftermath, the boundaries of Lima’s social space shift or even seem to disappear. For example, 





plebe”), and the incentive to follow laws is also ineffective (“aunque nuestro Virey hizo castigar 
algunos no consiguió el escarmiento”). The ground has been leveled, so to speak, between nobles 
and commoners—the upper class is just as confused (“confundidos”) as everyone else. The 
marquis’s failed attempt to stop an abduction illustrates the apparent futility of the government’s 
attempt to restore social order: “A esta hora me advirtieron que un hombre de mala traza puesto á 
Caballo llevaba á toda diligencia á una Religiosa á las ancas, y partí en su alcance, pero envano, 
por que habiendo entrado la noche, perdido el camino, y cansado el caballo, me hallé sin saber 
adonde” (54-55). Earlier, the marquis said that the nobility was no longer respected. Now not 
even God is respected, and there is so little fear of punishment that a nun is kidnapped. This 
news is notable enough to capture the commander’s attention, and he loses no time pursuing her. 
Ultimately, in spite of the marquis’s best efforts, the nun, like so many in Lima, cannot be saved. 
 The marquis does mention one example of how Church workers, Descalced 
Mercedarians, bring stability and healing in the aftermath: “Fatigaba sobre manera á estas 
pobrecitas, de dia la necesidad de faenas, en que trabajaban y ejercicios de comunidad, que 
nunca interrumpieron” (56). In general, however, the marquis’s account of the aftermath is 
characterized by frustration. Ovando’s proposed plan for rebuilding Callao’s destroyed walls is 
shot down in committee, but then he is given oversight over the port rebuild anyway. After only 
a few months working on this project, the marquis is sent to the Philippines in February 1747 
(Ovando 65). The poetic speakers we have considered provide insights into different aspects of 
the general situation in Lima, but ultimately their descriptions of the city during the earthquake 







b. Images of Instability in Lima: 1746 
 Francisco del Castillo followed in the footsteps of Caviedes and Peralta and 
memorialized the 1746 quake in verse. Castillo’s romance, along with the prose accounts 
discussed above permit us to read about these events from the perspectives of both nobility 
(Llano y Zapata and the Marquis of Ovando) and clergy (Castillo and, possibly, the author of 
Individual, y verdadera relación). Given their different backgrounds, and the different genres 
they used, it’s unsurprising that these diverse accounts yield a wider range of perspectives on the 
1746 earthquake than what we have seen written about the 1687 earthquake. An example of this 
can be seen in their descriptions of the tremors. 
Castillo’s “Verdadera relación” is a didactic poem, and one of its stated goals is to 
awaken readers to the reality of their sinful condition: “De ese letargo en que duerme / que 
despierte solicito” (vv. 5-6). This style, along with the poet’s blindness, may explain why the 
details of the actual earthquake are not always given priority by the poetic speaker. He does not 
describe the tremors until after 100 lines, and then they are only briefly mentioned: 
De tal manera la tierra  
crece en su furor actibo  
que del tremor cada instante  
se multiplicaba el brio. (vv. 105-08) 
This quatrain does paint the scene, as the ground begins to move (“crece en su furor actibo”), and 
the force of those movements quickly increases (“se multiplicaba el brio”). As the night goes on, 
the speaker later remarks upon the secondary tremors: “pues daba de rato en rato / la tierra 
nuebos avisos” (vv. 167-68). In these later lines, the poetic speaker personifies the ground, but 





tremors in “Verdadera relación” to the poem’s larger didactic goal and, as we mentioned earlier, 
Castillo’s blindness. 
 The Marquis of Ovando embeds his words about the ground’s first movement in a 
description of his residence, which highlights his privileged position in Lima: “sentado á la mesa 
en punto de principiar la cena, sentí que todo el techo de la sala se removia con poco y sútil 
ruido, conociendo era temblor de tierra … [corrí] fuera de la sala y antesala á un descubierto, 
aunque rodeado de inmediatas paredes y altas, cerca de un rancho construido de palos y cañas 
para refugio de terremotos” (47). Through these details we understand that the author lives in a 
residence large enough to include both a dining and waiting room, as well as an uncovered patio 
and even an earthquake shelter. Viaje a la América meridional informs us that the residences in 
Lima have been constructed with earthquakes in mind,56 so the marquis’s reed shelter is not 
necessarily unusual. However, Ovando is the only author whose residence warrants mention in 
his account. Unfortunately, this sizable residence quickly collapses, but its fall and, presumably, 
central location allow the marquis to observe the earthquake’s effect on the area: “apenas salí por 
la última puerta de la vivienda principal, cuando se vino á tierra con toda la fachada, teniendo la 
satisfaccion de fijarme para este accidente á observar con menos riesgo, y ánimo tranquilo los 
terribles movimientos de la tierra” (47-48). The rapid destruction of the marquis’s residence is, 
unfortunately, not unique.  
                                                          
56Ulloa and Juan describe how residences in Lima have been constructed with earthquakes in 
mind: “se fabrica todo el edificio de madera hacienda ligazon con la de los techos … Con esta 
invencion, no son de tanto peligro aquellas casas como quando su estructura era de materia 
menos frágil porque, jugando todo el edificio con los estremecimientos de los terremotos estando 
ligados sus fundamentos, siguen enteramente el movimiento de aquellos y, no haciendo 







Llano y Zapata comments on how the shifting ground quickly knocks over what it has 
taken decades to build: “Duró esta Tempestad de movimiento de Tierra algo mas de tres minutos, 
y con ella se acabó lo que se havía trabajado ducientos, y onze años en construir magnificos 
Templos, y sumptuousos Edificios” (Carta 2). Instead of describing how the tremors affected 
him personally, Llano y Zapata focuses his description on the effects this earthquake has on 
Lima as a whole.57 Like Llano y Zapata, the speaker in Individual, y verdadera relación notes 
how this catastrophe has revealed Lima’s fragility: “el esmero de muchos años; en un instante 
reducida á polvo, manifestó antes de tiempo, la natural caduca insubsistencia de su ser” (4). 
Another trait this anonymous letter shares with Llano y Zapata’s is that it also avoids the first-
person perspective when describing the tremors: “Sacudia la Tierra los Edificios con 
estremecimientos tan fuertes, que de cada ímpetu, arrojava la mayor parte, y arrebatando estos 
grandes pesos con sigo” (3). At times, the tremors are so strong that they appear to be hyperbolic. 
i. Rhetoric of Instability: Inexpressibility and World Upside Down 
Similar to the 1687 earthquake, in descrptions of the 1746 quake the inexpressibility 
topos was frequently used, and often we see it combined with the topic of weariness.58 Llano y 
Zapata opens his account of the event on October 28 with this disclaimer: “No sé, si el espíritu 
                                                          
57Llano y Zapata is not the only author to note how long the tremor lasted, although slightly 
different durations are given: he ends the shaking at three minutes, whereas Castillo’s poem (v. 
157) and the narrator of Individual, y verdadera relación (2) claim it lasted four minutes. The 
Marquis of Ovando claims that his house collapsed after six minutes (48). 
 
58Curtius identifies weariness as a rhetorical topic appropriate for poem conclusions: “The most 
natural reason for ending a poem in the Middle Ages was weariness. Writing poetry was such a 
strenuous thing … When the poet lays down his pen, we sense that he breathes easier. Often he 
alleges that the Muse has wearied” (90). “Verdadera relación” departs from Curtius’s examples, 
in that the weariness topos appears in the poem’s middle instead of at the conclusion, but this 
rhetorical topic still emphasizes how taxing it is for the poetic speaker to find the correct words 





fatigado podrá expresar un sucesso, que con lo mismo que comunica la noticia, participa la 
Tragedia y mas quando por conceptos solo se hallarán estragos, y por clausulas solo se 
encontrarán ruynas” (1). The earthquake reduces rhetorical eloquence to “estragos” and “ruynas” 
and, as the speaker later adds, “excede el modo de padecer al arte de decir” (Carta 1). Castillo 
also declares in “Verdadera relación” that the 1746 earthquake is an indescribable event before 
he attempts the feat of putting it into words:  
vió Lima (caso inaudito,) 
tan horrible un terremoto 
que la voz tiembla al decirlo.  
Qué palabras, qué elocuencia  
qué retórica artificio  
podrá dejar figurado  
lo que aun no se ha comprendido. (vv. 98-104) 
The poetic speaker assures readers that an adequate description of this event is beyond his 
abilities. Indeed, merely mentioning this catastrophe elicits a shudder (“la voz tiembla a 
decirlo”). The repetition of “qué” conveys how the speaker employs every available resource 
(“palabras,” “elocuencia, and “retórica”), only to declare them all mere “artificio.” “Figurado” 
and “comprendido” end the next two lines and, although they do not quite replicate the anaphora 
of “qué,” they emphasize the speaker’s limits. The “Verdadera relación” does not begin to 
describe the earthquake until after almost 100 lines. Similar to what we read in Llano y Zapata’s 
letter, Castillo’s poetic speaker prefaces his account of the earthquake with this rhetorical excuse. 
The narrator of Individual, y verdadera relación, however, attempts to do justice to the tragedy 





At the start of his account, the anonymous speaker of Individual, y verdadera relación 
ensures that the reader understands the magnitude of what is to follow: “entre los [terremotos] 
que han padecido estos Reynos [the viceroyalty of Peru] desde su conquista, que es á lo que 
puede alcanzar nuestra noticia, ninguno se deve decir con verdad que ha llegado á ser de igual 
ímpetu, ni de tanta ruyna, y estrago” (1). Having set the stage, the speaker spends several pages 
attempting to recount the horrors of devastated Lima. Eventually, though, he gives up and 
acknowledges that he is attempting to describe the indescribable: “No es capaz de imprimirse en 
el Alma por el oydo, el assombro que percibe la vista en estas ruynas … y assi no solo es 
inexplicable en una relacion el conflicto, pero ni aun se puede dar una idea perfecta del estrago” 
(4). This speaker must admit defeat in the face of the impossible task of describing this 
earthquake. Even though these three speakers declare that there are no adequate words for the 
disaster, each of them gets to describe how the earth shook, the power of these tremors, and their 
implausibility. 
Castillo’s “Verdadera relación” points out how the line between life and death blurs as 
the 1746 temblor begins. The ground began to shake when many limeños were in bed, startled 
awake, and no longer safe in their homes: 
Por eso muchos estaban  
en sus lechos recogidos,  
cuando en ellos su sepulcro  
les preparaba el destino. (vv. 89-92) 
The poetic speaker reverses the roles of “lechos” and the “sepulcro,” which we previously saw in 
“Al terremoto de Lima” (“no acertaba en la mensura, / desde su oriente a su ocaso, / lo que [es] 





relación” has an explanation for this change. He only employs the world upside down topos after 
describing the sinful conduct of Lima’s people: “O cuántos en esta hora / vivirían con descuido” 
(vv. 85-86). That is to say, the limeños bear responsibility for their world being “turned upside 
down” because they have not lived according to God’s standards (“con descuido”). Because of 
their unrepentant behavior, the poetic speaker believes that God was justified in punishing the 
limeños. Castillo employs the world upside down topos, as Caviedes does, but the two authors 
differ in their beliefs about why Lima has been upended. Unlike Caviedes, who—like Llano y 
Zapata and the Marquis of Ovando in 1746—attributes this catastrophe to material causes, 
Castillo says that God has punished Lima for ignoring his commandments. This difference 
illustrates the two conflicting perspectives on earthquakes during the late viceregal period, and 
these distinct attitudes affect how survivors are said to understand the tragedy they have 
witnessed. This becomes apparent when we examine how different authors describe the 
instability caused by the 1746 earthquake. The tremors would not be so devastating if they were 
not destabilizing a large capital city, and these accounts detail how Lima’s buildings tumble 
down. 
ii. Structural Instability in Lima in 1746 
 The poetic speaker in “Verdadera relación” illustrates Lima’s topographical instability by 
personifying its buildings and highlighting the ways in which they fall: “los más fuertes edificios 
/ temiendo mayor estragos / chocan por quedar rendidos” (vv. 118-20). The city’s buildings fear 
and they willingly fall (“temiendo mayor estragos”). If the city’s sturdiest structures are not 
secure, where can citizens hope to find safety? The next four lines in Castillo’s poem describe 
how the people of Lima have come to doubt the literal foundations of their city: 





de riesgo tan conocido, 
aun ya en las seguridades 
se imaginan precipcios. (vv. 121-24). 
Lima has been so devastated that even safe zones appear to be on the edge of disaster. Ulloa and 
Juan mention how Lima’s ground remained unsettled after the strongest tremors had passed: 
“Terminóse el horroroso efecto de este primer temblor y dexó la tierra de moverse; pero su 
tranquilidad fue de tan corta duracion, que, repitiendose las concusiones con frequencia, 
contaron sus moradores, segun avisos de una relacion particular, cerca de doscientas en las 
primeras 24 horas” (Viaje 98). These images of the blurred line between safety and danger 
inform us how space in Lima has been affected by the earthquake, after which even safe ground 
is suspect (“aun ya en las seguridades / se imaginan precipicios”). 
 Every sort of building in Lima is personified in “Verdadera relación,” and their 
destruction illustrates how both metaphorical and concrete foundations have been disturbed by 
the earthquake. The poetic speaker attributes the sinful pride of Lima’s people to its buildings, 
and those structures are also humbled by the tremors: 
No hay templo, torre ni casa 
en este vasto distrito 
que no confiese postrado 
todo su orgullo rendido. (vv. 193-96) 
The humbled churches (“prostrado” and “rendido”) echo how these religious centers “lowered 
themselves to the ground” in Caviedes’s earthquake romance. The destruction of Lima’s 
churches, in spite of their famous beauty and ostentatious appearance, was a source of contention 





devotion dogged the city in the decades leading up to this catastrophe: “From the 1680s to the 
1750s discussions about Lima’s sinful ways were intertwined with discussions of the city’s 
decline … They blamed the city’s social and political stagnation and feared the imminent 
destruction of its sinful ways” (24). Individual, y verdadera relación also points out that some 
churches were vulnerable because of their size: “Sacudia la Tierra los Edificios con 
estremecimientos tan fuertes … arrebatando estos grandes pesos con sigo (principalmente en los 
Templos, y las habitaciones altas) quanto encontraban, acabavan de destruyr lo que aun 
perdonaba el Temblor” (3; emphasis mine). The anonymous letter also gives a detailed 
description of the city’s ruined cathedral, “cuya peregrina estructura, desbarató su misma 
grandeza … Pues desgajandose sobre ella las altas Torres que la coronaban, demolieron todas las 
Bobedas, y Capillas hasta donde alcanzaron, fuera de las que por sí mismas se rindieron” (5). 
Churches are not the only buildings that the earthquake knocks down. Castillo’s poem 
also condemns Lima’s proud military structures (“torre”) and residences (“casa”), which must 
also be humbled. By attributing sinful behavior to these structures, the speaker in “Verdadera 
relación” condemns their residents by extension. According to the Individual, y verdadera 
relación, Lima contained 3,000 houses within its protective wall before the 1746 earthquake, but 
this catastrophe left only twenty of them standing (3). For many people, collapsing structures 
quickly turned “cunas” (which before were “camas”) into “sepulcros”: “se hallaron unos 
sepultados en las Casas que cayeron, y otros en las Calles oprimidos de las Paredes” (Individual 
2). The Marquis of Ovando managed to escape from his collapsing house, but was still knocked 





tranquilo” (48). Of course, the destruction of Lima’s residences and houses of worship seemed to 
some to indicate the sin that hid below their veneer of devotion.59  
c. Religious Instability and Earthquakes 
I have analyzed how Hispanic authors in both 1687 and 1746 speculated about the 
physical causes of earthquakes. This was far from the most widespread belief about what caused 
tremors, however. Instead, just as 2,000 years of material explanations had not moved beyond 
Aristotle, the most widely-held explanation was also ancient—that these earthquakes were 
evidence of God’s displeasure. This is the position that Castillo takes when he describes the 1746 
quake in “Verdadera relación.” Pérez-Mallaína summarizes 1746 Lima’s intellectual climate in 
this way: “La capital virreinal permanecía anclada en la ideología religiosa tradicional y esto no 
debe sorprendernos … pues con los datos a nuestro alcance, puede afirmarse que la práctica 
totalidad de la población de la capital peruana consideró que la catástrofe de 1746 estuvo 
provocada por causas sobrenaturales y, más concretamente, que fue un castigo divino por sus 
pecados” (Retrato 390). Reedy points to Castillo’s tendency to moralize in his romances (“El 
Ciego” 43). This is certainly the case in “Verdadera relación.” The city’s life, prior to the 
earthquake, is described in terms of unconsciousness, the spiritual blindness of the inhabitants 
that the speaker believes caused the tragedy. The speaker explains what this harmful behavior 
looks like in the poem’s first lines: 
Todo mortal que entregado 
                                                          
59Zeilinga de Boer and Sanders summarize how clergy in Lisbon considered the 1755 earthquake 
to be an indicator of the city’s sinfulness and prescribed penance such as spiritual retreats, 
prayer, and self-immolation (99). During the eighteenth century the Peruvian Church reportedly 
tolerated immoral clergy, and Walker tells us that, after it had spent much of the century 
embroiled in scandals, “[m]ost blamed the [1746] catastrophe on the questionable practices of 





a los deleites y vicios, 
vive sin ver que no vive  
pues nadie en culpa está vivo. 
De ese letargo en que duerme 
que despierte solicito, 
porque este recuerdo sea 
del sueño total olvido. (vv. 1-8) 
The poem opens by painting a picture of the archetypal sinner (“todo mortal”), who may appear 
to live—“entregado a los deleites y vicios”—but, according to Christian doctrine, is already dead 
because he chooses sin over salvation. The only plural nouns in these opening lines are “deleites” 
and “vicios,” which serves to underscore the paradigmatic sinner’s great quantities of 
transgressions. This sinner is blind (“vive sin ver”) to his state, not knowing that he has already 
died (“no vive”). The speaker says that this sinner has “gone to sleep,” which echoes both the 
language of spiritual blindness we have seen elsewhere in the poem and the admonition of 
Ephesians 5:14: “Awake, sleeper, and arise from the dead, and Christ will shine on you.” The 
declared goal of the “Verdadera relación” is to bear witness to a catastrophe, but not to detail 
what occurred. The speaker’s aim in describing this disaster is to “awaken sleepers” in Lima 
from the behavior that caused the disaster. The Individual, y verdadera relacion also hopes to 
turn readers to God: “La relacion de su [Lima’s] desgracia, mas que assumpto de la curiosidad, 
deve ser motivo del desengaño; porq[ue] no han de ser mas duros que las piedras los corazones, 
ni es posible que dexe de temblar, quien aí si vé en lo insensible aquel Divino Poder contra quien 
no hay resistencia” (22). Unless they turn to God, the narrator says, the survivors of this 





earthquake. Both of these authors wrote about the tragedy they had survived, and they 
understood it as a continuation of biblical history. 
Both “Verdadera relación” and Individual, y verdadera relación seem to echo two well-
known biblical precedents that connect sinful behavior and earthquakes. The first example is 
from the Old Testament, in which the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah went against God’s 
commands and were utterly destroyed: “Then the Lord rained on Sodom and Gomorrah 
brimstone and fire from the Lord out of heaven, and He overthrew those cities, and all the valley, 
and all the inhabitants of the cities, and what grew on the ground” (New American Standard, 
Gen. 19.24-25).60 The second biblical example takes place when Christ died on the cross. 
According to the gospel of Matthew, after Christ breathed his last breath the ground shook: “And 
behold, the veil of the temple was torn in two from top to bottom; and the earth shook and the 
rocks were split” (27.51). Both these instances of biblical destruction were in response to 
immoral behavior, which is also how the speakers of both “Verdadera relación” and Individual, y 
verdadera relación understand the 1746 earthquake. 
The speaker in “Verdadera relación” sets the stage for the earthquake by describing it as a 
moral event: “yo cantaré de Justicia / la que en esta tierra hizo” (vv. 27-28). To him, the 
earthquake is a justified event: justice must be served. God is gracious with his followers, but is 
                                                          
60Prophecies of celestial fire were allegedly seen after both the 1687 and 1746 earthquakes. In a 
footnote in Lima fundada, Peralta explains how visions of the city’s fiery destruction proliferated 
after October, 1687: “Revelaciones falsas, que cada día se esparcían en la ciudad, habiendo sido 
una de ellas la de haberse de abrasar por fuego del Cielo, que haría en ella real” (316). This 
repeated itself in 1746. Llano y Zapata informs us about how “una Muger vírtuosa” had a vision 
in which Lima fell under a fiery fate: “de que él fuego del Cielo havía de consumir con sus 
llamas, lo que el movimiento de Tierra dexó de arruynar con su estrago.” Unsurprisingly, Llano 
y Zapata reports that this was demoralizing: “no solo desarmó dél vital aliento los espiritus de 





not afraid to punish the disobedient. Castillo’s poetic speaker sees a correlation between Lima’s 
catastrophe and the behavior of its residents, a cause and effect situation that speaks to the city’s 
guilt:  
Era [Lima] pues, vuelvo a decir,  
albergue de los delitos, 
lo que aunque yo no dijera 
confiesa ella en el castigo. (vv. 37-40) 
The earthquake is a punishment (“castigo”) whose occurrence is sufficient evidence of Lima’s 
wrongdoing. This perspective on the disaster places responsibility for it on the people of Lima—
God may have allowed the earthquake to happen, but only because the limeños ignored his 
previous warnings. It surprises Vásquez that Castillo would adopt this stance on earthquakes: 
“Un aspecto que llama la atención en una persona tan ilustrada como lo fue el Ciego, es que aun 
en el siglo XVIII siga manteniendo la creencia de que los terremotos eran producto de la ira de 
Dios en contra de los pecadores” (Reflejo 180). Reedy also wonders at Castillo’s assertions, 
especially in light of what Caviedes wrote about the 1687 temblor: “There is a marked contrast 
between the relatively unenlightened views of the Ciego and the ideas expressed by Caviedes 
more than a half century earlier” (“El Ciego” 52). This astonishment seems a bit misplaced, 
considering that Castillo was a clergyman whose other writings reinforce the beliefs of the 
Spanish and religious establishments.61 This is also the position taken in the Individual, y 
verdadera relacion, which was possibly also written by a clergyman. Even many lay limeños 
understood the 1746 event to be a divine castigation, which Charles Walker describes: “the vast 
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ideology, as Javier de Navascués asserts: “Castillo no es un escritor de ‘discursos alternativos’, 





majority [of people in Lima] saw it as a sign of the wrath of God … The praying processions, 
and nonstop masses in the days following the tragedy supported the observation that earthquakes 
were ‘collaborators with the Inquisition’ as they persuaded seemingly everyone to decry the 
city’s sinful ways” (22). Just as scientific and religious explanations exist side by side in 
Caviedes and Peralta’s writings about the 1687 earthquake, both the religious and scientific 
perspectives were also widespread in the eighteenth-century world in which Castillo lived.62 
Castillo himself strongly espouses the religious view, the position that God has acted against 
Lima because of its sinful behavior. 
 After the speaker in “Verdadera relación” describes the aftermath of the earthquake, he 
addresses the city directly, demanding to know why Lima has caused so much damage to her 
residents by shaking. The personified voice of the city declares it a result of God’s anger: 
No he de temblar, dice, cuando 
enojado el cielo miro, 
y con razón, pues yo más 
que otras tierras le he ofendido? 
No mi temblor es de encono,  
aunque a Lima es tan nocibo, 
que es la Deidad que, injuriada, 
me hace temblar por castigo. (vv. 141-48) 
                                                          
 
62Walker points out how these two outlooks coexisted when Castillo probably wrote this poem: 
“Although in the 1750s Immanuel Kant would ridicule those seeking divine explanations … 
most mid-eighteenth century writers combined divine and natural explanations” (22-23). Llano y 
Zapata and the Marquis of Ovando are additional examples of religious men in Peru who also 





Here the city admits that God’s punishment seems inevitable, given Lima’s offenses (“No he de 
temblar, dice, cuando / enojado el cielo miro”). The root of this catastrophe is offense (“le he 
ofendido”), rather than anger. Lima has left God no other option than punishment because of her 
constant offenses. God is the wounded party in this situation, and Lima must bear the 
consequences. The narrator speakers after the personified Lima, and assert that God administered 
the appropriate punishment for Lima’s crimes (“No mi temblor es de encono, / aunque a Lima es 
tan nocibo”). A similar vocabulary is employed in the opening sentence of Individual, y 
verdadera relacion: “Entre los horrores con que la Naturaleza ha manifestado muchas veces en 
venganza de la Divina Justicia ofendida, la suprema fuerza de su Mano poderosa, ha sido 
siempre el mas tremendo, el improvisso golpe de los súbitos Terremotos, que en un mismo 
momento son el aviso, y el castigo de su furor” (1). Like the speaker in Castillo’s poem, this 
letter says that earthquakes are a terrifying consequence of angering God (“la Divina Justicia 
ofendida”), and that the deity is justified in administering this punishment (“el castigo de su 
furor”). 
d. Instability and God’s Wrath 
According to the philosophical position of the speakers in both relaciones, the citizens of 
Lima are responsible for their suffering, because they deliberately chose to ignore God:  
Dios amoroso le embiaba 
los suficientes auxilios, 
mas por estar obstinada 
eficaces no los hizo. 
Que como el consentimiento  
lo dejó a su libre arbitrio,  





In these lines the poetic speaker employs the language of the Old Testament, such as when Amos 
condemns Judah, and highlights Lima’s responsibility for ignoring God’s commands. There were 
numerous warnings from a deity whose first inclination was to guide rather than punish (“Dios 
amoroso le embiaba / los suficientes auxilios”). Unfortunately, these messages were ignored by 
stubborn Lima (“mas por estar obstinada / eficaces no los hizo”). Both the limeño and biblical 
texts proclaim that God has tried to teach people how to live correctly, but they have ignored 
these overtures. According to both the Individual and the “Verdadera relación,” the people of 
Lima exercised their free will and chose to live sinful lives.  
Mankind’s freedom to (not) choose salvation was particularly important in Counter-
Reformation Catholicism after the Council of Trent (1549-1593), and so it is not surprising that 
Castillo would sustain Church doctrine in his poetry.63 As Vásquez says, “Por lo visto, el lego 
mercedario sigue fielmente la opinión que algunos miembros de la Iglesia expresaban sobre los 
movimientos telúricos” (Reflejo 180). In “Literatura y sociedad: Dos romances del siglo XVIII 
limeño, tradición y modernidad,” Concepción Reverte Bernal identifies how central the idea of 
free will is to Castillo’s earthquake poem, as well as his play Guerra es la vida del hombre 
(“Literatura y sociedad” 368-69). At the start of this auto sacramental, God proclaims to Man 
“que desde que te crié / libre arbitrio te dejé / para que obrases por ti” (131). Later in this speech, 
God describes how man must choose a spiritual direction: 
                                                          
63Paloma Fanconi summarizes why the question of free will was so important after the Council of 
Trent: “porque enfrentaba de un modo radical a católicos y protestantes: los católicos sostienen 
que Dios quiere que todos lo hombres se salven, y que a todos les da la gracia necesaria para 
conseguirlo, y lo conseguirán, con las buenas obras, usando correctamente la libertad que les ha 
sido dada. Lutero, sin embargo, sostenía que el hombre no puede hacer nada en orden a la 
salvación” (n.p.). Lozano, to whom the Individual, y verdadera relación has been attributed, was 
also a clergyman, but this cannot lead us to any conclusions because the authorship of the letter 





Y puesto que libre eres, 
en tu mano, hombre, te entrego, 
el agua, y también el fuego, 
elige lo que quisieres. (131)64 
These words closely follow Saint Augustine’s fifth-century polemic “La gracia y el libre 
albedrío”: “Nos reveló el Señor por sus santas Escrituras que el hombre posee un libre albedrío 
… porque los mismos preceptos divinos de nada servirían al hombre si no tuviera libertad para 
cumplirlos, y así llegar al premio prometido. Con ese fin se dieron, para que el hombre por 
ignorancia no se excusara.” Guerra es la vida del hombre was written in 1749, and its human 
protagonist rejects worldly riches: “No puede darse a riquezas / el que a Dios desea darse” (193). 
He serves as a role model for Lima, and receives the gift of eternal life from God: “Ven pues, 
criatura electa / a donde dichosa goces / un reino” (196). Unfortunately, according to “Verdadera 
relación” Lima has chosen to go against God’s commands and so the deity has reminded them of 
their mortality with the earthquake and, potentially, pointed them toward future salvation. The 
letters I have analyzed end without commenting on Lima’s future but, according to “Verdadera 
relación,” Lima’s inhabitants must reap what their sin has sown. Their only hope is to change 
their behavior, which the poem’s speaker alludes to as the poem closes. 
e. Future Instability: Lima after the 1746 Earthquake 
 I have already highlighted several examples of the poetic speaker using biblical language 
throughout “Verdadera relación.” In the aftermath of this earthquake, however, the poetic 
speaker explicitly compares Lima to a biblical precedent: “Ya como a Jerusalén / triste y asolada 
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miro / a Lima, llorando viuda” vv. 201-03). This follows the description of Israel’s tribulations 
after the people have been punished for their unfaithfulness to God: “How lonely sits the city that 
was full of people! She has become like a widow who was once great among the nations!” (Lam. 
1:1). The inhabitants of both cities had the chance to receive God’s favor but, because neither 
kept God’s commandments, both have suffered. The appropriateness of the comparison upsets 
the speaker, who apostrophizes the city: “Ay dulce patria! qué es esto? / tú en semejante 
conflicto? / tú Lima tan relajada?” (vv. 221-23). Even with their knowledge of Israel’s missteps 
in the Old Testament, Lima has followed in its footsteps. Although this paints an unpleasant 
picture of Lima, Hanska tells us why people were drawn to the idea that God had intervened with 
this punishment: “If God was the cause of disaster, there was some reason why it happened and 
therefore there were means to make sure it would not happen again. This explanation went down 
very well with the masses because it … seemed to offer them a [chance] of doing something 
about it” (174). Lima has been given a chance to mend its ways, according to the poetic speaker, 
but their change is not by any means guaranteed. 
 The closing lines of “Verdadera relación” are open ended, just as Lima’s future is 
unknown. The poetic speaker does not mention any action that Lima should take in order to 
improve its state, and instead simply wants the city to acknowledge how sinful its behavior has 
been: 
Tú que del Esposo dabas 
Rosas al Jardín divino 
ves ya tus marchitas flores 





In the first two lines of this quatrain, the roses that Lima has offered come from the “Esposo”—
whom we understand to be God—and they have been given to the “Jardín divino,” which may 
refer to Heaven. Unfortunately, these roses have faded (“marchitas flores”). This invokes the 
inevitable fade of the rose’s beauty, which communicates analogously how Lima’s commitment 
to God has lessened. Reverte Bernal calls these lines “una declaración patriótica-religiosa,” and 
interprets “Rosas” as a reference to Saint Rosa of Lima (“Literatura y sociedad” 369). Rosa, the 
first officially recognized saint from the “New World,” had been canonized in 1671 and declared 
the patroness of South America. So, Lima offering her to God would be a powerful gift indeed, 
and contrast with the “marchitas flores” that the city’s subsequent offerings have become.  
Earlier, “Verdadera relación” emphasized how limeños had freely chosen to ignore God’s 
commandments. Now, the poem’s speaker does not fix their future. Instead, he points out their 
sad state and admonishes them to examine the state of their relationship with God. Ending this 
poem with a question underscores the uncertainty that Castillo felt with regard to Lima’s 
future.65 Although Lima’s future remained uncertain, the people attempted to ensure their safety 
by rendering increasing homage to El Señor de los Milagros. 
 Each successive catastrophe that El Señor de los Milagros survived increased its fame. 
As its reputation, and cult, grew, the section of wall that originally held the painting was 
removed and transferred to a frame. By 1687, the icon had become popular enough to warrant its 
own chapel (Córdova 123). Then, its protective procession was chosen to commemorate the 
                                                          
65Walker writes about the trial of the Franciscan priest Joaquín Parra, who, shortly after the tenth 
anniversary of the 1746 earthquake, proclaimed that Lima would be burned to the ground by 
heavenly fire (23). This, Walker says, was the culmination of ten years of disaster predictions 





1687 disaster and a convent of Nazarenas became the official guardians of the icon.66 Fernández 
de Córdova’s account specifically mentions that the icon survived the 1746 earthquake when 
much of the monastery housing it did not: “El gran terremoto de 28 de Octubre de 1746 redujo el 
Monasterio á necesidad; pues le derribó gran parte de sus cercas y oficinas, le minoró sus rentas 
y puso en total ruina su Iglesia” (132). Although it took more than twenty years, the convent was 
eventually rebuilt and refurbished at the order of Viceroy Manuel de Amat. The widespread 
worship of El Señor de los Milagros and its varying locations is a concrete example of how Lima 
sought to protect itself from earthquakes even though its inhabitants did not understand the 
causes of these catastrophes. 
 News about Lima’s seismic travails spread across the Western world but, in general, 
Europe was not much moved until an earthquake devastated the Portugese capital of Lisbon in 
1755. Pangloss, the optimistic teacher in Voltaire’s Candide, famously mentions Lima after 
witnessing Lisbon’s destruction, saying that “This earthquake is nothing novel … the city of 
Lima, in South America, underwent much the same sort of tremor, last year; same causes, same 
effects; there is surely a vein of sulphur under the earth’s surface reaching from Lima to Lisbon” 
(13). Although Pangloss is a parodic character, his casual treatment of Lima’s disaster rings true 
for how most Europeans viewed the 1746 event. Pérez-Mallaína summarizes Europe’s 
indifference to Lima, prior to 1755: “Los intelectuales europeos conocían perfectamente que, 
nueve años antes que Lisboa, Lima y El Callao habían sufrido un desastre de proporciones 
similares … sólo cuando la destrucción se produjo en su propio continente, la intelectualidad del 
Viejo Mundo decidió reflexionar sobre el asunto” (Retrato 436). The Lisbon catastrophe inspired 
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an abundance of study and speculation by Europe’s natural philosophers, with the Reverend John 
Michell notably hypothesizing in Conjectures concerning the Cause, and Observations upon the 
Phaenomena of Earthquakes that shifting subterranean rocks caused earthquakes. Charles James 
and Jan Kozak summarize the significance of Michell’s work: “Rev. Michell avoided the strictly 
theological and suggested that earthquakes are caused by shifting masses of rock miles below the 
surface. Clearly a new scientific rationality, a natural world of Newtonian movement and 
mechanics, and a geological view of time are given some impetus by European speculation about 
the great Lisbon earthquake” (28). We have seen how intellectuals—including Caviedes, Peralta, 
and Ulloa—had proposed material explanations for earthquakes for centuries, but Michell’s 
work, published less than 20 years after Viaje a la América meridional, marks a move beyond 
the Aristotelian model that had dominated seismology for centuries. In Chapter 2 I examine how 
Lima’s Black residents are portrayed, through both their physical and societal movements, as 







CHAPTER 2: CASTE AND INSTABILITY 
 This chapter focuses on the physical and social itineraries of Black characters in Lima. 
Africans and people of African descent formed a significant part of Lima’s population 
throughout the entire viceregal period, outnumbering the city’s Spanish, Creole, and indigenous 
populations. Carlos Aguirre tells us that “Lima concentró una proporción importante de 
población esclava y negra libre, al punto de terminar identificada, en la percepción de muchos 
testigos, como una ciudad mayoritariamente ‘negra’” (22). Free and enslaved Black limeños 
lived and worked throughout the City of Kings, and upward social mobility was attainable for 
some. Authorities, however, typically described them as a pervasively negative and destabilizing 
influence. Limeño authors typically characterized Black people as the reason for social 
instability, in dangerous opposition to white goals and success in the city. During the long 
eighteenth century, some authors used the narrative frame of the Black characters’ itinerary, both 
physical and social, to provide detailed descriptions about their lives and experiences within 
Lima. By focusing on the poetic portrayals of Lima’s Black population and their itineraries, I 
hope to show their negotiations through space in the city and perceptions of their place in and 
effect on limeño society. 
I. The Itineraries of Black People in Viceregal Lima 
 In the wake of Columbus’s arrival in the Caribbean, the Spanish undertook military 
campaigns in North, Central, and South America. At the same time, they began to import African 





sought to enslave the indigenous people of the Americas as an unpaid labor source, but, after 
epidemics and wars devastated those populations, the Spanish turned to enslaved Africans, as 
José Ramón Jouve Martín explains: “la introducción de esclavos africanos estuvo íntimamente 
ligada a las especulaciones sobre la posibilidad de sustituir la mano de obra indígena” (39). After 
the Spanish founded Lima in 1535 and declared it the capital of the Viceroyalty of Peru, the city 
quickly filled with slaves. By the end of the sixteenth century, almost half of Lima’s population 
was black (Bowser 339). In other parts of the viceroyalty, chiefly Cuzco, the indigenous 
population was larger than, and constantly at odds with, the Spanish community. Lima’s 
situation, however, was different because of the city’s political importance. As the capital of an 
area covering nearly all of what is now Spanish-speaking South America, Lima contained a 
larger-than-average percentage of wealth and Spaniards. Consequently, the city’s wealthy 
families brought, or bought, slaves to work for them. As Lima experienced exponential growth 
during its first century as viceregal capital, the number of slaves living in the city also increased 
considerably. Hence, by the time that Juan del Valle y Caviedes was writing poems in the closing 
decades of the seventeenth century, a significant portion of Lima’s population was composed of 
Africans, or people of African descent.67 
Many Black people in Lima were slaves, but this was not always the case—a notable 
contingent of free Afro-Peruvians also developed. This was possible because slaves in the 
Spanish viceroyalties were often hired out as day laborers. These workers paid most of their 
earnings to their owners but were allowed to keep a portion for themselves, which Charles 
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large Black population and that community’s dispersion across the city: “La percepción de Lima 
como una ciudad de marcado carácter africano se vio reforzada no sólo por el número de negros 





Walker explains: “Many slaves worked outside the house, handing over to their owner a large 
percentage of their wage. This arrangement granted the slave some independence and the 
opportunity to save in order to buy his or her freedom” (57-58). Among other things, the social 
hierarchy of the Spanish viceroyalties, known as the sociedad de castas, facilitated the 
coexistence of freed and enslaved Black people by basing one’s social status on a complex mix 
of biological, professional, social, and religious factors.68 Ruth Hill tells us that, in contrast to the 
biologically-focused idea of race that emerged in the nineteenth century, “the Spanish legal 
tradition [of the medieval and viceregal periods] reflected (and reinforced) a social hierarchy in 
which casta was not synonymous with common descent or race as we understand it today” 
(Hierarchy 223). Thus, limeños of European, African, and Indigenous heritage occupied 
different rungs of the social hierarchy, sometimes even shifting castes throughout the course of 
their lives.69 Using literary examples of works about Lima produced during the long eighteenth 
century, and following Hill’s work, I argue that the caste system in viceregal Lima was 
inherently unstable, in that it relied on mutable factors such as profession, wealth, and 
appearance, as well as ancestry. In analyzing how these authors portrayed Black populations in 
                                                          
68There is a sizable bibliography about the Spanish caste system, and Ruth Hill’s work on this 
subject provides a useful overview of how caste has been understood in relation to Peruvian 
literature. A useful summary of Hill’s work on this subject can be found in the fifth chapter of 
Hierarchy, Commerce, and Fraud in Bourbon Spanish America (197-238). 
 
69The caste system did allow for a certain amount of social mobility, but Aguirre warns against 
romanticizations: “Es cierto que una de las características de la sociedad de castas era su 
porosidad … Pero eso no quiere decir que la estructura de segregación que la sociedad de castas 
implicaba hubiera sido totalmente abandonada. Todo lo contrario: una ideología que sancionaba 
la superioridad de lo ‘blanco’ y unos principios que sancionaban los privilegios para las élites de 
origen europeo a expensas de los derechos de negros, [e] indios … fueron reforzados y 
mantenidos” (45). We agree with Aguirre’s assessment, while keeping in mind that, in certain 
circumstances, one could legally be considered “blanco” even with mixed ancestry or without 





Lima, I hope to add to our understanding of relations between diverse communities in the city 
during that period. I will examine what may be considered part of the pre-history of modern race 
relations through studying the movement (I will refer to them as itineraries, which I explain later) 
and social mobility—such as it existed—of Black characters in my corpus. 
Although the Spanish continued to monopolize positions of leadership, over the course of 
the viceregal period Black people came to work in many professions and were essential 
contributors to Lima’s function and success. Eventually, the Iberian nobility came to distrust the 
dark-skinned people who filled the capital city’s streets: “The fear of the black population 
loomed large, as concerns about their large numbers, their seeming freedom, their potential for 
violence, and the breakdown of slavery intermingled” (Walker 58). White authors frequently 
reinforced—intentionally or not—these fears by portraying Lima’s Black residents as disruptive 
and malicious even though their social, economic, and geographic existence in the city was 
constantly evolving.  
Literary studies have long been dedicated to studying Spanish and Creole experiences in 
Peru and, concurrently with the rise of postcolonial studies, many scholars from recent decades 
have provided insight into the complex world that the Indigenous peoples of Peru occupied 
during the centuries of Spanish domination. In comparison, relatively little attention has been 
paid to the representation of Black people in Lima’s literary landscape.70 Historically, scholars 
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discussions of Blackness … has received little scholarly attention” (2). In spite of the fact that 
Africans, and people of African descent, have lived in Latin America for centuries. George Reid 
Andrews and Alejandro de la Fuente lament the fact that, “no fue hasta hace poco tiempo que los 
estudios sobre los temas raciales, la desigualdad y la estratificación racial en América Latina han 
aumentado al punto de generar el tipo de preguntas y debates que configuran y sostienen un 





have placed Indigenous people and Africans in the Americas in discreet categories, a problematic 
practice about which Peter Wade has insightfully commented.71 While I recognize the validity of 
Wade’s critique, the scope of this project is limited to examining portrayals of Black characters 
in order to offer a more in-depth analysis of how Lima’s Black population was, to paraphrase 
Wade, “represented in literature as Other” throughout the time period under consideration. 
 One way in which Black characters can be traced in literature from Lima’s long 
eighteenth century is the literary itinerary, which is used to describe the movements of Black 
characters throughout the City of Kings. Karen Stolley defines the literary itinerary as one in 
which “el narrador se sirve del marco temporal y espacial del largo viaje … para dar un orden a 
su relación” (Un itinerario crítico 33). When we focus on the itinerary of Black characters in the 
poetry of Juan del Valle y Caviedes, Friar Francisco del Castillo, and Esteban de Terralla y 
Landa, whose poetic speakers and characters often travel within their home city, we can visualize 
the movements of Black limeños through various parts of the city and observe characterizations 
that often match the locations they traverse, moving as they do through callejones and from main 
plazas to unsavory areas. The narrators of these works often serve as informed guides whose 
knowledge of the city provides greater insights than a casual visitor would. As Gaspar Gómez de 
la Serna observes: “lo que [el viajero en su propio país] hace es alertar su espíritu para que tome 
posición frente a las condiciones de la realidad; abre los ojos y lanza su mirada sobre la tierra en 
torno, rompiendo la costra de la indiferencia ante lo que se cree consabido y disponiéndose a 
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point is to bring blacks and indigenous people into the same overall theoretical perspective … 
while also recognising the historical, political and conceptual differences that do exist between 
these categories. Blacks and indigenous people have both been characterised as Others, located 





recorrerlo con la mirada del conocimiento” (10). The writers in my corpus don’t only provide 
geographical itineraries, but also social itineraries, which follow individuals as they shift caste 
and attain greater social standing. Viewed in this manner, the itineraries within these poems 
provide us with a framework for understanding the location and composition of physical and 
social spaces in Lima, as well as the effect(s) that the presence of Black characters have on those 
spaces. In the pages that follow, I will examine the ideological, as well as artistic, dimensions of 
poetic itineraries devised by white authors to portray the activity of Black people in Lima’s 
physical and social spaces and the consequences of those movements. 
Erasure or dismissal of Afro-Latinos certainly characterized Peru’s erudite Renaissance 
and baroque poetic practices. José Antonio Mazzotti traces how Peruvian epic poetry from the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries aimed to valorize Creole Peru while also erasing or reducing 
the roles of Black people in the viceroyalty: 
[E]n el caso de los virreinatos americanos [la épica] da muestra también de un ideal de 
identidad social en el cual los sujetos dominados cumplen siempre un papel ambiguo, si 
no totalmente nulo, desplazados por el afán protagónico y autopurificador de las 
neoaristocracias criollas venidas a menos con el decaimiento de la encomienda y más 
tarde recompuestas a partir de la profesionalización y la importancia comercial que 
adquirieron durante el siglo XVII. (220)  
Pedro de Peralta Barnuevo, writing in the early eighteenth century, exemplified wider trends that 
persisted throughout much of viceregal Peruvian literature. Peralta’s Black characters, Mazzotti 
writes, are notable in either their absence or one dimensionality: “[la aparición de personajes 
negros y mulatos] se daba casi siempre en condición subordinada, tanto en los términos 
económicos más elementales (esclavitud y servidumbre) como en el interior de alianzas 
comerciales y militares” (219). While authors of epic poetry tried to erase, or minimize, Black 





satire, dedicated more attention to Black characters. These portrayals, however, tended to depict 
Afro-Peruvians as disruptive or negative. For example, in Sátira hecha por Mateo Rosas de 
Oquendo a las cosas que pasan en el Pirú, año de 1598, the narrator describes unpleasant 
interactions with deceptive Black women, who are implied to be prostitutes (vv. 1309-74). The 
narrator alludes to their veneral sickness (“Ban a la Peña de Francia, / y bueluen estos vïaxes / 
con el ábito franzés”), as well as the sensuality (“Qué de blancas entre día, / qué de negras a la 
tarde”) that fuels their profession (vv. 1345-47, 1365-66). Castillo’s poetry revives the topic of 
Black women working as prostitutes in the eighteenth century, describing their licentious 
behavior, and its consequences, in coarse detail. Black characters have limited functions in 
viceregal poetry, and, as we will see in the pages that follow, their literary itineraries help 
visualize the contours and limits of their trajectories. 
 As the only writer from this chapter who lived exclusively in the seventeenth century, 
Juan del Valle y Caviedes offers the earliest comments on the shifting social presence of Afro-
Peruvians in Lima during the time period under consideration. Carlos Cabanillas Cárdenas says 
that the baroque author’s satirical poetry “ofrece en sus constantes referencias a personajes 
históricos y sucesos cotidianos un retablo interesante de «sujetos coloniales» que habitaron la 
Ciudad de los Reyes de Lima en las últimas dos décadas del siglo XVII” (“El sujeto colonial” 
59). Black characters form an important part of that poetic universe—Caviedes’s interaction with 
Lima’s caste system is couched within other, more frequently-seen themes in his poetry.  
Given his obvious knowledge of generic practices and the size of the Black population in 
Lima, it is unsurprising that some of Caviedes’s satirical poetry mocks African ancestry. 
Caviedes’s apparent scorn for Black people, which I discuss at greater length later in this 





Cárdenas summarize, Caviedes has, at different times, been considered both an agent of the 
Spanish empire’s efforts to establish European superiority over other people groups72 and a 
disruptive, counter-hegemonic voice that helped prepare the continent for eventual independence 
movements.73 In any case, Caviedes did not hesitate to write about his Black contemporaries and 
one man who received Caviedes’s sharp poetic blows was Pedro de Utrilla, the younger. Utrilla 
was a successful surgeon and, across several poems, Caviedes created an itinerary describing the 
upward movement of Utrilla’s social standing. Caviedes dedicated poems to ridiculing both 
Utrilla’s professional accomplishments (“Loa a Utrilla por la curación que hizo de un potro a una 
dama” and “Vejamen que le dio el autor al zambo Pedro de Utrilla, el mozo”) and personal life 
(“Romance al casamiento de Pedro de Utrilla” and “Dándole el parabién a Pedro de Utrilla de un 
hijo que le nació”). The dual presence of caste and profession in the Utrilla poems adds layers to 
their satire, moving it beyond a simple questioning of the abilities of Lima’s medical 
professionals. Anthony Higgins explains: “Undoubtedly, these elements [questioning Lima’s 
doctors] are present in Caviedes’ satire. Nevertheless, they are inextricably intertwined with 
more perplexing strands, specifically the anxiety of a white subject disconcerted by the 
disruption of the racial hierarchies and segregated order established at the beginning of the 
viceregal period” (113).  
Caviedes also comments on other roles that Black people perform at different levels of 
limeño society, such as the sexual objectification of lower-class Black women (“Pregunta que 
                                                          
72Eloy Merino interprets Caviedes’s work in this way, supporting the perspective presented more 
than a decade earlier in Paula Laschober’s unpublished dissertation.  
 
73Lucía Costigan and Julie Greer Johnson are proponents of this position. Higgins, however, 
points out that the way in which both these critics assume that satirical voices always speak 
against ‘official’ discourses cannot account for the fact that satires often reflected prejudiced and 





hacen los alguaciles y escribanos sobre la peste de los perros” and “A una persona grave que era 
amigo de negras vistiéndose de negro”), as well as the presence of Black men in Lima’s courts 
(“Memorial de los mulatos para representar una comedia al conde de la Monclova”) and among 
gentlemen (“Otro remedio para lo mismo”). Caste is an important theme of these poems, as Hill 
has discussed,74 but the Utrilla poems’ focus on mobility makes them more pertinent to our 
discussion.  
Francisco del Castillo writes about the spatial itineraries of Black limeñas working as 
prostitutes in “Conversación de unas negras en la calle de los Borricos” and “Conversación y 
Disputa de Tío Juancho, gran cochero con Dominguillo, el Enano.” In addition, “Conversación 
de dos mulas y un caballo en la Plaza Mayor de Lima” describes the travels of a Black physician 
throughout the capital city and gossip within the brothels that he visits. Castillo also depicts the 
social itineraries of Black characters in “Conversación de un Negro, mayordomo de chacra, con 
un Indio Alcalde de los Camaroneros,” and “Declamación de un Filósofo contra la esclavitud 
perpetua de los negros.” Two of Castillo’s other romances also discuss Black people, but focus 
less on the itineraries of those characters.75 
The topic of Black characters in Castillo’s poetry has received some critical attention. 
Concepción Reverte Bernal points out that Castillo’s ideology informs how he portrays them: “es 
importante llamar la atención sobre el conservadurismo ideológico de Castillo, que se manifiesta 
                                                          
74Hill has written about these poems in “Between Black and White: A Critical Race Theory 
Approach to Caste Poetry in the Spanish New World” and “Teaching the Pre-History of Race 
Along the Hispanic Transatlantic.” 
 
75One of the characters in “Conversación de dos escribanos receptores” explains how important 
the gossip provided by his Black mistress is to his professional success. A trio of Black 
characters impedes traffic in “A referir voy un caso,” but that poem centers on the itinerary of a 





en sus prejuicios sociales y raciales, su postura frente a la esclavitud de los negros, su 
acatamiento absoluto de la autoridad española y sus fuentes culturales y literarias” (“La poesía” 
49). She later expands further on these remarks: “Desde su atalaya social, Castillo menosprecia 
también al negro, pero, al mismo tiempo, manifiesta su temor ante el incremento de la población 
negra en Lima y la tiranía que, según él, ejercen los siervos esclavos de las familias acaudaladas 
sobre sus amos” (“Saber teológico” 157). Daniel Reedy summarizes Castillo’s writing on Black 
characters, saying, “That these racial groups should be a popular topic in [Castillo’s] works 
comes as no surprise, since a sizeable percentage of Lima’s population was non-Spanish or non-
white” (“El Ciego” 46). Félix Vásquez offers an extensive discussion of this topic in his 
unpublished dissertation, in which he characterizes eighteenth-century limeño society as classist 
and racist: “Clasista debido a que había diferencias sociales dentro de una jerarquía rígida … Era 
racista porque ubicaba a los miembros de la raza blanca como los más importantes sobre los 
individuos de otras razas” (Reflejo 94-95). Within that society, Vásquez states that Castillo’s 
poetry positions Black women as the opposite of white females: “En oposición a la mujer 
positiva, la de raza blanca, tenemos a la mujer negativa, racial y socialmente discriminada por la 
sociedad colonial, y de quien si se hace mención sobre su sexualidad incontrolada y del uso de su 
cuerpo como un objeto de comercio” (Reflejo 144). Vásquez further develops this idea later, 
saying that “se encuentra un grupo de mujeres viciosas que estaban al margen de los principios 
morales, el cual lo formaban mujeres vulgares, vividoras, infieles, amantes, falsas vírgenes, 
prostitutas y beatas, quienes en todos los casos eran mestizas, zambas, indias o negras” 
(“Imagen” 36). Javier de Navascués observes that Castillo’s poetry presents “una visión cínica 
del negro … en relación con los poderosos … los negros eran reconocidos como esclavos o 





domésticos y tenían, sin duda, una mayor proximidad a la vida cotidiana del criollo o el 
peninsular” (319-20). 
Finally, Hill has written insightfully about Castillo’s representations of Black characters 
in several publications, studying how the blind author’s writings perpetuate caste ideology that 
favored the Spanish. She examines several thematic functions of caste in Castillo’s writing 
(“Caste Theater and Poetry”), and explores the scientific and political roots of caste-based insults 
in “Conversación de dos mulas” (“Casta as Culture”). Hill also outlines ways in which Castillo’s 
caste poetry might be studied alongside other viceregal Peruvian poets (“Teaching the Pre-
History”). Castillo is only briefly mentioned in Hierarchy, Commerce, and Fraud in Bourbon 
Spanish America, but Hill’s study of caste in the eighteenth-century Hispanic context facilitates a 
deeper understanding of his writing.  
Within the body of criticism about Lima por dentro y fuera, Terralla’s treatment of Black 
characters has been mentioned, but often as a secondary theme. Thomas C. Meehan and John 
Cull identify the narrator’s negativity regarding Lima’s non-white castes: “este observador, no 
siempre objetivo, demuestra un gran prejuicio racial y una marcada conciencia de su posición 
poco favorable en la jerarquía social, característica no poco común en la literatural colonial 
hispánica” (147). In his introduction to the first modern critical edition of Terralla’s poem, Hugo 
García points out the blurry lines between castes in the narrator’s Lima: “la voz poética pone 
énfasis en demostrar que la mezcla racial en la capital virreinal peruana es un proceso dinámico 
que se encuentra en pleno desarrollo y, por lo mismo, peligroso” (41). García later reiterates the 
narrator’s unease about Lima’s prevalence of caste mixing: “la preocupación va más allá de la 
simple presencia de los no españoles en los espacios sociales coloniales. Hay un desvelo mayor 





Echoing his observations about Castillo’s work, Vásquez notes this same theme in Terralla’s 
poem, “su desacuerdo de la mezcla de razas” (“Visión de la Lima colonial” 53). According to 
Vásquez, the narrator of Lima por dentro y fuera, “va a hacer uso de la raza como una arma 
lingüística para atacar, ridiculizar y degradar a individuos de raza no blanca,” before listing the 
various terms used to refer to Black characters in the poem (“Visión de la Lima colonial” 54).76 
María Soledad Barbón comments on the narrator’s dismissal of the complexities of Lima’s caste 
society: “Desde el punto de vista del ‘forastero’, la sociedad limeña dieciochesca no se presenta 
como un agregado heterogéneo de una gran variedad de castas diferentes … sino como un solo 
grupo inmenso, racialmente indistinguible y amenazante, que opera al unísono” (76). The critics 
listed above all agree that Terralla’s poem represents a conservative voice that favored a 
continuation of the Spanish-dominated hierarchy that characterized the viceregal period. 
The poetic portrayals of Black characters in Caviedes, Castillo, and Terralla’s poems are 
examples of what Hill calls “caste fiction,” a literary category whose ideological function was 
similar to the eighteenth-century cuadros de castas:  
Both caste paintings and caste fiction deliberately place different socio-racial groups in 
their respective elements—i.e., in those that the painter or author believed were their 
respective elements—and should therefore be understood as constitutive elements of the 
ideology, or cultural system, of caste society. Caste painting and caste fiction alike 
intended to offer their consumers a means of knowing, and therefore dominating, socio-
racial groups designated as castes. (“Caste Theater and Poetry” 4)  
                                                          
76Vásquez identifies the following terms as epithets for Black people in Lima por dentro y fuera, 
and many of them are also employed by other authors from the viceregal period: “Congo, 
Guinea, Matamandinga, bozal, hollín, chorizo, morcilla, pasudo, cocobolo, chocolate, acanelado, 






The caste poetry that Caviedes, Castillo, and Terralla wrote depicts Black characters as active 
and mobile agents within Lima. They offer what I call “caste itineraries,” textual journeys that 
follow the movements of Black characters throughout Lima’s physical and social spaces. 
In order to best describe the caste itineraries found in the poetry of Caviedes, Castillo, 
and Terralla, I have separated them into two types: the spatial itineraries of prostitutes and the 
social itineraries of ambitious status seekers. Black women in viceregal Lima were infamous for 
their alleged sensuality,77 and were frequently depicted as prostitutes.78 Sex work required those 
women to journey across Lima to find clients, so studying their itineraries provides insight into 
limeño social practices and how free Black and white people interacted. A second type of 
itinerary shows the social movements of Black characters, their journeys as they navigated 
within the viceregal caste system. Through means such as professional work, marriage, or the 
manipulation of ancestry documentation, people born into non-white castes in viceregal Peru 
could change their, or their children’s, legal designation. Although this type of mobility should 
not be idealized—the majority of Afro-Peruvians were relegated to the lower classes, and caste 
changing was not always a viable option—the relative flexibility of the caste system contrasts 
with the seemingly-fixed, biological nature of race that came to prominence in the nineteenth 
                                                          
77Walker uses an example from limeño fashion to illustrate the double standard that attributed 
greater sensuality to Black women: “Most tapadas were from the city’s white or European 
population … [however m]ulatta women could wear the sayas, mantos, and silk gloves and even 
be accompanied by their elite lovers without detection. This piqued the interest of many 
travelers, who cast mulattas as the embodiment of sinful sexuality” (135). 
 
78As Vásquez says, Castillo portrays Indigenous and Black women as inmoral, while white 
women are blameless: “La caracterización étnica en la poesía satírica del Ciego est[á] 
representada por la mujer mestiza, india, mulata, zamba y negra esclava y libre; en cambio la 
poesía lírica est[á] representada por la mujer de raza blanca … por un lado se encuentra un grupo 
de mujeres viciosas que estaban al margen de los principios morales … Por el otro lado presenta 






century. In the poems that I will examine, caste is discussed by a variety of narrative voices, 
some Black and some not, so we must take care to keep these diegetic voices separate from the 
authorial or extradiegetic voices in the works. 
a. Narrative Voices in Poetic Discussions of Caste 
The descriptions and portrayals of Black characters that I examine in this chapter can be 
shocking to modern audiences. The texts that I study here describe Black characters using caste-
based language that is repugnant to modern readers but, at the same time, offer perspectives on 
how Black people were treated and imagined in eighteenth-century Lima. The derogatory 
language that typically describes Black characters in these works, whether it corresponds to the 
authors’ personal opinions or not,79 illustrates how people of African heritage were frequently 
denigrated in the early modern Hispanic world. Examining these portrayals not only increases 
our understanding of the Peruvian eighteenth century, but also may shed light on contemporary 
race relations in Peru. 
To explain the presence and role of anti-Black language in Caviedes’s poetry, Hill, 
Arellano, and Cabanillas Cárdenas have emphasized his position as both a loyal student of 
satirists like Francisco de Quevedo and a product of his caste-oriented historical moment. Rather 
than firmly indicating Caviedes’s personal bigotry, his portrayals of Black characters 
demonstrate his adherence to his models for writing satire. Caviedes’s style may seem repugnant 
                                                          
79When introducing his edition of Lima por dentro y fuera, García writes, “[l]a escacez de datos 
biográficos sobre Esteban Terralla y Landa constituye posiblemente el punto de más consenso y 
el mayor valladar para los estudiosos y críticos que se han acercado de una u otra manera a su 
obra” (“Introducción” 16). Even in Caviedes’s biography, which has been reconstructed far more 
extensively, there remain unresolved questions regarding personal ideology: “contamos con 
pocos datos sobre la vida de [Caviedes] que nos permitan encontrar una conciencia de su 






to the modern sensibility, but it reinforces the convoluted caste-based social norms of his day. 
This reading seems desirable, as it avoids anachronistically reading present-day concerns onto 
the colonial past but does not elide the prejudices present in Caviedes’s work. As Hill says, 
“caste fiction … should therefore be understood as constitutive elements of the ideology, or 
cultural system, of caste society” (“Caste Theater and Poetry” 4). Similarly, García does not 
identify Terralla’s personal voice speaking in Lima por dentro y fuera. Instead, García discusses 
a separate “‘yo’ poético, privilegiado con la herramienta crítica [que] se emplaza en un espacio 
construido como inmune a los problemas que censura … [y] se agolpa toda la masa … sobre 
todo indígenas, negros y otras castas, o, lo que es lo mismo, aquellos racialmente diferenciados” 
(“Introducción” 39; emphasis mine). Echoing what has been said about Caviedes, Navascués 
reminds us of the stylistic conventions that governed Castillo’s satirical romances: “Cuando se 
trata de un discurso satírico clásico, explorar los espacios marginales de la ciudad, y criticarlos, 
no implica necesariamente una diatriba en profundidad contra la estructura social y la ideología 
que la sustenta” (313). It appears that the writers I study in this chapter did not see beyond the 
cultural paradigm in which they lived, which is understandable. It is evident from their poems 
that they viewed one’s caste as mutable but also did not hesitate to perpetuate caste stereotypes. 
In this chapter, the poems that I examine discuss Black characters through a variety of 
narrators and speaking characters. Often, characters from other castes speak about Black people 
but, in some cases, Black characters offer their own observations. Lima por dentro and the caste 
poetry by Caviedes that I will examine are exclusively narrated by poetic speakers whose 
descriptions of Black people are generally pejorative.80 In contrast to the single narrators who 
                                                          
80Terralla’s narrator does mention “las negras y negros, / Que gozan de libertad, / Y viven sin 
cautiverio. / Pues con el sumo trabajo / Que en la mocedad tuvieron, / No les falta en la vejez, / 





guide those poems, the romances by Castillo contain a wider range of speakers. At times, these 
poetic voices overtly judge Black people, as in the case of the two drivers in “Conversación y 
Disputa” who repeatedly insult the Afro-limeñas who hire them and portray such women as 
troublemakers. In other examples, as in “Declamación de un Filósofo,” a mulato harpist derides 
Black people in the strongest possible terms when he debates a white abolitionist and justifies 
Black enslavement.  
Other poems by Castillo present more detailed portrayals of Black characters. In 
“Conversación de dos mulas,” the white-faced mule depicts her Black master, Doctor Morcilla, 
in terms that echo Caviedes’s anti-physician—not anti-Black—poetry. In addition to allegations 
of medical incompetence, however, Doctor Morcilla is also portrayed as a danger to Lima’s 
social institutions. Born out of wedlock, Morcilla skirts the law by working as an unlicensed 
physician and supports harmful institutions by frequenting brothels full of syphilitic Black 
women working as prostitutes. Miguel, the titular Black character in “Conversación de un 
Negro,” is proud that he has increased in social standing, but maintains the stereotype that, even 
as slaves, Afro-Peruvians manipulated the Spanish. The four female speakers in Castillo’s 
“Conversación de unas negras” are Black and mention difficulties in their own lives. They also, 
however, repeatedly link Afro-limeños to dangerous or immoral situations. 
Castillo’s poetry often highlights negative and stereotypical qualities of Afro-limeños, but 
the very fact of the appearace of varied voices of Black characters in his poetry is unusual for the 
viceregal period. The mulato harpist in “Declamación de un Filósofo” serves as a mouthpiece for 
anti-Black prejudice. The female speakers in “Conversación de unas negras,” however, are 
                                                          
these lines emphasize the indolence of Lima’s white nobility, who “en la vejez no hallan / Para 





knowledgeable subjects who travel throughout Lima, reflect on their constant navigation of 
dangerous situations, and aspire to self-improvement. The same can be said of Miguel, in 
“Conversación de un Negro.” Even though, to paraphrase Hill, Castillo’s characters “represent 
inferior castes in Lima’s society who appear to embrace the dominant ideology” (“Critical Race 
Theory” 78), what seems important to me is that in these poems they are given a voice, are 
allowed to speak, thus illustrating the emerging role and importance of Black people in the 
capital city. I will begin by discussing the voices and spatial itineraries of Black women working 
as prostitutes in my corpus. 
II. The Disruptive Itineraries of Prostitutes in Eighteenth-Century Lima 
Richard Chuhue Huamán declares that studying limeño prostitution takes scholars into 
the darkest corners of the viceregal capital: “Hablar de prostitución en el Perú del siglo XVIII es 
adentrarnos en las entrañas más sórdidas de la sociedad colonial limeña y específicamente dentro 
de aquel espectro social que se denominaba ‘plebe’” (128). However, while it is true that many 
literary representations of prostitutes do connect Black women working as prostitutes with the 
“plebe,”81 lower class individuals or settings, their itineraries reveal a broader panorama, with 
movements that span broad swaths of Lima and describe interactions with men across the entire 
social hierarchy. For this section I will draw from three of Francisco del Castillo’s romances 
about limeño popular culture (“Conversación de unas negras en la calle de los Borricos,” 
“Conversación y Disputa de Tío Juancho, gran cochero con Dominguillo, el Enano,” and 
                                                          
81Chuhue Huamán specifies the term’s connection to people outside the aristocracy, saying that 
“es un término que se solía usar en la época colonial para referirse a los estratos bajos de la 
sociedad. Agrupaba tanto a la gente más miserable de la ciudad como a los que trabajaban en 
oficios manuales que les ocupaban pocas horas, producto de lo cual tenían mucho tiempo libre 





“Conversación de dos mulas y un caballo”) and Lima por dentro y fuera. These poetic works, 
written by members of the white merchant class, track Black women working as prostitutes82 
while they move throughout Lima and portray their presence as a pervasive, destabilizing 
influence on the city’s population.  
a. Destabilizing Pedestrian Itineraries in “Conversación de unas negras en la calle de 
los Borricos” 
 “Conversación de unas negras en la calle de los Borricos” is a romance lasting over 400 
lines with numerous voices heard throughout the poem, but the main speakers are four Black 
women.83 There are also occasional interjections by the poetic speaker, and a single, multi-
voiced exclamation from a group of unnamed women listening to the conversation. Three of the 
female speakers guide the audience through specific itineraries that prostitutes follow in order to 
find clients, describing the dangers along these routes. Each woman builds on what her 
predecessors have said, and the final speaker summarizes the general state of prostitution in 
                                                          
82Marta Lamas has written eloquently about the symbolic harm that the terms “prostitute” and 
“prostitution” do to women: “Prostituirse es, pues, algo deshonroso, pero acudir con prostitutas o 
prostitutos no … Lo cierto es que el intercambio sexual (gratuito o comercial) fuera del 
matrimonio degrada exclusivamente a las mujeres. Los hombres no corren riesgo de afectar su 
reputación, pues la virtud en los hombres no se relaciona con su actividad sexual” (320). 
“Prostitute” is, however, the term used to describe female sex workers in the texts I examine. 
Therefore, I have chosen to emulate Lorraine Nencel and keep the term while recognizing its 
problematic nature: “Calling Peruvian prostitutes sex workers (with all its political implications) 
would be a misrepresentation of their social reality … I use the term ‘prostitute’, the name they 
call themselves. This is alternated with the term ‘women-who-prostitute’ in an attempt to 
accentuate the women and not the way they earn the living” (3). In lieu of “women-who-
prostitute,” I have chosen to say “women working as prostitutes” in order to indicate that these 
women are not exclusively defined by how they earn money. 
 
83None of the women are ever named, but are each briefly described as: a “negra fruncida,” 
followed by “otra más ladina,” “una Sabá,” and “otra negra reformada” who concludes the poem. 





Lima. The poetic speaker is limited to short interjections that help the reader follow the thread of 
the conversation. While the vast majority of the poem is related by Black female characters, its 
content is quite derogatory to the Black people whom it describes.84 The main female speakers 
associate the vices proliferating in Lima’s alleys with Black people, and that immorality is used 
as evidence to denounce the caste mixing that occurs in the alleys. 
 Movement is a prominent feature of “Conversación de unas negras” because the women 
discuss the areas where prostitutes work and where they pass through to find their clients. 
Sometimes the speakers describe routes and in other moments they focus on specific stopping 
points, but they incrementally move inward—the first itinerary is located outside of Lima’s city 
walls, the second is inside the wall but far from the center, and the third describes an area 
adjacent to the Plaza Mayor.85 Their travels take the women throughout the entire city, which 
supports Teresa Lozano Armendares’s assertion that prostitution was tolerated in various types 
of environments throughout a city as large as Lima: “[La prostitución] era válida tanto en las 
prácticas que hubieran podido ejercerse en las supuestas casas públicas autorizadas … como en 
                                                          
84Regarding this apparent case of internalized prejudice, Hill reminds us of Castillo’s authorial 
perspective: ”The ideological function of caste in [Castillo’s caste poetry] is to communicate the 
worldview of the author (Castillo) and his social group (middle-income men of Spanish descent 
who wish to emulate Lima’s elite) in specific historic circumstances, including endogamy, the 
increasing rationalization of conquest, and Lima’s incipient transformation into a homogeneous 
society around the middle of the eighteenth century” (“Caste Theater and Poetry” 11-12). 
 
85The female speakers’ discussions of Lima’s different areas and inhabitants support Magali 
Carrera’s assertion that urban viceregal spaces contributed to the identity of their inhabitants: 
“More than collections of buildings, streets, and parks, a city, as a manifestation of authority, 
attempts to delimit, structure, and manage the social habits and identities of the people who 
occupy its spaces … More than simple places or architectural units, the spaces of [the] 
eighteenth-century … were narrative spaces, that is, places where kinds of colonial bodies were 





las que se efectuaban de una manera privada y clandestina” (206). The poem’s title locates the 
conversation in “calle de los Borricos,” providing a starting point for the itineraries that follow. 
Borricos, according to Juan Bromley, was a street on the eastern side of the San Lázaro 
slum, which housed much of Lima’s free Black population (Las viejas calles 85). Placing the 
conversation here serves what Hill calls the “ideological function” of caste by associating Black 
people with certain areas within Lima. Borricos, separated both geographically and 
metaphorically from central Lima by the Rimac, is implied to be an appropriate location for these 
women to gather and talk. The poem’s only reference to Borricos is in the poem’s title, since 
fewer than ten lines after the poem begins the street receives a different designation from the first 
female speaker: 
Malísimamente estoy, 
dijo una negra fruncida,  
con un limpión que a sus voces 
el aire les impedía; 
Malísimamente estoy, 
repite por ser oida, 
en el callejón que Ustedes 
llaman de Matamandinga. (“Conversación de unas negras” vv. 1-8) 
The opening line’s superlative, “malísimamente,” is eye-grabbing, and it emphasizes how 
precarious life is in this area of Lima, alluding to the difficulties that the “negra fruncida” 
endures here. Placed in her own voice, the urgency of the woman’s situation is accentuated by 
the declaration’s repetition in the fifth line. The focus on dangers in spaces occupied by Black 
characters continues throughout the poem, and the “negra fruncida” attributes negative 





locates this conversation on Borricos, the “negra fruncida” says that she is speaking about the 
“callejón de Matamandinga.” This name change may reflect differing social perspectives: the 
official designation of the area may be “calle de los Borricos,” but it might have been known as 
“callejón de Matamandinga” among certain parts of the city’s population.86 When the “negra 
fruncida” says that she is in the alley that “Ustedes / llaman de Matamandinga,” it suggests 
familiarity with her audience, and a knowledge of their idiom, which may differ from official 
classifications. 
In her description of the “callejón de Matamandinga,” the Black woman explains how the 
alley’s name reflects the area’s dangerous characteristics: 
Sólo el nombre me azarea, 
porque sin ser negra mina  
no hay quien ignore que diablo  
dice la voz de mandinga, 
y como antes se oye mata, 
si a alguna cosa precisa 
paso el callejón, presumo 
que alma y cuerpo en él peligran. (“Conversación de unas negras” vv. 9-16) 
In these lines we can see that the character associates Black people with danger, which she 
humorously attributes to their name for the street. The “negra fruncida” plays on the street’s 
name, “Mandinga killer” or destroyer of people from Africa’s west coast, to explain the 
                                                          
86The name “Matamandinga” does not appear in Bromley’s Las viejas calles de Lima, which may 
be an indication of the name’s informal status. Marco Gamarra Galindo, however, locates the 
Matamandinga alley “en las afueras de la Muralla de Lima, frente a la Portada de Guadalupe.” 
This would place the alley near San Lázaro and Borricos Street, to the north of Lima. There are 
also references to a city gate named Matamandinga—in Evolución urbana de Lima, Bromley and 
José Barbagelata include a city plan from 1797 that places the Matamandinga gate on Lima’s 





existential danger that comes from spending time in this area. One might think, given the names 
of other similar street names like “Matajudíos” and “Matamoros” (Bromley, Las viejas calles 
124) that emphasize Spanish power, “Matamandinga” would assert African vulnerability. 
However, the woman twists the name to mean “killer Mandinga,” a complaint about residents 
who prey on unsuspecting victims. As Hill says, speaking of this poem, “[t]hese women 
condemn mandinga as a force of evil, and they uphold Christian, not African, morals” (“Caste 
Theater and Poetry” 13). The term “mina” does not appear in Alvar’s list of castes, but Rubén 
Vargas Ugarte clarifies in a footnote to this poem that it is a “casta de negros” (34 no. 1)87—only 
Black women are willing to endure the hazards of Matamandinga. The “negra fruncida” asserts 
that Black people are at home in inhospitable areas, which places spiritual and mental divides 
between parts of Lima’s population and emphasizes how dangerous Black people are. This is 
further emphasized by the fact that, according to the Diccionario de la lengua española, 
“Mandinga” can also be a synonym for “devil”—the line “diablo dice la voz de mandinga” may 
be understood literally, as well as figuratively. Since the devil is the source of the word 
“mandinga,” the threat this street represents is spiritual, that is, eternal: “y que asi que al cuerpo 
mata / muerte es del alma, mandinga” (“Conversación de unas negras” vv. 19-20).  
Although the spirit is endangered, the devil’s tool is the human frame, and the “negra 
fruncida” mentions that many dangerous people lurk in the alley, calling them “los muchos 
salteadores / que en aquel camino habitan” (vv. 27-28). When she describes Matamandinga, this 
woman proclaims that the Spanish authorities should have more of a hand in spaces like it: 
Con este temor me hallo 
                                                          
87Juan Carlos González Espitia writes that this is a reference to the city of Elmina, then known as 





de un asombro poseida 
y es de que estos callejones 
no se cierren de justicia. (vv. 29-32) 
In spite of being Black herself, this woman fears the dangers of this type of space (“Con este 
temor me hallo / de un asombro poseida”). It seems surprising that a Black character would voice 
support for Spanish intervention against Black limeños, but Hill identifies this as part of the 
ideological function of caste poetry: “All four Black women [who speak in this poem] appear to 
share the value set of [Castillo]—and, presumably, many others in Lima” (“Caste Theater and 
Poetry” 13). The “negra fruncida” also alludes here to multiple alleys (“estos callejones”), 
implying that the same negative characteristics she attributes to Matamandinga are present 
elsewhere throughout Lima. She goes on to expand the discussion’s perspective outside of 
Matamandinga by outlining the poem’s first itinerary, which provides examples of how Black 
prostitutes spread their disruptive influence throughout Lima. 
The “negra fruncida” describes the prostitutes’ itinerary with a metaphor that combines 
the image of restricted, sinful space with the transgressive human body. The image further 
illustrates the infernal influence that Black women who prostitute have on Lima: 
Porque [estos callejones] son una garganta 
por donde todos transitan, 
yendo a Miraflores, Surco 
San Juan, Chorrillos y Villa, 
el Parque y en gran Lurín 
y otras veredas distintas, 
las que para ir al infierno 





Even though the speaker previously emphasized how dangerous Lima’s alleys are, she says that 
they are high traffic areas (“por donde todos transitan”). These are sites of prohibited behavior, 
bringing Black women into contact with “todos.” While not final destinations for all, the alleys 
are stops on the way to other areas (such as Miraflores, Surco San Juan, Chorrillos, and Lurín). 
The places that she names are districts outside of the main city, to the south of Lima proper and 
closer to the coast. This illustrates how far the influence of Lima’s alleys extends, reaching 
beyond city limits and into the surrounding area. Sitting to the north of the Rimac, merely a 
bridge crossing away from the Lima’s Plaza de Armas, San Lázaro and the “garganta” (v. 33) of 
its alleys would be unavoidable for travelers from north of Lima on their way to the coast.88 
According to the “negra fruncida,” even when visitors leave the alleys on “otras veredas 
distintas,” they are marked by their sinful experiences—their future paths will bring them toward 
further immorality (“las que para ir al infierno / puso planas la malicia”). Framing this part of her 
discourse as an itinerary toward the Pacific coast allows the speaker—an insider—to illustrate 
how the corruption of Matamandingas and San Lázaro impacts all of Lima and the surrounding 
area, because, in order to get anywhere, “all must pass through this throat.” 
Because the entire populace is affected, all the different castes come together there in not 
altogether sanctioned behavior, and caste mixing thus is associated with vice. The “negra 
fruncida” bemoans the state of those who frequent the city’s alleys, and inserts herself in the 
resultant state of darkness and mixing: “Con quienes me hallo en pecado, / pues si a buena luz se 
mira, / juzgo que en gracia no vuelven” (vv. 41-43). These lines also implicate the speaker in the 
                                                          
88The throat metaphor could perhaps also indicate these alleys’ proximity to the Rimac Bridge, 
which connected San Lázaro to the main part of Lima. In Lima por dentro y fuera, the narrator 
describes the bridge with language similar to what we find in this poem: “Que pasas pues por un 






poem’s action; she is a participant in the depravity, in spite of her harsh words for the other 
people there (“Con quienes me hallo en pecado”). Although the speaker attempts to position 
herself as an observer, a commenter on the situation, her involvement contributes to the area’s 
character. Shortly after the lines quoted above, the monologue of the “negra fruncida” is 
interrupted by the second character to speak, another Black woman whom the narrative voice 
calls “más ladina.” 
The “negra ladina” elaborates further on many topics that the “negra fruncida” 
mentioned, and provides further details about the paths that Black prostitutes walk throughout 
Lima. Their itineraries, similarly to the first female speaker, take them through alleys, not 
streets—callejones instead of calles, a distinction that will be further explained later on in the 
poem, that are narrow in their layout and their prospects: 
Si usted pasara, le dice 
como yo todos los días 
de Belén los callejones,   
los que a San Jacinto tiran,   
y los de la Recoleta, 
lo estrecho conocería, 
donde, aunque siempre adelgaza, 
la verdad también peligra 
esas si son angosturas 
con gran riesgo de la vida. (vv. 48-57)  
This itinerary mentions themes similar to what we heard earlier in the poem, and walking her 
audience through these areas, “el marco espacial” characteristic of itineraries (Stolley, Un 
itinerario crítico 33), enables the “negra ladina” explain their physical characteristics. For 





enough work to warrant her daily attention (“Si usted pasara, le dice / como yo todos los días / de 
Belén los callejones”). As was the case with the “negra fruncida,” this speaker emphasizes these 
alleys’ restricted form with a shape that is synonymous with the dangers they contain (“lo 
estrecho conocería”). Besides serving as a physical description, the term “estrecho” can also 
connote “peligro” (Diccionario de Autoridades). Discussing “lo estrecho” of these alleys 
therefore describes both their physical and social character. The “negra ladina” explains that, 
although an alley may be narrow (“aunque siempre adelgaza”), it is still a dangerous place (“la 
verdad también peligra / esas si son angosturas / con gran riesgo de la vida”). 
The alleys that the “negra ladina” describes are different from those that the “negra 
fruncida” spoke about, however, because the “negra ladina” works in alleys that are actually in 
Lima. According to Nolasco Mere’s 1685 city plan, Belén, San Jacinto, and Recoleta89 are far 
from the city center, nearer to agricultural areas, but within the city walls. This geographical shift 
signals the literal and figurative entry of Black prostitutes into Lima—the “negra ladina” 
declares that she witnesses sinful and caste mixing behavior within the city. Although neither 
Belén, nor San Jacinto or Recoleta are socially significant, they appear notable in this context 
because, like the first female speaker, the movement of the “negra ladina” is restricted to the 
nameless, narrow inter-spaces. She remains at Lima’s margins, and the distance between her and 
                                                          
89According to Nolasco Mere’s map, there were two Recoletas in Lima at this time (Belén and 
Santo Domingo). Bromley locates the Dominican retreat along Lima’s southern edge in 1613 
(Las viejas calles 85), but, although he does mention the other location (143), he does not say 
where it could be found. Nolasco Mere’s map, however, places the Belén retreat, which was 
owned by the Mercedarians, in Lima’s southern, agricultural section. Bromley does write about 
the “Plazuela de la Recoleta,” “contemporánea del edificio de la Recolección Dominicana,” so it 
appears likely that the “negra ladina” was speaking about both the Dominican (“la Recoleta”) 





the city center is both geographic and figurative—she is far from the center of Spanish power, 
and she is far from the security afforded to nobles.  
As she continues to speak, the “negra ladina” elaborates further on how the narrow, 
enclosed dimensions of the alleys mirror the dangerous behavior within them: 
por ellos, más se trascolan 
que andan los que los caminan 
y es casi lo propio que 
entrar por una jeringa. (vv. 59-62) 
The alleys described by the “negra ladina” have so little space that the crowds are winnowed 
down and pushed together (“más se trascolan / que andan los que los caminan”). They are 
portrayed as even narrower—that is to say, dangerous—than the throat image given by the 
“negra fruncida” because pedestrians do not merely pass through, but rather are “strained out.” 
Emphasizing that she works in the most dangerous areas, she continues to narrow the passages, 
until passing through them becomes comparable (“lo propio que”) to passing through a thin 
nozzle90 (“entrar por una jeringa”), making these alleys as narrow—that is to say, dangerous—as 
humanly possible. 
The speaker’s comparison of pedestrian passage through these alleys to a form of narrow 
penetration has sexual overtones that are elaborated further in the subsequent lines: 
no sólo por las [jeringas] que allí 
sin empacho se fabrican 
                                                          
90González Espitia defines the term in the following way: “[n]owadays the term jeringa is used 
almost exclusively to denote the hypodermic needle, a device invented in the nineteenth century. 
But before that, a jeringa was … the tool for giving enemas, a common albeit uncomfortable 





sino es por lo angosto y largo  
que en tal callejón se admira, 
como también por aquel  
aire pésimo que envía. (vv. 63-67)  
Phallic images are evoked by reference to “lo angosto y largo,” while “aire pésimo” may refer to 
female odor produced by sex. The presence of unpleasant odors would further emphasize the 
prostitutes’ low status, because, as Enrique García Santo-Tomás remarks about seventeenth-
century Madrid (an observation that could easily be transposed onto eighteenth-century Lima): 
“el olor se asociará en esta época a lo saludable y lo enfermizo … diferenciando lo noble de lo 
plebeyo, lo masculino de lo femenino” (242). Alain Corbin describes how the relationship 
between sex and female odor was understood in the eighteenth century: “Excessive indulgence in 
coitus provoked a positive overflow of sperm into the woman’s humors, putrefied the liquids, 
and engendered an intolerable stench” (46). “Aire pésimo” may also refer to medical treatment 
that was common among brothels during Castillo’s life: burning mercury to cure syphilis.91 
These words of the “negra ladina” are a clear reference to the sexual commerce that occurs in 
these alleys and transform part of Lima’s physical space into a representation of that prohibited 
sexuality. This figurative transformation reinforces the connection between narrow spaces, bad 
behavior, and the Black women describing them. This female speaker too reiterates how the 
sexual practices of Black women negatively impacts Lima.  
                                                          
91Stephen Beck describes how toxic mercury was applied to someone suffering from this 
sexually-transmitted disease: “A patient undergoing the treatment was secluded in a hot, stuffy 
room, and rubbed vigorously with the mercury ointment several times a day. The massaging was 
done near a hot fire, which the sufferer was then left next to in order to sweat. This process went 





After the “negra ladina” finishes elaborating the dangers of the place where she works in 
Lima, a third speaker intervenes in this conversation, one who “una Sabá parecía” (v. 95).92 This 
woman speaks about yet another notable alley in which many prostitutes work: Petateros. The 
two previous women have spoken about illicit activities in Lima’s outskirts, but the “Sabá” 
explains that there are also prostitutes in Lima’s center: 
Si los señores pensaran 
en semejantes pesquisas, 
más cerca y en callejón 
tuvieran mejor guarida 
ya que la conversación 
a estos sitios se dedica, 
sé de otro, que no está oculto, 
porque está en la plaza misma, 
este es el de Petateros. (vv. 96-104) 
While the other two women demonstrated that the caste mixing associated with Black women 
working as prostitutes occurred in Lima’s periphery, the “Sabá” identifies this type of space in an 
easily-accessible and lucrative area (“semejantes pesquisas, / más cerca y en callejón / tuvieran 
mejor guarida”). According to the “Sabá,” this is a stop on the prostitute’s itinerary that is no 
longer hidden (“sé de otro, que no está oculto”), but is adjacent to the Plaza Mayor (“está en la 
plaza misma”).93 The close proximity of this space to Lima’s center indicates that prostitution is 
                                                          
92González Espitia explains that this epithet is, “a comparison to the biblical Queen of Sheba that 
indicates she is darker than the other two chatterboxes” (227). 
 
93According to Bromley, this alley’s proximity to the Plaza Mayor—the two were directly 
connected—attracted various sorts of affairs, which resulted in several name changes throughout 
the viceregal period. These affairs ranged from capital punishment and hat making to prosperous 





so widespread in the city that it cannot be exclusively restricted to peripheral spaces. Even 
though the “Sabá” is talking about indecent behavior, the powerful clientele in Lima’s center 
could flout such social conventions. 94 This contact with nobility did not, in any general sense, 
diminish the social stigma attached to Black women working as prostitutes, which Vásquez 
explains: “Dentro de la sociedad limeña, el deseo y el apetito sexual eran aceptados en los 
hombres como algo natural, y canalizados a través del grupo de mujeres de la clase baja, las 
concubinas y prostitutas, quienes eran aceptadas por miembros respetables de la sociedad a nivel 
individual, pero rechazadas y vituperadas dentro del discurso dominante de esa misma sociedad” 
(“Imagen” 35). This double standard about behavior contributes to the perception that Black 
women destabilized limeño morality—these women either utilize their charms, or are exploited 
for them, and flout social conventions in order to make their living. The “Sabá” goes on to 
highlight an additional disruptive consequence of these women’s presence: physical infections 
spread through sexual contact with them. 
 During her discourse, the “Sabá” focuses on how the health of limeño men can be 
destabilized by spending time in Lima’s alleys. In spite of Petateros’s close proximity to the seat 
of Peruvian power,95 it is described as a breeding ground for disease: 
                                                          
“petates” were officially recognized and the name was changed accordingly (Las viejas calles 
265). 
 
94A famous example of this are the sexual exploits and indiscretions of General Manuel de Amat 
y Juyent during his reign as Peruvian viceroy from 1761-1776, which Hill summarizes 
(Hierarchy 49-51). 
 
95Although Castillo and his characters aim to preserve the reputation of the nobility’s symbolic 
seat in the central plaza, Lozano Armendares tells us that the central plaza was often the site of 





este sin estar en Francia 
es el de la Picardia.  
El es bolsón del infierno, 
del diablo faltriquerilla 
pues de los que lo frecuentan 
cuenta lo que no tenía 
él es un cilindro en donde 
se refina y rectifica 
el mal francés y las bubas 
corren como agua por pila. (vv. 109-18) 
Syphilis is the disease that, ironically, is “refined and rectified” in this cylinder, reminiscent of 
the jeringa mentioned earlier. Picardy, alleged source of “el mal francés,” serves as a synecdoche 
for sexual promiscuity because, in the early eighteenth century, it was the site of an outbreak of 
sexually-transmitted infection among soldiers.96 The speaker emphasizes the narrowness of 
Petateros rhetorically by calling it an infernal bag (“bolsón del infierno”), Satan’s little pocket 
(“del diablo faltriquerilla”) and, as we mentioned earlier, a cylinder for developing syphilis (“un 
cilindro en donde / se refina y rectifica / el mal francés”) all of which produce abundant sores 
(“las bubas / corren como agua por pila”). This revives the hellish rhetoric that had previously 
                                                          
desórdenes … y aun de día, de disimulados lupanares, siendo la plaza mayor la que más abrigaba 
estos excesos y en la que con mayor seguridad se ejecutaban” (209). 
96J.F.C. Hecker provides a detailed account of the symptoms that accompanied the outbreak of 
Picardy Sweats in 1718. He categorizes this sickness under the rubric of “military fever,” and 
notes that outbreaks of illnesses similar to the Picardy Sweats had occurred throughout Europe 
(315-24). González Espitia traces the association of the French and this disease back to the 
Italian War that took place from 1494-98: “The first outbreak of syphilis in Europe supposedly 
took place when the French, led by King Charles VIII, took Naples from Ferdinand of Aragon in 
1495. During this period, armies from Italy, France, and Spain had contact. The disease started 
claiming victims on all sides and acquired its multiple names from the enemies to which the 





described Matamandinga (“diablo dice la voz de mandinga”), but the shadows in Petateros hide 
disease instead of brigands. Like the modern Petri dish, this alley seems to be a contained area in 
which syphilis grows abundantly. Earlier, the alleys on Lima’s outskirts were physical 
representations of sexual activity now Petateros highlights the negative results of this activity, 
the sickness that is propagated through caste-mixing promiscuity.  
The speaker emphasizes the great quantities of prostitutes who flock to this enclosure in 
the heart of the city. There are so many, allegedly, that they debunk the name “Petateros”: “y de 
noche más petites / hay que petates de día” (vv. 121-22). The alley is ostensibly named for the 
professionals who make “petates,” but, in reality, women working as prostitutes—again 
described in terms of the French (“petites”)—are the area’s most abundant professionals. The 
Plaza Mayor’s proximity to Petateros is again exploited rhetorically when the “Sabá” attributes a 
pagan religiosity to this seemingly-endless debauchery: 
Allí es donde a todas horas 
a Venus se sacrifica, 
por medio de sus infames 
inmundas sacerdotisas. (vv. 127-30) 
In these lines, the rhetoric against prostitutes reaches a fever pitch. Not only is Petateros full of 
diseased women, but their sex trade is not even restricted to nocturnal hours and the spread of 
infection to their clients, never ceases (“a todas horas / a Venus se sacrifica”). The “sacrifice” is 
twofold: once, through sexual contact and, the second time, through the consequences of 
contracting syphilis. The “Sabá” positions the women in Petateros as a carnal priesthood 
(“infames inmundas sacerdotisas”), in opposition to the spiritually-focused, male Catholic 





During her discourse, the “Sabá” refers to Petateros as a line that separates one part of 
Lima from another: “Aquella es la vil frontera / en donde hacen guerra impia / las que a la 
Caridad paran” (vv. 147-49). According to the speaker, Petateros is nothing less than a border 
(“la vil frontera”) at which prostitutes wage a war (“donde hacen guerra impia”) against decency. 
González Espitia notes the moral tone: “The gossiper speaking at this point in the poem turns 
into a moral orator, lamenting the way in which unsuspecting men were lured to eventual death 
by making contact with these women in the narrow space of this street” (229). Veterans of this 
conflict end up in La Caridad, a women’s hospital.97 According to Nolasco Mere’s map, La 
Caridad was in the Plaza de la Inquisición—in the heart of Lima, like Petateros. 
These sorts of imagery point out the iniquity that occurs in the Petateros alley, illustrating 
how this sort of behavior occurs commonly in both Lima’s outskirts and its center. The infamous 
itinerary of prostitutes in Castillo’s poetry spreads, both figuratively and geographically, from 
outside Lima’s wall to its heart. Placing prostitution and sickness so geographically close to the 
Plaza Mayor is scandalous, but also tells us how pervasive these behaviors were, as Lorraine 
Nencel explains: “Prostitution’s existence is legitimized as a ‘necessary evil’, tying tightly 
together the idea of inevitability and male sexuality. Approached as a moral problem, it was 
condoned for the sake of society’s well-being” (13). Prostitution existed right under the nose of 
the viceregal government because it was believed to provide a regrettable, but essential, service 
to the city. Terralla’s Lima por dentro y fuera echoes what we have read in “Conversación de 
                                                          
97At the end of the seventeenth century, Juan del Valle y Caviedes wrote about the suffering of a 
syphilitic woman housed in La Caridad: “Como a plata con azogue / beneficiándola está / un mal 





unas negras” and depicts the city as so overrun with Black women working as prostitutes that 
they fill the city’s most important spaces. 
Lima por dentro y fuera is also structured as an itinerary through the City of Kings. After 
the narrator of Terralla’s poem guides readers into Lima, he stops in the Plaza Mayor to describe 
various types of commerce occurring there. One of the notable trades that goes on, he says, is 
sexual in nature: 
Que ves a muchas mulatas 
Destinadas al comercio, 
Las unas al de la carne, 
Las otras al de lo mesmo. (vv. 233-36)98 
This quatrain emphasizes that these women pertain to a mixed-Black caste (“muchas mulatas”). 
The narrator’s terminology implies both prostitution and selling meat, which alludes to the 
physical, sensual, nature of the sex trade (“Destinadas al comercio, / Las unas al de la carne, / 
Las otras al de lo mesmo”). We have already read about the association of Afro-Peruvian women 
with sensuality in “Conversación de unas negras,” and Ulloa and Jorge echo this sentiment in 
their Noticias secretas: “Estas mestizas o mulatas, desde el segundo grado hasta el cuarto y 
quinto, se dan generalmente a la vida licenciosa” (515). Unlike the alleys in “Conversación de 
unas negras,” however, the Black prostitutes in Terralla’s poem do not hide in the shadows. 
Instead, as Vásquez tells us, they fill Lima’s central area: “Terralla y Landa revela que la Plaza 
Mayor era un lugar donde las prostitutas se congregaban en busca de sus clientes” (“Visión de la 
Lima colonial” 67). Throughout Lima por dentro y fuera the narrator appears uncomfortable with 
the erasure of barriers separating castes, which I will explore in greater depth in section III of this 
                                                          





chapter. At this time, however, I will return to “Conversación de unas negras” and examine the 
overview of Lima’s alleys given by the poem’s fourth female speaker. 
 The last speaker in this poem is characterized as “otra negra relamida, / sabia en idioma y 
oficio / pues, cincuenta años tenía,” as well as “la reformada” (vv. 180-82, 195). Her discourse 
further develops the final opinion voiced by the “Sabá”: “Esto si con cuidado / deben celar las 
justicias, / este callejón, en forma” (vv. 176-78). “La reformada,” demonstrates how wise she is, 
reflecting on the classical origins of the word “callejón.”99 She then elaborates on what the 
“negra ladina” had mentioned earlier in their discussion (vv. 48-57), explaining how the calles 
that Spaniards walk in differ from the callejones through which prostitutes trace their itineraries. 
According to “la reformada”: 
Callejón difiere de  
calle en lo que él se limita 
y la misma estrechez hace 
la diferencia cumplida. 
Por eso del callejón 
secretos se comunican 
como agua encallejonada 
que corre más reprimida. (vv. 265-72) 
This comparison defines alleys by their cramped dimensions (“en lo que él se limita”), and this 
narrowness allows bad behavior to spread quickly—“estrechez” can refer to both “[a]pretúra, 
angostúra, y cortíssima capacidad de algún sitio,” as well as “aprieto, lance apretado” 
                                                          
99According to Hill, this type of explanation is typical for humorous speech: “In a poetic conceit 
typical of jocose discourse the ‘reformada’ explains how such a street got its name by alluding to 






(Diccionario de Autoridades). Alleys are narrow and dangerous, which distinguishes them from 
streets (“y la misma estrechez hace / la diferencia cumplida”). The literal, narrow shape of alleys 
facilitates this behavior because it forces people into close quarters, in the same way that 
funneling water causes it to flow faster (“como agua encallejonada / que corre más reprimida”) 
and secrets “se comunican” much like disease. Even the adjective that “la reformada” uses to 
describe funneled water (“encallejonada”) contains within it the word “callejón”—alleys are 
inseparable from her idea of enclosure, and thus enclosure is synonymous with danger. Streets, 
on the other hand, are open both literally (not narrow) and figuratively (their accessibility does 
not allow for hidden or dangerous behavior).  
 “La reformada” describes the prostitute’s itinerary as one that cannot be undertaken 
without lasting consequences, saying that an alley, “es entrada sin salida / mas la salida es peor / 
que la entrada en los de Lima” (vv. 273-75). This may be taken as an allusion to both the 
spiritual and physical consequences of spending time with prostitutes. “La reformada” gives a 
list of people who choose to enter the alleys in search of pleasure, and hints at the repercussions. 
The female speaker lists clients from all levels of society, which informs readers about how 
commonly limeños visited prostitutes, regardless of their station, as well as how numerous 
prostitutes were. In total, the speaker lists twelve types of people who frequent alleys,100 and 
none of them escapes unscathed. “La reformada” portrays prostitution as a destination to which 
limeños travel—she says that the butcher “vá derecho a la cocina” (v. 281) when he searches for 
a prostitute, while each member of the other groups is said to enter—the verb “entrar” describes 
                                                          
100The list mentions the following types: butchers (vv. 280-83), bakers (vv. 284-87), water 
vendors (vv. 288-91), herbalists (vv. 292-95), plaintiffs (vv. 296-99), messengers (vv. 300-03), 
fruit vendors (vv. 304-07), women who accompanied formal processions (vv. 308-11), lay sisters 





their movements—such spaces. This language of mobility further emphasizes the poem’s 
portrayal of prostitution in terms of routes throughout Lima. The infamous itineraries described 
by the four female speakers illustrate how prostitution was performed throughout Lima and 
associated with Black women, as well as how those Black women were believed to be imperiling 
Lima’s future. 
 As her speech, and “Conversación de unas negras,” draw to a close, “la reformada,” 
whose name affirms her departure from the trade, soberly voices concern about the long-term 
effects of promiscuity in Lima. Such behavior, she says, is damaging to Lima’s future: 
De estos callejones nace 
en muchos la alferecia 
y es herir, porque sus madres 
están del gálico heridas 
y casi todas las amas 
de leche tienen la misma 
enfermedad, por el pecho 
que han pagado a la lascivia. (vv. 361-68) 
“La reformada” informs us here that the paths of prostitution cannot be traveled without lasting 
consequences. Earlier, the “Sabá” described how prostitution flourished near the heart of Lima, a 
figurative and literal sickness in the political heart of the capital, but now “la reformada” points 
out how prostitution also infects Lima’s social foundation, the home. Because of what goes on in 
Lima’s alleys (“De estos callejones”), an allusion to prostitution, many children in Lima are born 
ill and convulsive (“nace en muchos la alferecia”). This can be understood as symptoms of 
syphilis, due to the promiscuity of both mothers (“porque sus madres / están del gálico heridas”) 





Espitia puts it, in the speaker’s mind, “[t]he disease is the result of the relaxation of customs 
regarding matrimony, the easy communication between those who seek secrecy in these 
unguarded places, and the liberty with which men and women go about freely in the geography 
of the city, which leaves space for unchecked lascivious behavior” (230). As we have seen 
throughout this poem, the lines quoted above imply that Black women are promiscuous—none of 
the speakers ever attributes this type of sensuality (“por el pecho / que han pagado a la lascivia”) 
to white women,101 and wet nurses were generally Black.102  
 The link between harmful female sexuality and the alleys is emphasized one final time by 
“la reformada” when she equates prostitutes with the alleys: 
Callejones, callejones 
diré, en fin y es mejor diga 
caracoles, caracoles, 
por sus vueltas tan torcidas; 
y que a marisco me huelen 
en un mar donde peligran 
                                                          
101As Vásquez says, in Castillo’s poetry, “la mujer [blanca] es presentada como un ser superior, 
puro e inalcanzable. La mujer blanca en ningún momento forma parte de la poesía satírica, ya 
que el objetivo de su sátira es denunciar los vicios y malas costumbres de la sociedad, y ella no 
sufre de estos males” (“Imagen” 36). 
 
102The prevalance of Black wet nurses is also mentioned in Lima por dentro y fuera, and the 
narrator expresses his concern about Black women having such intimate contact with Lima’s 
next generation of nobilty: “Que una mulata, una zamba, / Y otras de este corto pelo, / Alternan 
en gala y trage / A uno de título expreso. / Que porque dio de mamar / Al señor don Estupendo, / 
Es para el punto más arduo / El más favorable empeño. / Que la pública salud / Está en manos de 
los negros, / De los chinos, los mulatos, / Y otros varios de este pelo” (vv. 985-96). I discuss this 
topic further in relation to Castillo’s romance “Conversación de un Negro.” References to 
“chinos” in Terralla’s poem have been understood as references to Asian immigrants, but 
Nicolás León’s study of caste paintings demonstrate that they are a Black caste. Diccionario de 
la lengua española also defines “chino” as, “nacido de padres de distintas razas, especialmente 





vistas de los tiburones  
las inocentes cabrillas. (vv. 377-84) 
These lines contain wordplay that perhaps emphasizes the wisdom of the “la reformada.” 
Verbally, the transformation of alleys into snails is heard in two ways: first, “caracoles” is 
repeated like “callejones.” Second, the shared letters of the words—the “ca” that starts each word 
and the assonant rhyme of “o” and “e”—connect “callejones” and “caracoles” and suggest that 
these words have similar forms as well as similar referents. The transformation of alleys into 
snails (“Callejones, callejones / diré, en fin y es mejor diga / caracoles, caracoles”) uses the 
twisting, winding shape of alleys as an allusion to the prostitutes inhabiting these narrow 
spaces—they reflect the shape of a snail, a common and coarse symbol for female sexuality.103 
This comparison emphasizes the sensuality of prostitutes, as well as the consequences of their 
conduct. Like the earlier reference to “aire pésimo” emanating from alleys, the fish smell (“que a 
marisco me huelen”) is understood to be a physical manifestation of prostitutes’ immoral 
behavior, as Corbin observed. The marine metaphor alludes to the ease with which men, “las 
inocentes cabrillas,” can be corrupted in Lima (“en un mar donde peligran / vistas de los 
tiburones / las inocentes cabrillas”), and also allows “la reformada” to interpret the olfactory 
remains of sexual contact as sensual evidence of sinful behavior. As “Conversación de unas 
negras” ends, “la reformada” declares that she prefers to take a different, less fraught itinerary. 
This poem closes when “la reformada” makes a final contrast between the Black characters’ 
narrow, corrupt alleys and open, virtuous spaces: “tomo el calle, por que así / calle la modestia 
mia” (vv. 407-08). By cutting short her discussion about depravity, the woman declares her 
                                                          
103The wide-ranging analysis of European art in Fifteenth- to Eighteenth-Century European 
Drawings summarizes numerous examples from Renaissance writing and art in which the snail is 





intention to maintain her virtue by choosing the street rather than the alley. Throughout 
“Conversación de unas negras,” alleys have been symbols of indecency and harm, so when she 
“takes the street” instead of the alley this woman demonstrates that she is indeed “reformed.” 
Quieting (“calle”) serves as a homonym for “street,” which also reinforces the idea that ending 
this conversation is in the best interest of decorum. The infamous itineraries of prostitutes 
described in “Conversación de unas negras” have enabled Black women to bring vice and 
disease from outside Lima’s walls into its center, thus destabilizing the city’s social and political 
future. The disruptive itineraries of Black prostitutes is also discussed in another of Castillo’s 
romances, which we will now examine. 
b. Disruptive Carriage Itineraries in “Conversación y Disputa de Tío Juancho, gran 
cochero con Dominguillo, el Enano, carretonero antiguo” 
 In Castillo’s romance “Conversación y Disputa de Tío Juancho, gran cochero con 
Dominguillo, el Enano, carretonero antiguo, tratando de las mayores utilidades que reportan los 
cocheros ó carretoneros en la Plaza Firme de Toros de esta ciudad,” we read about other ways in 
which Black women working as prostitutes are said to destabilize social conventions and 
morality in Lima. This romance, like “Conversación de unas negras,” is framed as a 
discussion—in this case two drivers speak about how their profession has been affected by the 
construction of the bullring in the Plaza Firme de Toros de Acho. As a result, they are frequently 
employed to ferry Black prostitutes around Lima and closely observe the disruptive effects that 
these women have on limeño men. This poem has garnered some critical attention. According to 
Hill, this romance alludes to sexual promiscuity and caste mixing among Lima’s elites, and also 
provides details about how prostitutes attracted clients and were supported by them (Hierarchy 





promiscuous and inclined toward prostitution (“Imagen” 37-39). Here I focus on the itineraries 
of prostitutes that are described in “Conversación y Disputa,” but I return to this poem in Chapter 
3 in order to examine Juancho and Dominguillo’s discussion of how prostitutes affect Lima’s 
traditional commercial practices. 
Completed in 1766, Lima’s first permanent bullring was built in San Lázaro, on the north 
bank of the Rimac.104 Earlier in Lima’s history, the most important bullfights had been held in 
the Plaza Mayor (Bromley, Las viejas calles 26).105 The Plaza Firme was built on the far side of 
the Rimac, however, in the San Lázaro slum. The river was a physical marker of social 
difference—near the southern bank sat the ostentatious Plaza Mayor, while, north of the river, 
San Lázaro was associated with Lima’s poorer, Black population. The site was a commercial 
success and, because bullfights attracted wealthy spectators as well as poor, it became a common 
place to find prostitutes. In “Conversación y Disputa,” Juancho characterizes the prostitutes 
whom he typically drives around for events in Acho, and Dominguillo elaborates on this topic, 
additionally describing routes that he drives around Lima in the service of prostitutes. This poem 
complements “Conversación de unas negras” because it highlights a different sort of prostitution. 
The prostitutes in “Conversación y Disputa” are not restricted to walking through alleys; they 
find clients at large social events and are ferried around the city in vehicles. Both poems convey 
the viewpoint that Black women are harmful and disruptive to Lima’s social fabric, but they 
focus on different examples of that destabilizing behavior. 
                                                          
104One of the oldest bullrings still standing in the Spanish-speaking world, the Plaza Firme de 
Toros de Acho in Lima is only preceded by those in Seville and Zaragoza (López Martínez 67). 
 
105López Martínez notes that bullfights had been held elsewhere throughout Lima, but only 





Almost the entirety of “Conversación y Disputa” is comprised of the dialogue between 
the two drivers, but in the opening lines an anonymous poetic speaker frames the scene. In this 
opening, the speaker utilizes the bull as a symbol of both the occasion that causes people to 
gather and the prostitute’s work that stems from this gathering: 
En una tarde de toros, 
fiesta en nuestro orbe aplaudida, 
……………………………. 
teniendo por diversión 
el que unos a otros se embistan 
y que el más honrado toro, 
tras cuernos, palos reciba, 
función en que los rufianes 
a hacer lances se ejercitan, 
hurtando el cuerno a celosos 
que en divisas se divisan, 
fiesta en que los más cornudos 
infunden más alegría, 
siendo hazañas las garrochas 
que más a traición se tiran 
y, en fin, donde el que no piensa 
en ser buey, la gritería 
y los golpes mal pegados 
le hacen que pierda la vida. (vv. 1-2, 5-20) 
On the surface, these opening lines describe a bullfight, in which the animal is inevitably killed. 
The taurine terminology, however, also alludes to prostitution during these events.106 The phrase 
                                                          
106According to Lozano Armendares, during the viceregal period it was not uncommon for 





“poner los cuernos,” and the frequent horn imagery, turns husbands or suitors into bulls (or 
cuckolds) and the men who hire prostitutes into bullfighters (or assailants of these men’s honor). 
Esteemed men are deceived and abused (“el más honrado toro, / tras cuernos, palos reciba”), 
while others attempt to lure their women away (“función en que los rufianes / a hacer lances se 
ejercitan, / hurtando el cuerno a celosos”). Such deception enlivens the party (“fiesta en que los 
más cornudos / infunden más alegría”), and deceived men’s honor is assailed by “las garrochas” 
of their competitors (“siendo hazañas las garrochas / que más a traición se tiran”). In the end, 
these great men (“el que no piensa / en ser buey”) and their honor are undone (“los golpes mal 
pegados / le hacen que pierda la vida”). Although Juancho does not pertain to the upper class, he 
resents how deceptive these women are. It also becomes apparent that he resents how many 
deceitful prostitutes, whom he believes take advantage of rich men, are Black.  
 Juancho begins the discussion by bemoaning the existence of the bullring: “la nueva 
plaza de toros, / firme, creo que abomina” (vv. 31-32). The reason for his negativity is the fact 
that he no longer moves luxury goods around for Lima’s aristocracy: “aquella chipa pasada / y 
mamada conocida, / perdida a ser ha pasado” (vv. 35-37). Instead, Juancho now is generally 
hired by lower-class women, whom he describes angrily and in terms of their skin color: 
Hoy, al contrario, los coches  
sólo ruedan con fatiga  
y es en llevar y traer  
mil chuchumecas malditas,  
                                                          
at times with the husband’s knowledge and at others without it: “Sabemos al menos que estas 
mujeres, aun siendo casadas muchas de ellas, comían frecuentemente en compañía de sus 
amantes … Había ciertas mujeres casadas que incluso contaban con la complicidad de sus 
maridos para establecer relaciones ilícitas … el adulterio de estas mujeres casadas pudo ser un 





dos mil zambas, tres mil prietas,  
habitantes de nigricia,  
cuyo color en los vidrios  
hace que la luz se impida. (vv. 57-64) 
Being a driver, he says, is tiresome (“los coches / sólo ruedan con fatiga”) because he must ferry 
around disreputable prostitutes (“mil chuchumecas malditas”) who pertain to Black castes (“dos 
mil zambas,107 tres mil prietas,108 / habitantes de la nigricia”). He says that their dark skin blocks 
outside light from entering the carriage (“cuyo color en los vidrios / hace que la luz se impida”), 
but the lines may also refer to the unseen deeds performed within the carriage—these women are 
discreet, and their work is associated with nocturnal hours. Juancho’s anger about working for 
Black women echoes the narrator’s offense in Lima por dentro y fuera when he sees Black 
people who are not servile: “Pocos blancos, muchos prietos, / Siendo los prietos el blanco / De la 
estimación y aprecio,” (vv. 970-72) and “Que los negros son los amos, / Y los blancos son los 
negros” (vv. 973-74).109 This inversion of typical social roles angers Juancho, especially when he 
drives for rich men who grovel for the attention of Black women. 
 Juancho believes that Black women working as prostitutes may command the attention of 
rich men, but that they spread illness to their clients: 
pues hay cocheros que mientras 
su simple amo se dedica, 
                                                          
107The offspring of an Indigenous man and a Black woman. 
 
108A synonym for “negro,” or Black. 
 
109This alleged change to the typical power structure is mentioned again, in relation to slavery, in 
other poems by Castillo that I will examine below. I return to this topic again in Chapter 3 when 






aun antes del mal francés 
a babear por cortesía, 
por las que están en los cuartos, 
las que hallarse merecían, 
por ser corrompida masa, 
en una panadería. (vv. 65-72) 
The rich men who hire Juancho (“su simple amo”) fall over themselves courting Black 
prostitutes (“a babear por cortesía”), but later discover that they have contracted syphilis (“aun 
antes del mal francés”) from these women. According to Juancho, such women meet their clients 
in rooms (“las que están en los cuartos”)110 when they should be in prison for spreading disease 
(“las que hallarse merecían, / por ser corrompida masa, / en una panadería”).111 The encounter 
described above leaves a lasting impact on the client and such consequences are, according to 
Juancho, inevitable when a man surrounds himself with questionable company. Later in his 
speech, Juancho calls this type of situation “[m]anteniéndose en chacota / con unas zambas 
malditas” (vv. 93-94), which further solidifies his negative characterization of Black women—
they place themselves in indecorous “chacotas” that lead to problematic, “malditas” behaviors.  
 Juancho mentions several ways in which mobility is important for prostitutes, but he 
focuses mainly on the negative and destructive impact that he believes these women have on 
                                                          
110Lozano Armendares describes these so-called “cuartos verdes”: “se encontraban en las afueras 
de la ciudad y que, mediante previo pago del alquiler, podían ser utilizados por un tiempo 
limitado, con servicio de cuidado de la puerta o de la cortina de acceso” (222). 
 
111During the viceregal period, penal and slave labor was frequently performed in bakeries: “A lo 
largo de la colonia se hizo frecuente además el uso de las panaderías como lugares de castigo 
para los esclavos, al igual que para delincuentes enviados por los tribunales, una práctica que 
respondía en parte de las dificultades que tenían los dueños de panaderías para conseguir mano 





limeño men. Dominguillo’s discourse, which encompasses the rest of the poem (vv. 101-308), 
complements what we have heard from Juancho by commenting less on these prostitutes’ 
morality and providing more detailed descriptions of the itineraries that they travel, the spaces in 
which they work, and the types of clients they seek out.  
In the same vein as Juancho, Dominguillo proudly says that his driving is always in 
demand and that the two wheels of his cart keep Lima functioning well: “que por eso las dos 
ruedas / son los polos que sostienen / este gran globo de Lima” (vv. 126-28). Dominguillo is also 
frequently hired by prostitutes and people who employ them. Similar to Juancho, the women 
whom Dominguillo often transports do not come from respectable castes, nor are they white. 
They are female prostitutes whom he describes, as Hill observes, by resorting to “caste 
stereotypes” that indicate the women’s “lack of social respectability” (Hierarchy 61): 
y cuantas gentes del bronce, 
cholas, mulatas y chinas 
se embarcan con algazara 
con sus amigos y amigas. (vv. 137-40) 
“Cuantas gentes del bronce” indicates that Dominguillo transports Black women, much like the 
former “habitantes de nigricia” indicated the caste of Juancho’s passengers. The term “gentes del 
bronce,” however, may also be interpreted as a complaint about the passengers’ behavior, taken 
to mean “gente resuelta y pendenciera” (Diccionario de la lengua). Both Dominguillo and 
Juancho shuttle around prostitutes who behave indecorously by being noisy “con algazara” and 
being in mixed company, signs of disruptive and sinful behavior. Dominguillo further elaborates 





The driver further clarifies his bigotry toward Black women working as prostitutes, even 
though they are, ironically, his main type of client. He describes them in sub-human terms: 
Cada carretón parece, 
si se vé con luna limpia, 
la parte inferior de aquella 
arca en que se contenían 
sapos, serpientes, culebras 
raposas, monos y harpias,  
pues son los que van adentro 
racionales sabandijas. (vv. 141-48) 
Demonstrating his own hypocrisy, Dominguillo does not balk at working for these women but 
also proclaims that transporting them around Lima in “Noah’s ark” (“aquella arca”) spreads 
danger and immorality. The driver insinuates the negative influence of his non-white passengers 
by comparing them to animals widely viewed as harmful and repulsive (“sapos, serpientes, 
culebras raposas, monos y harpias”). They are “racionales sabandijas” whose conduct 
destabilizes their own lives and those of their clients, which Dominguillo goes on to explain. 
As he continues to speak, Dominguillo emphasizes how important the festivals and large 
events are for connecting prostitutes with their clients: 
Estas, mientras más se acercan 
aquellos festivos días, 
se cargan de dependencias 
y por libres son vendidas. 
De suerte que mientras más 
se apropian las cercanías, 





se acerque más los que las fian. 
Formándose un intricado  
concurso, lleno de ira, 
de acreedores que confunden 
de estas a cada maldita. (vv. 165-76) 
When events, such as bullfights, present the opportunity to attract more men, the prostitutes 
around Acho attach themselves to many in order to make as much money as possible (“se cargan 
de dependencias / y por libres son vendidas”). When these women begin to attract clients (se 
apropian las cercanías”), their behavior draws the attention of many others (“también es muy 
natural / se acerque más los que las fian”). The “dependencias” are the prostitute’s clients, and 
these women must balance multiple relationships while convincing each man that she is faithful 
for the duration of their arrangement. Because the prostitutes in Acho acquire so many clients, it 
is inevitable that their deceptions will be discovered—such men are not happy to discover that 
they are competing for attention (“Formándose un intricado / concurso, lleno de ira”). In the 
chaos of large events, however, these angry suitors are not always able to track down the woman 
they believed they had hired (“confunden / de estas a cada maldita”). Escape is an additional 
aspect of prostitutes’ itineraries. Thus far, we have read about how prostitutes travel throughout 
Lima in order to find suitors, but Dominguillo informs us here that, conversely, they are also 
obligated to move away from spurned clients. Additionally, the driver explains that prostitutes 
constantly change locations in order to avoid financial consequences. 
Unfortunately, the financial position of prostitutes is often precarious. Instead of saving 





types of businesses.112 In order to escape from their debt collectors, prostitutes make extensive 
use of drivers, as Dominguillo reveals when he details his movements:  
El remedio en este estrecho 
es la carretonería 
me cobran en San Marcelo 
voy por huaca a la Huaquilla 
y si en San Bartolomé 
a la Casa de la Pila 
me hacen pujar en Malambo, 
pasóme a Siete Jeringas, 
múdanse, si en Guadalupe 
algún acreedor les insta. (vv. 177-86) 
Here, the driver creates a scandalous map to illustrate how prostitutes’ irresponsible behavior 
takes them from one end of Lima to the other. From San Marcelo (a church in the southwestern 
part of the city),113 he must drive his client to Huaquilla, on the southeastern outskirts of the city 
near El Cercado (Bromley, Las viejas calles 31). He returns to the city center from San 
Bartolomé—probably a reference to the hospital of that name, which was designated for sick 
Black limeños and intersected with Huaquilla—to the Casa de la Pila, near the Plaza Mayor 
(Bromley, Las viejas calles 152). He is detained (“me hacen pujar”), in Malambo, in the San 
Lázaro slum. Finally, if a woman is pursued by a client near the Guadalupe gate in the southern 
                                                          
112Dominguillo lists out ten types of vendors who pursue the debts prostitutes owe them, which I 
discuss at greater length in Chapter 3. 
 
113Vargas Ugarte helps us to visualize that this church stood on the city’s edge as late as the end 
of the sixteenth century: “todavía a fines de esta centuria [la décimasexta] el caserío … no 






part of the city, he takes her to Siete Jeringas, into the middle of the city near the San Andrés 
hospital (Bromley, Las viejas calles 306). In order to escape from their creditors (“si algún 
acreedor les insta”),114 Dominguillo literally takes these women from Lima’s northern limits 
(Malambo) to its southern tip (Guadalupe). The frequency with which prostitutes hire drivers like 
Dominguillo illustrates their dire circumstances—the driver says that many of these women are 
so strongly pursued that they can hardly rest: “de muchos tan perseguidas, / que en un barrio a un 
mismo tiempo / es la entrada y la salida” (vv. 254-56). Unfortunately, the type of itinerary that 
Dominguillo has described has no safe destination, and the prostitutes who hire him are obligated 
to perpetuate this cycle of disruptive movement in order to protect themselves. 
 The behaviors that Juancho and Dominguillo observe are disruptive and harmful to 
clients, who come from all levels of Lima’s social hierarchy, as well as to the prostitutes 
themselves. Castillo’s romance “Conversación de dos mulas y un caballo en la Plaza Mayor de 
Lima” also discusses Black women working as prostitutes, but presents a different version of 
their itinerary. Instead of describing prostitutes who move around Lima, this poem focuses on 
women working in brothels. The discussion in “Conversación de dos mulas” further elaborates 
the image of Black prostitutes as a destabilizing force in Lima. 
 
                                                          
 
114Hill interprets “acreedor” as a reference to a prostitute’s clients: “men in Lima visited 
prostitutes night and day. They supported these women by lending them money or by giving 
them money outright to buy flowers and a variety of baked goods” (Hierarchy 61). The literal 
interpretation of “acreedores,” however, is further supported by an author’s note in Lima por 
dentro y fuera, which appears to describe this practice strictly in economic, rather than sexual, 
terms: “[a]costumbran las chuchumecas de Lima … cuando tienen cuenta, mudar de habitación 





c. A Mule’s View of the Infected Brothel in “Conversación de dos mulas y un caballo 
en la Plaza Mayor de Lima” 
 This romance is, like other works from Castillo that we have examined, framed as a 
discussion between characters. Unlike his other poems, however, “Conversación de dos mulas” 
narrates an exchange between animals.115 The equine speakers, we are told by an anyonymous 
narrator, communicate “en su bestial dialecto, / que también los brutos tienen” (vv. 30-31). The 
three speakers, two hybrids and the third purebred, serve as metaphors for limeño castes (Hill, 
“Casta as culture”245-59). Each character describes the professions and itineraries of their 
masters, but here we focus on the first speaker, “la más cariblanca” (v. 33). The white-faced 
mule serves a Black physician who frequents brothels. Its point of view offers an interesting 
perspective of the physician’s travels, as well as provides a reflection on how physical and social 
itineraries converge in the space of the brothel. 
 The white-faced mule ferries around a Black physician—she describes his face as “su jeta 
es de longaniza, / tan pasudo y tan moreno” (vv. 40-41). Essentially, the mule says her master 
has a face, or “snout,” of pork sausage (“su jeta es de longaniza”), as well as curly hair and 
brown skin (“tan pasudo y tan moreno”), all of which are physical indications of his African 
ancestry.116 The mule adds that her master took up medicine in order to disguise his dishonorable 
origins: 
                                                          
115This format is unique among Castillo’s romances and may demonstrate the author’s familiarity 
with fables, anticipating the genre’s Hispanic renaissance that was to be exemplified by the 
poetry of the Spaniards Félix María Samaniego (Fábulas en verso castellano [1781]) and Tomás 
de Iriarte (Fábulas literarias [1782]). 
 
116In “Casta as Culture,” Hill traces how swine were used in medieval and Renaissance Spain to 
represent people who were infamous, in the legal sense, which included both African Moors and 





Mas no es así, que una negra 
dió a luz en sombra el concepto 
y quiso buscarle oficio 
en que fuese blanco el negro. (vv. 44-47) 
This doctor was birthed in secret (“dió a luz en sombra el concepto”), indicating illegitimate 
parentage. This passage implies that his mother was either a prostitute or slave, according to Hill 
(“Casta as Culture” 253). His mother, to improve her son’s prospects, encouraged him to 
practice medicine (“quiso buscarle oficio / en que fuese blanco el negro”). Although he could not 
study in a university because of his African heritage,117 Dr. Morcilla uses his informal education 
to capitalize on regard for licensed physicians from white castes (“fuese blanco el negro”). 
Morcilla’s dubious qualifications mean that he ends up treating patients in Lima’s seedy areas. 
 The characters in “Conversación de unas negras” outlined the itineraries that prostitutes 
took to find clients throughout Lima. In “Conversación de dos mulas,” through Dr. Morcilla’s 
itinerary we learn of the prostitutes’ locations: 
El vá a la calle del Pozo, 
Sauce y Naranjito, luego 
a Puno, a Guadalupe 
                                                          
lengua Castellana (1611) explicitly defines “geta” as a reference to African anatomy, as well as 
mushrooms (247)—it is interesting to note that the Diccionario de Autoridades (1734) does not, 
and only mentions that Covarrubias associates the word with mushrooms: “[l]os lábios que salen 
mui afuera del encaxe del rostro, las narices y la barba. Covarr. siente se llamó assí por la 
semejanza que tiene con las setas o hongos.” 
 
117“Aguirre explains that, in viceregal Lima, “[l]os esclavos y negros libres tenían bloqueado el 
acceso a cualquier forma de educación formal y, en diferentes momentos, fueron prohibidos de 






y a San Jacinto bien presto. 
En Malambo bien se extiende, 
desde donde vá lijero 
a dar, en las Maravillas, 
noticias de las que ha hecho. (vv. 80-87) 
The doctor and his mule travel great distances, and the animal notes several locations scattered 
across the city. Pozo Street, as well as Sauce and Naranjito, passed near orchards on the eastern 
outskirts of Lima, whereas Puno was adjacent to the Plaza de la Inquisición in the city center.118 
Guadalupe could either refer to a church, several blocks south of the Plaza Mayor, or the city 
gate at the city’s southern tip. San Jacinto ran through western Lima. Malambo was in the San 
Lázaro slum, beyond the city walls on the north side of the Rimac, whereas Maravillas was in the 
city’s northeastern section. Essentially, Dr. Morcilla travels to all corners of Lima to treat his 
patients, and his corresponding affinity for brothels demonstrates the wide reach of prostitution 
in the city. 
 The white-faced mule explains that Dr. Morcilla typically finds the nearest brothel as 
soon as he finishes working: “que primero falta el día / que él concluye sus empeños” (vv. 94-
95). Therefore, not only does the itinerary we have just read inform us about the lengths Dr. 
Morcilla must go to in order to find patients, but it also implies the proliferation of bordellos 
across Lima. The white-faced mule describes these places using language similar to what we 
read previously in “Conversación de unas negras”: 
Yo no te sabré explicar 
el regocijo y contento 
                                                          
118Bromley also notes the existence of an alley called Puno during the viceregal period (Las 





con que lo admiten en estas 
posadas del mismo infierno. 
Aquí le hacen mil mateñas 
las idólatras de Venus. (vv. 96-101) 
Dr. Morcilla is obviously a respected and welcome client of these establishments (“Yo no te 
sabré explicar / el regocijo y contento / con que lo admiten”). The mule speaks of the brothels 
using infernal language (“posadas del mismo infierno”) that echoes how the “negra fruncida” 
describes Matamandinga alley in “Conversación de unas negras” (“paso el callejón, presumo / 
que alma y cuerpo en él peligran”) and, like the “Sabá,” she also calls prostitutes “priestesses of 
Venus” (vv. 127-30). Because of their regard for Morcilla, it seems likely that the women in 
these brothels are also Black, although the only people whose caste the mule mentions are 
servants: “No sé lo que pasa adentro / ….. / y atendida con extremo / de negras, mulatas, 
zambos” (v. 113, 117-18). These servants chatter away around the mule, which entertains her to 
no end: “y dá más divertimiento / es oirlas por razón / de los cuidados internos” (vv. 125-27). 
The white-faced mule relates some of the stories she has overheard, which provide information 
about the prostitutes. 
 The white-faced mule describes how the prostitutes in “Conversación de dos mulas” must 
both court their clients and bear the consequences of their profession. At times, the treatment of 
wealthy clients provides significant benefits to the brothel: “Del que mantiene la casa / con 
ostentación y aseo” (vv. 128-29). At other times, however, the prostitutes deceive their clients 
about the fidelity of their relationship: “y de aquel que, entrando a espaldas, / le hace corcoba de 
cuernos” (vv. 130-31). This client is so clueless (“entrando a espaldas”) that his body is weighed 
down by how many times prostitutes deceive him and entertain other men (“le hace corcoba de 





dialogue (“Conversación y Disputa” vv. 173-76), who deceptively maintain simultaneous 
relationships with multiple men. An unfortunate similarity to the prostitutes described in 
Castillo’s other romances, however, is that the prostitutes in “Conversación de dos mulas” are 
also frequently afflicted with syphilis.  
The white-faced mule tells us that, in addition to Venus, these women also worship 
another deity: “aquel Dios de los Mineros / que para bubas y cancros / Mercurio dulce es 
remedio” (vv. 105-07). Not only is Mercury the god of miners, but also lends his name to the 
substance used to treat syphilis—in this case, to treat the ulcers (“bubas y cancros”) whose 
appearance heralded the disease’s onset. Later in the poem, the mule alludes to syphilis again, 
through another metaphor that alludes to another potential side effect of sexual promiscuity: 
del que la tiene enfermiza 
o dos incordios le ha puesto, 
porque la que ha sido yegua 
tenga los potros por premio. (vv. 132-35) 
The white-faced mule describes the effects of a prostitute’s work by comparing it to her own. 
Sex work makes a woman sick, and leaves her with sores (“la tiene enfermiza / o dos incordios le 
ha puesto”)119 because she, like a mare—or mule—must “ride” every day (“porque la que ha sido 
yegua”). The results of this work may be twofold—the mule puns on the word “potro,” which 
may refer to either a colt or a syphilitic sore.120  
                                                          
119The Diccionario de Autoridades defines “incordio” as, “[t]umor que se congela, y forma en las 
inglés, procedido regularmente de humor gálico.” 
 
120More details about this particular syphilitic symptom, which, like the incordio, appeared on the 
inner thighs, are provided later in this chapter, in relation to Caviedes’s poem “Loa a Utrilla por 





The line “tenga los potros por premio” alludes to veneral sickness as a consequence of 
promiscuity, and the mule further illustrates how sickness is dealt with in the brothel. Another 
man the mule hears about “works” a prostitute into frothy sweat: “ó del que le hizo a patadas / 
sudar todo aquel refresco / de aquellos recién venidos” (vv. 136-38). The man “kicks” her (del 
que le hizo a patadas”) because she “works like a mare,” but his intent is to purge her of illness 
acquired from “aquellos recién venidos.” González Espitia tells us that sweat was a side effect of 
treatment for syphilitic symptoms: “[mercury] had hidden properties that expelled this disease, in 
this case through copious sweating and profuse salivation” (38-39).  
At the close of her exposition, the white-faced mule claims that the tales she has related 
hardly scratch the surface of what she has overheard: “Estas malditas sirvientes, / tantos 
descubren secretos / que no caben en mil tomos” (vv. 150-52). She must, however, cede the floor 
and allow the other mule to speak about other topics. The mule has reinforced what we read in 
other poems about Black prostitutes—they are portrayed as diseased and deceptive, people 
whose presence endangers Lima’s future stability through both veneral sickness and mixed-caste 
pregnancies. The poems by Castillo and Terralla that I have examined portray Black women with 
freedom of movement and behavior as harmful to both themselves and those around them—such 
rhetoric reappears in other poems that discuss the social mobility of Black people. 
III. The Destabilizing Social Itineraries of Black People in Eighteenth-Century Lima 
 The viceregal caste system was a hierarchy fabricated by the Spanish, whose intent was 
to privilege people of European descent over those with African or Indigenous ancestry. The 





own benefit, but its categories were not based exclusively on biology.121 Because various factors 
contributed to a person’s caste, and some of those aspects could change, it was possible to move 
from one caste to another. When they did occur, caste shifts were commonly achieved through 
notable exercise of a profession, marriage, or the discovery (or fabrication) of genealogical 
documentation. Examples of these changes are seen in poetry by the authors I will discuss in this 
section.  
 Since caste could be a shifting category, here also the itinerary can provide a useful 
framework for discussing social mobility and how African people, and people of African 
descent, attempted to improve their standing in a society designed to keep them in positions of 
servitude.122 Black people moved freely throughout Lima, and lived in close contact with white 
people, but their ability to improve their social standing was limited.123 The “marco temporal y 
espacial del largo viaje,” through which Stolley defines the itinerary, is easily transferred to 
descriptions of a person’s life that are experienced in both time and space. The poetry discussed 
here is caste poetry, whose aim is to support the social superiority of white people in Peru, and it 
portrays Black characters on a variety of social itineraries. I will focus on Castillo’s 
“Declamación de un Filósofo contra la esclavitud,” which endorses the continued servitude of 
                                                          
121Hill summarizes the complex factors that contributed to ideas about viceregal caste in the 
following way: “casta was not biology: it was a cluster of somatic, economic, linguistic, 
geographical, and other circumstances that varied from parish to parish, from town to town, and 
from person to person” (Hierarchy 200). 
 
122I coincide in my use of “itinerary” with Hill’s use in “Entering and Exiting Blackness: A Color 
Controversy in Eighteenth-Century Spain,” but whereas Hill focuses on the intellectual history of 
this journey, I focus on the literary examples. 
 
123Ann Twinam summarizes this reality: “even when pardos and mulattos became free they did 
not become equal … Both imperial and colonial law forbade that they hold political office, 





Black people, and “Conversación de un Negro, mayordomo de chacra, con un Indio, Alcalde de 
los Camaroneros, en la calle de los Borricos,” which explains a Black man’s rise in social status. 
I will also examine four poems by Caviedes about the mulato surgeon Pedro de Utrilla, the 
younger. These poems portray professional accomplishments that contribute to Utrilla’s caste 
shifting, and also speculate on how that increased prestige will impact the surgeon’s offspring. 
Finally, Black characters appear throughout Lima por dentro y fuera, as the narrator comments 
on various ways in which Black people live and work within Lima’s caste society, which 
supplements Caviedes and Castillo’s more extensive reflections. In the pages that follow, we will 
study how Caviedes, Castillo, and Terralla denigrated the limited social mobility that the 
viceregal caste system permitted by satirizing opportunities for Black people to improve their 
social standing and portraying such people as dishonest. 
a. “No sólo en esta ciudad / muchos prejuicios causaran”: Advocating for Slavery in 
Eighteenth-Century Lima 
 Africans originally came to the western hemisphere as slaves, and slavery remained an 
established institution in Peru at the end of the eighteenth century. It became illegal to import 
new slaves into the Spanish viceroyalties in 1820,124 but slavery was not outlawed completely in 
Peru until 1854. Therefore it is not surprising to find slavery apologists in eighteenth-century 
limeño poetry. While it was possible for people with Indigenous or African ancestry to “rise” 
socially, pro-slavery authors advocate limiting the social mobility of Black people to a horizontal 
trajectory, never moving above servility. As Aguirre says, “la esclavitud logró instalarse en la 
                                                          
124Aguirre notes that there were several steps preceding Spain’s abolition of the slave trade: “En 
1815 y 1817 Inglaterra logró de España y Portugal la promesa de abolir la trata, y en 1820 se 
firmó un tratado con España que ponía fin al tráfico de esclavos negros en sus territorios. En el 





sociedad peruana como una forma de organización social sancionada por la normatividad 
vigente. Es decir, la esclavitud se convirtió, gracias a una serie de mecanismos ideológicos y 
políticos, en una forma—aceptada y aceptable, legal y legítima, deseable e inevitable—de ejercer 
el dominio por parte de unos seres humanos sobre otros” (16-17).  
Castillo’s romance “Declamación de un Filósofo contra la esclavitud perpetua de los 
negros,” which details the debate between an abolitionist philosopher and a pro-slavery Black 
harpist, is an example of the “normatividad vigente” that Aguirre mentions. In Castillo’s poem, 
the harpist rationalizes that slavery provides justifications for socially immobilizing Black 
people, and many of the same explanations also appear in Terralla’s Lima por dentro y fuera. 
Castillo’s poem attempts to gain additional vindication for the pro-slavery stance by placing its 
argument in the mouth of a Black character, while Terralla’s speaker espouses a similarly 
bigoted viewpoint. These poems are examples of the prejudiced rhetoric that justified the 
enslavement of Black people by characterizing them as a destabilizing element in Lima.  
 Castillo’s “Declamación de un Filósofo” is structured as a dialogue. The poem begins by 
presenting arguments against slavery, which are delivered by a character who, at first glance, 
appears quite imposing: 
Un Filósofo que nunca  
sin autoridad hablaba  
y así sus cláusulas eran  
con más textos que palabras, 
con las cejas siempre juntas 
por su condición de rabia, 
flaco y pálido, por el 





en un estilo que hacia  
una mezcla ó ensalada 
de lengua latina, que era 
aun más que la castellana, 
sin poderse contener 
con ímpetu improperaba 
la perpetua esclavitud 
en que los negros se hallan. (vv. 1-15) 
This introduction satirizes the philosopher, allegedly presenting him as a knowledgeable source 
of information (“Un Filósofo que nunca / sin autoridad hablaba”) but quickly revealing that he is 
a quack who parrots what others have said (“y así sus cláusulas eran / con más textos que 
palabras”).125 The poetic speaker describes the philosopher’s physical appearance (“flaco y 
pálido”) and pseudo-educated speech (“una mezcla ó ensalada / de lengua latina, que era / aun 
más que la castellana”), which distances him from the dark-skinned and, presumably, uneducated 
people for whom he advocates (“improperaba / la perpetua esclavitud / en que los negros se 
hallan”).  
 After the philosopher finishes speaking, the poetic speaker derides him as an armchair 
abolitionist: “los que en lugares comunes / de textos forman sus causas” (vv. 90-91). The speaker 
proclaims that practical knowledge is more important when discussing how Black people are 
treated: “cuando es de tanta importancia / el conocer en cada hombre / la naturaleza humana” 
(vv. 93-95). This posits the caste system as a natural, rather than manmade, hierarchy. The 
speaker’s words imply that anyone who actually spends time with Black people will recognize 
                                                          
125This echoes Caviedes’s satire of physicians who are overly dependent on Latin quotations. In 
the introductory study to his edition of Guerras físicas, Cabanillas Cárdenas lists when this trait 





their natural mediocrity and need for direction. The pro-slavery mulato harpist supports this 
position when he begins to speak: “quién creyera ó quien pensara / que la odiosa servidumbre / 
de un mulato era aprobada” (vv. 105-07). Hill calls the harpist “pragmatic,” and says that 
Castillo “allows him to defeat a Spanish abolitionist only because the mulatto’s declamation is 
the one applauded by Castillo and other American Spaniards” (“Caste Theater and Poetry” 17). 
The harpist begins his monologue by establishing why he is an authority on these matters:  
mi amo, deme su merced licencia  
para meter mi cuchara,  
por no decir que mi hocico  
en esas boñigas rancias,  
que son los que Ud. defiende 
mis parientes y mis taitas. (vv. 118-23) 
The harpist speaks with affected modesty, appearing deferential to the philosopher (“mi amo, 
deme su merced licencia”) with whom he is about to disagree. The erudite man relied on others’ 
words to support his position (“con más textos que palabras”), but the musician asserts that his 
ideas are based on personal experiences—he does so by making a stereotyped reference to his 
own appearance (“mi hocico”) and mentioning his family members (“que son los que Ud. 
defiende / mis parientes y mis taitas”). This, the harpist says, has given him insight into the 
natural inclination and behavior of Black people, which he goes on to explain. 
 The harpist divides his speech into three parts, which can be read as descriptions of three 
possible itineraries for Black limeños: first, he purports to explain what would happen if all 
Black people were free (that is, the itinerary that they would plot for themselves); second, the 
harpist explains what the Spanish can do for them (the route that the Spanish create for Black 





attempt to create their own itinerary within what the Spanish permit them). He begins by framing 
slavery as protection for Black people, and describes the chaos that would result if they were all 
free: 
Si no hubiera la costumbre  
que hay de que esta mil canalla  
se sujete a la cadena,  
porque menos yerros haga, 
¿quién demonios, se pudiera  
entender, ni aun lo pensara  
con esta nube insolente  
de murciélago que anda,  
discurriendo oscurecer  
hasta las luces más claras?  
Y en estando desatados  
con libertad, qué no obraran?  
No sólo en esta ciudad  
muchos perjuicios causaran  
pero en todas sus provincias  
fuera una misma la causa.  
Si con su entretenimiento 
sujeción se les buscaba,  
este enjambre de langostas  
del diablo, en qué se ocupara? (vv. 128-47) 
The musician portrays slavery as a positive institution that keeps Black people from harming 
themselves (“porque menos yerros haga”). He alleges that, on their own, Black people are only 
capable of (self-)destructive itineraries. If are left to their own devices, he says, they cannot be 





esta nube insolente / e murciélago que anda”). On their own, Afro-Peruvians would be a 
damaging, destabilizing element—not only in Lima, but throughout the country (“No sólo en 
esta ciudad / muchos perjuicios causaran / pero en todas sus provincias”). As Hill says, “The 
mulatto argues that if slavery were abolished, nothing would prevent Black slaves from robbing, 
killing, or dying of hunger” (“Caste Theater and Poetry” 17). Therefore, they must be 
controlled—both for their own good and the general good. In this aspect, the harpist 
unintentionally echoes the paternalistic viewpoint advanced several years later in the nascent 
American republic by Thomas Jefferson (1743-1826).  
In Notes on the State of Virginia (1785), the future president opined that people of 
African descent required strong guidance in order to be productive, comparing this alleged 
proclivity to the behavior of animals: “their existence appears to participate more of sensation 
than reflection. To this must be ascribed their disposition to sleep when abstracted from their 
diversions, and unemployed in labour. An animal whose body is at rest, and who does not reflect, 
must be disposed to sleep of course” (149). The “lack of reflection” that Jefferson claims to have 
identified is similar to the harpist’s opinion about the nature of Black people, which he says 
drives them toward subjugation (“Si con su entretenimiento / sujeción se les buscaba”), whether 
through slavery or imprisonment. Therefore, he asks, what could be expected from free Black 
people other than destruction and disruption (“este enjambre de langostas / del diablo, en qué se 
ocupara?”). The locust comparison alludes to the large Black population in Lima while also 
invoking biblical precedent126 to describe the destruction that free Black people could cause. 
                                                          
126In Exodus a plague of locusts devastates the Egyptians who are holding the Israelites in 
captivity: “they covered the surface of the whole land, so that the land was darkened; and they 





 The harpist does not believe that any personal itinerary a Black person creates will be 
productive, and he explains how slavery provides Black people with the opportunity to overcome 
their naturally lazy and malevolent disposition: 
pues su natural inercia  
a mayor extremo pasa.  
Dejo lo que sucediera  
con mulatos y mulatas,  
zambos, zambas y alcatraces,  
genízaros y otras castas  
de mezclas, qué de horrores  
cada uno reflexión haga,  
verá que la servidumbre  
es piadosa, no tiranía. (vv. 170-79) 
The harpist alleges that Black people have a nature that drives them toward laziness (“pues su 
natural inercia / a mayor extremo pasa”). This, Aguirre tells us, was a widespread belief that 
supported the notion of Black inferiority: “La percepción de los negros como seres inferiores era 
virtualmente unánime en el mundo letrado español y criollo” (46). The list of Black castes 
mentions various combinations of parentage127 to convey that the “natural inercia” of African 
heritage overpowers the traits of other ancestries. This inventory of African ancestry in Lima 
                                                          
was left on tree or plant of the field through all the land of Egypt” (New American Standard 
10.15). 
 
127According to the caste paintings organized by León, mulatos resulted from the union of a white 
and Black caste; zambos were born of Black and Native American couplings; genízaros were the 
most complex caste combination, born to barcino and sambaiga parents, who were themselves 
the results of several generations of mixing between Black and Native American castes. 
Alcatraces are not included in this account of the caste system, although there is an Afro-





also emphasizes the quantity of Black people living there; they are so numerous that, as the 
harpist later complains, Lima appears to be an African city: “que parece de Guinea / ciudad la 
corte peruana” (vv. 222-23). Because of Black people’ alleged inclination to indolence, the 
harpist says that enslavement is positive (“la servidumbre / es piadosa, no tiranía”), because it 
allows them to live productive lives that they would be incapable of on their own. Even with 
widespread slavery, the musician goes on to say, Black limeños’ negative characteristics still 
threaten the stability that white people have brought to the city. 
 In the harpist’s estimation, Black people are so disruptive that their productive behavior 
cannot even be guaranteed by the slave’s limited itinerary. The third, and final, itinerary that the 
musician describes is, allegedly, drawn from his observations. He claims that, even as servants, 
Black people still find ways to destabilize their white masters’ power and take advantage of 
them:  
Esto pesa tanto que  
el que menos adelanta,  
en juicio crítico puede  
afirmar que ésta canalla   
por metamorfosis rara  
domina y no es dominada  
y los españoles sirven  
si de nombre amos se llaman. (vv. 224-31) 
The harpist observes that, even though Black people are “scum” (“canalla”), they still manage to 
manipulate their way into favorable positions (“por metamorphosis rara / domina y no es 
dominada”). The Spanish are ostensibly the masters in Lima, but they are manipulated into 





not the only author in eighteenth-century Peru to write about this alleged inversion of power—
the inspector in Alonso Carrió de la Vandera’s El lazarillo de ciegos caminantes (1775) 
mentions the same problem: “no hay esclavo, uno con otro, que ahorre al amo el gasto que hace 
con él. Las enfermedades, verdaderas o fingidas, no solamente son costosas a los amos, por los 
medicamentos, médico o cirujano, sino por su asistencia y falta de servicio. Cada negrito que 
nace en una casa de éstas tiene de costo al amo más de setecientos pesos” (398).128 According to 
the inspector, although the Spanish slave owner may appear to be in a position of power, he is 
perpetually being taken advantage of by lying slaves. The concern of white people—voiced by 
the inspector in Carrió’s text and the harpist in Castillo’s poem—is that, while they may appear 
to control the city, they are actually taken advantage of by their slaves. Roughly ten years after 
Castillo’s death, the Spanish botanist Hipólito Ruiz (1754-1816) remarks that it remains common 
for white limeños to consider themselves victims: “Donde mas recae [necesidad] es en la gente 
blanca á la que se les oye frecuentemente: quisiera mas haber nacido esclava, a quien no falta el 
comer, el vestido, y la vivienda” (25).  
 The narrator in Lima por dentro y fuera also alleges that slaves take advantage of their 
illnesses in order to receive special treatment from their masters:  
Pero si enferma el mulato,  
La china, el zambo, ó el negro,  
No se apartan de la cama  
Con sustancia de puchero.  
     La esclava come gallina,  
Pollo, dulce y bizcochuelos 
                                                          






Y el marido la escamocha 
Que le sobra a los conventos. (vv. 2153-60) 
As we have seen in other texts, the narrator attributes the same behavior to people from various 
Black castes (“el mulato, / La china, el zambo, ó el negro”), implying that there is no difference 
between them. In this case, we are to assume they are all manipulative because such people, we 
are told, use illness as an excuse to demand better treatment. Not content with cheap food 
(“sustancia de puchero”), they demand meat and dessert (“La esclava come gallina, / Pollo, dulce 
y bizcochuelos”). According to Terralla’s narrator, this diet comes at the owner’s expense. In 
order for his infirmed slave to eat well, the owner is reduced to eating cheap, low quality food 
(“Y el marido la escamocha / Que le sobra a los conventos”). This situation illustrates the same 
complaint voiced in El lazarillo and “Declamación de un Filósofo.” Returning to Castillo’s 
poem, the harpist provides specific examples of how Black people corrupt white limeños.  
 Lima, the harpist says, is filled with “mulatería” whose influence misdirects and wastes 
the city’s resources on pleasures: “donde todo es fausto y gala, / se gasta el discurso al ver / todo 
el caudal que se gasta” (vv. 233-35). These are not, the musician assures us, people of substance 
(“todo es fausto y gala”), and he uses the inexpressibility topos (“se gasta el discurso al ver”) to 
explain to his audience how decadent Lima’s Black residents are. Instead of accepting their 
secondary role as slaves, they assume prominent social positions:  
Estas mulatas son siempre 
árbitras de las alhajas  
para congresos y fiestas,   
que con el modo profanan 
de balillas, ropas, muebles  





porque para creerlas suyas 
les basta ser de sus amas. (vv. 240-47)  
These verses emphasize how Black slaves exercise a corrupting power over their masters. The 
harpist attributes a sensuality to mulatas that chafes at the limitations of limeño society—they are 
assessors of beauty (“árbitras de las alhajas”) whose taste is profane (“con el modo profanan”). 
The mulatas that the harpist describes are not content with their station—they pretend to own 
what they haven’t purchased (“porque para creerlas suyas / les basta ser de sus amas”). This 
description of mulatas combines voluptuousness and the taboo, reminiscent of the Black women 
working as prostitutes in Castillo’s other poems whose charms were, literally, infectious. The 
harpist defends slavery here by claiming to demonstrate how Black people debase limeño 
society—they turn the city to sin and dissolution. Without being contained, we are told, Black 
people would devolve into violence. 
 In “Declamación de un Filósofo,” the harpist portrays Black limeños as people who can 
destabilize the city through malice, sensuality, or laziness, if they are not controlled through 
slavery. He advocates against Black social mobility, or allowing them to “create their own social 
itineraries,” because he claims that they threaten the stability and power of Lima’s white 
establishment. Even under white masters, the harpist claims, Black people still manipulate and 
disrupt Lima’s laws and norms. In this section, I have examined how authors in Lima relied on 
stereotypes of Black laziness and immorality to justify slavery and social constraints. While the 
harpist in “Declamación de un Filósofo” wishes to see all Black people enslaved, that was not 
the reality of eighteenth-century Lima, and some had a certain degree of freedom in forging their 
own paths. Therefore, it is unsurprising that Castillo and Terralla also write about how free Black 





the next section, I will examine how these poets portray free Afro-limeños who improve their 
social and financial standing.  
b. Caste Instability in Viceregal Lima: An Itinerary of Caste Shifting in Castillo’s 
“Conversación de un Negro, mayordomo de chacra” 
 Castillo’s romance entitled “Conversación de un Negro, mayordomo de chacra, con un 
indio Alcalde de los Camaroneros” purports to describe how Black people manipulate the limited 
measure of social mobility that the caste system allowed Peruvians with African or Indigenous 
ancestry.129 For Hill, this poem “lingers on the economics of representación, or the bundle of 
social and natural characteristics by which members of caste society judged others” (“Caste 
Theater and Poetry” 14). I will examine the imagery and language used to depict the social 
itinerary of the poem’s Black character as he moves from anonymity to prestige, examining how 
his actions—in addition to the “social and natural characteristics” Hill mentions—facilitate his 
social ascent. As in Castillo’s other conversation poems, the titular discussion comprises most of 
the poem while an anonymous poetic speaker occasionally intervenes to provide context. Both 
the Indigenous and Black characters speak about their experiences, but I will limit my analysis to 
the discussion of Black people.  
Although it is never mentioned in the poem, the title suggests that the location of this 
conversation is the same as “Conversación de unas negras”: Borricos, in the San Lázaro slum. 
There are no spatial markers in the poem, but the title places this discussion between people who 
                                                          
129Aguirre summarizes this potential mobility, while also highlighting its limitations: “Es cierto 
que una de las características de la sociedad de castas era su porosidad: individuos colocados en 
distintos puntos de la jerarquía social-racial podían moverse hacia arriba o hacia abajo, dentro de 
ciertos límites, dependiendo de una serie de factores como estatus económico, apariencia, oficio, 
matrimonio, lugar de residencia, y otros. Pero eso no quiere decir que la estructura de 





pertain to non-white castes in Lima’s periphery. According to the title, Miguel Torres is a farm 
overseer, and the poetic speaker calls him a “célebre y nombrado negro” (v. 10). In spite of this 
conversation’s distance—both symbolic and geographic—from Lima’s center, Miguel carries 
himself with the bearing of an upper-class man: 
que venía muy severo  
en un caballo alazán,  
hermoso parto del viento.  
Siendo tanta la decencia  
que traía en su aderezo  
que aun el más rico hacendado  
fuera pobre en su cotejo.  
Con una asta de rejón,  
brillante con tanto exceso  
que venía a ser la causa  
de su mayor lucimiento. (vv. 26-36) 
This description emphasizes Miguel’s noble appearance. Riding through San Lázaro, a poor area, 
Miguel distinguishes himself with his impressive mount (“en un caballo alazán, / hermoso parto 
del viento”). Hill notes that Miguel, as someone not born into the aristocracy, “participates 
marginally in [the nobility’s] privileges” and that, because the Spanish considered a man’s horse 
to be “an extension of self,” Miguel’s stallion represents the station to which he has risen (“Caste 
Theater and Poetry” 14, 15). He also openly carries a weapon (“una asta de rejón”), another 
notable indication of his social standing (“venía a ser la causa / de su mayor lucimiento”). The 
weapon is Miguel’s “mayor lucimiento” both because the sun reflects off the iron lance and, 





man.130 After Nicolás recounts his travails, Miguel further emphasizes his own patrician status 
by drawing attention to his lance, “echando mano a un cigarro / … / apoyado sobre el asta / de su 
rejón todo el cuerpo” before offering his own observations about Peru’s caste system (vv. 255, 
257-58).  
 Miguel speaks positively about the social position occupied by Black limeños, and 
declares that their good fortune comes from manipulating Spaniards: 
aun cuando, esclavos nos vemos,  
y nuestro color el blanco  
diametralmente es opuesto,  
no solo somos tratados  
sin rigor, mas somos dueños  
de haciendas y confianzas  
y aun de su honor tesoreros,  
en fin de todo servimos,  
toreadores y cocheros,  
sombras y tápalo todo 
y esto último es lo primero. (vv. 326-36) 
Here performing a similar ideological function to the Black harpist in “Declamación de un 
Filósofo,” Miguel validates the white fear that Black slaves manipulate those who ostensibly are 
their superiors (“aun cuando, esclavos nos vemos, / …. / no solo somos tratados / sin rigor, mas 
somos dueños”). White society, according to Miguel, benefits from the unscrupulous behavior of 
Black people, who hide harmful information (“dueños de confianzas” and “de su honor 
                                                          
130Aguirre informs us that, early in Lima’s history, slaves were prohibited from bearing arms: 
“En noviembre de 1551 … se prohibió a los esclavos salir de casa de sus amos luego del toque 





tesoreros”) and handle distasteful affairs (“sombras y tápalo todo / y esto último es lo primero”) 
for their masters. Miguel further emphasizes how Black people benefit from dishonorable 
behavior when he mentions their skills as entertainers: “somos en divertimientos, / danzas, 
glotones, guaraguas, / piezas con que entretenemos” (vv. 338-40).131 These descriptions explain 
how some Black people become prosperous, but also reinforce stereotypes about their lack of 
honor. Their upward social mobility depends on their willingness to perform the dishonorable 
work of performing tasks that would stain a noble’s honor.  
Although Miguel does not come from a noble family, his ostentatious appearance allows 
him to appear upper class— he “passes” for noble, a behavior Twinam explains: “individuals 
could ‘pass’ and literally construct public reputations that differed from their private persona” 
(60). Miguel could construct this seemingly-noble persona because, as Paul Niell says, 
performance was an essential part of the noble identity in the Spanish viceroyalties (30-31). 
Eventually, Miguel confirms that his good fortune is not due to his own honorable behavior, but 
rather something his daughter did: 
en mi está claro el ejemplo,  
pues de un piquichón negrito  
se ha hecho hoy un famoso negro,  
porque mi hija a una señora   
le metió en la boca el pecho  
y otra es querendona suya  
soy el blanco de los nietos. (vv. 350-56) 
                                                          
131Entertainers were considered dishonorable professions—Edward Peters points out that the 
Decretum, a book of canon law written by Gratian during the twelfth century and widely quoted 





Miguel attributes his rise from low class (“un piquichón negro”) to fame (“se ha hecho hoy un 
famoso negro”) to his daughter’s work as a wet nurse for nobility (“porque mi hija a una señora / 
le metió en la boca el pecho / y otra es querendona suya”). This was common work, and 
frequently the way in which female slaves attained their freedom.132 Miguel’s self-identification 
rests on a play on words: he becomes white (blanco) when his fame makes him the center of 
attention (blanco) of the grandchildren. Alternately, it could mean that his high status has 
effectively changed the caste of his descendants—when they assert their ancestry, their 
grandfather will be registered as a member of a white caste, or “blanco.”133 Although Twinam 
has noted the dearth of legal documentation of people with African ancestry officially requesting 
membership in white castes,134 the topic was notable enough in the eighteenth century to be 
discussed in Lima por dentro y fuera. 
 As we explained earlier, the narrator of Terralla’s poem takes a conservative stance with 
regard to people from non-white castes: “este observador, no siempre objetivo, demuestra un 
                                                          
132Aguirre informs us that it was not uncommon in the eighteenth century for female slaves to 
receive their freedom after serving as wet nurses: “En una muestra de 300 cartas de libertad 
graciosa en Lima entre 1760 y 1765, 10% de ellas beneficiaban a amas de leche” (79). The 
narrator of Lima por dentro y fuera complains about Black women benefitting from their work as 
wet nurses: “Que porque dio de mamar / Al señor don Estupendo, / Es para el punto más arduo / 
El más favorable empeño” (vv. 989-92). 
 
133Twinam writes that this sort of passing became more significant with the passage of time: 
“When pardos passed as whites, it was more common for them to admit that such mobility had 
occurred significantly after the fact … if passing occurred, it did so over multiple generations” 
(61). Miguel’s appearance of nobility would become important as a reference point for his 
descendants of their family’s good reputation. 
 
134Twinam asks the question, “[w]hy were so few pardos and mulatto petitioners [for membership 
in white castes] using the private and public dichotomy to pass as white, especially when 
documents suggest that such transformations might be widespread?” She proposes the following 
explanation: “even though a pardo attempting to pass might also have white relatives, usually a 
white father, there might be less incentive for half-siblings or others in the extended family to 





gran prejuicio racial” (Meehan and Cull 147). Similarly to Castillo’s romances, Lima por dentro 
y fuera voices fears about Black people socially supplanting white people. Therefore, he 
bemoans the social mobility possible for Black limeños that we read about in “Conversación de 
un Negro.” When the narrator of Lima por dentro y fuera sees well-dressed Black people, he 
stereotypes their parentage, saying, “Que estos señores doctores / Del rey del Congo los nietos” 
(vv. 1009-10). He also suspects that their rise in status must be due to dishonesty: 
Hay muchos del mulatismo, 
Y del género chinesco, 
Que con papeles fingidos 
Quieren mudar de pellejo. (vv. 1017-20) 
The narrator focuses on how castes with both African and Spanish heritage (“muchos del 
mulatismo, / Y del género chinesco”) may attempt to legally change to a white caste by forging 
certificates of ancestry that erase the “stain” of Black ancestry (“Que con papeles fingidos / 
Quieren mudar de pellejo”). This would allow them to access social and economic benefits from 
which Black people were barred. Hugo García points out how, much in the same way as nobility, 
whiteness in viceregal Lima was more performance than heritage: “Los «papeles fingidos» 
aluden a falsos certificados de pureza [d]e sangre, pero también se refieren a una vida de 
interpretación teatral por la construcción de una apariencia blanca que los sujetos limeños 
practican sobre sus cuerpos” (Lima por dentro 161 no. 136). Terralla’s narrator raises this point 
again, later in the poem, when he discusses what one is likely to find when investigating the 
parentage of “mulatas muy blancas” who attempt to pass as white castes (vv. 2349).  
 According to the narrator of Lima por dentro y fuera, discovering the true parentage of 





Que investigado el natal 
La estirpe y el nacimiento, 
O hay pasas en la cabeza, 
O chicha en los pies corriendo. 
     Cuyo famoso linaje 
Suele ser del mixto fuero 
Si no mulato, mestizo, 
Si no chino, malangueo.135 (vv. 2365-72) 
The summary of this imagined lineage repeatedly brings up African heritage. García notes that 
“pasas en la cabeza” refers to curly African hair, calling them “[c]abellos cortos y muy crespos 
típicos de la etnia africana” (Lima por dentro 224 no. 348). “Chicha en los pies corriendo,” 
however, alludes to Indigenous ancestry: the popular, corn-based liquor “chicha” was first 
produced by Indigenous Peruvians. Among these aspiring nobles, the narrator says, mixed-caste 
heritage is the norm rather than the exception (“suele ser del mixto fuero”).136 Similar to 
Castillo’s poetry, Lima por dentro y fuera portrays Black people as dishonest manipulators. The 
lines that Terralla writes about the proliferation of deceptive and ambitious mixed-caste limeños 
seem to confirm the fears expressed in the blind poet’s “Conversación con un Negro.” As we 
return to that poem, we read about how Miguel’s caste itinerary has led to a new, profitable 
status. 
                                                          
135While the other castes mentioned here are well known, García’s edition clarifies the neologism 
“malangueo”: Parece ser un vocablo creado por el autor a partir de ‘malanga’, posiblemente para 
decir mulato o para dar la idea de la existencia del componente africano en muchos sujetos que 
poblaban Lima” (224 no. 351). 
 
136It appears likely that this remark had some basis in fact, because Twinam has found evidence 
of caste mixing even among the families who were most zealous about their blood purity: “Even 
the Caracas elite, while fanatically determined to preserve its clean blood reputation, still 





 When the discussion between Miguel and Nicolás nears its conclusion, we are given 
details about the financial and social benefits that Miguel has received through his connection to 
a noble white family: 
Prebenda más opulenta  
con despotismo manejo  
y voto de una garnacha  
todos los años el premio,  
y estoy ya para casarme,  
que por el caudal que tengo,  
me dan por dote una blanca   
que se acunó en un convento. (vv. 357-64) 
Miguel has risen to a profitable overseer position (“Prebenda más opulenta / con despotismo 
manejo”). He has become honorable enough to marry well (“y estoy ya para casarme, que por el 
caudal que tengo”), and his description of the union implies that it will augment his standing. 
“Me dan por dote una blanca” appears to mean that his future bride is a member of a white caste. 
We further explore the significance of a Black man marrying a white woman later in this chapter, 
but doing so would improve Miguel’s social status, as well as that of his offspring. This social 
itinerary of upward mobility appears to validate white fears that Black limeños manipulate social 
norms in order to increase their status. While the authors studied thus far have fabricated 
characters who gave voice to their unease and prejudice, in the final section of this chapter we 
will examine how Juan del Valle y Caviedes wrote about a historical case of caste shifting. In the 
pages that follow, I examine several poems in which Caviedes tracks the social itinerary of his 
contemporary, Pedro de Utrilla, the younger, a limeño surgeon with African ancestry who 





c. Caste Instability in Viceregal Lima: The Social Itinerary of Pedro de Utrilla, the 
Younger 
 A frequent target of Caviedes’s biting satire was the surgeon Pedro de Utrilla, the 
younger (1660-1718).137 Caviedes wrote poetry mocking Utrilla’s career (“Loa a Utrilla por la 
curación que hizo de un potro a una dama con la felicidad que no murió en la cura” and 
“Vejamen que le dio el autor al zambo Pedro de Utrilla, el mozo”), as well as to commemorate 
his marriage (“Romance al casamiento de Pedro de Utrilla”) and the birth of his first child 
(“Dándole el parabién a Pedro de Utrilla de un hijo que le nació”). Due to the fact that Utrilla 
worked in medicine, it is not surprising that he receives Caviedes’s scorn. However, the poems 
about Utrilla stand out among the poet’s other work because they describe a Black man’s social 
improvement in seventeenth-century Lima.138 Utrilla’s honor should have been indelibly marked 
by the fact that he was the mulato son of a former slave,139 but his successful career afforded him 
the opportunity to ascend socially through marriage and improve the status of his offpsring. 
The itinerary we identify is composed of Utrilla’s life experiences. The occasions that 
Caviedes writes about are markers that allow us to trace Utrilla’s upward social movement and 
                                                          
137Utrilla’s father was also one of Caviedes’s targets, but his poetic role was never anything more 
than secondary. As Cabanillas Cárdenas notes, the elder Utrilla achieved remarkable things: 
“Estamos pues ante el caso de un personaje mulato que llegó a obtener ciertos recursos siendo 
esclavo y cierta importancia dentro de su parroquia … a través del oficio médico” (“El sujeto 
colonial” 74). 
 
138In “Between Black and White,” Hill analyzes how other poems by Caviedes probe questions of 
Black caste in Lima, but none of those compositions describe attempts by Afro-Peruvians to 
change their caste. 
 
139Aguirre mentions how infrequently freed slaves overcame the stigma of their servitude: “Para 
los esclavos negros, en particular, la sociedad colonial ofrecía muy pocas oportunidades de dejar 






speculate about how the surgeon’s increased status will affect his descendents. The stances 
assumed by the poetic speakers of these poems, while hyperbolic, give us insight into the norms 
underlying the society in which Caviedes lived. Studying these poems allows us to examine how 
Caviedes perceived caste instability in his Lima, while also reinforcing stereotypical ideas about 
Black people. 
 Caviedes marks a notable moment in Utrilla’s medical career, an example of noteworthy 
professional behavior that could lead to upward social mobility, with the romance “Vejamen que 
le dio el autor al zambo Pedro de Utrilla, el Mozo, habiendo sacado una piedra a una mujer y se 
coronó con un rodete de malvas por laurel con esta.” In satirizing the work of a Black surgeon, 
Caviedes demonstrates his medical knowledge and—more relevant to the present study—also 
displays his familiarity with Lima’s caste culture. As part of Utrilla’s social itinerary, this poem 
exemplifies the negative rhetoric around Black people—not only did Utrilla work in the dubious 
pre-modern medical profession,140 but he was additionally scorned because of his caste. From the 
opening stanzas of “Vejamen que le dio,” the poetic speaker emphasizes how central Utrilla’s 
caste is to this discussion: 
Pedro de Utrilla, el cachorro,  
(hablo así porque me entiendan,   
que hay otro Pedro de Utrilla  
que de viejo está sin presas), 
     el mozo le hubiera dicho;  
no lo dije porque yerra  
                                                          
140Guillermo Lohmann Villena recognizes the lamentable state of limeño medicine during 
Caviedes’s lifetime. In the 1680s, there were attempts at improvement, but things still had not 
improved by the end of the century—Lohmann cites an anonymous complaint bemoaning “la 





quien le da nombre de gato  
al que es perro por esencia. (vv. 1-8) 
The epithet “cachorro” conveys two meanings: the first is that Utrilla shares the name of his 
father (“que hay otro Pedro de Utrilla / que de viejo está sin presas”). The second is that Utrilla is 
Black—“dog” was a common insult for Black people during the early modern period, with roots 
reaching back to Spanish antipathy for African Moors.141 The speaker further develops this 
image in the second quatrain, explaining why “puppy” is a more appropriate designation for the 
surgeon than “younger” (“el mozo le hubiera dicho; no lo dije porque yerra”). This is another 
caste-based pun because, as Hill tells us, “cats (gatos) are acculturated descendants of indigenous 
and Spanish couplings” (“Between Black and White” 283). Therefore, Utrilla cannot be called 
“mozo” because he is a Black dog (“es perro por esencia”). Insults of this sort keep the 
audience’s attention focused on Utrilla’s caste, an allegedly-negative characteristic, even though 
the poem is supposedly celebrating his accomplishment. 
The canine imagery continues throughout “Vejamen que le dio el autor” as part of a 
series of repeated references to Utrilla’s African ancestry. After the introduction, the speaker 
delivers a series of mocking sobriquets belittling the surgeon’s medical skills. Among them are 
                                                          
 
141Cabanillas Cárdenas, building on Arellano’s work, strongly emphasizes the role that satirical 
antecedents play in Caviedes’s satire of mulattos: “La representación de los mulatos estaba 
supeditada en primer lugar a la tradición poética, que pueden leerse por ejemplo ya en Quevedo, 
que destaca como elemento base la asociación de negros = perros … Asociación tipificada que 
tiene su origen en el apodo que se daba desde siglos anteriores a los moros en la Península” (“El 
sujeto colonial” 68). Pedro Lasarte admits how unclear it is whom Caviedes attacked from 
antipathy and whose portrayals were conditioned by poetic topics: “dada la coexistencia de la 
denigración y la alabanza de ciertos sectores de los habitantes de Lima, hay que preguntarse 
dónde se sitúa el discurso satírico; es decir, desde qué perspectiva se enjuicia, o se alaba, a 
ciertos sectores de la ciudad de Lima … La respuesta … no es ni muy inmediata ni muy clara” 





included the designations “perdiguero de la caza” (v. 21) and “perro de ayuda chunchanga,” (v. 
25), which disparage Utrilla’s allegedly canine nature, and, in keeping with the anti-physician 
stance of Caviedes’s poetry, also degrade him professionally. The speaker also belittles Utrilla 
by calling him a “cimarrón de cirugía” (v. 57). Not only does this moniker overlook the degrees 
of difference between Black castes by incorrectly stating Utrilla’s caste—the surgeon was a 
mulato—but it also questions his status as a free man, and therefore his future, by referring to 
him as an escaped slave (“cimarrón”). The stereotype, Hill tells us, is that “Pedro and … all 
people of ‘tint,’ or color, are ‘all like’—one cannot distinguish one from the other” (“Critical 
Race Theory” 80). In his edition of the poem, Cabanilla Cárdenas also identifies “cimarrón” as a 
joke about Utrilla’s presumed lack of surgical knowledge: “la comparación jocosa reside en 
calificar a Utrilla de cimarrón por huir del conocimiento de la cirugía” (306). Through these 
insults, the speaker degrades Utrilla’s abilities and social status through caste references.  
These allusions continue when the speaker describes the operation Utrilla performed that 
occasioned this poem, removing a bladder stone from a female patient:  
Solo él corrió con la cura;  
mas que mucho que corriera   
si era de vejiga, y  
los perros corren con ella. 
     Así que la piedra vio,  
con grande rabia y fiereza  
juzgando se la tiraban,  
Pedro se arrojó a morderla. (vv. 101-08) 
The speaker puns with the verb “correr,” saying that Utrilla removed the stone quickly (“corrió 





while running (“mas que mucho que corriera / si era de vejiga, y / los perros corren con ella”).142 
Because, in the speaker’s eyes, Utrilla is a dog, his actions are performed with “grande rabia y 
fiereza.” Instead of cutting the stone out, Utrilla bit it out (“Pedro se arrojó a morderla”). Hill 
calls Caviedes’s repeated references to the “negro=perro” stereotype examples of “caste 
profiling”: “Pedro is not a ‘fierce surgeon’ but, instead, fierce ‘by caste,’ or nature … Within 
Valle y Caviedes’s caste society, through the cognitive process of caste profiling, Pedro and 
other zambos are expected to exhibit ‘fierce,’ or aggressive behavior” (“Critical Race Theory” 
81). Caviedes’s speaker again references Utrilla’s allegedly canine nature when he proposes 
payment for the services the surgeon has rendered. For Utrilla’s work, we read, he should be paid 
in food, or “dog treats”: “merecía que le dieran / cuatro reales de chicharra / y dos asaduras 
frescas” (vv. 110-12). Regardless of Caviedes’s personal opinions, the denigrating nature of 
humor about Black people illustrates its role as a tool of Spanish hegemony in Peru.143  
 Another notable moment in Utrilla’s social itinerary, which further demonstrates how 
central caste was to one’s standing in viceregal Lima, is described in Caviedes’s poem “Loa a 
Utrilla por la curación que hizo de un potro a una dama con la felicidad que no murió en la cura.” 
In this satirical panegyric Caviedes mockingly commemorates another one of the surgeon’s 
professional accomplishments, which provides us with additional information about the work 
that facilitated Utrilla’s upward social movement. The surgeon’s caste is again one of the central 
                                                          
142In his edition, Cabanillas Cárdenas interprets these lines as a reference to a Carnival practice in 
which bladders were tied to the tails of dogs, who then ran throughout the streets (309). 
 
143As David Goldberg and John Solomos write, “categories such as race and ethnicity are best 
conceived as political resources. They are used by both dominant and subordinate groups for the 
purposes of legitimizing and furthering their own social identities and interests, claims and 
powers” (Companion 4). Caste humor comparing Black people to dogs legitimizes their servile 





topics that the poetic speaker jokes about—no matter what Utrilla accomplishes, the poetic 
speaker always speaks about it in terms of the surgeon’s caste. In “Vejamen que le dio el autor” 
there were frequent puns about the similarities between Black people and dogs. That type of joke 
is present in the “Loa a Utrilla,” but the speaker also puns on a different caste reference: the 
symbolic proximity of “mulatos” to “mulas.” In the opening quatrain, the speaker obliquely 
refers to the fact that this type of tumor shares a name with an animal: 
Pedro de Utrilla, el cachorro, 
abrió un tumor no cerrado, 
por ser joven apostema 
de los que andan relinchando. (vv. 1-4) 
We have already discussed the significance of calling Utrilla “el cachorro,” and in this stanza the 
speaker also alludes to this tumor’s equine name. The tumor, we are told, has not closed up, 
either because it is young and not fully formed or because it is an open syphilitic sore (“un tumor 
no cerrado, / por ser joven apostema”). In addition to being new, it is a “whinnying” tumor (“de 
los que andan relinchando”), a colt (“potro”).144  
Another equine reference comes shortly thereafter when the poetic speaker jokes about 
how remarkable Utrilla’s cure has been: 
No curó conforme a reglas, 
uno con otro contrario, 
porque sanó un tumor potro 
                                                          
144According to Étienne Lancereaux’s nineteenth-century treatise, the name is derived from the 
pained gait assumed by the people who suffer from this type of tumor: “el virus se derrama sobre 
las íngles y pone tumefactas las glándulas … Esta enfermedad se llama bubon; otros la llaman 
potro, como zumba contra los que la padecen, porque andan con las piernas separadas, como si 






de un cirujano caballo.  
     La contraria siguió porque, 
siendo marfil terso y claro 
el muslo y de ébano Utrilla, 
curó lo negro a lo blanco. (vv. 9-16) 
The speaker’s first pun is based on the classical teaching that a negative force is canceled out, or 
cured, by its opposite (“No curó conforme a reglas, / uno con otro contrario”).145 The “colt,” 
however, was cured by something similar to it: “un cirujano caballo.” Calling Utrilla a horse is a 
joke based on the linguistic similarity between mulato and mulo—the mulato Utrilla is similar to 
the potro tumor because mules are cousins to colts. The two words, in fact, are connected 
because mulato was derived from mulo, the word that identifies the result of a male donkey 
mating with a female horse (Hill, “Casta as Culture” 241). According to Hill, such analogies 
were common in the early modern period and not, in and of themselves, denigrating: “most of 
the words used to classify humans in the early modern Hispanic world came from the vegetable 
and animal kingdoms, and it was equally appropriate to find casta used with plants and animals 
… and with humans” (“Teaching the Pre-History” 107-08). The tone of “Loa a Utrilla,” 
however, is mocking, and it appears that the poetic speaker is drawing our attention to Utrilla’s 
caste in order to laugh at the unlikeliness of a member of a Black caste achieving success. This 
jocose tone is confirmed when the speaker amends his previous statement. In fact, he says, it did 
take an opposite (“ébano Utrilla”) to cure the wound in this woman’s leg (“siendo marfil terso y 
claro / el muslo”).  
                                                          
145Allison Bigelow summarizes the reasoning behind this type of joke: “[t]he logic of antiquity, 
as it was recuperated in medieval and Renaissance science, emphasized the productive yoking 





As the poem continues, the speaker returns to canine references to describe Utrilla’s 
treatment: 
La llaga sanó porque  
la lamió con lengua y labios, 
que la llaga que no sana 
Pedro, maldice un adagio. (vv. 33-36). 
This description degrades the work required to perform the operation. Instead of skill, we are 
told, Utrilla can cure with his canine characteristics (“La llaga sanó porque / la lamió con lengua 
y labios”). Saying that the mulato surgeon cures with his natural traits rather than through 
learned professional abilities is further evidence of “caste profiling” (Hill, “Critical Race 
Theory” 81). The organic, rather than erudite, nature of Utrilla’s cure is emphasized in the 
second couplet, which invokes folk wisdom (“la llaga que no sana / Pedro, maldice un adagio”). 
The adage, which Cabanillas Cárdenas cites, is found in Gonzalo Correas’s Vocabulario de 
refranes y frases proverbiales: “Can que mucho lame, saca sangre. Es buena su lengua para 
lamer llagas” (104). This conveys both praise and censure: Utrilla’s work is successful because 
of his canine traits, but those same canine characteristics should keep him subservient. This 
operation is a landmark on Utrilla’s social journey away from his inherited caste, but Caviedes’s 
speaker refuses to stop calling the audience’s attention to that inheritance. In spite of Utrilla’s 
accomplishment, the poetic speaker refuses to offer him any unconditional praise. 
 As “Loa al peritísimo Pedro de Utrilla” closes, the speaker admits the value of Utrilla’s 
achievement. Given the mocking tone of the poem, however, we should not be surprised that the 
speaker promises praise that he never delivers: 





cantaré en su idiota aplauso 
lo que diré en otra copla, 
que en esta no cabe tanto. (vv. 53-56) 
The operation that Utrilla performed is worthy of praise but the speaker only offers mocking 
applause (“en físicas cadencias, / cantaré en su idiota aplauso”). Later, we are promised, he will 
elaborate this acclaim (“lo que dire en otra copla”). His excuse that such adulation will not fit in 
the present work (“que en esta no cabe tanto”) is a comedic example of the inexpressibility 
topos. The speaker can thus acknowledge the value of the surgery and mock it at the same time. 
When the speaker recognizes Utrilla’s accomplishment, he attributes it to a caste profile—canine 
characteristics that facilitate healing—instead of a practiced skill. Praise for Utrilla’s professional 
accomplishments is expressed, albeit indirectly, the next time that Caviedes writes about Utrilla, 
on the occasion of the surgeon’s advantageous wedding. 
After achieving professional success, Utrilla was afforded the opportunity to marry a 
woman who was his social superior, and in 1689 he married Antonia de Segura, whose caste was 
“whiter” than his own.146 In seventeenth-century Lima, rising socially through marriage to a 
member of a different caste was an uncommon, but still very possible, manner in which castes 
could interact (Jouve Martín 47). Caviedes commemorates their upcoming wedding in “Romance 
al casamiento de Pedro de Utrilla,” alluding frequently to Utrilla’s increased social status. It is to 
these references that I now turn. 
                                                          
146Utrilla’s spouse is never named in any of Caviedes’s poems, but Lohmann Villena writes that 
she was a free cuarterona (“Nomenclátor” 880). Since Segura had mostly white heritage, and 
Utrilla’s father had been a Black slave, this marriage undoubtedly raised the surgeon’s social 
status—his children will have greater white heritage than if Utrilla had married a woman from a 
Black caste. Hill discusses this type of caste shifting, which she calls “itineraries of whiteness,” 





Unlike the other romances we have studied in this chapter, this poem does not recount an 
event; instead, it envisions the couple’s future. The poem begins by naming the surgeon, alluding 
to his caste, and describing the occasion: “Pedro de Utrilla, el Cachorro, / dan en decir que se 
casa” (vv. 1-2). In the second quatrain, the poetic speaker brings up Utrilla’s caste again when 
describing the dowry that Utrilla has received:  
Un cuento de cuentos dicen 
que por dote le señalan,  
si un zambo le dan, que suyo  
zambo de zambos se llama. (vv. 5-8) 
Technically a mulato, son of a white man and black woman, Utrilla is declared to be a “zambo,” 
son of a Black man and Native American woman, by the poetic speaker. This name places the 
doctor in same caste as the slave he has acquired through his recent marriage. Although himself a 
member of a Black caste, Utrilla now finds himself the owner of a slave. According to Jouve 
Martín (43) and Aguirre (89), this was not an uncommon practice, as slave ownership conveyed 
social prestige. While a man of African heritage “owning” another person of African descent 
seems untenable to modern sensibilities, it conveys the complex nature of the caste system that 
the Spanish colonies employed during the colonial period.147 As Goldberg says, “[c]onceptual 
hegemony turns not only upon the totally imposed order of terms in defining the social subject, 
but also upon the subject’s acceptance of the terms as her own in self-definition and conception” 
(“Modernity, Race, Morality” 194). In this case, Utrilla accepts the Spanish terms of social status 
that define the possession of Black slaves as indicators of social standing—the fact that he 
                                                          
147In viceregal Peru, people from all castes were frequently slave owners: “Indios nobles y del 
común, negros libres, e incluso algunos ex-esclavos, compraban y mantenían también esclavos 





received a dowry large enough to include a slave leads us to conclude that the surgeon was 
improving his financial state, as well as his social status, through this union.  
 The dowry is mentioned again later in the poem and, through a play on words, the poetic 
speaker alludes to its value: 
Otros dotes hay más pobres, 
pues si con mujer mulata 
una blanca no ha llevado, 
ha llevado media blanca. (vv. 21-24) 
The quatrain’s first line is a backhanded compliment: the dowry, and therefore Segura, is not as 
poor as it might have been. The next three lines, however, can be read in multiple ways, playing 
on the term “blanca,” which can refer to either a white woman or a denomination of coin. On the 
one hand, Caviedes is referring to Segura’s caste when he jokes that Pedro has come away with 
media blanca, insisting that Segura is less than white. But on the other, money is another 
possible reference—according to the Diccionario de Autoridades, “no haber blanca” means to 
not have any money. Therefore, if a Black woman (Utrilla’s bride) comes without a “blanca” she 
comes without money.148 The lines can also be read as a reference to how frequently the families 
of white women gifted slaves to their daughters’ new husbands, something so common that a 
white bride without a Black slave is only “half white.” This alludes to Utrilla’s social motivation 
for marrying Segura—if she was only “half white” in caste terms then he would not have gained 
                                                          
148Cabanillas Cárdenas points out this word play (“El sujeto colonial” 76). Hill, in “Critical Race 





the benefit of white company,149 and if she was only bringing “media blanca” then their marriage 
would not have provided him with the financial means to increase his appearance of nobility.  
The speaker, however, mockingly predicts that this marriage will be more conflictive 
than beneficial, because of the bride and groom’s different caste “natures”: 
Siempre habrán de estar riñendo 
Pedro y su mujer por causa 
que ella es moza, y este nombre 
se suele dar a las gatas. (vv. 43-44)  
This quatrain alludes to Utrilla being a dog, and places his wife in opposition as the dog’s 
enemy, “la gata.” In addition to felines, moza could also refer to a young and respectable woman, 
so we can also extrapolate from this that, as a member of a Black caste, Utrilla is unfit for 
marriage to a moza. The poetic speaker expresses this stance against micscegenation in natural 
terms—allegedly-feline mozas will inevitably be at odds with the Black, and therefore canine, 
surgeon. Such a declaration undermines the work and maneuvering of Utrilla’s social itinerary, 
which has resulted in this favorable marriage. At the poem’s close, the speaker speculates about 
the type of child that will result from this cross-caste union. 
For the final jab in “Romance al casamiento de Pedro de Utrilla,” the speaker projects 
canine characteristics onto Utrilla and Segura’s future son: 
Un cachorrito barcino  
                                                          
 
149According to Twinam, “[an] option was for pardos and mulattos to attempt to prove their 
nearness to whiteness by intermingling with whites in familiar ways rather than by attempting to 
pass as white in public … Over the generations, as such interactions with white cohorts 
increased, and as subsequent generations looked whiter, time might eventually erase knowledge 





de la primera camada  
le suplico que me dé  
para enseñarlo las armas. (vv. 45-47)  
Utrilla has been called “cachorro” in each of Caviedes’s poems about him, and therefore his son 
is dubbed “cachorrito.” The child from the Utrilla-Segura marriage will be “barcino,” or a mix of 
brown and white, referring to the different skin tones of the child’s parents (Diccionario de 
Autoridades and Alvar 93-97). Having a barcino child would mean that not only has Utrilla, the 
son of a slave, risen socially by marrying a white woman, but he has also established a lineage 
with greater social status. The son of two free parents, the scion of Utrilla and Segura would not 
be, or at least be to a lesser degree, stained socially by his grandfather’s time as a slave.150 
Caviedes’s speaker, however, refuses to forget that African heritage. The speaker’s request (“le 
suplico que me dé / para enseñarlo las armas”) alludes to the perpetuation of this child’s 
“African” characteristics—his “fierce” nature, appropriate for “las armas,” which stems from his 
“canine” Black heritage. The speaker proposes to train Utrilla’s son as a “hunting dog.”151 In 
other words, the speaker proposes to keep Utrilla’s son in a position of servitude, ignoring the 
work done to improve the social standing of the surgeon and his family. The sonnet “Dándole el 
parabién a Pedro de Utrilla de un hijo que le nació” elaborates further on this idea while 
ostensibly commemorating the birth of Utrilla’s first son, and is also the final poem about caste 
itinerary that we will examine. 
                                                          
150Kathy Stuart details how stains on family honor often lasted across multiple generations (3). If, 
however, it was possible to shift between castes, then honor stains could be covered up or 
forgotten (Hill, Hierarchy 230-31; Twinam 81-123). 
 
151Cabanillas Cárdenas discusses this expression: “enseñarlo las armas, con dilogía ‘enseñarle el 
oficio de soldado al niño’ y, teniendo en cuenta el insulto topificado para negros, ‘hacerlo perro 





 In “Dándole el parabién,” Caviedes writes about the culmination of Utrilla’s caste 
itinerary—having risen as far as socially possible, the medical practitioner now celebrates the 
birth of a “whiter” son who will have more social and caste-shifting opportunities available to 
him.152 Although this poem is a sonnet, a different poetic form than Caviedes’s other Utrilla 
poems, “Dándole el parabién” is also structured around the caste insult of comparing the mulato 
surgeon to a dog: 
Dos mil años logréis el cachorrito, 
aunque el estéril parto no me agrada, 
pues entendí que fuese una camada 
para pediros de ella un barcinito. (vv. 1-4) 
Previously, in “Romance al casamiento,” the poetic speaker joked about the bride and groom’s 
distinct castes by declaring that the Segura was a cat and Utrilla a dog. In “Dándole el parabién,” 
the speaker says that the couple’s caste-crossing copulation cannot easily produce offspring 
because, in the animal kingdom, members of different species cannot easily conceive together. 
“Two thousand years” is obviously a hyperbolic image of how long it has taken the couple to 
conceive (“Dos mil años logréis el cachorrito”), but it emphasizes to the reader that the two 
members of this union are not from the same “species,” or caste. If these two people had married 
within their caste, we are led to believe, the conception would not have taken so long, and it 
would have yielded more offspring, because it would be in line with the natural process.  
                                                          
152As Carrera explains, a shift into a white caste brought various benefits with it: For castas, 
passing into the Spaniard category provided access to a broader range of economic venues, 
restricted city spaces, and certain types of clothing. The result of this passing was that a plebeian 





The term “estéril parto” reinforces the physiological differences between husband and 
wife. It is less likely that their union would yield viable offspring because they have not married 
within their own castes, “according to nature” in the narrator’s opinion. Hill interprets this stanza 
as a reference to Segura’s infertility, because she herself is the product of a cross-caste union.153 
It also seems plausible that this could refer to Utrilla’s infertility, because the historical Utrilla 
was a mulato, and therefore perhaps “infertile like a mule.” That Utrilla’s upward caste itinerary 
culminates in sterility validates caste ideology that demeaned and limited Black limeños—the 
allegedly-natural differences between castes are simply too great to overcome, and any attempt 
for a Black caste to “whiten” his lineage threatens its long-term viability. The speaker also refers 
to “Romance al casamiento” when he reiterates his desire to train one of Utrilla’s sons (“pues 
entendí que fuese una camada / para pediros de ella un barcinito”). This proposed training 
reinforces the speaker’s belief that Black people should not be able to alter their social itinerary. 
In the poem’s second quatrain, the poetic speaker imagines the future that Utrilla has in 
mind for his son: “Porque de vuestra casta un gozquecito / le quisiera criar para la espada” (vv. 
6-7). Cabanillas Cárdenas reads this as a statement that, through naming the dog breed and 
sword, it emphasizes how the child’s stereotypical physical prowess would useful in battle 
(Guerras físicas 510). As we stated above, asserting the youngest Utrilla’s natural martial skills 
also alludes to the African heritage that his father is seeking to leave behind, socially. Caviedes’s 
                                                          
153Hill calls Segura a mulata. Then, she identifies this stanza as an allusion to that caste and its 
analogue in the animal kingdom: “The term mulato was derived from the Latin mulus (i.e. mule), 
which is the offspring of a she-ass and a horse, or of an ass and a mare. In his Generation of 
Animals, Aristotle reasons that asses (male and female) are cold animals and horses are hot 
animals … Mules, according to Aristotle, are almost always sterile. Although it is possible for 
female mules to conceive, it is impossible for them to nourish their embryos and bring them to 





speaker refuses to leave this topic, however, and continues to elaboarate on what the youngest 
Utrilla would look like as a warrior in the poem’s final two tercets: 
Que le veáis con carlanca de golilla, 
con cadena y tramojo en sus venturas, 
descuartizando más que no Rivilla 
     despedaza con gritos y figuras, 
porque en tanto mondongo, al gozque Utrilla, 
sobren callos, piltrafas y grosuras. (vv. 9-14) 
The first two lines refer to canine paraphernalia, devices for hunts and fights, but also allude to 
medicine. According to the Diccionario de Autoridades, the carlanca is a spiked collar for 
protecting dogs during fights. A golilla, however, is a neck ornament that, as Cabanillas 
Cárdenas points out, was favored by physicians during Caviedes’s lifetime (Guerras físicas 224). 
Therefore, a carlanca de golilla combines the violence of dog-fighting with the adornment of 
doctors—this image attaches evidence of African ancestry to the profession that the Utrilla 
family hopes will help them socially overcome that heritage. Cadenas and tramojo, equipment 
for controlling and directing dogs, reinforce the violent future that awaits this son, because of 
both his familial and professional heritage. His future activities, drawing and quartering, bring 
him into the same arena as Rivilla, a doctor whose skill at cutting up bodies is referred to in other 
poems by Caviedes.154 Portrayed wearing these articles of battle, the son will outgrow the father, 
who is reduced to a mere “gozque,” or “[p]erro pequeño, que solo sirve de ladrar a los que 
                                                          
154The two poems that mention Rivilla, and his skill with a knife, are “Coloquio que tuvo con la 
Muerte un médico estando enfermo de riesgo” and “Los efectos del protomedicato de don 
Francisco Bermejo sabra el curioso en este romance escrito por el alma de Quevedo, que anda 






passan, o a los que quieren entrar en alguna casa” (Diccionario de Autoridades). The diet of 
these “canine” Utrillas will consist of animal entrails (“callos, piltrafas y grosuras”).  
The medical and bellicose imagery of this poem utilizes the caste ideology that equates 
Black people to dogs in order to paint a savage and limiting future for Utrilla’s son. Although 
Utrilla has navigated a beneficial social itinerary through professional successes and by marrying 
a wealthy woman who pertains to a socially-superior caste, Caviedes’s poetic speaker uses 
insults to remind Utrilla of the caste into which he was born. Through using caste-based insults, 
the poetic speaker ensures that the Utrillas’ stain of ancestral enslavement remains in the image 
of the cachorrito barcino wearing a chain and collar. In this way, the Utrilla family’s caste 
itinerary, which rose up from slavery, ends up back where it began, even if only in Caviedes’s 
poetic universe.155 These poetic portrayals of Utrilla’s caste itinerary illustrate how complicated 
caste shifting could be, particularly when attempting to “whiten.” At the same time that the 
complex combination of biological and social factors opened the possibility of social mobility in 
viceregal Lima’s caste system, each of those factors, in the hands of a satirist such as Caviedes, 
could also be transformed into sources of dishonor and shame. In Chapter 3, I examine ways in 
which Lima’s economic prosperity was portrayed as unstable and uncertain throughout the 
eighteenth century. 
  
                                                          
155According to Lohmann Villena, Utrilla’s son, Jerónimo, followed in his father and 
grandfather’s footsteps as a surgeon, selected as a surgeon in the Santa Ana hospital shortly after 







CHAPTER 3: ECONOMY AND INSTABILITY 
 
“pueden ver Sus Altezas que yo les daré oro cuanto hubieren menester, con muy 
poquita ayuda que Sus Altezas me darán; ahora, especiería y algodón cuanto Sus 
Altezas mandarán, y almástiga cuanta mandarán cargar, y de la cual hasta hoy no 
se ha hallado salvo en Grecia en la isla de Xío, y el Señorío la vende como quiere 
… y creo haber hallado ruibarbo y canela, y otras mil cosas de sustancia hallaré, 
que habrán hallado la gente que yo allá dejo” (Colón, “Carta a Santángel”). 
 
 This chapter focuses on literary representations of Lima’s economic instability 
throughout the long eighteenth century. After the earthquake of 1687, Lima’s economy entered a 
downturn the likes of which had not been seen in the city’s history. Although some sectors did 
experience sporadic growth, the overall picture was bleak. These economic difficulties called 
into question the Spanish colonial enterprise which, from Columbus’s first letter to the Spanish 
monarchs, was based on the manipulation of colonial resources for Iberian benefit. To eyes on 
the ground in Lima, money seemed to inexorably move away from noble hands—traditional 
fortunes were frittered away, apparently falling into the hands of prostitutes and the lower 
classes. Bourbon commercial reforms dictated from Madrid precipitated enormous changes 
throughout the Spanish empire,156 but white Creoles and Spaniards often blamed Lima’s 
changing dynamics on African castes or castes of African descent, writing about how such 
                                                          
156Patricia Marks summarizes how Bourbon-era reforms were widely perceived by limeños: “As 
a result of the reforms, limeños were convinced that … [p]rofits were accruing less to limeños 
and more to newly arrived cadres of peninsular merchants and their Spanish suppliers. Thus the 
perception of poverty and ruin in the viceregal capital was so widespread that it formed an 





groups disrupted Spanish enterprises and degraded Spanish symbols.157 Even Peru’s mines, 
whose silver was synonymous with Peru itself in the European imagination,158 were not as 
productive as in previous centuries. The ebb and flow of commerce was often written about 
using competing images of mobility or paralysis—physical movement illustrated the circulation 
of goods and currency, while stagnation characterized untapped resources and the inability of the 
aristocracy to adapt to economic changes. Here I’m interested in literary portrayals of Lima’s 
socioeconomic instability, and their corresponding representations of space, which serve as 
metaphors for the city’s social volatility. In the pages that follow I will show how images of 
commerce, mobility, and prospecting convey Lima’s pecuniary instability and, by extension, the 
city’s social volatility. 
I. Seismic and Economic Instability at the Dawn of the Eighteenth Century 
 The first example of economic instability in Lima that I examine can be traced to a 
specific starting point. In October 1687, Lima was shaken by a series of tremors and the port of 
Callao was battered by the attendant tidal wave. The environmental and social fallout from this 
catastrophe were examined in the first main chapter, but the economic consequences extended 
                                                          
157Rubén Vargas Ugarte asserts that the religious brotherhoods formed by Black men in viceregal 
Lima were nothing more than a cover for indecorous behavior: “Casi todas las castas [negras] … 
se alistaban como cofrades y tomaban ocasión para reunirse y celebrar ruidosas zambras que, 
muchas veces, ni asomos tenían de devotas y edificantes. Nada hay que no pueda corromper el 
hombre y, dada la inclinación de estas gentes y su rudeza, no es de extrañar que su devoción no 
fuera otra cosa sino el disfraz del libertinaje” (Historia del Señor de los Milagros 4, 5).  
 
158John Fisher summarizes European sentiments about the Spanish colonies during this time 
period: “For Europe in the eighteenth century, as in the sixteenth and seventeenth, America 
remained above all a source of the precious metals—mainly silver—which were essential for the 
functioning of modern capitalism, and for the financing of Europe’s trade with other regions of 





beyond the immediate impact on trade and manufacturing as the city was rebuilt. In the years 
following this earthquake the idea began to circulate that the seismic shifting had somehow 
poisoned the valleys around the City of Kings, rendering them sterile. Pablo Pérez-Mallaína 
traces the first complaint about the land’s sterility to 1692, five years after the earthquake (“La 
fabricación de un mito” 73). Prior to the earthquake, these valleys had yielded abundant wheat 
harvests and were notable exports, as Alberto Flores Galindo explains: “la fertilidad costeña 
estuvo refrendada por el hecho que, luego de cubierta la demanda de la capital, los excedentes 
permitieron mantener frecuentes exportaciones a Panamá de este grano” (23). In the wake of the 
1687 earthquake, however, this changed.  
In 1692, landowners from the area surrounding Lima petitioned Madrid for extended 
relief from certain taxes, citing the damages done by the 1687 earthquake and a sterility that had 
stricken their land in the aftermath of the tremors (Pérez-Mallaína, “La fabricación de un mito” 
72-73). Within two decades of this appeal, Peru was no longer an exporter of wheat. Previously, 
the crop had flowed out from Lima and Callao, but at the dawn of the eighteenth century wheat 
had completely shifted to an import from Chile (Flores Galindo 23). The change in wheat 
production and importation ripples across the decades in Lima, and it influenced politics and 
even literature. This supports Geoffrey Ingham’s idea that money is best understood as a social 
relation, “the emergent property of a configuration (or ‘structure’) of social relations” (117). An 
examination of how wheat production is written about in the eighteenth century sheds light on 
the “structure of social relations” that the commerce around this grain contains. 
 While modern historians, such as Flores Galindo and Pérez-Mallaína, have soundly 





widely believed to be true in the eighteenth century.159 The two events, one seismic and the other 
agricultural, may seem disconnected to our eyes, but Pérez-Mallaína outlines how they were 
easily brought together in the eighteenth-century mind:  
a nivel de planteamiento teórico, la posibilidad de que un terremoto pudiese envenenar 
las tierras era un hecho perfectamente admisible por la ciencia de la época. Los geógrafos 
grecolatinos explicaban los terremotos por la acción de gases nitrosos y sulfurosos que se 
producían en el interior de la tierra como resultado de combustiones espontáneas de 
materiales en contacto con el agua del mar o de cualquier río o lago subterráneo. Se 
pensaba en una reacción semejante a la que se produce cuando la cal viva entra en 
contacto con agua. Cuando estos ‘vientos venenosos’ no encontraban salida, se producía 
un terremoto que provocaba numerosos escapes gaseosos. Si estos revertían a la tierra 
mezclados con las gotas de lluvia, los campos podían quedar infectados y estériles. (“La 
fabricación de un mito” 79-80) 
This “sterile earth” hypothesis circulated among Lima’s educated minds, even those most 
familiar with modern science. This economic shift was so significant that Pedro de Peralta 
Barnuevo, the famous limeño polymath and survivor of the 1687 temblor, mentions poisoned 
valleys and Peruvian wheat in his epic Lima fundada (1732). A closer look at Peralta’s writing, 
as we will see below, reflects his belief that the ups and downs of wheat production around Lima 
exemplify the city’s economic instability throughout the eighteenth century. 
 In the sixth canto of Peralta’s epic poem, the oracle prophesying Lima’s future to 
Francisco Pizarro speaks about the agricultural consequences that the 1687 earthquake will have: 
En nueva atroz fecundidad de males  
Partos del gran vaivén son procedidos  
Los que la Tierra exhalará mortales  
Hálitos de sus senos sacudidos:  
                                                          
159The motivations underlying the “sterile earth” myth appear initially to have been a naturally-
occurring plague (not connected to the 1687 earthquake), and later the power exerted by 





Ígneos rocíos bajarán fatales,  
Que ya del pecho, o de la mies bebidos,  
Serán por la región infeccionada  
Peste llovida, o hambre cultivada. (can. 6, st. 89, vv. 1-8) 
The first five lines of this stanza provide a scientific explanation: the Earth, opened up by the 
quake, releases poisonous gases. These gases settle in the surrounding area, causing terrible 
damage (“Serán por la región infeccionada / Peste llovida, o hambre cultivada”). The natural 
cycles of farming are inverted by this disaster. Instead of producing great amounts of wheat, 
poison abounds (“nueva atroz fecundidad de males”) and the once-fertile farmland becomes 
lifeless (“hambre cultivada”). These emissions are the opposite of life-giving rain—they fall to 
the earth and sterilize it (“peste llovida”). In a footnote to this stanza, Peralta clarifies how these 
poisonous gases circulate: “Abiertos los poros o conductos de la tierra al ímpetu del movimiento 
[sísmico], debieron arrojar copioso número de exhalaciones … las cuales volviendo a caer, por 
infrigidación del aire superior, cuajadas en malignas gotas, sirven de cáustico a las mieses” (317, 
no. 85). The gases condense in the atmosphere, and ultimately return to the earth as poisonous 
droplets. Peralta points to a classical precedent for this explanation, Pliny the Elder’s Natural 
History.  
According to Peralta’s footnote, the “malignas gotas” released by the earthquake are 
equivalent to “Rubigo, [lo cual] dio motivo a las Fiestas Rubigales de los Romanos, de que habla 
largamente Plinio” (317, no. 85). Pliny mentions these festivals (in honor of the goddess of 
mildew, Robigo) in his Natural History of Grain, and describes the Robigalia as a festival whose 
goal is to protect crops: “celebrated on the seventh day before the calends of May, as it is at this 
period that mildew mostly makes its first attacks upon the growing corn” (ch. 69 pt. 29). What, at 





whereas the 1687 earthquake hit Lima in October—is actually due to the two authors’ 
hemispherical difference. Both Pliny and Peralta call Robigo a spring affliction—Italian 
(northern hemisphere) spring runs from March through May and Peruvian (southern hemisphere) 
spring occurs between September and December. Pliny, however, does not mention any 
connection between seismic movements and Robigo. The Roman attributes this mildew to 
astrological, and not seismic, causes.160 Aristotle, whose De Meteorologica was the main source 
of seismological theory for both Pliny and Peralta, wrote that spring was one of the ideal seasons 
for earthquakes because it was “a very windy season” (bk. 2 pt. 8). Although Pliny calls Robigo 
“mildew,” and the goddess is the deity of mildew, he says that Robigo could bring about “the 
sterilizing influences of the heavens,” an effect comparable to Peru’s affliction at the end of the 
seventeenth century So Pliny and Peralta’s Robigos are similar, if not identical, afflictions. In 
this stanza in Lima fundada, and its corresponding footnote, we see how the once-profitable land 
appeared to become useless. The sterile earth theory remained widespread as the eighteenth 
century continued and, several years after Lima fundada was published, Spanish chroniclers 
Antonio de Ulloa and Jorge Juan offer a similar explanation for Lima’s sterile valleys. 
 Only a few years passed between the 1732 publication of Peralta’s epic poem and the 
time that Ulloa and Juan spent in the City of Kings, so similarities between their scientific 
explanations are unsurprising. According to their account in Viaje a la América meridional 
                                                          
160Pliny believes that the Dog Star is responsible for Robigo: “the real cause [of Robigo] is the 
fact, that thirty-one days after the vernal equinox, according to the observations of various 
nations, the Dog-star sets between the seventh and fourth before the calends of May, a 
constellation baneful in itself, and to appease which a young dog should first be sacrificed” (ch. 
69 pt. 29). Although Peralta does not attribute an astrological cause to this earthquake, he does 
mention that limeños consider comets to have been ill omens presaging the tremors: “Falsas 
Revelaciones, tan frequentes, / Que Cometas se haran aprehendidos, / Mas eficazes, mientras 





(1748), after the 1687 earthquake “se indispusieron de tal modo las tierras que pudrian las 
semillas del trigo que se sembraba en ellas, lo qual se atribuye á a la abundancia de vapores 
sulfureos que se exhalaron y á las particulas nitrosas que quedaron esparcidas en todas ellas” 
(110). This essentially does not differ from Peralta’s explanation but, unlike the limeño author, 
the Spaniards observed that this sterile period appeared to be ending: “40 años permanecieron en 
esta esterilidad, y al cabo de ellos empezaron á reconocer los labradores que se mejoraban y 
volvian á su antiguo ser, para lo qual sembraban algunas pequeñas cosechas, de modo que yá en 
estos ultimos se producia el trigo con la misma abundancia que antes que experimentassen aquel 
accidente” (110). Although wheat cultivation appeared to be rebounding (“en estos ultimos se 
producia el trigo con la misma abundancia que antes”), the economic landscape had evolved—
wheat’s return to its previous profitability was not simply a matter of producing more.161  
In the years after 1687, Lima, the largest consumer of wheat in the region, had begun to 
import grain from other Spanish territories. Flores Galindo summarizes how this transformation, 
and the resulting shift to Chilean wheat, was generally viewed: “el trigo había sido erradicado de 
la costa peruana. Las importaciones de Chile no eran consecuencia de ninguna voluntad, sino de 
imprevisibles trastornos climáticos y ecológicos desatados por un terremoto” (24). At the dawn 
of a new century, with a new dynasty enthroned in Madrid, a once-stable element of Lima’s 
economy has been removed. Not only did the earthquake physically devastate the viceregal 
capital, but it also had a lasting effect on the commercial activity in and around Lima. The 
disappearance of a profitable crop appeared to be an unavoidable consequence, another casualty 
of this seismic tragedy that put the capital into an economic tailspin. Pérez-Mallaína points out 
                                                          
161According to Ruth Hill, Chilean wheat production experienced its own fluctuations over the 
years, which, starting in 1727, led to wheat becoming a profitable crop again for farmers around 





that historians have tended to characterize the eighteenth century as a border between early 
prosperity to late decline in Lima’s colonial epoch: “las últimas décadas del siglo XVII en el 
Perú colonial constituyen, o han querido ser presentadas, como una especie de frontera, entre real 
y psicológica, que separaba una era brillante de su inevitable decadencia” (“La fabricación de un 
mito” 87). Lima fundada and Viaje a la América meridional were published decades after the 
1687 earthquake, and the perceived loss of wheat production remained significant enough that 
these authors include it in their accounts of the Peruvian capital.  
Another eighteenth-century observer of limeño society, José Eusebio Llano y Zapata 
(1724-1778), demonstrates how fears about agricultural security in Lima still persisted more than 
fifty years after the 1687 earthquake. Llano y Zapata was an erudite nobleman who survived the 
1746 Lima earthquake, and his Carta o diario (1748) provides evidence that the 1687 temblor 
still remained in the city’s consciousness decades later. This supports Ulloa and Juan’s claim in 
Viaje a la América meridional that fear has impeded wheat’s return to prominence near Lima: 
“haviendose subrogado en aquellas tierras las otras plantas yá por esto ó por la desconfianza de 
los cosecheros, no se han vuelto á hacer las quantiosas siembras que antes; con el accidente que 
acaba de experimentar, es muy regular que se repita el de esterilizarse nuevamente” (Carta 110-
11). Llano y Zapata demonstrates the presence of this fear when he describes the 1746 
earthquake and its aftermath, noting the potential for seismic shifts to pollute once-fertile ground:  
A las diéz de la noche en este dia abortaron las nubes una especie de menuda lluvia … 
abiertas las Oficinas subterraneas, y rotos sus conductos, y poros con tan repetidos 
movimientos saldrían exercitos de exhalaciones mezcladas de las particulas nitrosas, 
sulphureas, y oleaginosas, que bolviendo à buscar el centro de la Tierra convertidas yá en 





padecieron los de Lima despues de los dos grandes Terremotos, que sintieron á 20 de 
Octubre del año de 687. (Carta 7, 8)162 
Llano y Zapata explicitly connects the post-quake events of 1746 with the tragedy of sixty years 
earlier, but then immediately changes subjects to how the quake was felt in other areas of the 
viceroyalty. He fails to offer any explanation for why, even though the 1746 tremors were 
stronger than in 1687, and were also followed by rain, the arable land was not affected the same 
way. Pérez-Mallaína cites Llano y Zapata’s nervous scientific reference, and then points out how 
wheat production was not affected at all: “la realidad de 1746 fue que, a pesar de todos los 
temores, la producción de trigo, que ya por entonces se había recuperado, no se vio en absoluto 
afectada por el nuevo seísmo y en las cosechas siguientes se llegaron a recoger 50.000 fanegas 
anuales, que venía a ser la mitad de las más altas cotas de producción alcanzadas antes de la 
crisis de 1692” (“La fabricación de un mito” 81). While Pérez-Mallaína debunks the phony 
science upholding the sterile earth myth, he also points out how Peruvian wheat made smaller 
profits in the mid-eighteenth century than it had sixty years earlier. This, more than the sterile 
earth myth, helps us understand why wheat’s value fluctuated during the long eighteenth century.  
 Wheat produced in the valleys around Lima was a valuable Peruvian export at the end of 
the seventeenth century and, because of its proximity to the capital, the grain and its attendant 
profits inevitably passed through Lima and Callao. During the course of the eighteenth century, 
however, the wheat produced in the kingdom of Chile became more popular. As Flores Galindo 
puts it, “Parece ser que el grano ‘criollo’—como se dio en llamar la variedad local—era de 
inferior calidad al chileno y que, a su vez, en los valles centrales del Reino de Chile, las 
                                                          
162Shortly after the lines quoted above, Llano y Zapta cites a stanza from Lima fundada, stanza 81 
from canto 6, which describes how Lima was devastated in 1687. However, he fails to note that, 





condiciones eran adecuadas para alcanzar mayores rendimientos trigueros” (26). In addition to 
reducing profits, importing Chilean wheat also diminished Lima’s importance as a commercial 
hub. One less export lessened the draw for merchants to visit Callao over other ports, and the 
importation of Chilean wheat enriched a small number of rich elites, who could afford to harvest 
wheat in Chile and then import and sell it in Peru, at the expense of the larger Peruvian 
population (Pérez-Mallaína, “La fabricación de un mito” 86). The fact that wheat was generally 
unprofitable, if one was not an importer and vendor, sheds light on the other reference to wheat 
production in Lima fundada. 
In the sixth canto of Peralta’s poem, the oracle alludes to an instance in 1719 when 
importing Chilean wheat did great damage to Lima. Peralta did not hesitate to praise viceroys, 
but his oracle’s account of 1719 draws attention to the missteps of Viceroy Carmine Nicholas 
Caracciolo, Prince of Santo Buono. 163 The poem’s oracle prophecies a great drought, as well as 
the loss of the wheat crop:  
Agotadas las urnas celestiales  
Lluvia no verterán, pues aun contrario 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
La Tierra niega el fruto a los mortales; 
La campaña es de plantas otro osario (can. 6, st. 144, vv. 1-2, 5-6).  
Even though the oracle does not call Lima’s farmland the “región infeccionada,” as he does with 
regard to the 1687 earthquake, the land remains sterile due to the lack of rain. Whatever the 
                                                          
163Throughout his life, Peralta wrote many works in honor of viceroys, and he did write a poem to 
commemorate the beginning of Santo Buono tenure, entitled Panegírico dicho por el autor al 
príncipe de Santo-Buono, siendo tal rector. Peralta’s desire to ingratiate himself in the court may 





cause, the oracle proclaims that Peruvian land cannot produce the necessary wheat (“La Tierra 
niega el fruto a los mortales”). In a footnote, Peralta clarifies the events on which he bases these 
lines: “Hambre y sequedad, que asimismo padecieron las provincias referidas, tan atroz que llegó 
a valer una fanega de trigo 50 pesos” (336). The speaker specifically mentions how expensive 
wheat becomes, and reinforces the image of Lima as an area incapable of producing its own 
grain. Both references in Lima fundada to arable land around the capital seem to reinforce the 
sterile earth myth. What the oracle does not mention, however, is that the price of wheat was 
based on perceived scarcity instead of actual lack. 
Jerry Williams and David Slade, in an end note to this canto, clarify the reality of 
Peruvian wheat production during the 1719 drought: “Although the Peruvian market was 
saturated with wheat, Santo Buono ordered wheat imported from Chile at 50 pesos per fanega 
(1.6 bushels) and, by doing so, impoverished the treasury” (337). Because the Peruvian viceroy 
chose to import a crop to a region already producing it, Santo Buono was investigated for this 
type of behavior, which created such problems for Lima: “Fue cuestionado por mostrar 
favoritismos hacia los miembros de su Corte, tanto españoles como italianos, por la imposición 
de costumbres foráneas, por ser susceptible a las dádivas y por un inocultable desdén hacia los 
vecinos principales de Lima y la nobleza local” (Diccionario Biográfico electrónico). Keeping in 
mind the charges leveled against the outgoing viceroy, it seems likely that the wealthy importers 
of Chilean wheat influenced Santo Buono to accept the costlier grain. Peralta’s account of the 
drought in 1719 does not criticize the viceroy, but it does highlight the impact of economic 
policy.  
A variety of factors, both naturally-occurring (earthquakes) and manmade (importation 





contemporary authors demonstrates that an air of discontent often circulated around limeño 
commerce during the eighteenth-century. This could explain the persistence of the sterile earth 
myth, which explained why at least one aspect of Lima’s commercial fortunes shifted in the 
eighteenth century. Limeño grain commerce illustrates the instability that characterized many 
sectors of Lima’s economy during the eighteenth century. Prosperity was not as widespread as in 
previous decades, and those who felt entitled to success did not hesitate to blame others for their 
misfortunes. We find evidence of this in portrayals of the plazas in eighteenth-century Lima and 
the Spanish and Creole nobility who (implicitly or explicitly) derived their power from the 
contents and symbolism of those plazas. 
II. Commerce and Conflicting Perspectives in Lima’s Plazas 
In keeping with other Spanish cities founded during the Renaissance, the spatial 
organization of Lima’s center physically demonstrates the symbolic importance of the buildings 
in it.  This area, known as the “damero,”164 was organized around two plazas—the Plaza Mayor 
and the Plaza de la Inquisición, both of which served as the political and economic centers of the 
viceroyalty. Although Lima was founded decades before Felipe II’s 1573 “Ordinances for the 
Discovery, the Population, and the Pacification of the Indies,” its Plaza Mayor embodies the 
dictum that, “The main plaza is to be the starting point for the town” (21).165 The viceregal 
                                                          
164The streets in this section of Lima ran in parallel lines, occasioning the nickname. In Viaje a la 
América meridional, Ulloa and Juan commented on the city center’s symmetry: “Todas las calles 
… son bien anchas, tiradas a cordel en su largo, y paralelas entre sí, de modo que las unas cortan 
del Norte al Sur, y las otras de Oriente a Occidente formando quadras, o quadrados” (44). 
 
165Other ways in which Lima anticipates the template Spain later prescribes are through its 
organization, serving as the starting point for the city’s main streets, and the proximity of main 





palace, town hall, and Lima’s cathedral ringed the Plaza Mayor166 while the Court of the 
Inquisition, Tribunal del Consulado, and the headquarters of the National University of San 
Marcos enclosed the Plaza de la Inquisición. The various types of production (political, religious, 
comercial, etc.) that occurred in these central plazas, and from there reached out to the far 
corners of the viceroyalty. This epitomized Ángel Rama’s observation that, “el principio rector 
que tras [la forma damero] funciona y asegura un régimen de trasmisiones: de lo alto a lo bajo, 
de España a América, de la cabeza del poder—a través de la estructura social que él impone—a 
la conformación física de la ciudad, para que la distribución del espacio urbano asegure y 
conserve la forma social” (7-8). The buildings in the central plazas were architectural 
representations of that “imposed social structure,” while the nobility that lived and worked in 
those buildings embodied the social structure—the upper classes (“lo alto”) that contrasted with 
the other, lower classes (“lo bajo”).167 The plazas were ringed by the nobility, who dictated 
policies, but their open interior areas were utilized as markets in which all classes bought and 
sold goods, receiving and responding to those policies (“un régimen de trasmisiones”). As Henri 
Lefebvre observes, representations of space (Lima’s city plan, in this case) “combine ideology 
and knowledge within a (social-spatial) practice” (45). These architectural and social aspects are 
present in poems by Castillo and Terralla that are set in Lima’s central plazas, and their analysis 
                                                          
166Paul Niell comments on how significant the close proximity between the cathedral and central 
government buildings in colonial Spanish cities was: “The central plaza … became associated 
with government, law, and Christian authority. The ayuntamiento … and main parish church or 
cathedral frequently occupied the plaza mayor … to reinforce order and the unity between 
church and state” (28). 
167Susan Morrison elaborates further on this idea: “The human body has been recognized as the 
source of cultural symbols and the basis of social relationships. Society itself was conceived of in 
terms of the body, with God or the king at the head. Such a body at its densest and most 
populated form is to be found in the city” (77). In the case of Lima, the damero, which housed 
the king’s representative, the viceroy, was understood to be the city’s head. All other areas of the 





can provide insight into the economic volatility of Lima’ center throughout the eighteenth 
century. 
The symbolic significance and central location of the Plaza Mayor and Plaza de la 
Inquisición contrast with another plaza that was constructed amid Lima’s outskirts in the mid-
eighteenth century: the Plaza Firme de Toros de Acho. Manuel Atanasio Fuentes recounts how 
the Acho neighborhood benefitted from charitable work performed by various religious orders. 
In spite of those commendable actions, events in the bullring facilitated activities that the Church 
did not condone and filled the pockets of Lima’s less-prestigious social groups (Fuentes 302). In 
contrast with the utopian significance of the Plaza Mayor and Plaza de la Inquisición, the Plaza 
Firme de Acho is described in Castillo’s romance “Conversación y Disputa” as a sort of “anti-
plaza”—geographically, socially, and economically, it is the opposite of Lima’s central squares. 
“Conversación y Disputa,” which is also discussed in Chapter 2, shows that the Plaza Firme de 
Toros diverts limeño money away from the plazas and noble hands in which it had traditionally 
resided. It is a social, as well as economic, shift, because the bullring’s location in Lima’s 
outskirts directs more money toward lower-class limeños, notably Black women working as 
prostitutes. The poorly-monitored setting of the periphery emboldens those prostitutes to 
manipulate their noble clients. The empowerment of Black women, even in a minor way, angers 
characters in “Conversación y Disputa” who profit from the shift of significant economic capital 
to Lima’s outskirts but resent the social changes that such movement enables. By analyzing both 
Terralla and Castillo’s portrayals of plazas, and the different types of people identified with 
them, we can identify the difficulties that characterized the economy of the eighteenth-century, 
since these poems represent the (mis)fortunes of both Lima’s high and low social classes in 





a. Appearances versus Reality in the Plaza Mayor 
Visitors to the City of Kings immediately entered the Plaza Mayor after crossing over the 
Rimac River. The bridge crossing was significant—Ulloa and Juan called it “un Puente de piedra 
muy hermoso y ancho” (Viaje 42). In spite of this beautiful appearance, the speaker of Lima por 
dentro y fuera considers it an ominous landmark: “Del Rimac el embeleso, / Y la garganta en que 
á muchos / Le echan el cordel al cuello” (9). The construction is jaw dropping (“el embeleso”), 
but this awe, defined in the Diccionario de Autoridades as “suspensión y pasmo que ocasiona en 
el ánimo alguna fuerte imaginación,” implies how visitors are open to exploitation in Lima (“Le 
echan el cordel al cuello”). When the narrator crosses the bridge, he offers a withering 
assessment of the people circulating around its edges:  
Que mucha gente a caballo  
Miras entrando y saliendo,  
Fingiendo mucho negocio 
El que es un ocio perpetuo. (vv. 205-08)  
The speaker highlights apparent examples of the plaza’s prosperity, a rich population (“mucha 
gente a caballo”) and commerce (“mucho negocio”). As in other writings from this time period, 
mobility (“entrando y saliendo”) appears to symbolize prosperity, but Terralla’s speaker asserts 
that their appearance is not to be trusted (“fingiendo mucho negocio”). These wealthy people 
ride around on horseback to disguise their lack of direction (“un ocio perpetuo”)—their mobility 
projects an image of limeño success, but their underlying idleness communicates that Lima’s 
favorable economic position is, in reality, precarious. The narrator’s assessment identifies how 
appearances in Lima tend to cover a corrupt core, so it is unsurprising that when the speaker 





According to royal decree, the Plaza Mayor was to be the center from which the entire 
city emanated: “Comenzando desde la Plaza Mayor y sacando desde ella las calles a las puertas y 
caminos principales, y dejando tanto compás abierto que aunque la población fuera en aumento 
se pudiera siempre proseguirla y dilatarla en la misma forma” (Bromley, Las viejas calles 25). 
Terralla’s narrator begins his description of the Plaza Mayor by highlighting the area’s nobility: 
“Que pasas el arco grande, / Y vés un palacio excelso / De los señores Virreyes” (10). Here, the 
speaker points out two structures that are symbolic of the area’s prosperity and nobility: “el arco 
grande” and “un palacio excelso.” These two symbols of Spanish imperial (and economic) power 
immediately impose themselves on the eyes of those entering through Lima’s main gate. In fact, 
Niell emphasizes the ideological significance of the central plaza’s organization, saying that it 
was “[a] space used by officials to reinforce royal and ecclesiastical authority through 
architecture, imagery, and ritualized performances, the main plaza of a Spanish town or city 
became a prestigious space for the expression of power and for social appropriation” (6). The 
plaza that houses the arc and the viceroy’s palace is an important site, but its glowing exterior is 
a mask hiding the corruption that Terralla’s narrator exposes. 
After pointing out the viceroy’s residence at the edge of the Plaza Mayor, the speaker in 
Lima por dentro y fuera shifts his perspective from the noble to the humble and focuses on the 
open-air market in the plaza’s center. At first glance, the focus is on the abundance of goods 
available:  
Que vés la plaza abundante 
De carnes, de vivanderos,  
De verduras, de primores,  





The first line of this quatrain (“Que vés la plaza abundante”) is followed by specific examples 
illustrating the plaza’s prosperity. All types of food (meat, vegetables, and fruit) are available. As 
Félix Vásquez observes, “[in Lima por dentro y fuera l]a Plaza Mayor se había convertido en un 
mercadillo en el cual se vendían al menudeo todo tipo de alimentos y mercancías” (“Visión de la 
Lima colonial” 62).168 While the speaker’s eye centers on the plaza, however, the area’s shine 
begins to dull as he identifies less savory elements present in the shadow of the viceroy’s palace. 
 The speaker shifts his gaze from the buildings and goods in the plaza to the people 
circulating through it: “Que divisas mucha gente” (v. 225). The description of people in the plaza 
elicits a change in the speaker’s tone. He has praised the structures and goods in the plaza, but 
now he mocks women circulating through the area. Earlier he praised the meat sold in the plaza; 
now he dehumanizes non-white women in the area, comparing them to meat because they work 
as prostitutes. First, he singles out Black women, saying that they are destined for sex work: 
“Destinadas al comercio, / Las unas al de la carne, / Las otras al de lo mesmo” (234-36).169 In a 
similar way, the speaker insinuates that female Native American bodies can be bought and sold 
here: “Pescando mucho dinero, / Pues á veces pescan mas / Que la pesca que traxeron” (v. 238-
40).170 In the speaker’s opinion, the presence of these non-white women who prostitute disrupts 
                                                          
168Vásquez also provides evidence that Lima’s central plaza had long been a site of commerce for 
the less-wealthy classes: “señalando que el problema no era nuevo para la época ya que en las 
Actas de Cabildos de 1535 a 1539 se encuentran las primeras multas y sanciones contra los 
[vendedores] ambulantes” (“Visión de la Lima colonial” 62). 
 
169Depictions of the mulata were frequently sexualized, including in several of Castillo’s 
romances. This stereotype, among others, permitted the Spanish to characterize Black people, as 
Mariselle Meléndez says, “como epítome de lo sucio, lo salvaje, lo inútil y como un ser que 
necesita ser constantemente vigilado” (Raza, género 134). 
 
170Richard Chuhue Huamán provides a brief historical overview of how male Spanish colonizers 
induced many Black and Indigenous women into lives as prostitutes throughout the conquest and 





the majesty and success of the Plaza Mayor—after the city’s majestic entrance, he must 
acknowledge those whom he considers Lima’s less-attractive residents. In spite of the narrator’s 
distaste, Vásquez observes that the situation was commonplace, since Lima’s authorities 
permitted prostitution even in the shadow of the city’s greatest institutions: “la prostitución fue 
un problema sobre el que la gran mayoría de las autoridades hicieron la vista gorda y no le 
prestaron la debida atención” (“Visión de la Lima colonial” 68). Castillo also describes this 
aspect of limeño society in his romances, as we will see below. 
b. Commercial Traffic Jams in the Plaza de la Inquisición 
In his poems that comment on Lima’s commercial activities, Castillo’s characters also 
assert that the city’s economy is negatively affected by its non-white residents. In one of his 
romances Black people are portrayed as a physical obstacle to commercial operations in Lima’s 
center. While Lima por dentro y fuera focuses on Lima’s Plaza Mayor, Castillo’s romance “A 
referir voy un caso” centers on the commercial life of the damero’s other main plaza: the Plaza 
de la Inquisición. In this romance, a pair of characters observe a disruption in limeño commerce. 
As in several of Castillo’s other romances, this narrator/protagonist explicitly identifies himself 
as blind: “Cierto día, para todos, / y para mi noche negra” (vv. 17-18).171 While the narrator 
walks down a street from the Plaza Mayor to meet his guide in the Plaza de la Inquisición, he 
paints a glowing picture of Lima’s center: “de la plaza mayor iba / … / a la calle, a quien la fama 
/ de Mercaderes vocea” (vv. 21, 23-24). The narrator is not hyperbolic when he says that fame 
proclaims the street name, since he is describing the commercial center of a socially and 
                                                          
171According to Javier de Navascués, Castillo was not born blind, but instead almost entirely lost 
his sight after a childhood illness—both the memories of clear sight and the impressions of 





economically significant location, with a statue of Fama in the center of the Plaza Mayor, a short 
distance from Mercaderes (Bromley, Las viejas calles 26-27).172 So, in a sense, Fama “gave 
voice to” the merchant-packed and aptly-named street. Mentioning “Mercaderes” at the start of 
the poem signals the poem’s commercial theme.173 
The narrator’s description moves from one end of the street to the other and highlights 
the commercial components of Mercaderes, as he explains in a lengthy parenthesis: 
(No solo porque reside 
recto un Tribunal en ella 
que al Consulado de Roma 
leyes imponer pudiera, 
sino es porque en sus contornos 
se miran casas y tiendas 
a quienes hizo Mercurio 
erario de sus riquezas, 
donde con este motivo 
es tanta la concurrencia 
de los que en coche ó a pie 
ó a caballo, salen y entran, 
que bien merece llamarse 
                                                          
172Ulloa and Juan noted the presence of this statue in their description of the Plaza Mayor: “En su 
centro ó medianía tiene una magnifica fuente, no menos particular por lo grande y hermoso que 
por una estatua de la Fama que la corona” (Viaje 42). 
 
173It also must be mentioned that Castillo himself participated in the commerce on Mercaderes 
through the printing press that he inherited from his father. Navascués locates the press and 
speculates about its value: “Al parecer, [el padre de Castillo] fue dueño de una imprenta —que 
luego heredaría su hijo Francisco—, que se encontraba en la calle Mercaderes, a poca distancia 
del convento de la Merced, donde vivió el famoso Ciego … El negocio de la imprenta debía de 






por lo que aquí se granjea 
de este emporio peruano 
el mejor Mercado ó Feria). (vv. 25-40) 
The narrator situates himself at the end of the street farthest from the Plaza Mayor, with the 
area’s most significant commercial building: the Tribunal del Consulado (“un Tribunal en ella”). 
Adjacent to the Court of the Inquisition, in the plaza named after the Holy Office,174 this building 
was a business court that settled mercantile disputes, and Castillo’s narrator conveys its 
significance through the comparison to a classical antecedent (“al Consulado de Roma / leyes 
imponer pudiera”), an example of the outdoing topos.175 Not only is the classical comparison 
important rhetorically, but it also highlights Rome’s important function in the empire. The 
capital city was the Roman empire’s commercial nerve center, and here the narrator positions the 
Tribunal del Consulado in Lima as the nerve center for Spain’s transatlantic trade in the southern 
hemisphere, between the Viceroyalty of Peru and Spain.176  
                                                          
174According to Bromley, this plaza was originally called “Plaza de Nicolás de Ribera el Mozo,” 
in honor of one of the Spaniards who founded Lima, until the Inquisition established its base of 
operations: “Cuando en el año 1584, el Tribunal del Santo Oficio ocupó su local en esta plaza, 
ella comenzó a denominarse Plazuela del Santo Oficio o Plazuela de la Inquisición” (Las viejas 
calles 28). 
 
175E.R. Curtius explains the topos in this way: “If a person or thing is to be ‘eulogized’ one points 
out that he or it surpasses anything of the kind … On the basis of a comparison with famous 
examples provided by tradition, the superiority, even the uniqueness, of the person or thing to be 
praised is established” (162). 
 
176This was certainly the case during Castillo’s lifetime, but the ports in the viceroyalty of the Río 
de la Plata diverted a significant amount of commerce from Lima and Callao after its 
establishment in 1776: “In the last three decades of the [eighteenth] century, the Lima treasury 







As his description continues, the narrator’s focus moves down the street to the next 
notable, but more commonly seen, example of commercial wealth in the area: the ostentatious 
buildings (“casas y tiendas”). These are presumably owned by prosperous merchants—not only 
are the owners wealthy, but they have made their fortunes through Mercury, the god of 
commerce (“quienes hizo Mercurio / erario de sus riquezas”). The final element that the speaker 
highlights are the pedestrians, a component common to every prosperous city, but he 
distinguishes limeños from the residents of other cities by highlighting the great number of horse 
riders and coaches (“los que en coche ó … a caballo”). Speaking of the same time period, Ulloa 
and Juan remarked on the large number of carriages: “Mantienense todas con gran decencia … 
para el exterior aparato y comodidad usan de coches los de mayor distinction ó conveniencias, y 
de calesas los que no tienen precision de hacer tanto costo. Este carruage es tan comun allí que lo 
tiene propio todo el que goza un mediano caudal; y assi, aun aquellas familias blancas de gente 
ordinaria andan con esta comodidad” (Viaje 69). The Spanish chroniclers estimate that these 
horse-drawn vehicles range in value from 800 to 6,000 pesos. The conspicuous presence of these 
vehicles separates their owners, spatially and socially, from other, less-wealthy citizens.177 In 
Lima por dentro y fuera, Lima’s horseback riders are lazy and aimless, “[f]ingiendo mucho 
negocio / El que es un ocio perpetuo,” but “A referir un caso voy” portrays riders as focused and 
motivated to carry out limeño commerce. These lines establish Lima’s significance as a business 
center before the narrator moves on to bear witness to the instability of Lima’s commercial 
success. 
                                                          
177Yi-Fu Tuan identifies this as a common characteristic of urban environments, post-
Renaissance: “From the seventeenth century onward … there was less opportunity for mixing: 
the rich traveled in carriages in the middle of the road whenever they could while the mass of the 





The way in which Castillo’s narrator describes Mercaderes is shaped by his blindness—
we are given some visual details, but they remain vague. The speaker fills out his depiction by 
explaining each element’s cultural significance and alluding to the sense of hearing.178 In this 
parenthesis the speaker mentions the presence of large buildings (“un Tribunal” and “casas y 
tiendas”) on this street, and he highlights their social qualities (“que al Consulado de Roma / 
leyes imponer pudiera” and “a quienes hizo Mercurio / erario de sus riquezas,” respectively) 
instead of detailing their architectural characteristics. The speaker’s description of these 
structures is informed more by what he has learned about them than by their visual appearances. 
His description focuses on the sounds they make, rather than their appearances: “es tanta la 
concurrencia / de los que en coche ó a pie / ó a caballo, salen y entran” (vv. 34-36). He highlights 
the noise the crowd makes (“es tanta la concurrencia”), and names several types of movement 
(“en coche ó a pie ó a caballo, salen y entran”) that create distinct types of sounds. Together 
these elements still form a vivid picture of this boulevard. The narrator closes this parenthesis by 
appeal to the outdoing topos: “que bien merece llamarse / por lo que aquí se granjea / … / el 
mejor Mercado ó Feria” (vv. 37-38, 40). Thus he asserts the market’s economic and social 
significance—its “superiority, even uniqueness,” to paraphrase Curtius—through evidence from 
its past and present. 
                                                          
178As Ruth Butler and Sophia Bowlby state, people considered to be legally blind may still be 
able to visually perceive their surroundings: “the experiences of visually impaired people can 
vary widely: “No two visually impaired people see the same thing. Some are shortsighted, others 
are longsighted. Some are affected in both eyes to varying degrees others only in one. Some are 
born with their impairments, others develop them through accident and illness later in life … The 
economic and social circumstances of each individual … and a host of other factors also result in 
varying coping strategies” (422). This last phrase is also relevant—Castillo’s narrator can afford 
a guide, a “coping strategy” perhaps made possible by his family’s lucrative printing press 





After his glowing description of the market in the Plaza de la Inquisición, the narrator 
hears calls of dismay as the area’s foot and vehicular traffic grinds to a halt: “oigo una gran voz 
que dice: / para, para la carrera” (vv. 49-50). The narrator asks his guide to identify the source of 
this commotion, and the man points to the traffic jam: 
Sólo veo innumerables 
coches juntos y calesas 
por no perder su fortuna, 
deteniéndose en sus ruedas. (vv. 73-76) 
The symbols of Lima’s economic prosperity, the hyperbolically designated “innumerable 
carriages and coaches” have been stopped in their tracks, exemplifying the precarious balance of 
Lima’s economy (“por no perder su fortuna”). By halting, the limeños driving and riding inside 
these vehicles avoid the bad luck of an accident—and retain their good fortune—but their 
commercial activity is also impeded. The guide informs us what is at stake when limeño 
commerce does not function normally. The description of this traffic jam reverses the narrator’s 
initial overview of the area—the bottleneck first registers with foot traffic (“oigo una gran voz”), 
before passing to the vehicles (“veo innumerables coches juntos”). Finally, not even the officials 
from the Tribunal del Consulado are above this problem: “Las gentes del Consulado / saliendo, 
se ven opresas” (vv. 89-90). The narrator previously had proudly described how each citizen 
knew where to be, “belonging within the rhythm of life in place,” as Cresswell puts it (64). Now, 
however, the entire apparatus, which was previously described as “el mejor Mercado ó Feria,” 





 The poem’s narrator and his guide are forced out of the plaza by the traffic jam, and 
move to a street identified as “Plateros.”179 From here, the guide is able to identify the cause of 
this dramatic traffic jam: 
Pues no ha sido otro el motivo 
de tan grande turbulencia, 
sino es dos negros cocheros, 
libres en la desvergüenza, 
con los coches de vacío, 
en la bocacalle mesma 
se pararon, impidiendo 
el curso a más de sesenta. (vv. 145-52) 
When he identifies those responsible for this interruption, the guide demeans them in several 
ways. First, he belittles their importance by contrasting the great size of the disturbance they 
have caused (“tan grande turbulencia”) with their less prestigious caste and office (“dos negros 
cocheros”). These drivers are, socially and financially, on the outside of Lima’s prosperous 
center—excluded from Lima’s upper echelons by their caste, these two men drive coaches but 
cannot not ride in them. They are “libres en la desvergüenza,” which may allude to both their 
legal state as well as their lack of customers. Because no clients are riding in their carriages (“los 
coches de vacío”), these men are left free to block traffic (“libres en la desvergüenza”).180 
                                                          
179Bromley identifies two “Plateros” streets that connected to Mercaderes: Plateros de San 
Agustín and Plateros de San Pedro. These two streets were near one another—Bromley 
specifically locates Plateros de San Agustín near Mercaderes (Las viejas calles 28). However, 
Castillo’s narrator describes his path as “está el escape en la vuelta / Y por el Portal tornando / 
por los Plateros me entra” (vv. 124-26). Because Bromley places Plateros de San Pedro near a 
Portal (Portal de Botoneros), it seems likely that the narrator and his guide moved onto that 






Moreover, the use of the adjective “libre” may also allude to the Black men’s status—their 
freedom makes them unchecked, free to ignore the city’s customs, which impedes commerce and 
leads the guide to exclude them from the limeños who make this area prosperous.  
 The narrator and his guide do not regard the Black coachmen as contributors to Lima’s 
economy and, because they are ignorant of, or choose to ignore, the unwritten rules of the plaza, 
the drivers inhibit normal business functions (“se pararon, impidiendo / el curso a más de 
sesenta”). The sixty vehicles that quickly accumulate are evidence of the area’s commercial 
prosperity, but because these coachmen have the nerve to ignore traffic practices (“libres en la 
desvergüenza”), commerce here grinds to a halt. In the guide’s opinion, the Black coachmen in 
“A referir voy un caso” are unstable elements within Lima’s economy—their presence upsets the 
normal flow of commerce, and soon a Black woman arrives and adds another layer to the 
disagreement. While the vehicles stand still, a “negra chicharronera” tries to sell seafood to one 
of the Black coachmen, but only starts an argument that prolongs the traffic snarl: “tal disputa ó 
tal pendencia / que está el comercio hecho esclavo / de unas tan malditas piezas” (vv. 192-94). 
Once the “negra chicharronera” arrives, the people stopped in the area witness a disagreement 
over the cost of seafood (“tal disputa ó tal pendencia / … / de unas tan malditas piezas”). A small 
commercial exchange between Black limeños dictates the situation, instead of Lima’s rich white 
leaders (“a quienes hizo Mercurio / erario de sus riquezas”). Just as “libre” in the foregoing 
discussion could be construed as a reference to the Black coachmen’s status, the use of “esclavo” 
here (“está el comercio hecho esclavo”) might well be a similar way of alluding to the woman’s 
                                                          
180There is a definition of “libre” in the Diccionario de Autoridades that supports this 





current or former status as a slave.181 The irony of the situation leaves the guide “riéndose a boca 
llena.” 
The traffic jam in “A referir voy un caso” can be seen as a metaphor for Lima’s economy 
during the eighteenth century. The southern viceroyalty initially competed with New Spain for 
greater importance in the Spanish empire, as exemplified by Castillo’s description of Lima’s city 
center, but many factors that previously contributed to Peru’s economy drastically changed 
during the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Sometimes these changes were due to 
extraordinary factors, such as the earthquakes in 1687 and 1746. In other cases, however, foreign 
interests were seen as causes of Lima’s decadence. Historians long characterized most of 
Castillo’s lifetime as a long economic slump, a perspective which Fisher summarizes: “depicting 
the century or so as a whole prior to 1759 in terms of financial and administrative decadence … 
and the inability or unwillingness of colonial officials and their subjects to defend Spanish 
America from both the economic intrusions and the armed depredations of other nations hostile 
to Spain” (Bourbon Peru 9).182 For example, Bourbon Spanish kings—widely considered to be 
unduly influenced by the French—broke the Viceroyalty of Peru into three parts, founding New 
Granada (permanently established in 1739) and the Río de la Plata (1776). These viceroyalties 
diverted resources to cities and ports other than Lima and Callao. Fisher traces the gradual 
recovery of Peru’s economy throughout the course of the eighteenth century, but that growth was 
                                                          
181Ruth Hill, in fact, considers the “negra chicharronera” and the use of “comercio hecho 
esclavo” as references to female slaves (Hierarchy 62). This would certainly be possible, 
because slavery was not abolished until 1854, nearly a century after this was written. 
 
182A key factor in this perception, which I will explore later in this chapter, was the flow of silver 
from Peruvian mines. Peruvian sites, most notably Potosí, had been enormously productive 
during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries but had slowed significantly during the first part 
of the eighteenth. Like the diminished Peruvian wheat crop, but on a much larger scale, the 





spread across the viceroyalty—such developments would not have been apparent to someone in 
Castillo’s position during his lifetime.183  
 The narrator’s reaction is less lenient. He grows angry and bemoans that there is no one 
around to punish “estos negros”:  
Entonces dije irritado: 
habrá mayor insolencia  
que a estos negros por momentos  
no hay quien a palos los muela? (vv. 195-98)  
His proposed solution, corporal punishment (“a palos los muela”), treats these Black limeños as 
if they were slaves. The narrator’s angry response betrays that he is uneasy in a situation 
controlled by Black people. The power dynamic between white and Black limeños was in no way 
equal in the eighteenth century, and the narrator’s anger at this traffic jam illustrates the 
widespread white desire to keep Black people in subservient roles, a condition that was 
supported by legislation. As José Ramón Jouve Martín explains, “[e]n el caso de negros, mulatos 
y zambos, este dominio se produjo en gran medida a través de una legislación que situaba a los 
individuos así clasificados en los lugares inferiores de la pirámide social y unas normas que … 
daban a las autoridades un inmenso poder discrecional y represivo para castigar las infracciones 
que estos pudieran haber cometido” (100). 
                                                          
183Fisher makes the point that, overall, the silver production recovered from its lowest point, but 
it suffered in comparison to newly opened and fruitful mines in New Spain: “Mining output, 
which had declined from an estimated 6.4 million pesos a year in 1650 to merely 4 million in 
1700, had begun to recover in the 1730s. In the course of the eighteenth century as a whole, 
registered output in Peru and Upper Peru reached a peak of 10 million pesos (an increase of 250 
per cent on the 1700 figure), but in relative terms the 600 per cent increase in production in New 





The narrator’s guide, however, informs him that the present trouble is not an isolated 
event:  
esto no hay quien lo contenga,  
que cada calle de Lima  
campo es de tales palestras. 
Si pudiera ver Usted 
los litigios y pendencias 
que en el gran puente se forman 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
y averiguando la causa 
un zambo es puesto en traviesa 
estorbando el paso a todos 
porque a él se lo dé una negra. (vv. 198-203, 211-14)  
The guide’s assessment of Lima’s streets (“que cada calle de Lima / campo es de tales palestras”) 
informs the blind narrator that all over Lima business is being disrupted by Black people. The 
bridge he mentions (“el gran puente”) is one that crosses the Rimac and connects to the Plaza 
Mayor. That bridge is one of the few locations closer to Lima’s center than Mercaderes, and even 
there so-called “insolent” Black people (“un zambo puesto en traviesa”) are destabilizing the 
flow of limeño commerce. Lima’s Black population fluctuated throughout the colonial period but 
remained quite sizeable,184 and the city’s white population worried that they would rebel. As 
such, laws were made to keep Black people separated from one another and excluded from any 
position of power. Similar to the situation on Mercaderes, the guide belittles whatever may cause 
the bridge congestion (“estorbando el paso a todos / porque a él se lo dé una negra”). In his 
                                                          
184Lima’s population of Africans and people of African descent reached nearly fifty percent at the 
end of the sixteenth century, according to Frederick Bowser (339), and sat around forty percent 





estimation, without white oversight, Lima’s Black population is a detriment to the city’s 
business.  
Listening to his guide’s accounts of how Black people can disrupt the business of Lima’s 
wealthy, white residents makes Castillo’s narrator nervous about maintaining white control over 
these situations. Earlier, he had recommended that Black drivers be beaten for impeding traffic 
(“no hay quien a palos los muela?”), and now he cannot bear the sight of Lima’s nobles having 
their actions dictated by Black people on the bridge: 
calla, le dije, a mi guía 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
me hallo bien con mi ceguera, 
por quien vé tales cosas 
aún más de cólera ciega. 
Y si había de tener vista 
en una ciudad como ésta 
para ver de tal canalla 
dominada a la nobleza, 
mejor es no tener ojos. (vv. 222, 224-31) 
The sight of all this is so disturbing to Castillo’s narrator that his blindness becomes a boon, 
because he believes that the sight of Black people dictating white behavior would blind anyone 
with anger (“me hallo bien con mi ceguera, / por quien vé tales cosas / aún más de cólera ciega”). 
For the narrator, functional eyes would only force him to witness white weakness and Black 
strength (“para ver de tal canalla / dominada a la nobleza”), which he cannot abide (“mejor es no 
tener ojos”). For the narrator, the disruptions of typical commerce caused by Black limeños 
illustrate both their uncivilized manners and the discomfortingly powerful effect they can have 





Movement in the Plaza de la Inquisición in “A referir voy un caso” illustrates limeño 
prosperity, and the interruptions by Black people of the natural flow of things are perhaps an 
indication of the fluctuation or instability taking place within the city’s commerce. From the 
city’s two main plazas, we now move to another one of Castillo’s romances, which provides a 
window into the business dealings that take place outside of Lima’s center. 
c. The Economic Impact of the Plaza Firme de Toros de Acho 
In Castillo’s romance “Conversación y Disputa de Tío Juancho, gran cochero con 
Dominguillo, el Enano, carretonero antiguo, tratando de las mayores utilidades que reportan los 
cocheros ó carretoneros en la Plaza Firme de Toros de esta ciudad,” two carriage drivers discuss 
the economic impact of the Plaza Firme de Toros de Acho. As Héctor López Martínez states, 
bullfights were big business in viceregal Lima: “Se puede afirmar, sin ninguna duda, que la lidia 
de toros, junto con las carreras de caballos, los juegos de caña y los naipes, constituyeron las 
diversiones por antonomasia durante el periodo hispánico” (19). Acho was in the San Lázaro 
slum, whose residents were mostly Black, and placing the bullring in this area was profitable for 
a certain part of the Black community. The Plaza Firme de Toros de Acho enabled the economic 
and social prosperity of Black women working as prostitutes, who cavorted with white nobles 
around bullfights.185 These changes inflame prejudice in the two characters of “Conversación y 
Disputa,” who are angered by how shifting capital from Lima’s center to its outskirts has 
emboldened lower-class, Black limeños. 
The two interlocutors in Castillo’s poem, drivers Tío Juancho and Dominguillo, sit 
outside the bullring during an event and discuss how the bullring has affected their work and 
                                                          
185In Chapter 2, I examine how the social impact of these prostitutes is discussed in 





changed their clientele. Each of these men drives a different type of vehicle—Juancho has a 
coche, an elaborate and covered wagon with four wheels, whereas Dominguillo sits at the helm 
of a humbler carretón, a smaller, open-topped car with two wheels. The establishment of a 
permanent bullring in the Acho neighborhood marked significant geographic, social, and 
economic changes in Lima, and this is the subject of their discussion. In “Conversación y 
Disputa,” Juancho and Dominguillo perceive how the bullring has affected their understanding 
of Lima by changing the terrain they drive through and the class of people who pay for their 
services. 
Juancho begins his interaction with Dominguillo by mournfully declaring that the work 
he used to profit from has ended: 
la nueva plaza de toros, 
firme, creo que abomina.  
Pues por ella se ha acabado 
aquella gran ganga antigua;  
aquella chipa pasada  
y mamada conocida. (vv. 31-36) 
This description highlights Juancho’s discontent with his present situation. He hates the new 
bullring, even though it is his source of income (“la nueva plaza de toros, / firme, creo que 
abomina”). His old employment was apparently highly desirable—the work was gratuitous 
(“ganga antigua”), a sweet deal (“chipa pasada”), and easily fattened drivers’ pockets (“mamada 
conocida”). Each of Juancho’s characterizations paints a positive picture of what it meant to 
work for his old employers. His present unhappiness is not born of low income, however—in 





que yendo y viniendo a Lima / gana muy gentiles pesos” (vv. 73-75). What he laments is that his 
clientele has changed since his work has become more centered on the Plaza Firme.  
Before the bullring was built in Acho, Juancho and his luxurious coche were employed 
by Lima’s nobility. The work that Juancho described earlier was the transport of luxury goods on 
behalf of the upper class:  
perdida a ser ha pasado, 
siendo ganancia excesiva, 
que en tales días sacaban  
de cargar, maderas, vigas,  
cojnes y taburetes,  
canapés, alfombra, sillas  
y toda la baraunda  
de una inmensa trastería,  
que era menester un mes   
antes para conducirla, 
sin defraudar un minuto 
de la noche ni del día. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
como enriquecieron muchos 
a quienes yo conocía. (vv. 37-48, 55-56) 
All of the goods that Juancho lists (“maderas, vigas, cojines, taburetes, canapés, alfombra, 
sillas”) are evidence of the nobility’s consumption of luxury items.186 The items Juancho lists 
represent material success, and his clients were so rich that drivers would be employed for weeks 
                                                          
186López Martínez reads the list of goods specifically as constituting materials for the temporary 
bullrings (65). Whether Juancho transported construction or personal materials, the point is that 
they belonged to Lima’s wealthy population and, therefore, that Juancho preferred to be 





on end in order to move these items (“una inmensa trastería” so huge that “era menester un mes 
para conducirla”). Juancho’s constant, and consistent, movement throughout Lima illustrates 
both his own economic good fortune and the success of his employers “en tales días.” Although 
he had to work hard (“sin defraudar un minuto de la noche ni del día”), Juancho muses that such 
employment was too good to last (“perdida a ser ha pasado, / siendo ganancia excesiva”). He 
even claims that some coachmen became wealthy (“enriquecieron muchos a quienes yo 
conocía”). Juancho was a humble driver, but he values the way in which transporting luxury 
goods connected him, however remotely, to Lima’s wealthy upper class. 
Now, however, Juancho and Dominguillo’s work is focused outside of Lima’s center. 
This geographic shift also denotes a change in clientele, and Juancho complains about whom 
they now must ferry around Lima. In spite of the fact that his vehicle is statelier than 
Dominguillo’s carretón, with the bullring operating Juancho must participate in the business of 
driving around members of less prestigious, and overwhelmingly Black, castes. When Juancho 
speaks about current work, he comes up with a very different catalogue, no longer of expensive 
merchandise but of the thousands of people they must now transport: 
Hoy, al contrario, los coches  
sólo ruedan con fatiga  
y es en llevar y traer  
mil chuchumecas malditas,  
dos mil zambas, tres mil prietas,  
habitantes de nigricia,  
cuyo color en los vidrios  





Juancho’s perspective on the economy is affected by his prejudice. Drivers used to earn money 
transporting elegant goods for nobles, but that “ganga antigua” has been disrupted by the large 
number of less-aristocratic people circulating around the Plaza Firme de Acho who require 
transportation. In ever-increasing quantities Juancho names different groups of Black people who 
ride in their carriages (“dos mil zambas, tres mil prietas”), and generally berates them for their 
occupation (“chuchumecas malditas”) or their skin color (“zambas,” “prietas,” “habitantes de 
nigricia”).187 When his employers were noblemen, Juancho worked very hard—“work day and 
night for a month” on a job. Now, however, his clients are generally Black prostitutes and he 
laments the hours spent winding through Lima in carriages that betray his own weariness (“los 
coches sólo ruedan con fatiga”). Not only does Juancho look down on these women because of 
their caste, but he also deplores their profession: “las [chuchumecas] que hallarse merecían, / por 
ser corrompida masa, / en una panadería” (vv. 70-72). The driver’s dough metaphor works on 
multiple levels. On one hand, the “rotten dough” alludes to the sexually-transmitted infections 
that prostitutes can spread.188 On the other, the place where he thinks the prostitutes belong (“en 
una panadería”) was known as common punishment for Black prisoners.189 Juancho complains 
                                                          
187Vásquez explains that this type of character is common in Castillo’s poetry: “En oposición a la 
mujer positiva, la de raza blanca, tenemos a la mujer negativa, racial y socialmente discriminada 
por la sociedad colonial, y de quien si se hace mención sobre su sexualidad incontrolada y del 
uso de su cuerpo como un objeto de comercio” (“Imagen” 37-38). 
188This is discussed at greater length in Castillo’s romance titled “Conversación de unas negras 
en la calle de los Borricos.” 
 
189Lima por dentro y fuera mentions that bakeries were a particularly brutal place for Black 
criminals to perform hard labor, which one of the poem’s end notes explains: “Es mucho el 
castigo que con su incesante trabajo, grillos y azotes, sufren en las panaderías los negros que 
delinquen” (189). Vásquez provides further details: “Vale aclarar que en aquella época, el trabajo 





about the work his profession has forced him to do, even though driving remains a profitable 
venture. 
Even though Juancho complains about the change in employers, he admits that it is still 
possible to earn a good living while ferrying around Black women working as prostitutes: 
Cochero, hay, digo otra vez, 
que yendo y viniendo a Lima 
gana muy gentiles pesos 
con una gentil malicia. 
Yo puedo servir de ejemplo, 
que en una de estas corridas 
por lo que rueda, a mi esposa 
de seda traigo vestida. (vv. 73-80) 
Juancho speaks in broad terms when he begins to describe the work that drivers now perform 
(“Cochero, hay, digo otra vez, / que yendo y viniendo a Lima”), and that their payments now 
come from less affluent sources, but it quickly becomes apparent that he is speaking about 
himself. The word “gentil” (“excelente, exquisito y esmerado en su género o especie” but also 
used “ironicamente para expressar alguna cosa mala: como Gentil necedad, gentil desvergüenza” 
[Diccionario de Autoridades]) serves to remind the reader both of the profitable present and it’s 
not-so-honorable source. In the past, noble clients “enriquecieron muchos a quienes [Juancho] 
conocía”; now, even though Juancho ferries around lower-class clients (“Yo puedo servir de 
ejemplo”), he still makes enough money to buy his wife beautiful clothing (“por lo que rueda, a 
mi esposa / de seda traigo vestida”). These lines provide us with further evidence of Juancho’s 
                                                          
la elaboración del pan, el tener que soportar las altas temperaturas producidas por los hornos, 





prejudice—he resents the social improvement of Black limeños, even though their increased 
spending power makes his work profitable. 
Juancho anticipates that whenever he is hired by a white man surrounded by Black 
women of ill repute, the foolish fellow won’t behave cautiously among such deceitful company: 
Manteniéndose en chacota 
con unas zambas malditas, 
las que por ser tan livianas 
de pesadas se acreditan. 
De una fealdad tan enorme, 
tan monstruosa y tan inicua, 
que son en su original 
retrato de la Herejía. (vv. 93-100) 
According to Juancho, this wealthy man will be so busy having a good time (“Manteniéndose en 
chacota”) that he will be blind to the deceptions of these Black women (“zambas malditas”). The 
rich man believes he has surrounded himself with women of quality but, in Juancho’s estimation, 
the only thing “weighty” about these women is their hideousness (“De una fealdad tan enorme, / 
tan monstruosa y tan inicua”). They may hide their true nature from the naïve rich man, but not 
the driver. As Juancho continues to speak, his criticisms of Black women become increasingly 
hyperbolic—he ends up comparing them to Satan (“son en su original / Retrato de la Herejía”). 
Vásquez observes the tendency in Castillo’s poetry to portray Black women in excessively 
negative terms: “Por lo general, en la poesía satírica del Ciego no se encuentran muchos detalles 
sobre la mujer [negra], pero cuando existen éstos, llevan una carga estereotípica reductora en 
donde se representa a la mujer de raza mixta como los animales más repugnantes” (“Imagen” 





bigotry. The driver will transport lower-class Black women, but complains that noblemen are not 
his typical clients anymore. Juancho’s prejudice is made even more mystifying when one 
considers how much he has profited from the clients about whom he complains. His hypocrisy 
mirrors the upper-class duplicity of rich white men regarding Black women. At this point, 
Dominguillo interrupts Juancho and offers his own perspective on the new reality for drivers in 
Lima. 
Dominguillo also believes that driving around the Plaza Firme is a very profitable 
venture, and he explicitly attributes his good fortune to the bullfights: “corriendo plata como 
agua / desde que hay estas corridas” (vv. 155-56). The driver notes how the nature of his work 
has been affected by the Plaza Firme, indicating a way in which bullfights have shifted 
commerce outside of Lima’s center. Drivers have begun to work for the seedier elements of 
limeño society that have appeared in response to, and are sustained by, events in the Plaza Firme. 
Gone are the days of working for noblemen—now drivers earn their money by transporting 
materials to fuel Lima’s sordid underbelly: 
Dejará lo que acarrean, 
más de noche que de día, 
de arpas, guitarras y trastes  
de bodegones, cocinas, 
de frascos, bancos y tablas 
que a la Aloja se destinan, 
botijas, cántaros, tarros 
con que armar las pulperías. (vv. 129-36) 
Earlier in this discussion, Juancho listed the luxurious items he transported for nobles. Now, 





of taverns (entertainment, furniture, and drinks). Dominguillo alludes to the nefarious nature of 
the transportation business in several ways. First, he advises that any driver looking to profit 
must be morally flexible enough to accept any job that comes his way (“Dejará lo que 
acarrean”), and warns that his cargo will be used for nocturnal activities, like going to taverns 
and visiting prostitutes (“más de noche que de día”).190 Sometimes the driver carries musical 
instruments (“de arpas, guitarras y trastes / de bodegones, cocinas”). Other times, he must move 
furniture (“de frascos, bancos y tablas”), and Dominguillo alludes to the fact that these objects 
are destined for taverns (“que a la Aloja se destinan”). Aloja is a popular liquor and, according to 
Bromley, an eighteenth century aloja vendor in Lima became so popular that the street he lived 
on in the San Lázaro slum—referenced here by Castillo’s character—was informally named after 
the beverage he sold (Las viejas calles 273).191 In Dominguillo’s monologue, the street name 
represents both alcohol and taverns, the stimulus for and locations of illicit nocturnal behavior. 
The final supply category Dominguillo lists is vessels that will be used to hold alcoholic drinks 
(“botijas, cántaros, tarros / con que armar las pulperías”), which, according to Lozano 
Armendares, were often sold in taverns by prostitutes: “Era frecuente que en estos 
establecimientos las prostitutas se encargaran de la venta del pulque además de la venta de sus 
encantos, e inclusive se vendían alimentos y se tocaba música para los clientes sin que apareciera 
la menor preocupación por respetar la reglamentación existente al respecto” (208).192 After 
                                                          
190According to Lozano Armendares, taverns were common locations at which to find prostitutes: 
“Algunos de los lugares más frecuentados por las mujeres de ‘mala vida’ … fueron los puestos 
de bebidas alcohólicas: en efecto, las pulquerías y las vinaterías eran consideradas como los 
principales centros de prostitución” (208). 
 
191The route’s official designation was “Polvos azules,” in honor of dyers whose businesses were 
housed there, but it received its nickname “porque en un inmueble de ella, de su esquina con la 
Plazuela de los Desamparados, había un establecimiento de propiedad de un militar español en 






listing vessels for carrying liquids, Dominguillo goes on to describe the financial benefits of 
transporting prostitutes who work throughout Lima. 
 Dominguillo is also strongly prejudiced against Black people—he calls them “sapos, 
serpientes, culebras / raposas, monos y harpias”—but, as with Juancho, it is very profitable for 
him to transport Black women working as prostitutes and the men who want to meet them (vv. 
145-46). Such women often find clients at bullfights in Acho, and Dominguillo outlines how he 
earns money by driving prostitutes around (presumably to the bullring) and then shuttling other 
customers away from the bullring in order to find prostitutes: 
Lo que deja de provecho 
esta caterva maldita, 
no te lo explico, temiendo 
por tu codicia a tu envidia, 
pero no es este el renglón 
que nuestra suma acredita, 
corriendo plata como agua 
desde que hay estas corridas[.] 
Esta es la entrada más fuerte, 
de cantidad tan crecida 
que su producto compite  
con el de las cofradías, 
y nace de los hermanos  
que acuden a las casitas, 
donde asisten las que pueblan 
                                                          
192Lozano Armendares is describing prostitutes in Mexico City, and pulque was not a drink that 
would have been sold in eighteenth-century Lima. However, Dominguillo states that limeña 
prostitutes worked in taverns, and Lozano Armendares’s words can be applied to the sale of 





tablados y galerías. (vv. 149-64) 
Dominguillo’s prejudice remains evident—he refers to his Black customers as “esta caterva 
maldita.” Similar to Juancho, Dominguillo resents the shift in economic and social power to 
Black women, but he has profited from being their driver. His Black clientele is so lucrative for 
him (“corriendo plata como agua”) that Dominguillo feels comfortable explaining, in general 
terms, his work plan to a man who is ostensibly a professional competitor. The bullring is central 
to Dominguillo’s work because he drives prostitutes “de cantidad tan crecida” to events 
organized there to benefit the Catholic Church. The prostitutes, in fact, almost outnumber the 
spectators (“su producto compite / con el de las cofradías”). Moreover, the men who have come 
across the Rimac for bullfights require transportation to taverns, where they can find prostitutes 
(“donde asisten las que pueblan / tablados y galerías”). While Dominguillo may have come into 
contact with these prostitutes around the Plaza Firme de Acho, his trajectory takes him all over 
Lima as they frequently must be transported around Lima to ply their trade and escape dangerous 
situations. 
Dominguillo observes that prostitutes are in higher demand during certain times of the 
year, during which they compile larger numbers of clients: “se cargan de dependencias / y por 
libres son vendidas” (vv. 167-68). His terminology emphasizes the economic nature of sex 
work—these women weigh themselves down with “too many business opportunities” when they 
sell themselves. Unfortunately, they often do not earn enough to pay their bills, and must flee 
their debt collectors. Dominguillo provides specific examples of areas in Lima that he ferries 
these runaways to and from, which I discuss in Chapter 2.  
Additionally, Dominguillo lists the types of men from which prostitutes in debt must 





list in that, regardless of their profession, they attempt to find the deceptive prostitute who 
skipped out without paying her bill: 
huyen de que el zapatero 
en sus pies el rastro siga, 
temen les dé un esquinazo 
el pulpero de la esquina 
y que el sastre como aguja 
las ensarte por sus ditas. (vv. 187-92) 
These prostitutes disrupt commerce throughout the city—they flee (“huyen”) and are pursued by 
men (“en sus pies el rastro siga”) because of their behavior. This list illustrates how Dominguillo 
drives evasive prostitutes throughout the entire city and, presumably, how much money he 
makes from their fares.193 Each of these vendors is ridiculed for his efforts by Dominguillo, who 
makes puns about their professions and pursuits. Being cheated out of what a prostitute owes him 
may turn a shopkeeper into a tracker (“temen les dé un esquinazo / el pulpero de la esquina”). 
Even a tailor may resort to violence in order to recover the money she owes him (“y que el sastre 
como aguja / las ensarte por sus ditas”). Dominguillo lists several other types of men whom 
prostitutes deceive and, in spite of their varied professions, they each fall victim to these 
women’s wiles.194 In addition to demonstrating the irresponsibility of these prostitutes, it may 
also illustrate how vendors depended on the prostitutes to make a living. Dominguillo even notes 
                                                          
193Driving prostitutes away from “estrechos” was still common enough decades later that the 
narrator of Lima por dentro y fuera also mentions it: “Verás en aquellos carros / Las mutaciones 
de Venus, / Con mudanzas repentinas / Por huir de los mancebos” (vv. 425-28).  
 
194In addition to the types listed above, Dominguillo mentions that prostitutes are also known to 
deceive tamale makers (vv. 193-96), apothecaries (vv. 197-200), butchers (vv. 201-04), candle 





the gifts these men bring prostitutes, calling them “las demás porquerías / que estas tarascas 
tragonas / embuten de noche y día” (vv. 231-33). This is a symptom of Lima’s economic 
uncertainty, however, because such men often come to regret their courtship of these customers. 
These lines illustrate the travails of prostitutes who either spend too much or are not paid enough 
to make ends meet. As I will discuss later in this chapter, noblewomen will also be shown to 
spend money they do not have, but are allotted significantly more credit. These different 
responses to similar behavior depict how both the upper and lower classes in Lima are fiscally 
irresponsible, as well as how one class is permitted to continue its financially reckless behavior 
while another suffers consequences for its irresponsibility. 
Dominguillo did not previously reveal any discomfort about shuttling around prostitutes 
from the Plaza Firme, and the driver explains here how he maintains a professional distance from 
his uncouth clients: 
No quiero decir que dicen, 
sin Dios ni Santa María  
ni quiero ahora acordarme  
de quimeras y rencillas, 
de celos y de disgustos 
que entre aquesta gentecilla 
introducen con los toros 
las ocurrencias festivas 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Con estas revoluciones, 
treinta semanas seguidas  
se lleva la mutación  
de esta bestial perspectiva; 





otras que van fugitivas. (vv. 267-74, 277-82)195  
Dominguillo casts himself as an innocent driver here—he claims to be ignorant about the 
indecorous behavior of the prostitutes he transports (“No quiero decir que dicen, / sin Dios ni 
Santa María”) and avoids thinking about the trouble that their deceitful behavior stirs up (“ni 
quiero ahora acordarme / de quimeras y rencillas, / de celos y disgustos”). He does, however, 
acknowledge that bullfights in the Plaza Firme de Acho helps prostitutes connect with clients 
(“que entre aquesta gentecilla / introducen con los toros / las ocurrencias festivas”), and he later 
makes money helping those prostitutes flee from clients (“unas se van celosas”) and creditors 
(“otras que van fugitivas”).  
Earlier in “Conversación y Disputa,” Juancho had fondly remembered being employed 
for a month moving a noble’s furniture—here, Dominguillo claims that he may be employed 
transporting a prostitute for more than six months (“Con estas revoluciones, / treinta semanas 
seguidas / se lleva la mutación / de esta bestial perspectiva”). The “bestial perspectiva” may refer 
to the base behaviors of prostitutes and clients, but it also alludes to the bullring that facilitates 
their actions. Events at the Plaza Firme provide a reliable and healthy income for Juancho and 
Dominguillo by working for people outside of Lima’s nobility—Juancho had said that he knew 
of some drivers who profited from working for the nobility (“enriquecieron muchos a quienes yo 
conocía”), but as the discussion closes Dominguillo praises the financial benefits of shuttling 
around prostitutes: “de mudanzas sucesivas / nos alegran, nos engordan / y hacen nuestra bolsa 
rica” (vv. 294-96). The prosperity these men derive from working around the Plaza Firme 
                                                          
195If Dominguillo is referring to bullfights, then, according to López Martínez, the number he 
gives is quite exaggerated—the historian writes that Viceroy Amat called for eight bullfights 
each year” (72). López Martínez does not, however, account for any other events that may have 





demonstrates the amount of money that has shifted away from the aristocracy to Lima’s 
commercial classes.  
As “Conversación y Disputa” concludes, Dominguillo summarizes how the Plaza Firme 
has become an economically significant site in Lima: 
Desde que la Plaza firme 
nuestro hemisferio registra 
de toros y San Cornelio 
en público solemniza, 
nuestro gran barrio de Acho, 
que con cacho simboliza 
y como eco de la voz 
felicidad pronostica, 
alegrías y contentos 
gustos, placeres y dichas 
por los cuernos de los signos 
que en tales casas dominan. (vv. 297-308) 
In this passage, Dominguillo identifies the bullfights as the source of this area’s current 
prosperity (“Desde que la Plaza firme / nuestro hemisferio registra / de toros”). However, by 
calling Acho “nuestro hemisferio,” the driver notes the neighborhood’s separation from the 
nearby city center. An important distinction from the city center is that entertainment, instead of 
trade, has inspired the growth. Dominguillo emphasizes this point by mentioning horns—a 
synecdoche for bull—several times: “San Cornelio,” “con cacho simboliza,” and “por los 
cuernos.” “Cuernos” may also be understood as a reference to the deception or cuckolds that 
houses of prostitution generate. I have shown how plazas in Lima are unstable sites of economic 





governed Lima, the nobility, could also be destabilized. Now I will examine how the wealth of 
Lima’s nobility, the class most clearly represented by the plaza, was also insecure during the 
eighteenth century.  
III. Bankrupt Nobility in Lima por dentro y fuera 
 During the period of Spanish colonial rule, Lima became renowned as a city filled with 
noblemen. In their overview of Lima’s population, Ulloa and Juan comment on the large number 
of royal title holders: “mucha parte [de la población] está elevada con la dignidad de titulos de 
Castilla … de los quales se cuentan entre condes y marqueses 45; á su correspondencia, es 
crecido el numero de cavalleros cruzados en las religiones militares, y, fuera de estas, no son de 
menos lustre y calidad las demás de la misma clase, entre las quales hay 24 mayorazgos” (Viaje 
68). In Hill’s estimation, however, the chroniclers’ positive assessment reflects the noble 
families’ self-presentation rather than their reality: “Antonio de Ulloa and Jorge Juan stopped in 
Lima, but they did not penetrate the facade of the capital’s most prominent houses. As a result, 
Lima’s nobility appeared to be the picture of health” (Hierarchy 121). The inspector in El 
lazarillo de ciegos caminantes (1775) offers a more restrained opinion of Lima’s nobility, 
saying, “No dudo que en la de su nacimiento, como en las otras de este vasto Virreynato, haya 
familias ilustres, pero el número de todas ellas no compone el de esta capital, en donde se hace 
poco juicio de los conquistadores, pues aunque no faltaron algunos de esclarecidas familias, se 
aumentaron éstas quando se afirmó la Conquista” (398). While Ulloa and Juan accepted Lima’s 
nobles at face value, Carrió de la Vandera’s inspector suspects that many are lying about their 
credentials and only asserted their role in conquering Peru after Spain had established its 
dominion. As we will see shortly, the skepticism in El lazarillo anticipates the unflattering 





The disparities between what nobles purport to represent and their troubled realities 
complicates Lima’s reputation as a city filled with nobles, because it casts that nobility into 
doubt. There was an ongoing debate in viceregal Lima about whether wealth was a characteristic 
of nobility, or if nobility could be gained through wealth. For example, Hill studies the complex 
hierarchical system of eighteenth-century Peru and quotes some authorities who believed that a 
lack of wealth betrayed a lack of nobility and others who considered nobility to be an innate 
condition.196 This, Hill asserts, made commercial success indispensable to Lima’s noble houses 
in order to ensure their continued participation in the aristocracy (Hierarchy 122). For a noble 
family in Lima, a decline in finances could be as damaging as an earthquake—not only could 
their present holdings disappear, but also, because the transience of the family’s noble 
appearance had been exposed, their future participation in aristocratic society was cast into 
doubt.  
Because there was not universal agreement on what constituted nobility, Lima por dentro 
y fuera questions the aristocratic credentials of some limeño nobles by exposing their lack of 
fiscal responsibility and detailing the poverty they must live in due to their immobility in the face 
of economic changes.197 In spite of these shortcomings, Terralla’s narrator portrays Lima’s 
                                                          
196Hill quotes Antonio Sousa de Macedo’s Eva y Ave o María triunfante (1631), which posited 
that financial prosperity was the basis of nobility, which “usually starts with wealth, and it is 
perpetuated and perfect with the very same continued wealth … so only continued wealth goes 
along continuing the antecedents from which, in the future years, out of the habit of good 
customs, natural nobility results” (qtd. in Hierarchy 217, 218). However, Hill also summarizes 
an alternative view, in Juan Arce Otálora’s De nobilitatis & immunitatis hispaniae causis (1553), 
that nobility and wealth were not connected: “One could lose the legal exercise of one’s native 
nobility, according to Arce de Otálora, as a result of slavery or having to perform menial labor, 
for example, but that was not the same as saying that one ceased to be noble when one ceased to 
be wealthy” (Hierarchy 218). 
 
197Elvira Vilches explains how a decline in aristocratic revenues coincided with the rise of a 





bankrupt nobility as effective manipulators of, to use Pierre Bourdieu’s term, “social capital,” or, 
“social obligations … convertible, in certain conditions, into economic capital” (243).198 We find 
in the poem several examples of nobles flaunting their rich outward appearances, their social 
capital: 
Verás varios españoles  
Armados y peripuestos,  
Con ricas capas de grana,  
Reloj, y grandes sombreros. (vv. 461-64) 
In these lines, the term “españoles” represents Lima’s white nobility. The narrator separates them 
from Lima’s non-white castes, whom he calls a “grande multitud de pelos, / Indias, zambas, y 
mulatas, / Chinos, mestizos y negros” (vv. 458-60). The Spanish contingent deserves a more 
detailed account of their appearance. The other castes are myriad, but have no distinguishing 
sartorial traits, whereas the single Spanish caste wears an abundance of notable items.199 The 
Spanish present an elegant face (“armados y peripuestos”) in public, flaunting expensive 
fashions (“ricas capas de grana, reloj, y grandes sombreros”). Much like the Plaza Mayor, whose 
                                                          
also applicable to the late eighteenth century: “The contrast between the sudden poverty of the 
fixed-income classes and the rapid economic success of the merchant class illustrated the 
conceptual chasm between those who understood money only as a medium of exchange and 
those who profited from the new economic opportunities that came along with the expansion of 
markets” (275). 
198Social capital is one of Bourdieu’s three types of capital, or “accumulated labor … which … 
enables [people] to appropriate social energy in the form of reified or living labor” (241). 
 
199In Deviant and Useful Citizens, Meléndez studies how clothing was used as an indicator of 
social and caste difference among Peruvian women. It seems logical to extend her observations 






less-savory elements revealed themselves the longer the narrator focused on them, the Spanish 
nobility’s elegance thinly veils poverty. 
 At first glance Lima’s Spaniards appear wealthy, but Terralla’s narrator quickly reveals 
that some actually live in a precarious financial state: 
Pero de la misma pasta  
verás otros pereciendo,  
con capas de lamparilla,  
con lámparas, y agujeros. (vv. 465-68) 
“De la misma pasta” implies that the Spanish nobles of this quatrain appear equal to those who 
strut around “armados y peripuestos.” However, these other Spaniards are so poor that they can 
hardly survive (“verás otros pereciendo”). The narrator tells his reader that these Spaniards’ 
perilous condition will be visible (“verás”), so their clothing is a poorly-made cover for their 
bankruptcy. Their capes are not made of rich carmine (“ricas capas de grana”), but rather are 
cheap imitations (“capas de lamparilla”).200 Additional evidence of their true financial need is 
that these nobles cannot even afford to have their clothing washed or mended—it is covered with 
food stains (“con lámparas”) and full of holes (“agujeros”). This deception is acted out in order 
to maintain an appearance of nobility. Because, as Niell has observed, some believed that 
nobility could not be possessed without wealth, projecting a wealthy aristocratic image was 
arguably more important than actually being wealthy: “Visualizing and performing calidad [or, 
noble affluence] became extremely important to the maintenance of elite status” (30). In Lima 
por dentro y fuera we are given specific examples of how limeño noblewomen bankrupt 
                                                          
200The Diccionario de Autoridades helps contrast these two types of cloth, defining “grana” as 
“[p]año mui fino de color purpúreo,” whereas “lamparilla” is “un texido de lana delgado y poco 





themselves through their preference for immediate and fleeting gratification over long-term 
practicality. 
 The narrator of Lima por dentro y fuera returns to the topic of noblewomen’s apparel. 
These aristocrats appear in a catalogue of people on the street, in a section beginning with the 
lines “Despues saldrás á la calle, / Donde verás luego luego” (vv. 837-38). Like the men 
described previously, these women have also passed from financial plenty to very little: 
Verás á muchas señoras  
Con sayas y mantos viejos,  
Que hará veinte y cinco años  
Que en sus coches anduvieron. (vv. 845-48) 
These matrons wear rich clothing but its age is obvious (“Con sayas y mantos viejos”).201 The 
fact that these noblewomen wear old clothing is a visual indication of their financial decline 
because, as Meléndez observes, clothing was the most obvious and important indicator of a 
woman’s social standing in colonial Peru: “It was through [women’s] clothed bodies that they 
were to be recognized and categorized. Their attire also emphasized these women as active 
consumers, as their selection of the best fabrics highlighted their taste for fashion and illustrated 
their place in society” (Deviant Citizens 54). Clothing played an integral part in the performance 
                                                          
201Sara Talledo Hernández summarizes how these two articles of clothing typically appeared in 
viceregal Lima: “El inquietante atuendo estaba compuesto por una saya y un manto que envolvía 
los hombros, brazos y la cabeza. La falda plisada … era muy elaborada … Hechas de raso o de 
lana, eran excesivamente apretadas, a tal punto de consentir dificultosamente poner un pie 
delante del otro. Las mujeres pertenecientes a la clase alta llevaban saya de raso de colores 
negro, morado, marrón, verde, azul, de tinta unida o de rayas; las prostitutas, para distinguirse de 
las demás, las llevaban de color claro. Como la falda, el manto era plisado, de tela muy fina de 
color negro; cubría el busto y la faz, dejando ver solamente un ojo” (118). Talledo Hernández 
emphasizes that this outfit was prevelant in Lima throughout much of the viceregal period, as 





of nobility, and these women cannot keep up the act because they cannot afford new outfits. It is 
significant that the women are now seen along the streets (“á la calle”), because they used to 
travel in carriages (“hará veinte y cinco años que en sus coches anduvieron”). Like clothing, 
carriages are an overt visual indication of wealth, but Terralla’s narrator emphasizes that decades 
have passed since they enjoyed the prestige and luxury that a carriage conveyed. They are less 
mobile now, since they can only move on foot, which reflects their financial disgrace. Now that 
they must walk and mix with other classes, their aging wardrobe and presence in the street makes 
them appear comical instead of noble. 
Meléndez asserts that clothing was a means by which the upper class could distinguish 
itself from other sectors of colonial Peruvian society: “Controlling the type of clothing that lower 
sectors of the society could wear was a vehicle by which colonial authorities could visually 
clarify the racial and social distinctions needed for a hierarchical society” (Deviant Citizens 62). 
As noted above, the saya and manto were worn by women of all classes, but noblewomen 
distinguished themselves by wearing specific colors (“negro, morado, marron, verde, azul, de 
tinta unida o de rayas”). This outfit covered the wearer almost entirely, and so could disguise 
potentially displeasing physical aspects,202 wrapping their true features in an air of seductive 
mystery.203 However, Terralla’s narrator points out that, while these women’s outfits may hide 
                                                          
202Chuahua Huamán quotes accounts of men being deceived about their own wives’ true 
appearances: “quedaban tan bien ocultas sus facciones que podían esconder todos sus defectos y 
muchos maridos a menudo se veían imposibilitados de reconocer a sus propias mujeres” (140). 
 
203Chuahua Huamán describes how this secretive apparel was utilized to ensnare men: “La estela 
de misterio que encerraba la saya y el manto, que permitía solo divisar un ojo de cada mujer, ha 
sido bien descrita por multitud de viajeros, quienes nos han dado cuenta de su carácter seductor y 
de cómo aprovechándose de la personificación anónima que obtenían en su vestimenta, las 





their bodies, they also try to hide their financial situation but fail because of the obvious age of 
these pieces.  
As a result of their financial ruin, the social standing of these noblewomen is also 
debased. Because of their descent, both financially and symbolically, to the level of commoners, 
these noblewomen are the laughingstock of the city:  
Veráslas en tal estado 
Por su indecible desgreño;  
Siendo de Lima el ludibrio,  
El escarnio, y el desprecio. (vv. 849-52)  
To communicate how far the women are from their past glory the narrator employs the 
inexpressibility topos, calling these women’s poverty indescribable (“indecible desgreño”). The 
narrator can “find no words,” as Curtius puts it, to express the depths of their poverty (159). 
However, while the speaker is speechless, he notes that many limeños have found sufficient 
words to mock this hardship (“Siendo de Lima el ludibrio, el escarnio, y el desprecio”). Meehan 
and Cull point out the narrator’s frustration at the depths to which the Spanish nobility in Lima 
has fallen: “[el hablante lírico] denuncia el hecho de que el español ocupa el rango más bajo en la 
nueva jerarquía social que se va forjando” (154). The financial missteps that led to these nobles’ 
descent is shown as a destructive force—not unlike the earthquakes—that does away with the 
nobility’s fortunes and way of life. In subsequent lines, Terralla’s narrator outlines the fiscal 
irresponsibility that led to the women’s social descent. 
 At first, the narrator makes a general, moral declaration about the noblewomen’s bad 
habits:  





Fue allí el desvanecimiento, 
La altivez, soberanía, 
Y orgullo todo su objeto. (vv. 861-64) 
The narrator’s use of the preterit in the first two lines (“fueron ricas” and “Fue allí el 
desvanecimiento”) emphasizes how their fortunes have run out. During those earlier years, these 
noblewomen only pursued useless goals (“el desvanecimiento, la altivez, soberanía, y orgullo 
todo su objeto”). The narrator uses moral language here, but he also provides specific examples 
of how their fortunes were frittered away. 
 The speaker in Lima por dentro y fuera does not only observe noblewomen’s moral 
shortcomings, but also provides specific examples of how they misspent their money, leading to 
their current poverty. According to him, when the women had financial means it was spent on 
fleeting luxuries: 
Porque todo fue mixtura, 
Todo gala, sahumerio, 
Todo ambar, agua rica, 
Todo almizcle, todo incienso. (vv. 869-72) 
In this quatrain we read how the noblewomen of Lima would delight in the sense of smell, 
sparing no expense in their pursuit of a favorable olfactory impression (“todo gala”). 
Unfortunately, pleasant smells are short lived. In Terralla’s poem scents illustrate the nobility’s 
fiscal irresponsibility, and how they valued a grandiose appearance more than substantive 
quality. Hugo García suggests that Lima’s noblewomen spent so lavishly on scents because of 
what the narrator in Terralla’s poem notes when he calls Lima a “ciudad sucia, antihigiénica e 





which these women could distinguish themselves from their surroundings. Enrique García Santo-
Tomás’s remarks about seventeenth-century Madrid, connecting pleasant smells with nobility 
and unpleasant odors with commoners, could easily be transposed onto eighteenth-century Lima: 
“el olor se asociará en esta época a lo saludable y lo enfermizo … diferenciando lo noble de lo 
plebeyo, lo masculino de lo femenino” (242). These scents are nothing more than a mask, 
however, attempting to cover up the noblewomen’s bankruptcy in both the home (“sahumerio” 
and “todo almizcle, todo incienso”) and in public (“todo ambar, agua rica”).204 The women who 
purchased the products listed by the narrator are shortsighted: “no se hicieron cargo / De las 
mudanzas del tiempo” (vv. 873-74). Unfortunately for them, their wealth turned out to be as 
ephemeral as their sensual appeal. This type of woman was frequently discussed by Spanish 
Enlightenment authors, who dubbed such women petimetras. According to Rebecca Haidt, 
petimetra’s economic irresponsibility was considered to be symptomatic of larger social 
problems: “the problem represented by the petimetra in eighteenth-century Spanish texts is that 
of the female consumer whose primping and spending … amount to unlicensed decisions about 
the use of resources—a husband’s money, her physical energy, the time she should devote to 
housework—and thereby threaten the stability and conformations of families, communities and 
nation” (34). Similar to the Iberian authors whom Haidt references, the shortsighted fiscal 
behavior that Terralla’s narrator describes above contributed to Peruvian economic instability, 
and was not limited to a particular segment of limeño society. The upper-class women in Lima 
por dentro y fuera behave similarly to the prostitutes we read about in Castillo’s “Conversación 
y Disputa”—they sacrifice long-term prosperity for immediate gratification. Both the noble and 
                                                          
204Ulloa notes that ambergris was a favorite scent for Lima’s noblewomen: “Tienen gran 
propension á los olores, tanto que continuamente andan llenas de ambar; ponenlo por lo regular 





lower-class women present public images of fidelity and security that inevitably break down 
because they do not think about the future. When prostitutes spend money they do not have, they 
suffer the immediate consequence of having to flee to a new part of Lima. Noblewomen suffer 
long-term consequences when their public image of financial stability is shaken—they all lose 
status and become “de Lima el ludibrio, el escarnio, y el desprecio.”   
While there were nobles in Lima who were actually wealthy, Terralla’s narrator 
scrutinizes the images of aristocrats whose nobility is literally only skin deep, the “otros 
pereciendo” who try to project greatness while actually living in poverty. This performance is 
possible, in part, because nobles “of quality” are extended credit based on their apparent wealth. 
Vilches writes about the distrust of credit during the early decades of Spain’s colonization of 
Latin America: “Traditionalists dreaded that money as value in search of value would erase 
social distinctions while creating an addiction to credit that would effeminize and ruin the upper 
class” (49). Lima por dentro y fuera demonstrates this “traditionalist” view and portrays credit as 
a tool that facilitates the nobility’s fiscal irresponsibility. At the end of the eighteenth century, 
Terralla’s speaker describes limeño nobles in financial ruin. When he sees noblewomen in stores, 
the speaker notes that they buy without thinking because they are fiscally irresponsible: “Toma 
las [medias] que mas le gustan, / Pero sin tratar de precio” (vv. 729-30). When it comes to 
clothing—the sartorial performance of aristocracy— this class of women does not concern itself 
with money, even when they do not have any means to pay for the bills they accumulate. The 
noblewomen in Lima por dentro y fuera rely on credit extended to them solely because of their 
important family name—they exemplify Bourdieu’s notion of social capital by “converting their 
noble titles into economic capital” (243). They utilize this capital but their fortunes never 





 In addition to clothing, another aspect of outward concern to the nobility was giving the 
impression of idleness, of not having to work. As Hill tells us, most professions were off limits to 
anyone intending to maintain a reputation of nobility: “Despite royal attempts in the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries to change the de facto shame that was associated with certain trades or 
callings, these continued to be indicators of [nobility, or a lack thereof]” (Hierarchy 221). 
Meléndez’s analysis of a caste painting of a Black woman informs us how the visible parts of a 
body communicated the person’s type of work and, therefore, the echelon of society to which 
they pertained: “[The Black woman] was recognizable not only by what she wore, but also the 
type of labor she performed. Her arms as well became prominent features, as they were seen 
holding the tools that defined her work” (Deviant Citizens 56). By analogy, a body that did not 
bear the marks of hard labor advertised that the person was not obligated to work for sustenance. 
As shown above, the threadbare nobles that Terralla’s narrator examines have no goods for 
trading, but cannot perform other work without violating their appearance of nobility, so they are 
doomed to live poorly and on credit. 
In Lima por dentro y fuera the narrator extends his criticism to the offspring of nobles. 
Reliant on credit, they lack responsibility, which leaves them directionless and destined to find 
trouble. He explains what happens to this sort of young noblewoman:  
Pues no teniendo destino 
Las niñas de fundamento, 
Pierden por necesidad 
Aun de la vergüenza el velo. (vv. 757-60) 
Since their parents have no money or holdings, these women have no goals around which to 





their parents in order to survive (“Pierden por necesidad / Aun de la vergüenza el velo”). In the 
subsequent quatrain, the narrator points out that these women have no other recourse: “Y yo las 
disculpo en esto, / Pues no deben confundirse / Con las sombras del reflexo” (vv. 762-64). He 
excuses the disreputable behavior of these women (“Y yo las disculpo en esto”) because they did 
not intentionally choose to live this way—their actions have not been thought out (“no deben 
confundirse / Con las sombras del reflexo”), but rather their parents have put them in this 
position and they cannot conceive of living any other way.  
As a result of this listlessness, Lima contains hordes of “prietos,” or mixed-caste 
children: “Causa de la perdición [de Lima], / … / En el cual las densas nubes / Llueven natales 
de prietos” (vv. 765, 767-68). In the narrator’s estimation, miscegenation demonstrates the poor 
quality of the city’s nobles. He goes on to speculate on how the city would improve if there were 
fewer prietos:  
Y si esta casta faltara,  
O no fuera en tanto exceso, 
No hubiera tanta misera 
Ni tan escaso comercio. (vv. 769-72)  
According to Terralla’s speaker, the “clouds raining mixed-caste babies” are evidence of how 
Lima’s nobles spend time cavorting with people of lower classes instead of being productive.205 
If there were fewer of these scions produced (“Y si esta casta faltara, / O no fuera en tanto 
exceso”) then, the narrator proposes, the city would ostensibly be a happier and more 
economically productive place (“No hubiera tanta misera / Ni tan escaso comercio”). Lines like 
                                                          
205Earlier in the poem, Terralla’s narrator described how this scenario took place in Lima’s 
gambling dens: “Verás allí despachando / Andaluces, y gallegos, / Montañeses, y criollos, / … / 





these illustrate Thomas Meehan and John Cull’s observation that the narrator of Lima por dentro 
y fuera “demuestra un gran prejuicio racial y una marcada conciencia de su posición poco 
favorable en la jerarquía social” (147). 
The narrator speculates how Spanish nobles in Lima might be more productive citizens if 
they spent less time “producing prietos,” or living wasteful lives: 
Los jóvenes españoles, 
Se aplicaran sin recelo 
Aun á mecánicos artes, 
Por conseguir el sustento. (vv. 781-84) 
Instead, he wishes that young Spaniards would wholeheartedly dedicate themselves to a 
profession (“Se aplicaran sin recelo”). Men from this class are suspicious of working with 
“mecánicos artes,” even though it would provide a living for them (“Por conseguir el 
sustento”)—they fear it might negatively affect their appearance of wealth, even though that 
impression is false. Hill informs us that the social norm of nobility remaining separate from labor 
was not as strictly enforced in the colonies as in Spain, but professions—including “mecánicos 
artes”—still could irrevocably stain one’s character: “Spaniards involved in the Indies trade were 
legally exempt from the shame associated with merchants shown previously but where manual, 
or mechanical, labor was incompatible with nobility, according to common opinion” (Hierarchy 
221). The noblemen in Terralla’s poem choose the immediate gratification of appearing wealthy 
over the long-term benefits of actually earning money. The pursuit of immediate benefit at the 
expense of long-term viability also characterized the swings between extreme profitability and 





Peru’s precious metal and mineral resources were doubtlessly the viceroyalty’s most 
profitable economic asset. Unfortunately, the men in charge of financing mining operations, like 
the nobles and prostitutes described above, fall into the trap of chasing immediate luxury. As 
investors, the financiers receive payment while remaining distant from the high cost of obtaining 
the commodities.206 Therefore, they are content to thoughtlessly spend money that miners must 
suffer to procure. In the following quatrains, the trivial actions of moneylenders are contrasted 
with the miner’s desperation: 
Que aquel baila y enamora 
De placer y gusto lleno, 
Y éste entre nieve y piojos, 
Pisa peñascos y cerros. 
Que aquel está en diversiones, 
En saraos y en recreos, 
Y este en sumas soledades  
De tristezas padeciendo. (vv. 3501-08) 
These stanzas demonstrate that the moneylender’s activity is completely frivolous—he spends 
his time pursuing meaningless courtly pleasures (aquel bayla y enamora / De placer y gusto 
lleno”) whose pointlessness is emphasized by contrasting them with the miner’s fraught life 
                                                          
206Nicholas Robins writes about the harsh exploitation of Indigenous mine laborers who were 
obligated to work by Spanish law (33-37). Allison Bigelow, however, asserts the following: 
“[w]ithin the coercive structure of the silver industry, many Andean miners negotiated the terms 
of their own labor” (237). The excessively-negative stance on Peruvian mining presented in Lima 
por dentro y fuera appears to come from, as García puts it, “del profundo desencanto de la 







(“entre nieve y piojos, / Pisa peñascos y cerros”).207 The subsequent two lines contain an even 
more explicit condemnation of how the lender spends the money he makes from Peru’s mines. 
He wastes riches on pleasure and amusements (“diversiones, saraos y en recreos”) that the miner 
has provided at great personal cost (“en sumas soledades / De tristezas padeciendo”). The 
financier’s wasteful spending habits echo the nobles described earlier in Lima por dentro y fuera, 
whose lack of foresight eventually led to financial catastrophe. 
Terralla’s narrator previously described the limeño nobility’s obsession with their 
wardrobes, and now he contrasts the financier’s beautiful wardrobe with the miner’s outfits:  
Que aquel rompe ricos trajes  
De tisú y terciopelo, 
Y este pañete, bayeta, 
Jerga tosca y sayal prieto. (vv. 3509-12) 
The flimsy suits that moneylenders prefer (“ricos trages de tisú y terciopelo”) reflect their weak 
character. Such outfits are short lived—the lender “rompe ricos trages,” which, according to the 
Diccionario de Autoridades, may be taken to mean that while he begins his day with these 
clothes (“Se toma assimismo por empezar”) they are destined to be ruined (“Se toma tambien por 
gastar y destrozar mucho y con brevedad los vestidos”). The lender’s clothes are soft (“tisú y 
terciopelo”), the complete opposite of the miner’s coarse wool outfit. The frivolous ways in 
which these valuable resources are spent once they have been extracted make mining an unstable 
proposition because even the richest mines cannot guarantee long-term success for the unwise. 
                                                          
207Although Potosí was, for a time, one of the larger cities in the viceroyalty of Peru, it is 
“[l]ocated in a barren region at almost 12,000 feet” (Robins 3). Cerro de Pasco, which was 
Peru’s most profitable silver mine in the eighteenth century, sits at an elevation of more than 
14,000 feet. Even in the twenty-first century, Cerro de Pasco remains one of the world’s highest 





The focus on short-term gains, at the expense of long-term viability, that these financiers impose 
threatens to destabilize even Peru’s lucrative mining industry and leave the viceroyalty’s most 
valuable resources untapped. 
IV. Immobility and Instability: Failure in Peruvian Mines 
 In spite of the vast area that the viceroyalty of Peru encompassed, and the varied goods 
and products produced within it, the viceroyalty’s most important contribution to the Spanish 
empire can be stated with certainty: silver. As Fisher asserts, silver was the unchanging driver of 
Peru’s economy during the eighteenth century: “After 1750, as before, therefore, the key to the 
economic and commercial progress of Peru continued to be found in the performance of the 
mining sector” (Bourbon Peru 66). Fisher supports this claim by comparing precious metal to 
other exports: “In 1782-1796 gold and silver exports to Spain from the viceroyalty (most of it in 
the form of silver coins) had an average annual value of 4.4 million pesos, and represented 78.5 
per cent of total trade” (Bourbon Peru 63).208 Peru’s most productive mines, Potosí and Cerro de 
Pasco, were located far from Lima, but they benefitted the viceregal capital because, whether 
directly or through the taxes collected on it, their silver eventually passed through Lima.209 With 
few exceptions210 silver mines were immensely profitable throughout the Spanish colonial 
                                                          
208Luis Perdices de Blas and José Luis Ramos-Gorostiza provide an extensive list of Peru’s other 
natural resources which were neglected in favor of the pursuit of precious metals (141). 
 
209From its founding in 1545 until it was transitioned to the jurisdiction of the viceroyalty of the 
Río de la Plata in 1776, Potosí was the viceroyalty of Peru’s greatest source of silver. After 
Potosí passed from Peruvian control, Cerro de Pasco became the most productive mine in Peru. 
 
210Although Potosí was undoubtedly the most profitable mining site in viceregal Peru, it still was 
subject to ebbs and flows. Fisher traces the boom and bust cycles of mining in Potosí (Silver 
Mines 3, 5-7). Robins also offers an overview of this subject (3-6). Other mines followed similar, 





period, but this sector of the Peruvian economy was not always trusted. Some authors worried 
that the mines were not exploited appropriately, and that valuable resources were overlooked by 
impatient businessmen eager for an immediate payoff. These fears were often expressed in terms 
of immobility—authors were concerned that important materials would remain in the ground, 
untouched, and not benefit Peru. The miners who may recognize these untapped resources were 
portrayed as socially immobile, unable to improve flawed mining practices, and so, because they 
perpetuated bad business practices and were heavily dependent on one product, Peru’s silver 
mines were represented as unstable economic elements. 
In their discussion of Peru’s mineral resources in Las noticias secretas de América 
(1826), Ulloa and Juan do not mince words: “Así parece que la Providencia Divina quiso juntar, 
en la extensión de aquellos países, todas las preciosidades que en particular repartió a los demás 
del mundo” (545). A similar sentiment is expressed in Lima por dentro y fuera: “Con las 
riquezas de ellos [los minerales que hay en Perú], / Pudieran ser poderosos / Los paises 
extrangeros” (vv. 3458-60). These are eighteenth-century echoes of Columbus, whose 
description of the Caribbean I used as the epigraph to this chapter. As Vilches summarizes, 
“Columbus’s letter promised all the gold Ferdinand and Isabella would ever need” (24). 
Although the most abundant precious metal in Peru was silver, not gold, the sentiment is the 
same211: Peru housed unprecedented mineral reserves.212 The complicated question of the 
                                                          
211Fisher tracks the growth of silver exports from the Spanish colonies, in comparison to gold 
exports: “As early as 1540 silver accounted for over 85 per cent of the precious metals shipped 
from American to Spain in terms of weight, but it was to be a further twenty years before its 
value exceeded that of gold” (Silver Mines 2). 
 
212Many sections in Vilches’s invaluable study mention gold, instead of silver, but, for the 
purposes of both my argument, the two metals are essentially interchangeable. As Vilches says, 
gold was regarded as “the substance of wealth and power,” but “American chronicles, economic 





eighteenth century, however, was if those resources were being accessed and applied in the best 
possible way.  
It was long held that Bourbon economic reforms had a negative impact on eighteenth-
century Peru,213 although historians like Fisher have established that, in fact, Peru had “steady 
rather than explosive” economic growth during the second half of the eighteenth century 
(Bourbon Peru 6). That growth, however, was largely limited to particular mines, and the 
industries related to them. As Fisher admits, some sectors of the Peruvian economy were better 
positioned to prosper in the late eighteenth century than others:  
it is relatively easy to understand why some sectors of the mercantile community 
believed that they were victims of the commercial reforms of the 1770s, whereas others 
were well-placed to take advantage of the general climate of economic expansion that 
characterised the last quarter of the eighteenth century. In some parts of the viceroyalty—
particularly the centre and the north-demographic recovery from the mid-eighteenth 
century, coupled with more rigorous fiscal demands from the state and relative prosperity 
of the mining sector, stimulated regional economies; in the south the separation of Upper 
Peru and the relative stagnation of mining production at Potosí and Oruro in the late-
Bourbon period created local economic difficulties. (Bourbon Peru 65-66) 
Given that prosperity was limited to the merchants connected to particular mines, and it only 
became apparent halfway through the century, it is unsurprising that some eighteenth-century 
writers did not believe that Peruvian mines were being properly exploited.  
 In Viaje a la América meridional, Ulloa and Juan catalogue Peru’s resources, including 
silver, and how these materials were extracted. The chroniclers assert how famous Peru’s most 
                                                          
precious metals,” referring to gold and silver (23, 28-29). The symbolic value of both metals was 
affected by the abundance and circulation of resources extracted from the Spanish colonies, 
which is an important detail in Vilches’s study. 
 
213Arrigo Amadori demonstrates that the Peruvian economy, including its mines, appeared to pass 
through a period of lower productivity in the early seventeenth century, under Hapsburg 
dominion. However, this apparent unproductivity was due more to poor tax collecting than actual 





lucrative mine had become: “El celebrado cerro de Potosí, á cuyo pie está la villa de este nombre 
acia la parte del sur, es bien conocido en el mundo por las grandes cantidades de plata que, 
saliendo de su seno y corriendo por todas partes, han esparcido sus riquezas y su fama hasta las 
mas distantes” (Viaje 174). In this description, the authors repeatedly emphasize the importance 
of mobility, since Potosí’s reserves of silver (“grandes cantidades de plata”)—acquire value by 
moving and circulating (“saliendo de su seno y corriendo por todas partes”). The further away 
silver moves from its source, Potosí, the more famous it becomes (“han esparcido sus riquezas y 
su fama hasta las mas distantes”). When it comes to silver, Ulloa and Juan’s fear, which Llano y 
Zapata echoes, is that silver would be immobile, that the metal would not be correctly extracted 
and circulated. 
 In Noticias secretas de América, Ulloa and Juan again emphasize the importance of 
mobility—according to the chroniclers, Peru’s resources become valuable as they are extracted 
and circulated. The chroniclers’ fear is that these supplies would remain in the ground, 
untouched: 
En dos modos se deben considerar las riquezas del Perú. Unas son visibles a los ojos del 
mundo, porque no cesan de tributarse a los que se emplean en su solicitud, y tales son los 
metales ricos de las minas del Potosí y de otras muchísimas que se trabajan 
continuamente, así de plata como de oro … El segundo orden de o clase de riquezas se ha 
de entender el de aquellas minas de oro y plata que, o por desconocidas o por 
abandonadas, no rinden ningún usufructo a causa de que no se trabajan ni se procuran 
extraer de ellas las riquezas en que abundan. (Noticias secretas 546) 
In this description we can identify silver’s instability, in spite of its great value. Ulloa and Juan 
assert the renown that Peru’s mineral resources have acquired (“son visibles a los ojos del 
mundo”), but that labor is required to access these riches (“no cesan de tributarse a los que se 
emplean in su solicitud” and “se trabajan continuamente”). The work, or movements, of miners 





that mines require (“o por desconocidas o por abandonadas”), then the silver remains immobile 
and unvalued (“no rinden ningún usufructo”) even if it exists in great quantities (“las riquezas en 
que abundan”). Several decades after Ulloa and Juan traveled through Peru, Llano y Zapata also 
worried that the viceroyalty’s most valuable resources would go untouched. 
 In his Memorias histórico, físicas, crítico, apologéticas de la América Meridional, whose 
first tome was presented in the Spanish court in 1758 but not published until 1904, the limeño 
intellectual mocks the legends of wealth that treasure hunters pursue throughout the viceroyalty. 
Llano y Zapata ridicules treasure hunters who, ironically, destroy themselves pursuing easy 
treasure, calling them “muchos esqueletos andantes, que consumiéndose a rigores del cuidado 
del tesoro que solicitan, viven solitarios y pensativos entre grutas, despoblados y montes” 
(Memorias 101). In their attempts to quickly extract precious metals, these men inadvertently 
pass over what is most valuable. Llano y Zapata fears that these people pursue fictions instead of 
the resources Peru actually has: “Son tantas las mentiras, fábulas y enredos que en asunto de 
minas … que conciben encontrar en aquellas regiones el oro y plata con la misma facilidad que 
tropiezan en otras con los guijarros y piedras” (Memorias 103). The fantasy that Spain’s colonies 
were filled with easy wealth, which Columbus first outlined for Spain’s Catholic kings at the end 
of the fifteenth century, persisted into the eighteenth (“conciben encontrar en aquellas regiones el 
oro y plata con la misma facilidad que tropiezan en otras con los guijarros y piedras”). Perdices 
de Blas and Ramos-Gorostiza point out how harmful this “get rich quick” mentality was for the 
entire Peruvian economy: “the extractive nature … favoured corruption and the get-rich-quick 
culture of a few — both Spanish Europeans and Creoles, whether lay people or ecclesiastics — 
prejudicing the majority of the Indian population, of the Royal Treasury and of productive 





Llano y Zapata was born and educated in Lima, and he recognized how important the 
mobilization of Peru’s resources was to the viceroyalty’s economic prosperity. In Memorias, 
however, he describes how many treasure hunters mistakenly conflate speed with mobility—they 
hope to quickly mobilize mined commodities, and so they overlook anything not immediately 
obvious: “Pudieran estos aplicarse a descubrir el secreto de beneficiar el metal de plata que los 
mineros a causa de su color llaman negrillo. Hasta ahora se ignora su beneficio, siendo el más 
rico de los que se sacan en el Potosí y Cuenca” (104). The ignorance of treasure hunters leads to 
Peru’s notable resources remaining overlooked and immobile. Sulphuric-iodized silver, or 
negrillo, was, according to Chilean scientist Ignacio Domeyko, a heterogeneous substance whose 
treatment could yield silver and other elements (27). Harvesting this type of silver requires 
finesse, to separate the silver from negrillo’s other components but, according to Llano y Zapata, 
can yield great profits because of its abundance. Additionally, according to Domeyko, negrillo is 
covered in a “costra mas dura amarilla ocrácea” which contains no gold (27, 28). In Llano y 
Zapata’s opinion, negrillo serves as a synecdoche for Peru’s general mismanagement of its 
mineral resources—the hidden and ignored value of negrillo symbolizes how miners in Peru 
misallocate their resources in pursuit of fantasies. Because ignorant people do not recognize its 
value (“se ignora su beneficio”), this source of wealth sits immobile.214  
Llano y Zapata was unwittingly echoing the sentiments that Ulloa and Juan had 
expressed in Noticias secretas de América. The Spanish chroniclers also criticized Peruvian 
                                                          
214Bigelow cites negrillo as an example of how caste terminology (such as the terms that I 
discuss in Chapter 2) was applied to metals, but that the shift from describing humans to 
minerals also changed these terms’ signification: “When human bodies were arranged by color 
and caste, Africans and their American-born descendants were placed in the lowest categories … 






mining practices and complained that Peru was not realizing its potential: “Todas estas cosas que 
el Perú produce, y otras muchas que habrá particulares en aquellos dilatados reinos y países, 
cuyas noticias se ignoran por falta de aplicación, serían riquezas bastantes para otra nación que 
supiese darles la estimación que se merecen” (Noticias secretas 613). Again, these chroniclers 
fear that Peru’s mineral resources would remain undiscovered and immobile. The narrator of 
Lima por dentro y fuera also believes that the mines are an unstable source of wealth for Peru, 
but his concern is social rather than mechanical—he asserts that the mines are controlled by 
foolish men, whose obsession with silver and lack of vision transforms Peru’s greatest resource 
into a short-lived, unstable economic asset. 
 While mining is not a significant topic in the works of other poets based in Lima, Meehan 
and Cull explain why it is unsurprising that Terralla would touch on this subject in Lima por 
dentro y fuera, even though it does not directly pertain to Lima: “Puesto que Terralla y Landa 
trabajó en las minas peruanas, es natural que dedique su sátira en contra de la explotación sufrida 
por los mineros” (154). The sixteenth descanso of Lima por dentro y fuera begins with the 
narrator’s acknowledgement of Peru’s abundant mineral resources: “Verás eminentes cerros / 
Tan altos, como abundantes, / Tan varios, como opulentos” (vv. 3462-64). Words like these echo 
what we have read from other authors. Like the aforementioned chroniclers, the speaker in Lima 
por dentro y fuera complains that Peru’s mines are not properly understood: “Verás hombres de 
caudal / … / Que en hablándoles de minas, / Ponen caras de muertos” (vv. 3473, 3475-76). 
Mines are unstable resources because the men who receive the commodities produced by the 
mines are of dubious quality: “¡O pusilánimes genios! / ¿Cómo permitis pisarles / Y no permitis 
poseerlos?” (vv. 3470-72). Because of Peru’s “pusilanimes genios,” the miners who do the work 





accumulate any wealth of their own (“Y no permitis poseerlos?”). These “pusilánimes genios” 
are analogous to the nobles described earlier in Terralla’s poem. They hope to profit from mining 
without having to do any hard work and are exactly the sort of people whose presence Llano y 
Zapata lamented in his Memorias. According to the narrator of Lima por dentro y fuera, their 
shortcomings limit what can be gained from Peru’s mines. 
 The unstable nature of mining is expressed in Lima por dentro y fuera through antithesis. 
The wealthy financiers of Peru’s mines are repeatedly described in terms of immobility by the 
narrator of Lima por dentro y fuera. He contrasts their passivity with the active labor of working 
miners: 
Verás que espiran por plata 
De aquella que los mineros 
A fuerza de mil trabajos, 
Y desdichas adquirieron.  
     Que si algunos los avían 
Quieren ganar mil por ciento, 
Llenos de comodidades, 
Mientras otros de lamentos. (vv. 3485-92) 
The upper class moneylenders, “hombres de caudal,” live and die by silver (“espiran por plata”), 
but they are not willing to work for it. Instead, it is extracted at great cost (“A fuerza de mil 
trabajos, / y desdichas adquirieron”) by miners. Terralla’s narrator repeatedly contrasts self-
sacrificing miners with self-interested investors—he believes that miners assume all the risk and 
danger without seeing any of the benefits of the precious resources they extract. This is 
illustrated through the narrator’s description, which describes silver through the work required to 





desdichas adquirieron”). The miners who access silver, mobilize it by moving it out of mines and 
into markets, do not receive any of it. Instead, they owe their output to the men who finance 
mining operations with visions of excessive profitability (“Quieren ganar mil por ciento”) while 
remaining distant from the actual operations. The investors’ ideas about return on their 
investment are formed, figuratively and geographically, far from the reality of the mines, while 
the miners, “llenos de lamentos,” are intimately familiar with the difficulties of extracting that 
wealth. The financiers merely sit still, waiting for miners to deliver returns on their investments: 
“Que el aviador existe / Descansando en su aposento” (vv. 3493-94). Meehan and Cull astutely 
observe that Lima por dentro y fuera directs its harshest critique for the men who finance mines 
instead of working in them: “Es de notar también que la crítica más acentuada se dirige no a los 
dueños de las minas, sino a los prestamistas” (153). The narrator’s criticism is that the miners 
who put Peru’s minerals into circulation are not valued appropriately—they are not upwardly 
socially mobile, nor can they improve their lives with the labor that puts Peru’s resources into 
circulation. 
In the following quatrain, the narrator of Lima por dentro y fuera calls for the miner to be 
attributed greater value by those in power: 
Y este [minero] que es digno de estar 
Debajo de un solio puesto 
Porque es del Rey y su corona, 
La columna y basamento. (vv. 3533-36) 
In these lines, the narrator pleads for the Spanish crown to attribute greater value and protection 
to the miner. The speaker says that the miner is “worthy of being placed under the throne,” 





the miner should receive royal protection (“es digno de estar / Debaxo de un solio puesto”). The 
miner should receive these benefits because the strength of his work actually sustains the Spanish 
crown (“Porque es del Rey y su corona, / La columna y basamento”). Fisher holds a similar 
view; according to his studies, Peru’s exports of precious metals were the viceroyalty’s greatest 
contributions to the Spanish empire (Bourbon Peru 63).215 In spite of the miner’s invaluable 
contribution to the empire’s success, silver does not benefit him: “Ganancia á los usureros / 
Conveniencias á los ricos, / Descansos á los soberbios” (vv. 3570-72). Money flows in the wrong 
direction, to the benefit of Peru’s unproductive wealthy (“usureros,” “ricos,” and “soberbios”). 
Ultimately, Terralla’s narrator fears that this state of affairs will drive miners away from their 
work and negatively affect Peru’s economy. 
 As the narrator closes his monologue about Peru’s mines in Lima por dentro y fuera, he 
rhetorically asks where Spain’s money will come from if the wrong people in Peru continue to 
control its resources: 
Si no se trabajan minas 
Por la falta de fomento, 
¿Cómo se han de amonedar 
Veinte millones de pesos? 
     ¿Cómo irían otros tantos 
A España de nuestro imperio 
Porque tenga nuestro Rey 
Su real erario completo? (vv. 3605-12) 
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In the first quatrain, the speaker asserts the importance of Peru’s miners by rhetorically 
questioning what would happen if miners stopped plumbing Peru’s depths and Peru’s 
underground resources remained immobile (“Si no se trabajan minas”). The narrator proposes a 
potential motive for this change: insufficient compensation (“Por la falta de fomento”). As he 
described throughout this section of the poem, the financial benefits of mining are only enjoyed 
by investors, who are ignorant of the industry’s practical details. The men whose work and 
expertise yields those benefits are undervalued, because they do not receive any of the profits. 
The narrator emphasizes the importance of the miner’s work when he asks where currency will 
come from if no one is willing to work as a miner (“¿Cómo han de amonedar / Veinte millones 
de pesos?”). Such an event would have trans-Atlantic consequences—the narrator recognizes 
that the fruits of Peruvian mining are destined for Castile (¿Cómo irian otros tantos / A España 
de nuestro imperio”), and that Peruvian silver is an essential part of Spain’s treasury (“Porque 
tenga nuestro Rey / Su real erario completo?”). This rhetorical question is never answered—the 
flow of Peruvian silver into Spanish coffers never ceased during Terralla’s lifetime. The narrator 
does not dare to continue this thought, and abruptly changes the subject. This is an anxious note 
to end the discussion of economic instability in Lima por dentro y fuera. Lima’s economic 
fluctuations throughout the eighteenth century illustrate general Peruvian trends, and Vilches’s 
observation about the Spanish viceroyalties in the seventeenth century remained true one 
hundred years later: “The contrast between the sudden poverty of the fixed-income classes and 
the rapid economic success of the merchant class illustrated the conceptual chasm between those 
who understood money only as a medium of exchange and those who profited from … new 





and anxieties about who would benefit from that change, reflected general anxieties throughout 









 The theme of instability, and its impact on limeño society during the long eighteenth 
century, is present in a wide range of texts written by authors who were facing not only 
earthquakes, but also an evolving social hierarchy and a shifting economy. Viceregal caste 
poetry, in particular, as Ruth Hill has observed, “communicates the instability, flexibility, and 
multiplicity of caste dynamics in the early modern Hispanic world” (“Critical Race Theory” 84). 
This observation could, in fact, be applied to all of eighteenth-century Lima, which was, to 
paraphrase Hill, characterized by “instability, flexibility, and a multiplicity of dynamics.” The 
perpetual precarity of the capital city and its institutions generates the discussions that inform 
this dissertation. I have focused on different manifestations of this prevailing instability (seismic, 
caste, and economic) in order to illustrate the complexities of the so-called “period of 
stabilization” (García-Bedoya 30-31) in the viceregal capital. Through close readings of poetic 
and prose texts by a variety of authors, I offer a new perspective on viceregal Peruvian literature, 
and especially its long-neglected poetry, which was far more than “los retruécanos, conceptibles, 
equívocos y paloteo de frases” that Marcelino Menéndez y Pelayo alleged (373). 
 The eighteenth century brought unprecedented changes for the city of Lima, and called 
into question practices that had previously indicated the city’s success. Devastating seismic 
movements coincided with, and sometimes precipitated, sweeping political, social, and economic 
changes. Such shifts are present in the literature written during the first century of Bourbon rule 





science, caste, and economics. Furthermore, this type of emphasis can shed further light on the 
complexities of a time period that has often been characterized as “una especie de tierra de nadie 
literaria, no tanto un puente sino un abismo problemático y olvidado entre el barroco colonial y 
el romanticismo del período de la independencia” (Stolley, Domesticating 19). 
 In Chapter 1, I explored responses to the seismic instability of the earthquakes that 
devastated Lima in 1687 and 1746. The literary treatment of Lima’s earthquakes gives us insight 
into the pervasiveness of topographical instability during the long eighteenth century. These 
responses to natural disasters help us understand the condition of the city and what these authors 
considered to be their societies’ pressing problems. Their writing about the earthquakes are 
“representations of space” in Lima—by studying them we gain insight into both the symbolic 
and the literal importance of these catastrophes. Some authors—Juan del Valle y Caviedes and 
Pedro de Peralta Barnuevo in their poetry and José Eusebio Llano y Zapata and the Marquis of 
Ovando in their letters—focus on the geological causes as well as the devastating effect that 
earthquakes had on Lima and her residents. Francisco del Castillo and the anonymous author of 
Individual, y verdadera relación, however, take a more moralistic perspective: they identify 
Lima’s immorality as the greatest issue facing the city, and so their writings go into great depth 
explaining why God was obligated to punish the city with the 1746 temblor. An example of how 
many people in Lima shared the belief that God’s anger needed to be placated is the widespread 
worship of El Señor de los Milagros. At the same time that Caviedes was assuring his readers 
that earthquakes were not contingent on people’s behavior, the veneration of El Señor de los 
Milagros was growing as a spiritual protection from tremors. The facilities, processions, and 
veneration of this icon demonstrate how the promise of safety from earthquakes affected the 





long eighteenth century, we gain insight into the range of responses to the disasters that upset the 
physical, and consequently social, foundations of the city. 
 The viceregal caste system in Lima is a complex topic that touches on every aspect of 
society. In Chapter 2, my examination of literary representations of Black limeños through the 
lens of the itinerary helps us to understand their portrayals by white authors as a destabilizing 
and disruptive force. By focusing on how Black characters physically and socially navigated 
eighteenth-century Lima’s caste society, I build on Ruth Hill’s study of Hispanic caste society’s 
scientific and historical underpinnings. Complex social relations arose as decades of unions 
(willing and unwilling) between Spaniards, Native Americans, and Africans blurred hierarchical 
lines that appeared clear when Lima was founded. As it became more difficult to visually 
identify the heritage throughout the Spanish Empire, social structures came to rely upon a 
complex web of factors. While such structures were intended to favor Spanish heritage, men and 
women with African ancestry proved adept at manipulating conventions to improve their social 
and financial status. In spite of this resourcefulness, or perhaps because of it, literary portrayals 
of Black people often continued to emphasize supposedly inherent African traits—such as 
sensuality, deceit, and laziness. Castillo and Terralla created Black characters who, although they 
belonged to different levels of the social hierarchy (slaves, prostitutes, wet nurses, physicians, 
overseers, etc.), participated in disruptive behaviors. Castillo also used Black speakers who 
criticized such behavior, such as the harpist in “Declamación de un Filósofo” and the female 
speakers in “Conversación de unas negras.” It is notable how frequently Black characters speak 
for themselves in Castillo’s poems: they illustrate the important roles that Afro-limeños played in 
the city through detailed descriptions of the city’s areas, inhabitants, and professions. Caviedes 





Utrilla combines both praise and blame. Studying limeño caste itineraries from across the long 
eighteenth century gives us insight into the varied and constantly-changing roles that Black 
people played in the City of Kings, and increases our understanding of how non-white limeños 
could prosper in a sociedad de castas. 
 Studying literary representations of commerce in Lima in Chapter 3 gives us insight into 
the widespread distrust of the city’s economy and fear of commercial instability throughout the 
eighteenth century. While the viceroyalty of Peru, crowned by its capital city, had arguably been 
Spain’s most economically significant colony at the dawn of the eighteenth century, it was 
diminished at the close of the 1700s. John Fisher has convincingly demonstrated that, overall, 
Peru’s economy experienced some gains throughout the century, but that those profits were 
limited to very small groups—overall, Peru’s economy suffered through significant periods of 
instability occasioned by both natural and man-made causes. The wheat plague that followed the 
1687 earthquake, written about in Lima fundada and Viaje a la América meridional, appeared to 
stem from geological causes, and the fear of its reappearance remained large in the limeño 
conscience more than fifty years later when Llano y Zapata wrote his Carta o diario. The 
complaints about dishonest nobles, non-white castes and unexploited mineral resources that we 
read about in Castillo and Terralla’s poems, as well as Ulloa, Juan, and Llano y Zapata’s 
chronicles, were motivated by greed, prejudice, and other unsavory social practices. In Lima por 
dentro y fuera we can also observe how Lima’s large noble class was generally unable to adapt 
to economic changes, relying on their remaining social capital to scrap together enough to live on 
rather than dedicate themselves to a profession. Throughout this period mobility was a common 
metaphor for financial prosperity, but many members of Lima’s nobility found themselves 





fears of men such as Llano y Zapata, who worried that Peru’s abundant mineral resources would 
remain unaccessed and immobile because of unwise speculators’ obsession with silver. Bringing 
together texts from across the eighteenth century that discuss Lima’s economy, and putting them 
in dialogue with writings about earthquakes and caste anxieties, which I discussed in the other 
chapters, helps us gain insight into the range of destabilizing factors that contributed to the 
viceroyalty’s diminished importance at the close of the viceregal period.  
This project has touched on several types of instability that are represented in eighteenth-
century limeño literature, but the topic remains far from exhausted. The authors in the corpus I 
have studied here are all men from similar backgrounds (Spanish and Creole businessmen and 
bureaucrats), who had vested interests in the stability of Spain’s colonial enterprises. The 
discussion of social mobility in Lima’s caste society could in the future expand to consider the 
city’s Indigenous populations and be put in dialogue with other notable Peruvian cities, such as 
Cuzco. The effects of Bourbon reforms on the Catholic Church in Peru could be a fruitful avenue 
of investigation. The approaches to the study of instability that I have applied to eighteenth-
century literature remained relevant in Peru after it won independence in the 1820s, and it would 
be worthwhile to continue their examination in Neoclassical and Romantic texts from the young 
republic, as well as the nation-building Realist novels from the mid-nineteenth century. 
This dissertation has provided a unique perspective by studying several types of 
instability, from multiple genres, in eighteenth-century literature about Lima. My project’s focus 
on Lima’s social and physical spaces has allowed me to highlight aspects of these texts that had 
previously been overlooked. What I hope to have contributed is a novel way of bringing together 
texts—both canonical and lesser known—about the city of Lima through the lens of instability. 





disasters, beliefs about the natural sciences, viceregal caste society, urban spaces, commerce and 
mining practices, and also shed light on how representations of Lima’s unstable aspects evolved 
as the century progressed. I hope that my examination of instability deepens our understanding 
of how volatility affected limeño society throughout the eighteenth century and helps to 
illuminate some of the complexities of the late-colonial period, a time that bridged royal 
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